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Hello, and thank you for tuning in to. 

SPORTS 

SPORTS 

A Complete playing guide to the world 

of video sports games, presented by Phil 

Pigeon and Ryan Handsome for the 

World Network. 

It’s a book about sports games, with 

words on the pages and everything! 
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1 JUST HAVE 

s month Games World spills the guts 
;!he home versions of monster 
ade hit Primal Rage — and they’re 
king good! See the very first shots 
:lhis blockbuster beat-’em-up on 
\r console or computer. 

TO HAVE THIS MAGAZINE 

EVERY MONTH! 
▼ To ensure that you never miss 
out on the UK’s Ultimate Games 
Bible, tear this form out and hand 
it to your newsagent. 

Name ... 
Address 

Postcode. 
Tel:. 

Alternatively, call our subscriptions department on: 

so Featured: 
aytona USA — 

jge feature and review! 

itriker PSX - 

iiisive 4-page preview! 

anzer Dragoon — 

iwed 

i;kken 

irtual Hydiide 

■ Street Racer — md 

■I Heart Of Darkness 

■ Illusion Of Time 

■ Fever Pitch 

■I Lemmings 3D 

■ Soulstar — Jag 

■ PO’ed And many 

■ Z more... 
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PUTTY SQUAD 

OPERATIOm STARFISH 

ILLUSIOni OF TIME 

HACAME 

THE LlOni KING (CB) 
THE FIREMEN 
BC KID 2 (GB) Pete, this boiier room is. 

dangerous. Hurry up!! 
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SNindependent 

dropM 
I 

iVme donkey 
^ 1 indeed. But it seems to 

’b^g "bow 
p.O v\f - 

You know, it’s only once m 
a whiie that a game comes 

along and comp'e^W 
blows you away. most games g, 
flashy graphics (^r mo e 

chips than your local take 
away, the one important 
ingredient, original and 
absorbing 
often missing or only 
apparent in part. 

1-d hate to take the Butt 
line and reject back on my 
youth with a‘games took 
hours to load and had 
monochrome graphs, hah 
hell were they good 
Snce.butthetmthrsW 

mainstream ^hty. 
hrinas plenty of mediocmy. 
When games were cheap 

in oroduce and fairly 
suaightlorvrardtogeton 

the shelves, there were 

Dlenty of companies jump¬ 
ing on the bandwagon. 
Swyoaneedafewmh 

rsonXv"~'?,r' 

techniques used a 
ativeintheextrerne,but't 

ain’t a patch on Mario. It 
doesn’t feel fresh or new 

_ it just seems re-pack 
aged to me, although 
SSpt that’s a rather sub- 
feS viewpoint Maybe 

I’m just getting old 

'“otrously, there’, he 
exceptions to the r*^ mid 

thp odd Qsrn© th& 
rearywe«puttogethm«'td 
me emphasis corn^fte V 

_ Prehistorik Man, wb'ch 

;Smta»he 

indeed But it seems to me 
harwhilemostofthecorn- 
oanies out there bring out 
Ksamooid, rather wed 
tames, the ihdosthrwi 
mmainstagnant.lt sail 

very well jumping on boa 

the new 9®*^®''®}'®'^ . 
machines, but if eveiY' 
one’s going to ^ 
stunning 
superficial gameplay, then 
we’re all going to tire oj the 

whole darn thing pret y 

"^^But^iack to business. 
We’ve managed to 
enneeze in a whole lot 
more than usual in this 
Ssue, which rm sure wi. 
'Tease you a»i Theresa 
wealth of reviews. Iromth 
stunning Hagarte on tte 

llX. Fever *h IS 
featured too - could 
International Supersta 
Soccer’s reign as the num 

ber one SNES 
name be short-lived? Then 

?here’s also 
Man the potential Supe 
Mario World/DKC beater, 

and Dlenty of news and 
previews to keep you busy 

A new introduction to 

thiq issue is the new 
Player Quides, Wolfing o 

:«srtois.h;^, 
next part next issue. It 

sss: 
-»Surwnr SSSSuTnow 

rcidetSS”".* 
can squeeze the whoto 
solution into one issue 

then we will, bu Time 

games like Musiof’T 
which is coming ’’0*' 
icsue it’d be almost impos 
sible due to space restric- 

^'°Th6 news front on the 
Ultra 64 and Virtual Boy is 
thin on the ground, 
allhough the ES sbow in 

1 ns Angeles later this 
month promises to revea 

all We’ll bring you the fu 

report in 

fnTS—,i.-V- 

usual address... 

GO ON... C®BE 

V new introduction 

»"• M lirSlTdo.SSd 11.. “f “ “rrraiTrnoni 

Vaw"* 11 S^-g=Efe.ss- 
few more too. 

■ ■■ 
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fi39.99 

So remember because Action Replay has both a Universal Adaptor and a Universal Cheat System 
• . - y^u_ccin crack tliem-wjde o^ri -NQWII 

ACTION REPLAY HELPLINE 
tmomATtOHMtomnueo^ 
0782 74S990 
line open 9.00am-5.30pm Mon-Fri. 

9.30am-1,30pm Sot. 

CALL 

^ 01782 744707 ^ 
and ive will ship your 

order same day*^~ 

hlNIV^SA'L ^ Please add £2.00 per order.* 
^ For next day delivery add £5.00 
A For export orders we will quote 

shipping at cost via UPS. 

FREE CATALOGU 

SAVE £10 
Just imagine, infinite lives, unlimited energy, special effects, 
extra fuel/ammo-play on any level. Become invincible witK 
the Action Replay MK 2 Cartridge. * ^ ^ 

Action Replay now has a huge list of cheats already built-in. No need to 

even type in the codes! Thousands of built-in codes for oil the latest games. 

"DEAD CODEf SYSTEM 
“Dead Codes" are ajper cheats which effectively enable you to re-write whole 

sections of the gdj^^iving total control. No other product features "DEAD CODES' 

ADVA^ED CHEATFINDER 
Action Repldy has ofways allowed you to input not only the thousands of cheats found in 

the cheatbook supplied or from the huge number of cheats published in magazines each 

month or from the thousands of built-in codes - but the feature that has always put Action 

Replay ahead of any other cheat system Is its unique game trainer (cheatfinder) feature. Now the 

game trainer is even better with improv«} game cracking routines plus new menu systems which 

make cracking open your games now even easier. 

NEW SLO MO FEATURE Skia 
With this unique feature you have total control ADAPTOR FEATURE’, 
of the speed of the whole game. You choose ^ ^ This unique adaptor feature which allows 

from about 10% to full speed very effective with you to play even import titles has also been 

most^mes! improved. Now you can even play so called 

"NTSC only" games from the US and Japon. 

PRO JOYPAD 
If you but an Action Replay Direct from 
Datel Electronics then you will receive 
this fabulous Competition Pro joypad 
absolutely FREE! 
* While stocks last. 

YOU GAH NOW PLAY US 
& JAPANESE GAMES ON 

YOUR SUPER NES^*^ 

You can play the latest import titles now with the 

new programmable Universal Adaptor. 

Any import game - any Super NES’“ - almost any 

combination allowed. 
If you wish to play U.S. and Japanese cartridges on 

your U.K. Super NES™ or play U.K. games on your 

import Super NES^” then this is the total solution. 

Folly intelligent design automatically matches your 

console to any cartridge type. 

Unique programmable design allows you to enter 

special "Access Codes" for future import games as 
they are released - probably the only adaptor you'll 

ever need. 

Works with even so called "PAL only" and "NTSC 

Just imagine, infinite iives, uniimited energy, unlimited 

power or extra fuel /ammo. Become invincible with the 
Action Replay Cartridge for your GAME BOY. 

Very simple to use - just enter the parameter code for 

the game that you are playing and thats it. Now 
you can play games to levels you didn't even know 

existed. 

The Universal Adaptor feoture of Action Replay 2 is 
available separately! 
With the NEW Universal Adaptor you can now choose 
from the huge range of US & Japanese software and ploy 
it on your UK SUPER NES Console...even so called "NTSC 
only" games from the US!!! 

PRO ACTION REPLAY has built in INFINITE CODE 
GENERATOR which allows players to actually find their 
own cheats.MORE ENERGY. LIVES. LEVELS etc etc. 

It couldn't be simpler! 
Send large SAE with 

stamp if required. 



NEWS 

y After a hard week s slog most people like to go home for the weekend to 
unwind, relax and generally spend two days doing absolutely bog-all of any 

worth. Not the Super Gamer boys. After a Saturday of mild recuperation 
__^ following another week of slaving over hot SNES’ we packed our bags and toddled 

off to the London Olympia for the Spring ECTS. Decked out in our top togs and armed 
with only our wits and ingenuity we set off to get the lowdown on what’s to look forward to in the wide world of 
Nintendo over the coming sunny months. And what a show it was! With the Olympia boasting 30% more floor- 
space than previous show held at Business design centre 
there was certainly a lot more to do and see. 
Consequently the whole show 

to it with lots more gloss and pomp than in previous ^ 
years. This was reflected in the turn out with 
approximately 25% more visitors over the course of the 
three days than at previous events. 

Nintendo themselves and software giants Acclaim were ■[***’ ; jT 
conspicuous by their absence but nevertheless there was ' - , Jr* 

more than enough to keep us well and truly on our tows, ^ if 
not least the highly impressive Virgin stand. Called the 4 
Space Station, the stand cost a staggering £250 thousand I ^ P 
to set up and housed reps from all Virgin’s subsidiaries as 17SVRI> 
well as rolling and playable demos for many upcoming |rverWi ’ |-^ 
releases. Among others on show was the potential PGA 
beater Hooked. Unfinished as yet, but even the ‘still under 
development’ version looked like a golf sim par excellence with tremendous animation, beautiful backdrops 
and an intuitive control system. However it wasn’t anything to do with fairways and tee-shots that 
necessitated we pull Jon away forcefully. It was his unhealthily keen interest in the busty, long-legged, purple 
haired Babelonyan chicks manning(!?) the press gantry! 

The Virgin set-up made an impressive centre-piece for the show, up against some stiff competition as it was 
from the Ocean bar — a highly popular area investigated thoroughly by our good selves over the course of the 
two days we were there. Fortunately the extortionate prices prevented us from getting too limbless before we’d 

had time to see to the business in hand. £2.25 for a bottle of Becks, I ask you! 
Obviously a large portion of the show was given over to CD-ROM software with 

Sony’s PlayStation getting its first official unveiling in this country as well as a 
prominent show of forthcoming Jaguar titles. 

THQ pledged their continued support for the Gameboy, giving us a sneak look at 
PGA European Tour Golf and NHL ’95 Hockey (see full previews elsewhere this 
ish). With their highly commendable against-the-odds conversion of FIFA Soccer it 
looks like their relationship with EA can only go from strength to strength. There 
was even talk of new John Madden Gameboy title (forget the farcical JM Football 
already on the market). This one promises to be more of a faithful conversion of 
the 16-bit original rather than a second rate arcade bash loosely based on Grid 
Iron with a strong brand name the only real selling point. 

In spite of the fact that the show was largely geared towards new CD-ROM 
software and the unveiling of PlayStation and Jaguar, the evergreen appeal of 

OstfPfff GAMES JUNE ’95 



One of the biggest crowd pullers at the show was without 
doubt the dlno-beat-’em-up Primal Rage. Not only were there 
several coin-ops up and running in various strategic 
positions around the arena, but there were also some 
unfinished but nevertheless extremely mouth-watering home 
versions on display. Even at this early stage it looks like 
Super Street Fighter 2 and Mortal Kombat II could well be 
heading for their final beat-’em-up curtain call! Staying with 
beat-’em-ups for moment, the new Rise of the Robots coin¬ 
op was also on show and the limitations of the game pointed 
out by so many were thrown into sharp relief alongside the 
glorious images of Primal Rage, not to mention the extremely 
saucy looking Virtue Fighter-'inspWed Tekken The Ultimate 
Fight on PlayStation. Despite all the hype and gossip 
surrounding ROTR it doesn’t even look all that special these 
days having taken so long in development! Still, you probably 
already know that anyway. 

Donkey 
Kong 
Country 
scooped 
three 
accolades 
at the 
show’s 
awards 
ceremony 
at 

Back to the Ocean bar (we said that an awful lot) and 
there was nifty TV wall carrying a promotional video 
called the Game Show featuring a series of recent and 
upcoming products, many 
of which were targetted 
for Super NES release. M 
The Flintstones, Super - fi 
Turrican and Green . ■ * ' 
Lanfern to name but three. *. «.. . 
The presentation was . " 
fronted by none other T-. - ’ 
than Larry ‘Roland Rivron’ . 
King. Impressive it was 
but it did start to grate a 
wee bit after the fifteenth 
showing! And, of course, 
the beer was a little on the 
steep side... 

Kensington Roof Gardens. Other prominent 
achievers were Virgin, Bullfrog and EA. 

So what of the event as a whole? Obviously 
there wasn’t as much cartridge material on 
show as in previous years but that was 
expected. One thing the shebang did prove 
beyond a doubt is that the world of interactive 
entertainment is alive and kicking harder than 
ever before. Nintendo are still getting great 
backing for the SNES and Gameboy and with 
the Ultra 64 on the horizon the future couldn’t 
be brighter. 

As for us — we drank some beer, grilled the 
people in the know and a rather good time was 
had by all concerned. Now then, roll on ECTS 
Autumn! 
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NEWS 

SRMSUNG SING 
NINTENDO'S KM 
PRAISES f/*,! 

^lU a ^ ^ A ki You may or may not remember but Nintendo ^ 
and electronics giants Samsung were at 
loggerheads only a few months ago concerning 
alleged counterfeiting of Nintendo carts. 
Nintendo sued Samsung after it was claimed 
they had been producing thousands of SNES cartridges 
unbeknownst to the console giants over the Christmas period. Chips inside 
illegal Donkey Kong Country cartridges were supposed to have been 
emblazoned with the Samsung name and Nintendo took them to court. In 
response Samsung issued a counter-writ against Nintendo claiming gross 
deformation. This could well have lead to a massive court battle and even, 
perhaps,to financial disaster for either or both the companies involved. However 
it seems the whole sorry incident has been sorted out as both parties have 
withdrawn their charges and gone happily off into the sunset hand in hand. All 
very well, but what can have happened to all those fake carts. Who knows, they 
might be worth something in a few years. A bit like one of those stamps with the 
Queen’s head printed upside down! 

Guides ainH 
for the 
airlies! 

Their back! Just when you thought you’d 
seen the last of those pesky Street 
Fighters, well, apart from the movie of 
course, they’re the subject of a new in- 
depth player’s guide from publishing 
giants IDG Media. The 164 page A4 book 
should be on sale by the time you read 
this priced at £4.99. It’ll feature in depth 
profiles and strategies for ail 16 World 
Warriors featured in the arcade and 
console hit Super Street Fighter 2 and 
will act as a tester for the market. The 
print run is 50 000 copies and more titles 
could get the same treatment depending 
on its success. So the message is 
simple. If you’re not completely bored of 
everything Street Fighter after the 
seemingly eternal publicity this ought to 
be an essential purchase, reaching you 
how to pull off those devastating 
combos you’ve always wanted to do but 
never could perfect. 

The great thing about video games is that they allow you to experience the 
positive side of so many different things without any of the drawbacks. Beat 
seven bells out of various muscle-bound, square-jawed hunks without having 
them knock your teeth back down your throat. Drive around hairpin bends at 
200mph minus the worry of hitting a wall and being plastered all over the 
road. That, folks, is just about to change thanks to the Aura Interactor. It 
comes in the form of a body pack and when worn you can actually feel those 
crashes, punches and falls through the suit. One of these crazy gadgets was 
on show at the ECTS connected up to a SNES playing Street Fighter 2 and it 
looked reet nifty. We’ll try and give you a full road-test when we can get hold 
of one but as yet we’ve not been able to and as far as we know they have yet 
to go on sale in the UK. Still, they should make for the most realistic gaming 
experience to date. Mind you it would probably be cheaper just to get a mate 
to stand next to you and punch you in accordance with what happens on 
screen. Will it be the next big thing or will it go the way of the Super Scope? 
Time will tell. Stay tuned. 
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CHARTS 
It’s time to do our Bruno Brooks bit again and run down the 
top ten SNES titles and the five best selling Gameboy carts 
of the month. Things have remained pretty steady in 16-bit 
land witH only Micro Machines, up two three, altering the 
look of the top four. Further down Starwing is still selling 
steadily after all this time though DKC is slipping away. 

SUPER NES GAMEBOY 

SPim MOVES: Stopi^ 
tanrwhy the mag waant flilt&ed 

I ^drtngaadless tepflcjiflars. 

' PET WSfS: Tba rest of tbe cmt srail! 

TOP fiaiUE: yee hah! 

' Lisa, his wife, aah. 

ntOTV Mark does a mean Bvis. 

ffiMWES: Mark's the big chief and so he can afford expensive gear like 

a satelHte dish. That means he can spend hours on end watching WWF wrestfing and 

eating pop-corn. He also enjoys blowing huge wadges of cash down the local casino and 

boogying the night away to the strains of the Stray cats. He was actually born 40 years 

too late and would much prefer to be strutting his stuff m the fifties complete with side¬ 

burns and winkle pickers. 

NAR%: Miles Guttery 

AfieZS 
OCCUPATION; Hair growin', PR girl ringin' 

SPECIAL MOVES: Looking busy without actually doing 

anything. 

Pretending to ring up other members of the staff using 

office furniture then claiming it was a wrong number 

anyway 

PET HATES: Deadlines, hleurgh! 

EAVE FOOTBALL TEAM: Wolves, we're going up with Graham 

Taylor! 

TOP GAME: m Jam TE, it rules! 

ROBOBABE: Cindy Crawford ever since he saw the workout video! 

PARTY TRKK: Dropping his trousers. Well, the old ones are the best ones. 

HOBBES: Miles prides himself on having the saddest line in chat-up lines known to man. 

These include such gems as 'So this is your lighter then?', 'Go on. I'll sleep on the floor!', 

and I'll give you a slice of pizza for a... (snip — ed). ^ 
He has a very dubious taste for country music and speifds much of his spare time in the 

company of his guitar and mouth organ singing songs about being blue and drinking. His 

ambition is to spend the rest of his life cruising around the Colorado desert In a 

convertible Chewy over-laiden with lager. 

m/S: Jon Evans 

AGE: 20 gobig on 10 

aceSATnk Rad reviewin', beer swillin' 

SPECIAL MK Staggering to the bar and vomiting 

everywhere! 

PET HATES: Miles, Hayden and Mark! 

FAVE FOOTY TEAM: Torquay Utd. Any Jokes and you DE! 

iwmit Dirt Racer FX 
ROBOBABE: Sharon, the girlfriend (Well, I'd get a black eye 

If I said anybody else! — Jon). 

PARTY TRICK: Passing out 

HOBB^: Trying to play football, but failing miserably Thars why he 

always gets stuck in goal (And it ain't bleedin' on! — Jon). 

Jon has a great talent for feeling sorry for himself and appears to suffer from mild 

hypochondria — the one ailment he claims not to have! 

NAME: Hayden Jones 

RRt Old! 

OCCUPATION: Loud swearin', bacon roll eatin' 

SPECIAL MOVES: Waving. It may not sound very impressive but it is 

very Important as he knows everybody in the entire world. 

Reciting scripts from the The Young Ones In minute detail. 

PET HATES: People ringing him up at 3:40 am to find out what f 

his pet hates are! 

FAVE FOOTBALL TEAM: Torquay Utd, come on you yelloooows! 

TOP GAME: The Firemen, burn suckers! 

ROBOBABE: Norma Snockers (Big Ones, Miss February). 

PARTY TRICK: Pretending to be from Birmingham and fiobbing 

ali over the DJ. 

HOBBIES: Hayden's life is football and noise. He is presently 

growing a goatee beard. 
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FEATURE 

JACK NiCKLAUS 
GOLF 

something nice to look at! There are two 
courses on offer and you given advice from 
the man himself before each hole though 
he rarely does more than state the obvious. 
Surprisingly it doesn’t play too badly at 
first, but the whole thing’s way too limited. 
Basically all you do is set the power of the 
shot and click the button at the right 
moment to send the bail winging its way 
down the fairway. There’s no weather 
conditions to speak of and no 
sophistication in playing shots. More player 
involvement is required. Hey, even got hole 
in one at hole four on my first round! 
VERDICT — In the rough 

beckoning, m tbougUltonly 
Mgn net 90n eneua bot no tpoetnidu 
tUomoathfOompoekoilMbooValepo 
bb^ButtopyellbioiiolPotpbio-IOupo 

comoo oew.FaKB 

This one’s getting on a bit now and it 
shows. It’s visually crude with sparse 
scenery and jerky animation on the players. 
What really annoys though is the way the 
SNES seems to take an age to recreate the 
screen after each shot. This would be 
bearable if you actually finished up with 

PEBBLE BEACH 
GOLF LINKS 1 

Some fine presentation greets you with 
plenty of digitised pictures to get you in the 
mood. Start off by choosing your caddy 
from a choice of four before heading out 
onto the course. These guys comment on 
your shots but other than that they serve 
little purpose. There’s more strategy than 
with Jack Nickiaus. You can alter your 

stance and also apply 
swerve and spin to the ball. 
Also the greens are 
contoured so you need to 
take this into account when 
putting. Plenty of play 
options are catered for 
such as skins, tournament, 
matchplay and strokeplay 
but the fact that only one 
course is included detracts 
greatly from the lastability. 
Somehow it doesn’t quite 
capture the feel of the game 
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either. The balls seem really heavy and look 
about the size of a football as they zing into 
the distance, a state of affairs not helped by 
the sound effects. Each time the balls 
bounces it sounds like it’s hitting loose 
floorboards, even when it lands in a bunker. 
Speaking of which, some dodgy perspective 
makes this an all too frequent occurrence. 
You could always use the pre-hole fly-by to 
anticipate hazards but it’s so slow and jerky 
it doesn’t seem worth the bother. 
VERDICT — Double bogey 

HOLE IN ONE 
GOLF 

MAJOR 
TITLE 

This one strays from the well-trodden path 
of behind-the-golfer views and opts for an 
overhead perspective. This gives it a rather 
detached feel. You don’t really feel like 
you’re there and competing. In fact it’s more 
like playing on a Gameboy than a SNES. 
There are some neat close up shots of the 
ball approaching the hole but these soon 
lose their appeal when you realise there’s 
only about three animations viewed from 
different angles. 

Some mode 7 trickery never looks like 
lifting the ultimate tedium of it all and the 
appeal for lengthy play just isn’t there. 
There’s only one course for crying out loud! 
You’ll soon be heading off to the old 
nineteenth hole to drown your sorrows. 
VERDICT — Takes a Mulligan 

As golf games go. Major Title presents^^ 
probably the most simplified method of play 
of all the games featured in this... well 
feature. But that doesn’t mean that it’s in 
any way less of a game than any of the 
others. In fact in my humble opinion this is 
the best of the bunch, after PGA of course. 
Whilst all the other titles require you to 
carefully select your club, precariously 
choose the flight of the ball and a plethora 
of other tricky facets required to send your 
swinging to glory. Major Title presents all 

the aspects in a far 
more straightforward 
manner. 

It’s much more user- 
friendly than the others 
and as a result it’s a 
pleasure to play, that is 
if you don’t get your 
ball stuck in a bush, 
plop it into a lake or 
whack it against a tree 
at full velocity. Yes, all 
the hazards that you 
would associate with a 
testing golf course are 
included, but as I’ve 
said, it’s easier to read 
the game and play 

yourself out of trouble than with many of the 
other titles we’ve assembled and there’s 
none of the overly complex, little margin for 
error type of pre-shot interaction. 

A proud and respectable second place 
goes to Major Title and quite rightly so say 
we. 
VERDICT — On the green 

PGA TOUR 
GOLF 

This is the golf sim to be seen with on the 
Super NES. Converted from the Mega Drive 
classic it retains all the features which 
earned that title such an awesome 
reputation on pixilated greens the world 
over. By today’s standards the scenery 
might seem a little bit on the bland side but 
the game is second to none. It’s a classic 
case of easy to pick up, impossible to put 
down. You can be up and swinging in no 
time but there’s always a way to improve 

your technique. The real beauty is the way 
you’re constantly improving your game 
every time you play, just like the real thing. 
An unsurpassed range of courses and 
wealth of options mean there’s a heck of a 
lot of golf to be played before boredom can 
even think about setting in. It’s the perfect 
way to while away a sunny Sunday 
afternoon if you can’t afford the inflated 
membership fees at the local toffs club and 
no-one should be without a copy. 
VERDICT — An eagle 

COMING 
SOON. 

Virgin haveM 
what's reqimwel, and even 
stages the game iooks^f 
(snigger). 

All in all, there should pienfy ntore^, 
Nintendo fairway strutting to ba doneit 
yet. 
VERDICT — Could be a couple of holes 

lUEliM''-' 
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W Right y^G're on the green. Looks like it's time to go for a 

birdie. The story of Miles' life really! 
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(Q Our hero adopts a heroic pose, unaware of the minx about to kick him up the bum. 

^ Rats, another robotic fried chicken 

PRODUCER 

RELEASE DATE 
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escapes laser death! 



y Ice hockey is a I 

very bad tempers! 

Pass the puck 
from player to 
player, try 
your hand at 
little flick 
shots, da^ 
past the 
opposition 
and if you're 
lucky you 
might even 
scon a goal! 

PRODUCER 

ppNii|uired if 
aefeat the likes of 
pjr Flames, Boston 
l^ton. To help yq 

for victory ua Es, but above ^ 

; the essentiad 
t for succes|fl 

y team in 

lere’s a wealth 
lis is certain to 
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GOLDEN GATE 

CO. INTERNATIONAL EXPORT 

PSX inc, Ridge Racer, 

scart conversion + 

step-down transformer £480 

Ridge Racer £55 

Toshinden £60 

Tekken £60 

Starblade £60 

Motor Toon £55 

Parodius £45 

Crime Crackers £40 

Raiden £70 

Memory Card £25 

Extra Pad £35 

Scart conversion £25 

(inc.Return postage) 

Saturn inc. Virtua Fighter, 

scart lead + step-down 

transformer £450 

Panzer Dragon £55 

Daytona USA £55 

Victory Goal £50 

Gale Racer £45 

Clockwork Knight £45 

Multi Tap £35 

Memory Card £35 

Extra Pad £35 

Clearance 
Dragon Ball 2 III £25 

NBA Jam £25 

Mario Kart £22 

S.W.C DX32 £250 

SPF X li £250 

50/60 Hz conYerslon £25 

(inc.Retum postage) 

Donkey Kong Country £40 

Super SFII £35 

Streer Racer £30 

NBA Tournament £45 

Batman & Robin £30 

Jungle Book £30 

Lion King £30 

Power Rangers £35 

Sailor Moon £40 

True Lies £35 

Joy Pad £10 

UK Retail Office/Trade Enquires HK Trade Office 

Golden Gate Export Co International Golden Gate Export Co International 
(Att. Simon Chan) (Att. David Ying) 
55 Dickson Street, 9 Kau Lung Hang Tsues 
Widnes Tai Po 
Cheshire N.T. 
WAS 6NX Hong Kong 
Tel: 0378 190009 
Fax: 0151 424 0216 

Tel/Fax: 00 852 9081 9638 

FREE CATALOGUE 
PLEASE SEND STAMPED 

S.A.E ANY SIZE 

01242 516116 
SUPER NES GAMES 

ADDAMS FAMILY VALUES.40.75 
AERO THE ACROBAT.19.95 
ANIMANIACS.29.75 
BATTLETOADS D DRAGON.22.75 
BATTLETOADS IN BATTLEMANIACS.11.95 
BEAVIS & BUTT HEAD.40.75 
BLACKHAWK.26.95 
BLUE BROTHERS.20.95 
BUGS BUNNY RABBIT RAMPAGE.33.75 
CANNON FODDER.35.75 
CHAOS IN THE WINDY CITY.21.75 
CLAYMATES.22.75 
DENNIS..18.95 
DINO DINI’S SOCCER.20.75 
DIRT RACER SFX.39.95 
DONKEY KONG COUNTRY.43.95 
DOUBLE DRAGON.22.95 
EARTHWORM JIM.47.95 
EEK THE CAT.16.95 
EQUINOX.18.75 
FI CHAMPIONSHIP EDT.44.75 
FATAL FURY SPECIAL.41.95 
FIREMAN.38.95 
FLASHBACK.18.95 
FLINTSTONES.40.75 
FULL THROTTLE RACING.39.95 
GHOUL PATROL.22.75 
GOOF TROOP.12.95 
HOME ALONE 2.19.95 
ILLUSION OF TIME.33.75 
INTNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER ...40.95 
ITCHY & SCRATCHY.41.75 
JELLY BOY.36.75 
JUNGLE STRIKE.40.75 
JURASSIC PARK.22.75 
KICK OFF .18.95 
KID KLOWN IN CRAZY CHASE.35.45 
LEGEND.23.95 
LETHAL ENFORCERS.58.75 
LOST VIKINGS.17.75 
MADDEN ‘95.^,>....22.95 
MAN UTD CHAMP.^„...35.95 
MARIO ALL STARS.JZ..22.95 
MARIO PAINT WITH MOUSE.42.95 
MARKO’S MAGIC FOOTBALL.46.95 

MORTAL KOMBAT.17.75 
MORTAL KOMBAT 2.46.95 
MYSTIC QUEST.13.95 
MR TUFF.39.95 
NBA JAM TOURNEMENT EDT.39.95 
NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 95.44.75 
OPERATION STARFISH.33.75 
OUT TO LUNCH.19.95 
PACMAN 2.35.95 
PAC ATTACK.12.95 
PAGEMASTER.35.75 
PLOK.12.95 
POCKY AND ROCKY 2.40.75 
R-TYPE.22.75 
RISE OF THE ROBOTS.19.95 
SECRET OF MANA.32.75 
SENSIBLE SOCCER.22.95 
SHAQ FU.18.95 
SIDE POCKET.36.75 
SIM CITY.22.95 
SMURFS.32.95 
SPARKSTER.37.95 
SPIDERMAN ANIMATED.48.75 
STAR TREK: STARFLEET ACADEMY..36.75 
STAR TREK; NG FINAL UNITY.39.95 
STARGATE.48.75 
STARWING.11.95 
STREET FIGHTER II.20.95 
STREET FIGHTER II TURBO.18.75 
STREET RACER.37.75 
STUNT RACE FX.36.95 
SUPER BC KID.40.95 
SUPER DROP ZONE.34.75 
SUPER MARIO KART.27.95 
SUPER MARIO WORLD.19.95 
SUPER METRIOD.33.75 
SUPER PUNCH OUT.35.95 
SUPER RETURN OF THE JEDI.39.95 
SUPER STREET FIGHTER II.39.95 
SUPER TURRICAN.16.95 
SUPER TURRICAN II.36.75 
THE MASK.36.95 
THEME PARK.35.95 
TIMESLIP.22.75 
TINY TOONS.21.75 
TOTAL CARNAGE.15.95 

TROY AIKMAN.19.75 
TRUE LIES.48.75 
UNIRALLY.36.75 
WARLOCK.44.75 
WWF RAW.49.95 
X-KALIBER 2097.21.75 
YOSHI'S SAFARI.18.75 
ZELDA 3.22.95 

GAME BOY GAMES 
BC KID 2.23.95 
DARKWiNG DUCK.11.45 
DONKEY KONG '94.18.95 
DUCK TALES 2.23.75 
GAMEBOY GALLERY.18.95 
GOLF.18.75 
JELLY BOY.19.75 
JUNGLE STRIKE.23.95 
JURASSIC PARK II.24.95 
KIRBY’S DREAMLAND.18.75 
LION KING.24.75 
MEGA MAN 2.19.75 
MEGA MAN 3.18.75 
MILONS SECRET CASTLE.23.95 
MS PACMAN.17.95 
MYSTIC QUEST.14.75 
NINTENDO WORLD CUP.14.75 
SPACE INVADERS.14.95 
SUPER MARIO LAND.18.95 
TETRIS 2.21.45 
TOP RANKING TENNIS.19.75 
WARIO BLAST.18.95 
WARIO LAND (SML 3).18.95 
YOSHI’S COOKIE.12.45 
ZELDA - LINKS AWAKENING.14.75 

HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 
SUPER NES & FIFA.75.00 
SUPER NES & STARWING WITH 

DONKEY KONG COUNTRY.... 112.00 
SNES 6 BUTTON CONTROL PAD ...9.00 
SUPER GAMEBOY.43.00 
GAMEBOY & TETRIS 

& MARIOLAND.52.00 
COLOUR GAMEBOY & CASE 
(RED,YELLOW, BLACK OR CLEAR) ...42.00 

WE HAVE A LARGE RANGE OF OTHER GAMES, HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES AT GREATLY DISCOUNTED 
PRICES FOR MEGADRIVE, MEGA CD, MASTER SYSTEM, GAME GEAR, SUPER NES, GAMEBOY, 3DO 

send to:- 

EXCITEMENT DIRECT (SG6) 
P.O. Box 26, CARTERTON 
OXON, 0X18 4UL 
Free postage for the UK 
£2 Europe, £3 overseas 

ITEM 

GRAND TOTAL 

I enclose a cheque/P.O. made payable to 
EXCITEMENT DIRECT 

Please allow sufficient time for cheque clearance. 
All items subject to availability. Prices may change without prior notification. 

INTN’L S/STAR SOCCER POWER RANGERS 

39.99 43.99-£3xs 

PGA TOUR GOLF 

19.99 
BOXING LEGENDS SUPER M/WORLD MARIO ALL STARS 

40.99 14.99 24.99 

ATARI LYNX 2 HANDHELD 

29.99 
WITH 

BATMAN 
RETURNS 

POWERFUL 16BIT HANDHELD AT AN 
UNBEATABLE PRICE. 

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR LYNX .11.99 
RECOMMENDED AS BATTERY LIFE IS SHORT 

TOP TEN SOFTWARE 
CHECKERED FLAG 10.99 RAMPAGE .11.99 
STEEL TALONS .9.99 SHADOW OF 
PINBALL JAM .11.99 THE BEAST .8.99 
WORLD CLASS CHIP’S CHALLENGE 8.99 
SOCCER .11.99 DINO OLYMPICS ...12.99 
WARBIRDS .14.99 APB .14.99 

SNES GAMES 
• = NEW GAME 

ADDAMS FAMILY VALUES .35.99 
AIR CAVALRY.39.99 
AKIRA* .39.99 
ALIEN VS PREDATOR .33.99 
ARCHER MACS SUPER DROPZONE 38.99 
BATTLETOADS AND DOUBLE DRAGON • 39.99 
BOXING LEGENDS OF THE RING ...40.99 
BRUTAL .39.99 
BUBSY .15.99 
CANNON FODDER .40.99 

XS SAVER - DEDUCT £3 UNTIL MAY 31 

CARRIER ACES .39.99 
CHUCK ROCK .19.99 
CLAYFIGHTER 2 - JUDGEMENT CLAY 44,99 
CYBERNATOR .19.99 
DEMOLITION MAN .39.99 
DESERT FIGHTER .19.99 
DONKEY KONG COUNTRY .49.99 
EARTHWORM JIM .44.99 
EQUINOX .19.99 
FIFA SOCCER .35.99 
FULL THROTTLE RACING .39.99 
GHOUL PATROL (ZOMBIES 2) .44.99 
HEBEREKE’S POPOON .36.99 
INDY JONES’ GREATEST ADV.44.99 
INTN’L SUPERSTAR SOCCER .39.99 
JELLY BOY.36.99 
JOHN MADDEN '93  9.99 
KID CLOWN’S CRAZY CHASE .39.99 
LAMBORGHINI* .29.99 
LEGEND OF THE MYSTICAL NINJA * 19.99 
LEMMINGS 2 .45.99 
LETHAL ENFORCERS (WITH GUN) .. .49.99 

LION KING .44.99 
LORD OF THE RINGS .37.99 
LOST VIKINGS .19.99 
LOST VIKINGS 2 .45.99 
MADDEN NFL '95  37.99 
MARIO ALL STARS .24,99 
MARIO ANDRETTI RACING *  36.99 
MEGA MANX .33.99 
MICKEYMANIA .45.99 
MICRO MACHINES .38.99 
MIGHTY MAX .26.99 
MORTAL KOMBAT .17.99 
MORTAL KOMBAT 2  49.99 
MYSTIC QUEST .14.99 
NBA JAM - TOURNAMENT EDITION * 51.99 
NBA LIVE ‘95 (BASKETBALL! .44,99 
NHLPA’93 ICE HOCKEY .14.99 
NINJA WARRIORS *  39.99 
PGA TOUR GOLF .19.99 
PINBALL FANTASIES .32.99 
POP ’N’ TWINBEE .23.99 
POWER RANGERS .43.99 

XS SAVER - DEDUCT £3 UNTIL MAY 31 

POWERDRIVE .37.99 
SECRET OF MANA .33.99 
SIDE POCKET .35.99 
SIM CITY .19.99 
SPARKSTER .34.99 
SPIDERMAN * .46.99 
STAR TREK - STARFLEET ACADEMY 37.99 
STARGATE.49.99 
STARWING.14.99 
STREET RACER .32.99 
STREETFIGHTER 2.34.99 
STREETFIGHTER TURBO .25.99 
STUNT RACE FX.39.99 

SUNSET RIDERS .19.9f 
SUPER BC KID .40.9! 
SUPER BOMBERMAN .17.9! 
SUPER BOMBERMAN 2 .40.9! 
SUPER INTERNTIONAL CRICKET * ...33.9! 
SUPER KICK OFF .14.9! 
SUPER MARIO KART .33.9! 
SUPER MARIO WORLD .14.9! 
SUPER METROID .41.9! 
SUPER PUNCH OUT .39.9! 
SUPER RETURN OF THE JEDI .48.9! 
SUPER STAR WARS .29.9! 
SYNDICATE .24.9! 
TELSTAR 100% ADVENTURE 
SUPER PUTTY AND 
SUPER MARIO WORLD * .39.9! 
T2 - THE ARCADE GAME.19.9! 
THE ADV OF BATMAN AND ROBIN .. .48.4! 
THE BRAINIES .37.9! 
THE DEATH AND RETURN 
OF SUPERMAN .39.9! 
THE FIREMEN* .36.9! 
THE SIMPSONS - ITCHY AND SCRATCHY 38.9! 
THE SMURFS .33.9! 
THEME PARK .36.9! 
TINY TOON ADVENTURES 
- BUSTER BUSTS LOOSE .26.9! 
- WILD‘N’WACKY SPORTS .40.9! 
UNIRALLY .39.9! 
WARIO’S WOODS .34.9! 
WARLOCK *  46.9! 
WORLD LEAGUE BASKETBALL .12.9! 
WWF RAW .51.9! 
YOGI BEAR - CARTOON CAPERS ...34.9! 
ZELDA 3 - LINK TO THE PAST .26.9! 
ZOMBIES* .19.9! 

NEO-GEO uD) 
NEO-GEO CD 
WITH FATAL 

FURY 2 AND 2 
CONTROL 

PADS 

379.99 
STATE-OF-THE-ART CD BASED CONSOLE. 

AEROFIGHTERS 2  43.9 
AGGRESSORS OF DARK COMBAT .43.9 
ART OF FIGHTING .43.9 
ART OF FIGHTING 2 .43.9 
BLUES JOURNEY .43.9 
CROSSED SWORDS 43.9 
FATAL FURY SPECIAL .43.9 
KING OF FIGHTERS '94  50.9 
MAGICIAN LORD .43.9 
MUTATION NATION .43.9 
NINJA COMBAT .43.9 
NINJA COMMANDO .43.9 
RALLY CHASE .43.9 
SAMURAI SHODOWN 2  50.9 
STREET HOOP .43.9 
SUPER SIDEKICKS 2  43.9 
TOP HUNTER .43.9 
VIEWPOINT .43.9 
WINDJAMMERS .43.9 
WORLD HEROS 2 JET .50.9 

SNES DEALS 
SNES WITH STARWING .79.99 

SNES WITH STREETFIGHTER TURBO ... 79.99 

SNES MARIO ALL STARS PACK . . 89.99 
SUPER MARIO 1,2 AND 3 PLUS LOST LEVELS 
GAME (ON ONE FOUR-GAME CARTRIDGE) 

SNES WITH DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 111.99 
(ALL OF THE ABOVE COME WITH ONE NINTENDO JOYPAD) 

SUPER GAMEBOY ADAPTOR.44.99 
ALLOWS YOU TO PLAY GAMEBOY GAMES IN COLOUR 
ON YOUR SNES. SELECT COLOUR SCHEMES (FOUR 
COLOURS) AND SAVE YOUR OWN DESIGNS. 

igj 
NINTENDO PAD ASCIIPAD SN QUICKJOY 

NINTENDO CONTROL PAD .16.99 
ASCIIPAD SN JOYPAD 

WITH SLOW MOTION AND TURBO FIRE 12.49 

QUICKJOY SN PROPAD WITH AUTOFIRE 
AND SLOW MOTION.12.99 
^*4 QUICKJOY SN PROGRAM 

' - ^ PAD. WITH AUTOFIRE AND 

SLOW MOTION. CAN HOLD 3 
PROGRAM MOVES IN 
MEMORY.19.99 

PROPAD 4 PLAYER ADAPTOR 2ND LIGHT GUN 

PHASE 9 4 PLAYER ADAPTOR. FOR 
SUPER BOMBERMAN AND OTHER 

4 PLAYER GAMES .14.99 

2ND LIGHT GUN PLUGS INTO 1ST GUN 
FOR 2 PLAYER ACTION IN LETHAL 
ENFORCERS .17.99 
SCART LEAD SNES TO TV.9.99 

DUST COVER KEEPS SNES 
WARM AT NIGHT .5.99 
HI-FI LEAD SNES TO TWO PHONO .12.99 

^ HEAVY discounts ^ 
HUGE range 

10am to 8pm Daily 

01279 600204 
Fax 01279 72«M2 

(we’ll fax back to confirm) 

Win a Sony PlayStation 
Free (ompelilion to members 
See the Club Magaiine ^ 

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN 
Special Reserve Members receive our 48-page Colour Club Magazine monthly. Each 

issue carries a huge range of products and includes at least £30 worth of XS Savers for 

additional savings on top products. Members are under no obligation to buy anything. 

MEMBERSHIP FEES UK EC WORLD 

ONE YEAR (6 MONTHS) Y$00(4.00) 9*00 (6.00) 11$00 (7.00) 
One year price includes 12 issues of Special Reserve magazine with £180 of XS Savers 

All prices include VAT and 2-3 working day carriage to UK mainland. Allow one or two days 
for processing and despatch of stock items. We issue confirmations of all orders received 

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card Hardware items (battery or mains) are only 
supplied to the UK mainland Overseas surcharge £2.00 per software item or 25% on other items 

Orders accepted by post, phone, fax or visit on of our amazing Special Reserve 
club shops in Chelmsford and Sawbridgeworth HALT 

(BLOCK CAPITALS please) q- 

Name & Address_ s 

Enter membership number or NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE | 

item 

item 

Please use this box to add any optional fast delivery charge 

1st Class Post 50p per posted item or £10 hardware 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT 

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/SwitchA/isa 

CREDIT CARD 
EXPIRY DATE _ 

SWITCH 
_(ISSUE NO_) 

^heques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE atA 

V P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH J 
Inevitably some games listed may not yet be available. Please phone to check availability. 
Prices and offers may change without prior notification. SAVE = Saving off full retail price. 

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. 12.04.95 E .& O.E. 
Inter-Mediates Ltd, 2 South Block, The Mailings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. CM21 9PG. 

L _ _ J^ems_bouqht jn the_shop_s_rarr^^0£ ch^e_o_n_thejh^ ord_er£rice^ _ _ J 

PLEASE MENTION SUPER GAMER WHEN RESPONDING TO ANY ADVERTISEMENTS 



FEATURE 

s reported last month 
US Gold are the latest 
software company to 
embark on the footy 
trail. Fast approaching 
its release Fever Pitch 
is all set to explode 
onto our SNES 

screens. Amidst cries of ‘foul 
play’, ‘cheat’, ‘off, off, off’ (and 
a few unprintable ones), you 
must outplay, outwit and 
outfight up to five friends or the 
computer in what looks like a 
game that even Cantona would 
be proud of! 
With so many soccer sims 
already out there it’s not easy 
to be different and even harder 
to carve a niche for yourself. So 
what’s so special about Fever 
Pitch? Well, the answer lies in 
eight of the most charismatic 
players you’ll ever come 

across. Instead of taking to the 
pitch with eleven squeaky clean 
Linekerites, you can now strut 
out with the likes of Barry ‘ten 
bellies’ Barger, Peter ‘cheesy- 
keeps’ Stilton and Jergen ‘the 
cheat’ Gdiverman. 

Playing against - or even with 
- these players is no picnic, so 
we’ve decided to give you a full 
run down on each player 
complete with his special (and 
not so special) skills. 

Belies' 

Bapger 
: drinking beer, 

chatting up women and letting rip in 
packed elevators 

i'X : i: j ! ■ % Ghongis Khan and 
Newcastle Brown Ale 

: (other than explosive 
farts!): Drinking fifty bottles of 
Newcasfle Brown Afe before a match 
and not having to go to the bog once. 
Shoulder barging, elbow flying, belly 
bashing hard man of Fever Pitch 
Soccer. Can flatten anyone who makes 
the mistake of coming near him. A real 
defensive asset. Can also be used to 
charge down the wing splatting all who 
try to come and get the hall off him. 

Cheat' 

Gdiverman 
I : Watching the high 

diving for any useful tips. Aiso attends a 
schooi of theatrical arts 

Geronimoooooooo! 
V L * : Jergen’s trips to the 

theatricai coilege have enabled him to 
master the art of diving. Even the most 
feebie of chalienges is enough 
encouragement for him to do a double 
twisted forward somersault for a perfect 
six and a handy free kick every time. It 
doesn't work all the time, but he's so 
convincing there's a fifty percent chance of 
a free kick in midfield and a twenty five 
percent chance in the penalty box. 

SUPER GAMER JUNE’95 



Imele striker 
Container 

ImeSall Blazer 
Bikomozo 

in :KungFuand 
several other martial arts. Also 
likes chatting to the opposition 
crowd. 

> : Bruce Lee 
: Has a remarkable 

ability for turning wise old 
proverbs into total gibberish. His 
love of fish leads him to follow 
Spanish trawlers during his spare 
time. 

listening to his 
Des O'Connor records whilst 
worshipping the God of Jack Charlton 

: Bernie, his pet 
elephant who first taught him to play 
soccer. 

: Apart from being 
able to wrestle lions with his bare 
hands, Emo also has the fiercest 
right foot in footy history. They timed 
it once, but it had gone past before 
they could register it. On the football 
pitch it gives him a fearsome fire 
shot which is virtually unstoppable. 

Petev Xheesy 
ilTee/is'Stilton 

Mdrcolhe Marker 
Bigatoni 

Trying to 
manage crummy second division 
clubs, casino's and gambling. 
EiEESIB®: The Incredible 

: Being able to 
make a good team bad and being 
able to lose a fortune at the 
roulette wheel. Will let in goals for 
a price, allegedly! 

: Breaking legs 
: The Krays 
: Marco doesn't have a 

special move as such, but he can stick to 
players like glue. 

Peter TVaymatef' 
Perfect Dicky 'Tricky 

Discorama : Watching Neighbours, 
teaching kids how to play football, helping 
old ladies to across the road and 
generally being really nice to everyone. 
YeeukI 

: Superman 
: Apart from being a wuss, 

Peter is a defence-splitting midfield 
maestro. His inch-perfect passes to the 
rampaging strikers blows massive holes 
in the tightest of back lines. 

: Impressing the 
women in the local nightclub with 
his swift moves and swerves. 

Escobar 
: He's an expert at 

avoiding post-match random dope 
tests. A swift swing of the hips 
and an astounding turn of pace get 
him away from the Stewards and 
down the player's tunnel before 
anyone can thrust a sample bottle 
into his hand. 
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FEATURE 

I 

Stone age madness is sweeping 

the nation following last 

year’s hit film, The 
Flintstones. 
Spielberg’s 
masterpiece of 
prehistoric 
adventure has led 
to a whole fistful of 
spin-offs, including 

therecently released Flintstones 
SNES game. This much-hyped feast 
of caveman capers ended up being a 
big stone age belly flop, being as dull and 
slow as you’d expect from someone who’s 
around ten thousand years old! 

Thankfully, this major let down has been 

swiftly followed up by Titus’ 
forthcoming release, Prehistorik Man, 
This exciting new game looks like 
being all that the Flintstones 
promised to be, should have been, 
but alas, wasn’t! 

Titus surprised us all a couple of 
months back with the brilliant Wild 
GunSf and Prehistorik Man looks set 
to continue their hot streak. The semi¬ 
finished cart that we’ve seen showed 
plenty of promise and it looks certain to be 
a summer smash. So, in an effort to bring 
you the best and latest 
information, we’ve delved into 

the murky depths of 
ancient history to 

bring you an update 
on the game that is 
sure to have us all 
glued to our 
screens during 
those hot summer 

day’s. 
The story begins 

many, many years ago 
on a dark and sinister 

night, when a hoard of 
hungry 
dinosaurs , 
creep into a 

nearby 
village and 
steals the local 
inhabitant’s winter 
store of food. When the 
villagers gather for 
breakfast and learn of 
the theft, panic 
sweeps through the 
village, for with 
winter approaching 
they will surely 
starve. 

Everyone’s in a fluster, 
but the local wise man 
puts his thinking cap on 

V 

and comes up with an 
ingenious plan. He calls Sam, 
the local stoneage stud, to 
his cave and tells him of his 
idea. An old wive’s tale tells 

! of a distant land where all 
the dinosaurs go to die^The 
bones of thousands of age 

old monsters litter this land, 
and as bones are the local 

currency, if they could find this 
dinosaur cemetery and collect all the 
bones, they’d be rich enough to buy all the 

QBaaaEOBEO 

A Mr Whipp/s mine all mine, nya ha ha... 

^ food they could eat. 
The land lies many, 
many miles away and 

the road is a treacherous 
and deadly one, but Sam bravely 
agrees to set off in search and 
vows to return with the bones of a 
thousand dino’s. 

To help on his dangerous 
and lengthy journey a 
group of the most useful 

' villagers agree to 
accompany him. These 
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Sam special weapons 
that are invaluable on his 
quest. 

The local guide is 
another important 

member of the group. 
Exploration is a big, big 

part of the game and the 
land is massive. Every 
nook and cranny must be 
searched and no stone 
left unturned, so the 
guide comes in handy 
when trying to find 

those secret and 
^ concealed areas. 

Inventors are 
] few and far 

P between in 
/ prehistory, but 

/ Sam is lucky 
/ enough to be 

accompanied by a 
jM madcap scientist 

who bears an 
uncanny 

resemblance 
j ^ to Einstein. 
’ I / He can make 

/ ail sorts of 
W f contraptions 
W I and machines / 
^ I from the 
^, j J simplest 

/ I objects. Sam 
^ I must spend 

valuable time 
searching for 

these, but if he 
succeeds he’ll be more 
than rewarded by the help of some of the 
Professor’s inventions. 

Sams journey is long and hard and he’ll 
need all the guidance and advice he can get. 
Luckily the wise old man, despite being 120 
years old, has decided to accompany him 
as well. This old man may look a fool, but 
his worldly wisedom will be invaluable to 
Sam. 

They say behind j J 
every great man lies \ JM 
a great woman. So, 0 ^ 
it’s no surprise that ^ 
the last member of our 
happy gathering is a woman. j^F 
We’re not quite sure where 
exactly she helps in the 
game, but I’ve got a 'wL 
feeling it’s ‘ 
something to ^ 
do with Sams 
leisure time. 
After even 

need to 

Aina time long past humans believed rocks were alive and simply hard of hearing! 

^ WBQ3 ssas sessms 
uxD a_ 
insvTxa^tsD^ssistmi ms 
GIDCDSS SrLQBB CmiTgCjMIl 

members of Sam’s posse pop up from time 
to time on different levels to give him a 
much needed helping hand. All of the posse 
have special talents and will help in 

Sam is undoubtedly the star of the show 
though, and by using the full potential of the 
SNES joy pad he can perform a whole 
repertoire of moves. As you’d expect from a 
platform hero he can run and jump, but he 
can also search, run like a dog, use special 
weapons and even kill his opponents with 

his terrifying scream. 
Running like a dog may not 

sound a useful, or very pretty 

different ways. 
The blacksmith is one of the most 

valuable members of the posse. He’s got a 
degree in weapon making and turns up at 
some of the most convenient times to give 
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Git down and groove 
Prehistorik stm as 
PM shows rime's 

rhythm in them 
thar animal 

hides! 

ability, but it 
allows Sam to 
run faster than 
normal and helps 
make those extra 
big jumps and so 
on. ^earching is 
also^a neat 
ability that 
alloifs Sam to 
stop and check 
around the 
immediate area 
for any secret 
passages, pits 
or pikes etc. 

Altogether 
the game looks 
sure to have 
enough variety in 
moves, weapons and 
action to please the 
most sceptical of reviewers and the 
most avid gamers. On top of this there 
promises to be lo^s of original and 
inventive levels with some smart graphics 
and animation to boot. Still, before we get 
too carried away on a wave of prehistoric 
jollity, we’d better wait for the finished cart 
and a full review in the next couple of 
months. 

A Not so fast Dr Plymco, Your disguise doesn't fool me! 

The prehistoric posse iine up for a pre-adventure 
snap. From the left we have the blacksmith, 
followed by the prof, the wise man’s daughter, 
the star of the show - Sam, the scout and then 
last, but by no means least, the wise man 
himself. This motley crew boast the best brains, 
brawn (and figure) of the stone age era and 
they’re gagging for an adventure! 
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n a worid where nothing comes free, weVe here to provide the exception which proves the rule. Once 
again Super Gamer brings you an unmissable opportunity to grab some top loot for the negligible price of 
a postage stamp. With so many quality games having passed through the office of late, there was quite a 
choice as to which we should choose for a competition tie-in so it eventually went to a vote with Titus’ 
explosive Wild Guns getting the nod. It’s a veritable feast of violence which should quench any shoot-’em- 
up fan’s thirst for excessive violence. It’s got everything from Cowboys and Injuns to tanks and giant laser- 
•wielding robots, and the whole fandango could be yours. We’ve got ten Wild Guns carts to give away, but 

first, as is the norm with these things, you have to answer the following inane questions. So, with best thinking 
caps on, it’s time to dispense with the pleasantries and get down to business. 

The film Wild at Heart starred which 

American actor? 

A. Big Bird 
B. Nicholas Cage 
C. Jurgen Klinsmann 

What is the name given to the area of the 

A. The wild west 
B. Wild West Ham 
C. The Wild Western Railway 

United States where cowboys originated? 

Send your entries on a postcard 

or the back of a sealed-down 

envelope to: 

Blimey another great SG 
giveaway this time featuring the 
classic Wild Guns compo. 
Super Gamer, 14a Union 
Street, Newton Abbot, Devon 
TQI2 2JS 

What kind of ‘one* was Marlon Brando? 

A. Tiddly 
B. Munching 
C. Wild 

There. Pretty tricky, we think you’ll agree. Still, In the event 
of a tie, we’ve decided to include one of those lovely ‘complete 
in exactly nine words’ tie-breakers : 

If wild is 

■ 

! 
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REVIEW INTRO 

Pretty obvious, really. In 

The main reviewer. The final ratings 
are awarded by him, although other 

reviewers may have different 
opinions. The main review tells you 

what the game is about, how it is 
played, and whether it has any 

special features that help it stand 
out above other games of its type. 

Despite the fact that Super Gamer’s review system is the most 
accurate, comprehensive and accessible in the world (not that we like 
to hype ourselves up or anything), some odd-bods have still written to 
us complaining that they can’t understand it. So that no more people 
will waste valuable stamps telling us they don’t know who wrote the 
main review (hint: it’s the guy whose head is at the start of the text), 
here is the complete guide to our reviews! 

Tells you who produces 
the game, and their phone 
number. If the game is an 
import, we also tell you 
who supplied it to us. 

always harboured a deep 
dislike of the underwater i 
outings. I don't care what 

I thought these FISH agents were 
supposed to be mean, lough 
characters with licenses to thrill and 
kill. Well the only way James Pond 
is going to kill anyone is If he bores 
them to death, and, believe me, 
there's a pretty good chance of that 
In Operation Starfish. 

The game is boringly predictable, 
obscenely lacking in variety and has 
some pitiful graphics. On top of this. 
It has one of the most ridiculous 

completely unavoidable RIghty-ho than — now w 
all know where we stand I'd better not arse about 
so stop fidgeting around impatiently and pay 
attention 

Dr Maybe, Pond's arch doer of evil, fled the icy 
wastes of the North Pole after his plans lor world Let’s get the FISH outta here! 

I The plan is simple — to corner the world markel 
In turn generate enough wealth for Maybe to rea 

yjsiC.a|pl making everybody on the planet as miserable ai 
to bod believing he'd set the video to record Prh 
and woke in the morning only to find he'd micro 
Instead. Gumph! 

Anyway, how will he get hold of all this cheea< 
The answers simple — mine it from the mooni V 

So off we head Into a platform n' p 
lunar-cy and dairy-ng adventure, ho I 

Scattered around the many levels i 

contain important hems and/or trapped FISH agents who must be 
freed before you can progress. 

The puzzles are mostly pretty straightforward. The main problems 
arise when trying to transport the required object to the appropriate 
position. Even though the 60 plus locations tend to be fairly compact 
there are some awkwardly positioned nasties and tricky spike pits 
which need a great deal of care to clear safely. Pond can defend 
himself by jumping on baddy's heads, punching them, throwing 
objects or collecting extra weapons but most of the time simply 
avoiding them is the easiest (and safest) method. 

the case of import games, 
prices may vary, so shop 

around! 

When will the game be on 
sale? Find out here! (NB: 
release dates are always 

subject to change.) 

A quick summary of, well, 
the type of game. 

The memory size of the 
game in megabits (8 
megabits equals 1 

megabyte) 

Does the game have any 
special features, such as a 
battery save or Multi-tap 

compatibility? 

The game's controls! 
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raster this than it will the 
game, and when you’re forking out 
so much money you don't want to 
end up sitting around piaying with 
passwords! 

All's not completely lost though; 
It does have some nice features. Ilka 
being able to walk upside down, 
pius tons of levels. Unfortunately 
there's not enough to drag It from 
the mire, so if you’ve any common 
sense, give this one a big no-no! 

platforms are what yc 
for then It's certainly 
aloolc ^ 

THE OVE HALL RATI NG 
O-BSr 

Could any game stoop 
so low? It most 
certainly could - see 
page 68 for the proof! 
Yeeuck! Any game 
scoring this low 
should be burnt and 
have its ashes mixed 
with salt. 

30-49% 
Ugh. This band is the 
wasteland for mis-j 
conceived, ill-executed 
or just plain rubbish 
games, if you get one 
of these as a present,i 
strike the giver from 
your Christmas card 
list immediately. 

50-G9°^ 
The average zone. 
Games lurking in here 
might be well- 
executed, but totally 
lacking in originality or 
vitality, or may have 
playability defects that 
render them too flawed 
to be enjoyable. 

This is more 
Unlike other 
who award 75% 14^9 
'average’ game, 
Gamer scores in 
range mean a SiHM 
worth investigstlttK 
especially if you'ii^V 
fan of the genre. | 

Gamer Gold territory! 
Any game that we 
award a gong is one 
which by all rights 
belongs in your 
Nintendo’s cart slot. 
Only the best get this 
award, so you’re sure 
of a great game. 

ji 
Do the game’s visuals knock 
your eyes into your head, or 

are they as inspiring as a 
bowl of cold porridge? 

Heavenly symphonies - or 
karaoke classics? Music 
and sound effects get the 

once-over. 

First of the two most 
important ratings. Does 
the game grab you from 

the start? Is the main 
character easy to control? 
Do you die unfairly, or far 

too frequently? 

The second of the 
‘biggies’. Once you’ve 

played the game, is there 
enough there to keep you 
coming back for more, or 
will you complete it in a 

day? Is It really worth £50? 

The final rating! Not an 
average of the others, as a 

game can have terrible 
graphics but amazing 

playability, this is a game’s 
ultimate rating. Games 
scoring 90%+ get the 
coveted Gamer Gold 

award; these are a must! 

The other reviewers get to offer their 
opinions In these comment boxes. They 

may agree with the main reviewer, or 
violently disagree! It’s up to you to decide 
which reviewer’s opinion you most agree 

with - after ail, it’s you who buys the games! 

We use lots of pictures to help you 
get a look at the game. Remember, 

though, graphics are only a small part 
of any game - the important thing is 
always how well it plays, and to find 

that out you’ll have to read the review! 
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Ocean are r 
certainly \ 
keeping \ J/ 
themselves (and 
us) busy at the 
moment. No sooner do we finish 
reviewing one game and get it safely 
tucked under our belts, than another 
comes along. Still, this joyous surge of 
titles is more than welcome at a time 
when other companies seem to be a 
touch slow in releasing new stuff. 

Putty Squad is Ocean’s latest 

A blinding flash, a mighty explosion and a big blue rocket hurtles from the 

bedlam towards one of our poor trapped putties. Best rescue him, eh! 

offering and after the hit and miss affair of Super Turrican 2 
(hit), The Flintstones (miss), AFV and Mr Tuff (could have been 
better), they look like they’ve finally come up with something 
quite outstanding. 

The original game. Super Putty, was not quite a classic, jP 
but gained a respectable 84% from the last posse and was b 
fun, entertaining and immensely challenging. Ocean have g 
kept Putty Squad in a similar sort of vein and produced a H 

It’s putty amazing!!! 

fantastic sequel, 

H|H||||||^^|H||||||H If you think the 
problems on Earth 
are you 
should see 
Putty 
a mess. 
fighting other 
and all sorts of 
nutters are trying to 

r rule the land. 
JBBUBBlL" . Eventually a UN 

peacekeeping force 
is sent in to the 

troubled territory, but amidst ail the military gung-ho and bravado, 
they wind up lost and get taken prisoners. This is when Putty, the 
heroic blue-blob, steps in to save the day. Aided by his ex-enemy, 
Dweezil, he must rescue all the missing GIs while at the same 
destroying the crackpot warlords and their troops. As you can 
imagine, with fifty two levels packed with action and adventure. It’s 
not going to be easy. 

The idea is fairly simple and easy to get into. Putty must basically 
fight and find his way through all the levels. On each there’ll be a 
number of prisoners who have to be rescued. Only when all the 

A Erk, Ernie and Sid hold a competition to see who can puff his cheeks out the furthest. 

Sid was posthumously declared the winner! 

■ 
II 
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prisoners, or MIA’s, have been found can Putty 
go to the exit and move on to the next stage. 

This all sounds nice and straight forward but 
as usual there's a snag, well, two actually. ^ 
Firstly, there’s a hoard of weird characters hell Y j 
bent on stopping our blobby friend. Secondly, | 
each level, whilst not massive, has a mazey feel r ^ "T 
to it, that’ll have you searching around for ages. 

The bad guy’s out to stop you include pups 
armed with bazookas, cat troops with guns and 
mortars and even more bizarre, terminator carrots, robots, 
deadly dentures and many, many more. Each of these has 
been wonderfully animated to give the game a really colourful 
and humorous feel. They also provide some pretty tricky 
opposition. 

Thankfully, Putty is not alone and certainly not unprepared. 
Dweezil, once his arch enemy, is part of the Putty Squad and 
can be used in two ways. Either he can be knocked out and 
his stomach used as a trampoline (very handy for out of 
reach places), or you can let him kick you and he’ll lay a 
bomb. At first this all seems a bit pointless but it’s not too 

A Here we see our mate Putty demonstrating his incredible morphing ability. Those Power Rangers 
had better watch out! 

a|||M||||l A Putty fakes a deep breath and inflates himself to the size of a beachball — useful 
BHIPm for floating to higher platforms, Don 'f get popped though! 

nearby will be blown to smithereens! 
The other item is Putty’s power pod. It’s basically a rocket-powered 

balloon to help you zoom around the level. This contraption is brilliant for 
searching around and finding out where things are. You can also use it get 
to those hard to reach places. Unfortunately you can’t stay aboard forever 
and some on-screen indicator lights show how much time you have left 

long before you realise just how important he is. To get 
anywhere, you’ll have to learn the best way to get the 
most out of him. 

As well as Dweezil, Putty has a few other tricks up his 
sleeve. These come in the form of power ups that are to 
be found scattered around the levels. X-ray specs, cat 
food, chilli, shields and even lumps of cheese are there 
to help in various ways. 

Putty also has two other helpful items he can use. First 
there’s the nitro-bombs. Lay one of these and anything 

V Many strange and varied creatures wander the walkways of each level. 
They all have one thing in common though — a hatred for blue amoebas! 

1 T TV- 

snn nm ■ oTralrBl 
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Crikey, what a 
talented fellow ^ i 
Putty is - they say 
Phil Cool has rubber 
features! I especially liked 
blowing him up really fat and 
floating round the level like a 
human balloon (a bit like Hayden 
after a plate of beans) but it’s the 
overall polish that really gets you 
hooked. The backgrounds are 
slickly drawn with loads of detail 
and the comical bad guys strut 
around with humour and purpose. 
Putty himself adds a new twist to 
the platform formula to make Putty 
Squad a worthy Gamer Gold! 

before it’s time to abandon ship. 
All the weapons and items are very handy and good 

fun to use, but the star of the show is undoubtedly 
Putty himself. His amazing rubber>like texture allows 
him to mould into some zany positions and perform a 
variety of moves. He can stretch, bounce, punch, jump, 
squash, inflate and loads more. All these moves are 
wonderfully animated and bring Putty to life in glorious 
style. 

With some gripping sound tracks (one for each 
level!) and some impressive sound effects and speech, 
the game has a real fun and amusing feel to it and 
compliments the superb graphics and marvellous 
gameplay. 

Ocean have come up trumps with Putty Squad, and 
if you want a fun game that’ll amuse you for hours on 
end, you can’t go far wrong. ^ 

A That's one nasty frazzled! He may be 
cufe, but our Putty's no wimp. 
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SUPER ADVANTAGE .£29.99 
Incredibly sturdy pad with 

adjustable turbo speed and coin¬ 

op style button lay-out. Amazing! 

AuS^^...£29.99 99% 
GHOULS INNK... £29.99 85% 
JURASSIC IWIir!^...i29.99 99% 
KICKOFF.*...£29.99 71% 
SENSISLES0GCER......£29.99 90% 
SUPER DOMBERMAN .£29.99 94% 

I would like to order the following 

pives, this 

irbos and 

Yowzer! 

FIGHTER STICK ....£36.99 
It's cool it's black and it has got loads 

of extra functions you will probably 

never use. The professional's stick. 

Enclose a total of £ 
Please add £1 p&p for games & £1.50 for accessorie, 
Please Allow up to 28 Days for delivery 

Method of payment (please circle) 

Cheque • Postal Order • Access •Visa 

SN Pro Pad. 

Competition Pro 

Credit Card No 

Expiry date / / 

PRO ACTION REPLAY 2 
SUPER NES.£45.99 
NES. £32.99 
GAME BOY.£35.99 

SNES GAME CONVERTER 

Lets you play most NTSC SNES 

Games on European SNES... 

Postcode 

Telephone 

Signature Massive Hps 
books, containing 
all the secrets for 
all the top games 
on Nintendo and 
Sega, plus com¬ 
plete solutions t^ 
all the games 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Super Gamer Savers a Paragon Publishing 

FREEPOST (BH 1255) HH 
BOURNEMOUTH 

BH11BR 

Or telephone our Mail Order Hotline on 

0202 299900 
Or fax your order on 

0202 299955 
Please make all cheques payable in pounds Sterling to 

Paragon Publishing Limited. 

TMHsential accessory! Allows you to play 
certain games with up to five other people! 

SUPER NES...£17 
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always 

startea ra jus 
like to point 
something out. I’ve 

harboured a deep 
like of the underwater agent’s previous 
ings. I don’t care what anyone says, as far as 

m concerned Robocod ls dull, boring, graphically 
unimpressive and about as much fun as a pile of 
gravel in the rain! The reason I’m saying this is for 
the purposes of this review. I intend to put all my 
prejudices to one side which means I’ll not be 
mentioning Robocod any further unless 
completely unavoidable. Righty-ho then — now we 
all know where we stand I’d better not arse about 
so stop fidgeting around impatiently and pay 
attention. 

Dr Maybe, Pond’s arch doer of evil, fled the icy 
wastes of the North Pole after his plans for world 

domination were last thwarted by the plucky FISH agent and has 
lain low ever since. Actually that’s not quite true. He’s kept 
himself out of the spotlight but he certainly hasn’t been wiling 
away the days on the local golf course, no sirree! With that 
incredible capacity for predictability unique to super-villains the 
world over he’s been hard at work coming up with yet anotf 
devious plot to take over the world, blah, waffle, etc and 

A / say. Pond. That's rather a startling brolly! Have you ever thought of setting up your 
own building society? 

The plan is simple — to corner the world market In cheese. This will 
in turn generate enough wealth for Maybe to realise his dream of 
making everybody on the planet as miserable as a man who’d gone 
to bed believing he’d set the video to record Prisoner Cell Block H 
and woke in the morning only to find he’d micro-waved the dog 
instead. Gumph! 

Anyway, how will he get hold of all this cheese you may be asking. 
The answers simple — mine it from the moon! Well, it makes perfect 
sense to me! 

So off we head into a platform n’ puzzle world packed with cheesy 
lunar-cy and dairy-ng adventure, ho ho hum! 

Scattered around the many levels are various items which can be 
utilised to achieve your goal which is to de-activate the generator. 

vl ■ ■ 
J - ' 

- ^ J J 

one of which is to be found in each area. In addition certain levels 
contain important items and/or trapped FISH agents who must be 
freed before you can progress. 

The puzzles are mostly pretty straightforward. The main problems 
arise when trying to transport the required object to the appropriate 
position. Even though the 60 plus locations tend to be fairly compact 
there are some awkwardly positioned nasties and tricky spike pits 
which need a great deal of care to clear safely. Pond can defend 
himself by jumping on baddy’s heads, punching them, throwing 
objects or collecting extra weapons but most of the time simply 
avoiding them is the easiest (and safest) method. 
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For once in my life 
I find myself having 
to agree with Milo. The 
first and second editions of James 
Pond weren’t much cop and the 
third shows little sign of 
improvement. 

I thought these FISH agents were 
supposed to be mean, tough 
characters with licenses to thrill and 
kill. Well the only way James Pond 
is going to kill anyone is if he bores 
them to death, and, believe me, 
there’s a pretty good chance of that 
in Operation Starfish. 

The game is boringly predictable, 
obscenely lacking in variety and has 
some pitiful graphics. On top of this, 
it has one of the most ridiculous 
password set-ups ever. It’ll take you 
longer to master this than it will the 
game, and when you’re forking out 
so much money you don’t want to 
end up sitting around playing with 
passwords! 

AM’s not completely lost though; 
it does have some nice features, like 
being able to walk upside down, 
plus tons of levels. Unfortunately 
there’s not enough to drag it from 
the mire, so if you’ve any common 
sense, give this one a big no-no! 

PRODUCER 

PRICE 

RELEASED 

GAME TYPE 

CART SIZE 

FEATURES 

CONTROLS 

NO FUNCTION NO FUNCTION 

OVERALL 

The moon’s limited gravitational pull also gives 
Pond a new and impressive ability. He can now 
run up and down vertical slopes, provided he can 
get a good run-up of course. He can even run 
upside down along the underside of platforms. 
This allows for some useful gymnastics so with 
practice you can reach those tricky nooks and 
crannies. 

So it all seems quite fun and playable at first but 
the game just doesn’t seem to progress. The 
graphics are largely 
uninspiring with a lot of 
'earthy’ colours and 
though backdrops do 
change they seem to retain 
the same washed-out feel 
throughout. There are 
some good power-ups 
around and Pond’s ability 
to run up and down sheer 
cliffs is pretty neat but the 
controls sometimes seem 
a bit sluggish to respond 
leading to high frustration. 
This is really platforms by 
numbers with nothing to 
recommend it above a 
thousand others, but if 
platforms are what you live 
for then it’s certainly worth 
a look. 

A Aha — a tribe of Pac-People living in a damson barrel! 

JUMP 

JUMP 
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Illusion of Time, A 
which is jM 
otherwise known V ^ 
as Illusion of Gaia, 
got unofficial attention 
from the old Super Gamer posse. 
Anyway, for those who missed it 
earlier on, here’s a full review once 
more. The English version is 
absolutely identical down to the last 
pixel. 

As legend would have it there 
exists a comet with strange 
supernatural powers. Once _ ^jjr 
every 800 years it 
passes close to the 
Earth and causes 
all manner of 
upheavals. 
Earthquakes, 
tidal waves, not 
to mention the 

mutation 
living things who 
become demons 
under its dark spell. 

Many years ago the comet brought about the end of an 
ancient but highly advanced civilisation whose memory 
faded into legend until a group of explorers decided to go in 
search of the enlightenment promised by the secrets of the 

ancients. Predictably none of the party returned. Well, 
actually that’s not strictly true. The son of the 

expedition leader, a lad by the name of Will who’d 
gone along for the ride came back with no 

Ilk '‘^collection of his journey home or what had 
happened to the others. 

The game 
begins a year 
on from the 
ill-fated 
adventure 

with Will 
seated in school 

surrounded by 

A A rare moment of barrel study. 

his chums. The first reaction 
is ‘oh no, here we go again!’ 
Yep, you guessed it — yet 
another would-be Secret of 
Mana/Zelda-beaterl As usual 
with these things the first 
thing to do is go round and A Ugh, how unhygenic. Cooking in the bedroom. Oh well, it looks like he's incinerated the lot anyway! 

n fW? 
1 1 -Vz- ~^ ‘ ■ E- } kk. :■ :■* Mk- -ll 
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mode seven sequence 
when you move from one 
location to another. You 
don’t actually have 
control over the 
characters but it 
handsomely captures the 
feel of the globe-trotting 
scenario. It’s this 
attention to detail which 
makes Illusions of Time. 
If you stand back for a 
second an observe the 
proceedings from an 
objective point of view 

talk everybody in the locality. This way you 
soon build up a general idea of the task at 
hand. Sadly most people’s responses a 
fairly mono-syllabic and your own replies 
are pre-ordained aside from the odd yes/no 
option when asked a question. Even then if 
you give the wrong answer you usually get 
off with a scolding before being given the 
chance to say the right thing. As it 
transpires, the village has been surrounded 
by demons heralding the impending arrival 
of the Comet, known as the Comet of Ages, 
and it soon becomes apparent that the only 
way to avert catastrophe will be to go in search 
of your missing father and find out exactly what 
happened. And off you set! 

It’s a sprawling quest which takes you ail 
around the globe in search of clues. Many and 
varied adventure lie in wait including rescuing a 
beautiful Princess from the clutches of her evil 
father, the King. She then joins your party to 

help ever-increasing problems you encounter. 
What’s makes Illusion so appealing is the 

very well thought out story as you make 
progress. As you make new friends they pop 
up later on to help you out or just have a bit of 
a chat. You actually feel pleased to see the 
odd familiar face appear now and again! 

Graphically It’s superb, even out-stripping 
Secret of Mans with the characters packing 
loads of, er... character into their typically 
chubby, fairy-tale bodies. There’s even a nifty 

V Wahey! It's morning and time for brekkies. Oi, where's my tuck? 

you’ll realise most of the game is 
spent following instructions given 
by various characters. There’s not 
much actual puzzle-solving and 
even when you do get stuck the 
chances are it’s simply because 
you’ve been ignoring the obvious. 
As long as a bit of thought is put in 
you can’t really go wrong with this 
format and Illusion is certainly no 
exception. Once you sit down to 
play you’ll be hooked. It looks great, 
sounds great and plays well enough 
to disguise some lack 
of freedom. ^ 

This is really rather 
excellent! Right from 
the start where you’re 
hanging out with your mates, right 
the way through as the plot of magic 
and mystery unfolds you really get a 
feeling of being involved in the 
mystical quest.Graphically it’s great 
with loads of cute appeal, but the 
sprites still look determined enough 
as if they really mean business. 

The tunes are pleasant as well. 
Jolly enough to keep your ears 
happy without being annoyingly 
chirpy. It’s big too, the game that is. 
Plenty of locations, heaps of 
characters and a wide range of 
puzzles ranging from the 
straightforward to the downright 
mind-bending. 

It takes all the best elements of 
the Zelda series and the Secret of 
Mana — the games by which all 
other members of the genre are 
measured — and actually improves 
on them. Okay, so perhaps the 
format isn’t as fresh as it was, but 
this title just goes to show how even 
the best can be made better with a 
little care and thought. It’s all topped 
off with some great presentation like 
the mode 7 sequences. Great stuff! 
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MARK 

PRODUCER 

PRICE 

RELEASED 

GAME TYPE 

CART SIZE 

FEATURES 

CONTROLS 

RATINGS 

The beautiful Princess Kara can be a 
bit of a pain, but what a fox! 

tats LLLillll aiia I 
L.^ 

CL 

It may seem a bit 
out of character for c 
someone as loud \ 
and violent as me to 
find this kind of thing 
good fun, but guess what — I did! I 
may seem cold and callous but 
inside I’m just a soft fluffy thing and 
this brought back all the innocence 
of childhood. Rescuing princesses 
from evil kings — lovely. It’s the 
way everything’s so well set out that 
gives Illusion such appeal. The 
story unfolds before you with all the 
sweetness for which these 
Japanese RPGs are famed without 
falling into the trap of being too 
sickiv. Excellent! 

Yikes! Wandering around the evil king's palace isn't a good idea! 
^ickly 

DEFENCE/ESP DEFENCE/ESP 

NO FUNCTION 

USE OBJECT B TALK/ATTACK 
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TIPS SPECIAL 
To celebrate the return of one of 
the best strategic blasters of all 
time, we’ve decided to 
celebrate. We weren’t sure 
whether to have a party, or 
dance naked through the 
streets, so in the end we just 
plumped for a full and 
comprehensive player’s guide. 
We got the mysterious gamer 
Games Guru onto the job and 
you’ll see the results over the 
next few pages. All you need to 
now is get out there and kick 

3 CAR BOMBS 

There’s five cars which need to be 
destroyed before they career into friendly 
buildings. Look at the map and try to 
anticipate which direction the car is moving 
(it doesn’t set off until you scroll it on 
screen). Try and approach from behind 
then let rip with a burst of hydras. Keep 
firing until he blows as you don’t have very 
much time. 

4 AGENT AKBAR 
A dead simple mission. Simply destroy the 
building and winch Akbar aboard to gain 
information about the President’s limo. 
Other than a couple of snipers there’s 
surprisingly little resistance around to 
bother you. 

1 MONUMENTS 

You need to take out all the terrorists 
surrounding the historic monuments. The 
biggest threats are the long green vehicles 
as they’ve powerful rockets. They’re most 
abundant around the uppermost 
monument. Two hellfires will do the 
job, but otherwise use hydras. The 
blue and white vans carry less 
potent rockets, and can be destroyed 
with the gun, but hydras are 
preferable. Keep an eye out for 
snipers. They don’t look like 
much but their constant firing 

rapidly eats your energy. A quick burst of 
machine gun-fire will take them out. 

2 TERRORIST HQ'S 

The idea here is to blow the building then 
get the guy who runs clear. Before hitting 

the building do a quick recce of the 
area and take out any hardware 
lying hidden. Be ready to winch the 
man aboard and get out quickly as 
enemy vehicles soon appear after 
the HQ explodes. You need at least 
three of the four terrorist leaders to 
complete the mission. 

5 MOTORCADE 

Guide the President’s limo to the 
Whitehouse. Collect an armour crate and 
top up you ammo before you start as you 
can’t afford any pit-stops during the 
mission, then fly marginally ahead of the 
car. This way you can see which way it 
turns. There’s nothing worse than losing 
the President! Listen out for gunfire, then 
fly ahead and take out the offending 
enemies with hydras. You’ll then need to 
return to the limo so they know it’s all clear 
to move on. As long as you stick close it’s 
fairly straight forward. 
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ENEMY SNIPER 3 PLUTONIUM 
Once the President is safeiy ensconced in 
the Whitehouse fiy off the grounds the way 
the limo came in. Across the road you’ii see 
a man dressed in black. Pick him up to 
complete the campaign. 

CAMPAIGN TWO: 
SUB ATTACK 

When pursuing the plutonium carrying 
boats you can ignore the island-based guns. 
As long as you keep going they can’t turn 
fast enough to track you. If you try to take 
them on you won’t last long. Be careful not 
to destroy the plutonium. Collect it by 
driving over it. There’re quite a few armour 
crates lying about and should be collected 
as soon as you’re given a warning. There’s a 
lot of rockets flying around, especially from 
the numerous gunboats so there’s always 
the danger of taking a hit out of the blue. It’s 
easier to get the plutonium once it’s 
transferred onto the trucks as they 

CAMPAIGN THREE: 
TRAimiG BROUm 

1 TRAINING CAMP 
Here’s a nice simple one to get you started. 
All you need to do is knock out the towers. 
They’re only lightly defended and the 
sentry’s machine gun fire does negligible 
damage. The chain gun is ample fire power 
for the job. If you feel like it, destroy the 
tents as well, there’s a few goodies hidden 
to be had under them. 

1 LOST SEALS 

Fly straight to the far left to get the SEALs 
then drop them at their helicopter (lying just 
south of where you start). 

2 ELECTRIC FENCE 

Kill everyone on the Island with the 
hovercraft and the electric fence will 
automatically be de-activated. There’s only a 
four soldiers so use your guns. When the 
fence goes down the landing pad will start 
to flash. Put down and transfer to the 
hovercraft. You can now go under the 
bridge. 

don’t have much in the way of defence. The 
chain gun will soon finish them off. 

4 F-15 PILOT 

The stranded pilot actually turns out to be 
Faceman — one of the MIA co-pilots. Drive 
over him to pick him up then make a dash 
for it. Don’t bother with the guns on the 
island — you’ii need all your energy for the 
final battle! 

5 NUCLEAR SURS 

You’ll notice the hovercraft is equipped with 
mines instead of hellfires, and these are 
required to destroy the subs. They always 
move from NW to SE so get in position to 
cut across in front of them. As you cross 
their path drop a mine. Two mine hits are 
required for success. Try to drop the mines 
as close as possible otherwise the sub will 
destroy them with it’s missiles — they’re 
meant for you as well! 

2 LANDING ZONE 

Another dead simple mission. Fly to the 
small clearing in the jungle and pick up the 
guy waving his arms and then drop him at 
the landing to the left, next to the tree line. 
And that’s that! 

3 RADAR ONE 

There’s two ways 
you can go about 
this - approach each 
site slowly, take out 
the defensive tanks 
from range and then 
pick off the radar 
truck. Alternatively, 
if you’re feeling up 
to it, you can try 
going in quick, 
letting loose with a 
salvo of hydras, then 
getting out as 

quickly as possible. It’s risky, but saves time 
and remember - time is fuel. 
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TIPS SPECIAL 

4 COMM EXPERT 8 NUKE REACTOR 3 CHOPPER PADS 
There’s a couple of nasty AA either side of 
the detention building, which you can 
despatch by loosening off a couple of 
hydras or hellfires, before shooting the 
building and releasing your man. Take him 
to the landing zone nearest the telegraph 
poles. There’s four of them and can be 
seen on the map, slightly to the right of the 
middle. 

5 TANK DEPOT 

The depot is situated right in the middle of 
the map. The targets are, as yet, 
uncompleted and therefore unable to fire 
back. Unfortunately, there’re a few active 
tanks roaming around, so keep your ears 
and eyes open for enemy fire as they look 
exactly like the targets. 

RADAR TWO 

Exactly the same as mission three. Just 
remember that each radar is defended by 
two Sheridan tanks. Also make sure you 
get the radar. It’s possible to blow up the 
truck and leave the radar intact, so make 
sure you’ve on the mission map you’ve 
definitely taken it out. 

7 TRAINING HQ 

The three buildings 
containing the 
commanders are 
quite close 
together, but do a 
thorough search of 
the area first. 
Several AA guns 
are lying in wait to 
shoot you down as 

you try to winch prisoners aboard. Hit the 
guns before going in. 

The warehouse containing the reactor is 
fairly central and towards the bottom. It’s 
relatively lightly defended, but always make 
your attack approaching from right to left. 
An AA gun is hidden in the building and 
coming in from this side gives you a 
chance to take it out without hitting the 
reactor. If you do, it’s game over! 

CAMPAIGN FOUR; 
NIGHT STRIKE 

When approaching the pads make sure you 
have Hydras armed. As soon as you see 
the red light on the rotor tips of the enemy 
Apache, let rip. Try to keep your distance 
as they often attempt to ram into you. Once 
the chopper’s destroyed switch to guns and 
destroy the landing ‘H’. 

4 8i 5 SCIENTISTS 
AND POW'S 

These appear in the brief as separate 
missions but there’s no need to treat them 
as such. Towards the top of the is a cluster 

1 WATCHTOWERS 
Taking out this cluster of towers is dead 
easy. Their only defence is a rifle wielding 
guerilla in each. Just keep an eye out for 
the odd armoured car trundling about, as 
they can be hard to spot in the dark. 

of pits covered by bamboo bars. Three 
contain scientists, the others POWs. Rather 
than trying to get them out in a specific 
order just blast them as you see ‘em. 

0 WEAPONS PLANT 

2 GREEN RERET 

Pick up the stranded Green Beret 
the left of where the watchtowers 
then fly up to the 
big first clearing 
directly north of 
the starting 
point. You can’t 
land until you’ve 
taken out all the 
covering 
gunmen, so do 
so and then drop 
the beret off. 

just to 
were. 

Start at the top and work down. Other than 
the odd armoured car there’s not much in 
the way of hostile units other than snipers. 
Just be careful towards the bottom as you 
might unwittingly wind up killing the enemy 
commander, thus rendering completion of 
the mission impossible. 
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7 COMMANDER 3 COUNTERFEITS 7 C4 EXPLOSIVES 

A simple blast and catch. As usual, be 
careful not to blast the commander when 
the building goes up. Fire in short bursts 
until the building is destroyed, then move in 
pick him up and what do you know, the 
campaign is complete. 

CAMPAIGN FIVE: 
PULOSO CITY 

Money! That all powerful thing. To finance 
his exploits, the drug lord has three 
counterfeiting plants in the top north west 
corner of the map. These must be blown up 
and all the equipment inside destroyed. You 
will also find a few hostages to be rescued 
and although they’re not part of the mission, 
if you pick them up and take them back to 
the UN base, you’ll get some much needed 
armour repair. These plants are protected by 
some missile launchers, which have to be 
taken out quickly, but little else. 

4 POWER GRID 

A piece of cake! Just south of the 
counterfeit plants, you’ll find the power grid. 
I counted three soldiers as I blew these 
babies sky high, so not too much to worry 
about here. 

5 ARMOURED CARS 
Another easy one here! Go to the top of the 
north west corner and find the two big 
buildings side by side. Destroy these and 
you’ll see some armoured cars speeding 
away. Nothing of interest with this mission, 
just the occasional soldier and jeep. 

DETONATORS 
The city of Puloso has been overrun by the 
evil drug lord and your first mission here is 
to rescue the hostages he has taken. These 
can be found in three buildings to the east 
of where you start. Only defended by a jeep 
and a sniper, or two, this mission shouldn’t 
pose any problems. When you pick up the 
hostages take them back to the UN base 
just north of your starting position. 

2 DRUG PLANT 

Next you must go on to 
the drugs plants, blow 
them up and rescue any 
scientists that emerge 
from the rubble. The 
drugs plants are just 
north of the UN base 
and apart from some 
jeeps with some rocket 
launchers, there’s not 
too much to give you a 
headache. 

If the level has been a bit easy up to now, 
things are about to change for the worse. 
Head back down to the police station just 
north of your landing zone, land and get 
into the motorbike. Drive around and find 
the armoured vehicles and blow them up to 
get the detonators. If you scroll through 
your weapons you’ll notice that the hellfires 
have been replaced with mines. The idea is 
to drop them in front of the armoured 
vehicles and you’ve got ‘em. The motorbike 
is not easy to drive though and things are 
made no easier by the hefty punch the 

armoured 
vehicles carry. 
If you can try to 
come up from 
behind them, 
pass them and 
then drop your 
mine you 
should be okay. 
But believe me, 
it sounds a lot 
easier than it 
really is. 

If you manage to finish that mission then 
the rest of this game ill seem easy in 
comparison. After the nightmare of the 
motorbike, you must now get back in your 
chopper and go and get some explosives. 
When you destroy the building the plastic 
explosives will appear. Move in close and 
pick them up. You’ll get little resistance, but 
then you’ll be lucky to get this far anyway! 

8 DRUG LORD'S 
WAR ROOM 

Here you must land and drop your co-pilot 
off, so he can go and blow the building up. 
While he’s inside you must keep the area 
clear of soldiers and then winch your co¬ 
pilot back to safety. 

CAMPAIGN SIX: 
SmWFORTRESS 

The first mission of this campaign is to 
rescue a downed pilot. Wild Bill. After taking 
off, head straight west and in the far corner 
you’ll come to a prison camp. Blow up the 
buildings and some prisoners will be 
released. Pick up Wild Bill and five others 
and you’re done. There’s two big AA guns to 
watch out for, but very little else, bar a few 
snipers. 
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TIPS SPECIAL 

2 BUAII SITES 
Next stop is the enemy radar sites. These 
are basically three lorries at the bottom of 
the screen. Watch out for the guns again as 
they fire missiles that do a lot of damage. If 
you’re careful it’s possible to stay out of 
range and still be able to hit back with your 
cannon. Once you get rid of the guns, the 
radars are at your mercy and are there for 
the taking. 

3 MISSILE DEPOT 
After the radars it’s on to the hoard of 
missiles. These are right next to the radars, 
but are a little bit more tricky to get as they 
are protected by some tanks and lots of 
snipers. Try to stay on the outskirts of the 
compound and blow the missiles and 
buildings from there. This will keep you out 
of reach of the enemy guns. 

4 SOVIET 
SPECIALIST 

This Soviet must be real special as he’s 
guarded by several Abrams tanks. Either 
knock these out fast with hydras and 
hellfires, or stay out of there way. The 
Soviet is hiding in one of the icy bunkers 
on the west side of the map. When you 
destroy the one he’s in, he’ll run out and go 
straight up a tower. Move in close and pick 
him up. 

5 ROCKET 
LAUNCHERS 

CAMPAIGN SEVEN: 
maRJUD 

The specialist you’ve just captured will tell 
you the whereabouts of the six rocket 
launchers and they will appear on the map. 
These are scattered all around. Some are 
easy to destroy, as they’re poorly defended, 
but others are a lot harder. The thing to 
watch out for are more Abrams which seem 
to pop up everywhere and some missile 
launchers. 

POWER GRID 

The power grid is located at the bottom of 
the map and is very well protected, so be 
on your guard. Don’t be fooled by the 
mission map that say it’s only protected by 
one radar, this baby is heavily defended by 
five M1 tanks. When you get close to the 
power lines switch to Hellfires and go in 
fast with all guns blazing. You will 
inevitably take hits, but if you’re fast 
enough you’ll get them before they get you. 
Fortunately, afterwards if you blow up a few 
of the surrounding houses you’ll find a 
much needed armour repair, and some 
extra fuel. 

7 FORTRESS 

The evil drug lord has built an underground 
fortress and this must be destroyed. At 
least six chambers must be found and all 
the weapons inside blown up. The location 
of the chambers are unknown at the start, 
but after completing all the other missions 
they will appear on the map. Head towards 
them, but be careful there’s some choppers 
flying around and they’ll do anything to 
stop you. When you eventually get to the 
chambers blow them up and all the snipers 
and jeeps inside, but be careful, there’s 
some warheads that have to be collected 
for the next mission. If you go in guns 
blazing you’ll blow them up and the game is 
over. Pick your targets and aim directly at 
them, don’t fire indiscriminately. 

7 FORTRESS 

As mentioned above, inside the six 
underground chambers some missile 
warheads are being kept. Six of these must 
be collected and then the mission and 
campaign is complete. 

- i 

' I 

{ 

1 F-117 STEALTH 

Here we go again as we join our 
irrepressible hero on yet another mission in 
his tiring pursuit of the drug lord and his 
sidekick, the madman. Take off and find the 
captured Stealth bomber due south of you 
on a dusty runway. Blow the net up that is 
concealing the bomber and then land your 
chopper on the helipad just to the right. 
You’ll run out and board the plane, then 
take off in your new flying machine, 
the bomber can’t take many hits, but has 
unlimited fuel and ammo, so go straight to 
hellfires, or hydras and enjoy blasting up as 
much as possible whilst it lasts. The 
airbase is protected by a few hidden 
soldiers as well as a couple of twin AA 
guns. Take all of these out before you get in 
the bomber, or you might get blown up 
whilst taking off. 

2 TROOP SRIDGES 
Along the rivers shown on the map are 
seven bridges. These must be blown up to 
complete the mission. Most of them are 
poorly protected by just a jeep, or the odd 
tank. The Jeeps only take a few bursts of 
your cannon, and although the tanks take a 
few more, the range of their guns is short, 
so you can just keep back and taka them 
out at your leisure. 
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3 DRUG FIELDS 4 VILLA 
After the bridges you must take out the drug 
fields and greenhouses. Ten of these must 
be destroyed to complete the mission. It’s 
better to take out the drug fields first as 
they’re poorly defended by just a couple of 
soldiers. After taking them out you won’t 
have to get so many of the greenhouses 
which are better protected, destroying the 
drug fields requires just a couple of blasts 
from your cannon, but when you go for the 
greenhouses switch to Hydras as they 
require more hits and there’s also a lot of 
AA guns around. You may run out of 
Hydra’s, but just to the west of your landing 
zone you’ll find an ammo crate. 

4 PATRIOTS 

Scattered around the map you’ll find some 
Patriot missiles. These have been stolen of 
the Americans and must be destroyed 
before they are used against you. The 
missiles are pretty tough and can take quite 
a few hits. Fortunately, they have very little 
defending them; the most you will come up 
against is a Chieftan tank or two. A few 
quick shots of your Hydras will soon see 
them off and a spurt of your cannon will get 
rid of any soldiers lurking in the Jungle. 

5 FUEL DEPOT 

At the bottom of the map you will find the 
drug lords fuel depot, essential for running 
his army. You must attack and destroy all of 
these fuel storage tanks. Fly to the southern 
edge of the map and come in from the west. 
This will help you take out the defending 
tanks from the side, rather than head on. Be 
careful when you are shooting here, as 
under some of the fuel tanks you will find a 
couple of fuel drums and some ammo 
crates. If you shoot wildly you may blow 
them up and find yourself running short. 

NUKE DEPDT 

Somehow the drug lord has got his hands 
on some nuclear weapon components. 
These are hidden in what look like ancient 
ruins all along the eastern edge of the map. 
A couple of rounds of your cannon will blow 
these ruins up and reveal the components. 
Pick these up and any scientists running 
around for extra points and armour repair. A 
vigilant eye is needed on this mission as 
there’s a lot of tanks and soldiers lurking In 
the dense jungle. 

CAMPAIGN EIGH 
MOUNTAINS 

1 CDNTRDL TDWERS 
South east of where you start from are four 
control towers, from where the drug lord 
runs his corrupt operations. These towers 
are tough and seriously well guarded by 
mobile cannons. These suckers are well 
protected by armour and can inflict a lot of 
damage, so it’s best to try and take them out 
quick. The tanks are a bit slow so if you 
keep moving and firing you should be okay. 
If you do take some damage, which is more 
than likely, just north of the first tower is a 
small pyramid of rock. Blow this up and 
you’ll find an armour repair. 

2 TDMAHAWKS 

Next head south west, where you’ll find the 
tomahawks hidden in four rock piles. Blast 
these to bits and the missiles will be 
revealed, blow these up and the mission is 
complete. Well except for all the mean tanks 
that are surrounding you! Use you Hydras 
or Hell fires to get rid of them FAST. If you 
get into a shooting match you won’t last 
long at all. There are about sixteen ammo 
crates lying around the map, so you ain’t 
gonna run short of ammo, so don’t hold 
back, let rip! 

3 PDWER SUPPLY 

The next step is to cut the power to the drug 
iords villa. Whilst the power is on it’s 
indestructibie. Head north east and you’ll 
come across a single building in the middle 
of the jungle. This mission is quite easy, but 
it’s still defended by four AA guns. These 
are stationary, and if you come in from the 
east, you’ll be able to avoid them. 

After knocking out the power supply you 
can now go for the Villa. At first there 
appear to be only a couple of snipers 
around, but once you hit the villa everything 
goes haywire. Tanks appear from nowhere 
and soldiers pour out of the building. Don’t 
hang around. Once you hit the building the 
mission is over, so there’s no point getting 
into a shoot out and losing valuable armour. 

5 DRUG LDRD 

Once you have taken out the villa, quickly 
check on the map to find out where the drug 
lord is. He’s in a helicopter trying to escape, 
so switch to Hydras and give chase. Blow 
the helicopter up and the drug lord will 
appear from the wreck. Pick him up and the 
mission is complete. The chopper doesn’t 
fire back, but you have to be quick. 

AIR STRIP 

In the middle of the map you will find an air 
base. Here the madman has a fleet of planes 
and ‘copters. To prevent his escape all of 
this must be destroyed. The air base is not 
well defended, so go in all guns blazing 
you’ll have no problem. Remember, there’s 
loads of ammo crates lying around here, so 
don’t worry about running out of ammo. 

7 BUNKER 
Hiding in his underground bunker, right in 
the middle of the map, you will find the evil 
madman. If you approach from the north 
you should be able to take out the bunker 
quite easily as the only defence is a couple 
of AA guns. A few bursts of Hydra will soon 
destroy the building, but make sure you’ve 
got plenty left for the next and last mission. 

MADMAN 

When the madman’s bunker goes up in 
smoke, you’ll see a ‘copter flying away. This 
is the madman trying to escape, so give 
chase quickly. Pump those hydras into the 
chopper, until it’s blown sky high. You’ll see 
the madman on the ground surrendering - 
chicken! Don’t shoot him as he must be 
taken alive. Pick him up and the campaign 
is over. You may think the battle’s won, but 
not yet. There’s one more campaign, the 
journey home.but that’s another story! 
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hat's siwoky ami kooky, extranely hideous and has no 
legs? No, it ain't a memher oi the Addams Family, it's 
If/Hles alter a night mit on the tom (legtess, do ya ger 
it?). SOI, we're not here to tmk dhout that. Hmmnunml 
bisteadFm hen with news el vest Joy. AFV has only 
recmidy hit ttw slum shelves ami w^n already mi the 
haH with a Mydayers guide. Oceans msslve search mtd 

So, thmdi your liwky stars for the SB mmse. AU you have to do is 
sit hack, with Joypml in hand, read these tvs mid iTh he a pmce 
oicmie. 

n First thing to do is talk to granny, Morticia and Gomez. 
You’ll not only learn about what’s going on, but also get 
some cookies (good for the health) and a journal (which 
gives you a map). 

Enter the Gatekeepers lair on the west side of the garden. 
Kill the Gatekeeper and press the button on the wall next to 
him - this will open the gate at the top of the Garden. 

Talk to Crusha, the big plant in the gardens. He will give you 
the skull key and ask you to retrieve the black rose for him. 

Return to the gate and then go to the bottom right of the 
garden. Here you will find the entrance to a dungeon, go 
down into it. 

Once inside the dungeon collect the black rose and the 
greenhouse key then leave the dungeon. Here you can 
either give the rose to Morticia, who’ll give you a health 
segment, or give it to Crusha, who’ll show his gratitude by 
attacking you later. Your choice! 

Q After the dungeon go back to Crusha, whether you’re going 
to give him the black rose or not. He’ll then move away and 
you can get into the rest of the gardens. 

Once you’ve accessed the rest of the gardens make your 
way to the greenhouse. When you get inside strike up a 
conversation with Rasp (the eventual greenhouse boss, but 
you need him at the moment). He’ll ask for some help, agree, 
as this is the only way to see and explore the whole 
of the greenhouse. QOnce you’re inside the greenhouse explore and get the bone 
spoon, the pumpkin and the green key. This green key will 
open a door later on. 
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QNow go to the es room and teleport to the boss room. Here 
you1l have to fight Rasp. When you do you’ll get some extra 
health and a bottle of plant food. This plant food will come in 
handy later on when you meet Yorgle. 

Now return to the gardens and head east. Go past the 
Gargoyles, through the forest until you come to the 
swamp. 

When you get to the swamp, head north, following the 
path. Eventually you’ll come across Yorgle, a 'feed me’ 
plant. Give him some of the plant food and in return he’ll 
give you some magic seeds. 

SECTION 2 

Exit the garden and make your way to where there’s a 
sign post saying ‘Greenhouse this way’. Walk to the left 
here and enter the forest. 

Keep walking left through the forest until you get to 
another ‘feed me’ plant blocking the entrance to a cave. If 
you give him some plant food he’ll get out the way and 
you can now enter. 

Head to the very bottom left of the map and then walk left. 
You’ll then enter one of the forest rooms, or areas. 

Wednesday and Pugsley should be in here. Give them the 
pumpkin and they will ask you to locate a light source. 

Keep following the swamp around, from the south to the 
east, until you come across ‘It’ and you’ll receive a 
password. 

Leave the swamp the way you came in and return to the 
garden and give Granny the bone spoon. She’ll replenish 
your stock of cookies and that’s section one over. 
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Leave the forest and return to the swamps (to your right). 
When you get there, head north until you arrive at a 
bridge. This bridge leads to another forest room. 

When you get inside this room, head north again and 
find a set of steps partially hidden by a small clump of 
trees. Go up these steps and you’ll turn up in the dune 
section. 

When you get to this dune section, go up again, until you 
come across an entrance. This leads to a rocky section. 
Home of a character you need to meet, Phweep. 

When you get to Phweep have a chat and he will 
complain about losing his voice, he will also give you 
the skull rattle. Once you’ve got this you can go back to 
the dune section. 

From here go right until the screen scrolls, then head 
north. There is an entrance; go inside and you’ll meet 
Ulch. Have a talk with him and he’ll complain about 
having indigestion. After this, head back out. 

21 

Back at the dune section you want to head right until you j 
come to another bridge. Go across the bridge and you’ll i 
come to another rockies section. Here you’ll be met by a 
few rock-like enemies. If you kill these you’ll get some 

rocks in your inventory. You will be able to exchange these in 
Grindles rock shop just next door. 

After you’ve finished your shopping return to the forest 
room, where VVednesday and Pugsley are. Just to the 
right of them you’ll find an entrance that takes you to 
another swamp area. 

When you get to this swamp follow the path round until 
you come to a tree, with an unfortunate fat lad stuck in it. 
The lad is biocking the path to the trans mission express 
(a system that will help you move around the playing 
area a bit easier), so you decide to shrink him, but you’ll 

need a potion off Granny. Phweep is also here and will arrange to 
meet you at the greenhouse. 

So, now you must head back to the greenhouse, where, 
true to his word, or not (as he’s lost his voice) Phweep 
will be waiting for you. Granny has also turned up and 
she’ll have some useful cookies for you. The crusty 
cookie will make you invincible after eating for a short 

time. Use them carefully! Granny will also agree to make the 
slimming potion you’re after to get rid of the lad. Phweep, is 
getting fed up without his voice, so wants to go to hoarders maze 
to look for his vocal chords. 
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Go back to the forest area you were at at point 16, where 
Wednesday and Pugsley will again be waiting. Just below 
them you’ll find a bridge that leads to the hoarders maze. 
You and Phweep will jump from this bridge and you’ll find 
yourself in another dungeon. 

You’ll be back in the swamps now. First head to your right 
and then as soon as you can head north. Keep going until 
the screen starts scrolling on its own, then turn slightly 
leftnd you’ll see a set of steps. Go down here and you’ll 

find yourself at back in the forest. 

Here you’ll find the boss, Ma Hench. After you defeat her, 
leave the room through the teleport that appears. In the 
room you end up you’ll find a candle and Phweep will 
want a chat. He’s found his voice and, as long as you 
went to see Grindle at her shop, he’ll agree to wake the 

gargoyles (in the garden) with his refound voice. Now leave the 
room by using the teleport. 

Keep heading to the right and you’ll eventually return to 
the gardens. 

You should now (if everything is going according to plan) 
be back at the sign that says ‘greenhouse this way’ (you 
went past it in step 14). If you go to the right you’ll see 
Morticia on a platform above you. If you go to the right 
you’ll come to a set of stairs that you should go up. Then 

go left and you can now have a chat with Morticia. She’ll take the 
skull rattle of you and reward you with another health segment. 
After this head back o the steps and go down. Then go right. 

You’ll reappear in front of a set of steps, go up these and 
you’ll come out at the swamps. If you go through, 
heading to the bottom left, you’ll arrive at the forest and 
the home of Wednesday and Pugsley. 

Start up a chat and they’ll take the candle of you (they 
asked for a light in step17) and in return you’ll get a nice. 
Juicy health segment and a music box. After this leave the 
forest by heading to the right. 

Keep heading right and you’ll come across the gargoyles. 
These gargoyles, perched on the columns will only come 
to life if Phweep opens his gob. Have a talk with him and 
he should agree to help. Once the gargoyles are awake, 
you should have an entrance to another dungeon. 
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■pupill Go through this dungeon until you find the stone key. 
L Once you have this return to the entrance. 

You should find yourself back at the gargoyles pillar, 
from here head north up the set of steps straight In front 
of you. After this go right and down. Then turn right and 
you will enter the forest. 

Keep going right all the way through the forest until you 
come to what appears to be a dead end. Here you will 
find a set of steps going down, go down (well, you 
certainly ain’t going up anyway) and then head right until 
you enter the swamps. 

Granny is somewhere in this section of the swamp, but 
she ain’t east to find. Go right and follow the path down . 
Move to the right at the first opportunity. Now follow this 
path to the right and then continue to walk along it as it 
twists north. Eventually you’ll come to a bridge patrolled 

by two baddies, take them out and cross over. Then turn left and 
then head south, here you should find Granny. She’ll now give you 
the potion you’re after to shrink the lad in step 25. After that long 
walk you’d hope there’s a quick exit, but unfortunately you have to 
go all the way back along the same path until you’re out of the 
swamp. 

Now head back towards where Wednesday and Pugsley 
are (step 29). Just to the right of their little den, you’ll 
find a set of steps leading down. If you go down here 
you’ll come to the section of the swamp where the fat lad 
is stuck in the tree. 

Use the slimming potion on him and he’ll shrink. This 
will give you access to the transmission express. This 
place allows you quick travel to three important 
locations. These are 
a) Swamps - leading to the stone gardens 

b) Swamps - location of the entrance to the dungeons 
c) swamps - Where It is (this basically allows you to get passwords 
to save your progress) 

Using this new transmission express, go to the dungeon 
section. Make your way through here until you come to a 
door leading to the wetlands. This is an area you’re yet to 
explore, but now’s your chance to have a go. 

In this small section of the wetlands you must search for 
the ‘Spiders eye’. When you find it, if you take it to the 
spider monument and use it, you’ll be rewarded with a 
replenishing of your health. After this return to the 
transmission express by returning the way you came. 

When you get back, use the express to get too the swamp area 
where cousin It is lurking. 
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When you appear from teleporting, walk left and then 
northwards until you reach a bridge. If you want, you can 
restock on magical seeds, by chatting to the plant 
standing next to the bridge. Afterwards cross the bridge 
and you’ll find yourself in another area of the wetlands. 

When you get to here, head west until you come across 
Jip and have a natter with him. He’ll give you a very handy 
squirt gun loaded with swamp juice. 

Remember Ulch those many moons back in step 22? You 
know he was complaining about his indigestion? Weil, 
now you must return to him and cure his ailment using 
the swamp gun. 

When you cure Ulch’s illness he’ll belch and throw up a 
black cube. Fortunately , this is the very thing needed to 
free Jip, so go back to where he is trapped in the 
Wetlands. 

Use the black cube to free Jip and in return he’ll give you 
a stone button. 

Now travel west and you should find the entrance to 
another dungeon. Enter this and start to travel through, 
along the way you should find a book titled 'Clydes 
Cookies Compendium’, pick this up. 

Now, let Morticia take the headless teddy off you and 
you’ll receive another health segment as a reward. 

Head east to the swamps again and meet up with Granny. 
Give her the Cookie Compendium that you picked up and 
she’ll agree to meet you in the stone gardens. 

Again use the transmission express to teleport to the 
swamp area where the entrance to the stone gardens is. 
Walk south from the teleport exit, which will twist and turn 
north. You wiil come to a bridge and on the other side 
you’ll find the stone gardens. 

Go into the stone gardens and talk to Lurch. He’ll give you 
a bowling ball. Use this to break down a specific area of 
the wall in front of you. 

As you go through the stone gardens you need to collect 
several items for later in the game. First get the stone twig 
key, this’ll open up doors in the stone gardens. Secondly, 
get the vine, you’ll need this to rescue Thing’. This can 
only be collected after defeating the boss Romit, though. 

Also get the big book of biscuits, you’ll need to give this to Granny. 

Now travel through the rest of the dungeon, where, at the 
end, you should find the Boss, Jelby. Along the way, find 
the switch that activates the sewage outlet. Use the stone 
button on this. Keep an eye out for a headless teddy, 
which you’ll need to give to Morticia later. When you reach 

the end of the dungeon, defeat Jelby and go through the exit. 

With any luck you should now be standing next to Gomez. 
He’ll thank you for turning on the sewage and give you a 
spider key. This key opens the big gates directly in front 
of you. 

Now go back to the garden, where it all began. Just south 
of the ‘greenhouse this way sign’ is a wishing well, if you 
throw a coin in here you’ll get a sack of gold in return 
(that’s MY kind of wishing well!) 

'I ■ 
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If you’ve got the vine, rescue ‘Thing’ and then return to 
the entrance of the stone gardens. Granny should be 
waiting here. Give her the book and she’ll give you some 
new crumble Cookies. Now leave the stone gardens. 

Make your way to the western sector of the wastelands, 
where you’ll find some iron gates. Use the spider key 
Gomez gave you to open the gate and get into the rockie 
area beyond. 

Head west after going through the gates and you’ll come 
across a vulture. Talk to him and he’ll tell you that he’s 
forgotten both his name and how to fly. 

To the left of the vulture you’ll see a doorway. This takes 
you near a bridge leading north. Cross this and you’ll 
enter Hoth. 

Here you’ll find four pads in each corner of the screen. If 
you step on all of these a teleporter will appear that’ll 
take you to another dungeon. 

You’ll appear in a room with only one exit. It’s a pretty 
safe bet this is the one you want to go out. The next 
room has a floor like a giant chess set. Make your way to 
the bottom of the room where you’ll find a teleporter. 
Watch out though as there’s invisible blocks blocking 
your way. 

The teleporter will take you to a darkened room with 
fireballs flying about. If you head to the top, you’ll find a 
door that leads to another room. In here you’ll find a 
magnet. 

After picking up the magnet, go back to the darkened 
room and go through a doorway in the top right. Head 
straight ahead and you’ll come to another doorway that 
leads to a teleporter. 

This’ll take you to another chess boardy type room, with 
a number of teleporters in it. You only need to use two, 
so follow these instructions:- first go to the top left hand 
corner and you’ll be transported to another area. Go left 
here, entering another room. Don’t use any of the 

doorways here, just use the teleporter in the centre. From your 
next location head north, up a set of stairs, then head left until you 
come to a letterbox. Inside you’ll find the vultures name. Pick it up 
and then go back the way you came until you get to the chess 
room. 
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Now use the teleport in the bottom right of the room, then walk left 
into the room there. Keep going left until you come across another 
teleport, this’ll transport you to the centre of the room. From here 
go to the top right and go through the doorway. Then you’ll come to 
a flight of stairs heading north, go up and you find yourself in Noth 
once again. Using the magnet you should be able to retrieve the 
iron key. Now retrace your steps through the dungeon and teleport 
back to the darkened room with fireballs. 

Just to the north west you’ll find a doorway. Go through 
and you’ll come to a room guarded by a couple of 
skeletons, get through here and go through the doorway 
on the left. This’ll bring you to a room with a set of stairs 
going north, go up and you’ll come to another section of 

the rockies. 

From here head south, down a set of stairs and then go 
right as far as possible. Now go south for as long as poss 
before turning west and you’ll come to another set of 
stairs. Go down and head west and you’ll come to a 
bridge. Promptly cross this and you are in another 

section of Noth, again! Head straight up until you come to the 
morgue. 

Open the morgue doors with the iron key you picked up 
earlier and go in. Morobe, the spider, will give you some 
red potion. DON’T take this! It is a nasty trick and if you 
consume it you’ll lose loads of energy. Stick it in your 
pocket and leave it well alone. Now check out the morgue, 

as there’s a couple of things you have to find. First get the book of 
flying, this’ll help the vulture, remember how to fly. Secondly get 
Max’s Munch Manual. Now kill Morobe and return to the giant chess 
board room. In the bottom right hand corner you’ll see a door, go in 
and pick up the shockwave item. Now teleport out of the dungeon 
by using the black tile in the middle of the room 
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ALL FORMATS CHEATLINES JUST SAY "YES" FOR YOUR SYSTEM 

01891 101 234 
IF YOU MISSED LAST WEEKS MESSAGE CALL 01891 101 235 

NIWI lapw NiirtMMk Um . SIIU.............01891 448 913 
NIWi i»f«l|widnali,3ai[,**»9Q>fl8gi4**«»>»>»«01891 445 933 
NIWI Hwdluld iM Ommsmiv lyuOl 891 445 990 
NIWI CoMol*awfllliMtHllMriiC«1iitRmliml}.01891 445 991 
NIWI MegaOoBMlk*.MayaDHv*llto9«CD.....01891 448 787 
NIWI 1lwAaigoOaaMlJM'feahriigCD32......01891 448 786 

DONKEY KONG COUNTRr.01891 445 928 
SUPER MARIO WORLD.01891 445 924 
SONIC 'N' KNUCKLES ■ GAMERS GUIDES.01891 445 946 
EARTHWORM JIM.01891 445 985 
LION KING.01891 445 951 
MORTAL KOMBAT 1 & 2.01891 445 987 
STREETFIGHTER 2: (Worid Wonrior, Super, TuriM,SCE)...01891 445 940 
THE STRIKE LINE: JUNGLE, DESERT, URBAN_01891 445 953 
DOOM.01891 445 926 
FOR FULL INFORMATION ON All OUR SERVICES CALL 01891 445 939 

GUIDING LIGHT COMPUTER SERVICES LTD,P.O. BOX 17, ASHTON UNDER LYNE, 0L7 OWW 

If you are under 18 please ask permission to call. Maximum call charge at peak 
rate £3.68. Calls cost 39p per min cheap rate, 49p per min at all other times. 
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You should now find yourself in the area of Hoth 
described in 60. Go south, over the bridge and you 
should be back where you met Rimble the vulture. 

Have a chat with the vulture, (it’s been a long time since 
we did that) and give him the book. He’ll remember how 
to fly and fly away pronto. When he’s gone you’ll notice a 
trapdoor he was concealing. Use the jewelled key on the 
keyhole just to the east and this’ll open up another 

dungeon. You’re probably sick of ‘em by now, but you’re nearly 
there! 

Before you risk the 
final dungeon go 
back to the swamp 
section that 
contains the 

entrance to the dungeon in 
step 41. You can get there 
using the transmission 
express. Here you’ll find 
Granny. Give her the book 
‘Max’s Munch Manual’ and 
head back to the dungeon 
from which you came. 

Now, find your way through the dungeon until you come 
across the boss ‘Smied the Jailor’ He’s a tricky opponent 
as he’ll disappear and attack you whilst being invisible. 
To counteract this, pick up the amulet of true sight as 
you travel through the dungeon. This will allow you to 

see him at all times. You have to defeat Smied to move on to the 
final stage of the game, so make sure you’re well stocked up with 
Cookies and projectile weapons. 

THE MANSION 
At last, after all that walking, teleporting and searching 
your nearing the end. This is the final chapter of this 
colossal game and what a relief, this guide seems to 
have taken an eternity to put together. The idea, here in 
the mansion, is to find four books that have been hidden 

in bookcases (a very clever place to hide books, Hmmm!) around 
the building. When you find them all, it’ll activate some secret 
doors that’ll lead you to the final boss. It ain’t easy, but hell you’ve 
come this far, it’s too late to chicken out now! ■ 
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(SAME EXCHANGE 
SHOP (MAIL ORDER) 

You can swap your game for any other Super 
Nintendo game for as little as 

All you have to do is telephone 

01974 770109 
for free information & free catalogue 

ENBIGIZOK 
ADDAMS FAMILY VALUES 
BOMBERMAN 2 
BOXING LEGENDS OF THE RING 
CANNON FODDER 
CHESSMASTER 
CHOPLIFTER 3 
DESERT FIGHTER 
FINAL FANTASY 3 (USA) 
FINAL FANTASY 3 BOOK 
FULL THROTTLE RACING 
HAGANE 
ILLUSION OF GAIA 
INT. SUPERSTAR SOCCER 
MAN. UTD CHAMP FOOTBALL 
MEET THE FLINTSTONES 
MYSTIC QUEST 
POCKY & ROCKY 2 
PUTTY SQUAD 

14 SANDY MOUNT, BEARSTED, MAIDSTONE, KENT, MEI4 4PJ 
TELEPHONE 01233 663996 

SOME EXAMPLE PRICES 
£42.99 SIDEPOCKET 

STARGATE 
STAR TREK 
SUPER DROPZONE 
SUPER PUNCH OUT 
SYNDICATE 
THE FIREMEN 
UNI RACERS 
WILD GUNS 
ZELDA 

£39.50 
£39.99 
£37.99 

£29.99* 
£24.99* 
£24.99* 
£59.99 
£13.99 
£44.50 

TBA 
£54.99 
£38.99 

TBA 
TBA 

£9.99* 
TBA 
TBA 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

£34.50 
£44.99 
£34.50 
£37.99 

TBA 
TBA 

£29.99 

MOST OLDER TITLES ARE AVAILABLE EITHER 
NEW OR SECONDHAND - TELEPHONE FOR 

PRICE OR SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST 

* SPECIAL OFFER WHILE STOCKS LAST 

SHOP PRICES MAY VARY -WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO CHANGE PRICES E&OE 

I PART EXCHANGE WELCOME 
Please make cheques/P.O’s payable to Bearsted Game Zone * Recorded delivery P&P il.50 

SATURN £ PLAYSTATION IN STOCK NOW 

GAME ZONE SHOP AT: 18-20 NEW RENTS 
HIGH STREET, ASHFORD, KENT -TEL: 01233 663996 

10 

The SHOP 
We buy, we sell, we part-exchange 

• CARTRIDGES • SOFTWARE • HARDWARE 

SEGA, NINTENDO, 3DO, NEO GEO, CDI, JAGUAR, 

GAMEBOy, GAME GEAR AND NEXT GENERATION.... 

NEO GEO STAR, SONY PLAYSTATION, SATURN, ULTRA 64 

Mail Order Repair Service on most consoles/machines. 
Megadrive Conversions to 60 Hz Full Screen Plays Everything! 

Only eSO + £5 P&P 

66 WOOD ST LI 4DQ 0151-708 0002 

Get your message accross 
advertise in this space 

ON 
.Hisingc^itoday. 
demon.co.uk 

CALL US ON 

(01202) 299900 
or FAX US ON 

(01202) 555011 
SEGA XS, SUPER GAMER, SEGA PRO, 

GAMES WORLD: THE MAGAZINE, 
AMIGA CD32 GAMER, MEGA POWER, 

CD-ROM USER, INTERNET & COMMS TODAYS, 
PC POWER, PC BUYER, 3D0 MAGAZINE 

TOP GAMES WANTED 
□ 

-Mega Drive-Mega CD- 
-32X-Super NES-Game Boy-NES- 

-Game Gear-3DO- 

01463-221173 
out of hours 

03744 95958 (no calls after 11pm) 

Business Hours Open 12pm-6pm Mon-Fri 
10am-6pm Sat 

12am-4pm Sun 
Console Exchange 

25 Greig Street 
Inverness - IV3 5PX 

SWAP IT Tl 4AW2SWAP IT Tl qAW2 
N 

I 
T 

h 
h 

L 

I 

IT Telephone 
^ ■ 081244 7341 | 

c>(hoose the games you want to swap P 
OSendjHStEUOforeadigame OMLY63.50 INCLUDING POSTAGE^ 
c>Um a separate sheet of piqrer if you wish 
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What is it about 
the Japanese 
and extreme 
violence? They 
can’t seem to get 
enough of it. Not only 
are most of their cartoons nearly as violent as an 
English soccer hooligan, their games are too, and 
Hagane, the latest import from the land of the 
rising sun, is no different. It’s not got the blood and 
gore of M/C//, but it’s packed with explosive action, 
hoards of bad guys, plenty of weapons and more 
moves than Arnie, Sly and Jean Claude put 
together! 

The plot behind Hagane is more cryptic than the 
Sunday Times crossword and things aren’t made 
any easier by all those hieroglyphics, more 
commonly known as the Japanese lang “ 
general Idea seems to be the usual 
sort of nonsense. What the hell 

and water! 

A Right then, where the blinking flip did I park the Clio? Don't ya just hate small cars? 

game like this the plot is pretty insignificant anyway, it’s the action 
that counts and boy, there’s plenty of it! 

The gamer must take control of Hagane and fight through 
countless levels filled 
with all sorts of bad 
guys. With most games 
you’re given a nice, 
slow introduction and 
the pace builds up the 
further you get, but with 
Hagane that’s not the 
case. Right from the 
start you’re chucked in 
at the deep end. At first 
this might cause you to 
curse violently at the 
absurd difficulty of it 
all, but with a bit of 

A Hagane takes time out to blow some tunes. perseverance you’ll soon 

figure things out. That doesn’t 
necessarily mean that it gets any easier, but at least it gives you a 
fighting chance! 

The odds are heavily stacked against Hagane, but the traffic’s not 
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A Right, own up - where are my Hob Nobs? 

V The red dust cloud of doom threatens to fin«h 

the Harlow formation dancers once and tor all. 

miss; some are 

excellent others complete duds! 
Thankfully, Hagane is an excellent 
one. The action is superb and the 
moves, well I’m still trying to work 
them all out! Having played Ninja 
Gaiden and liking that, I fell in love 
with Hagane. Okay, the wuss boys 
may say it’s too hard and there’s no 
password, but for action - this is 
‘ips! 

all one way. He may be outnumbered, but he’s not 
outgunned and with a choice of five weapons, he can give 
as good as he gets. The main weapon is the sword, which is 
good for close range fighting and when there’s a lot of bad 
blokes about. The other weapons, chain, missile, bomb and 
special Ninja bomb, ail have their own uses and special 
attributes. The chain, for instance, can be used to attach on 
to the ceiling of buildings and lifting Hagane off the ground. 
The missiles are good for killing the enemy before they get 
close enough to do any damage and so on. 

The choice of weaponry may be impressive, but the 
number of moves that can be performed with each is even 
more so. At first, there only appears to be one or two, but 
with a bit of experimenting, more and more start to come to 
light. With some games, most recently Ninja Warriors, these 
special moves were easy to learn, but ultimately pointless 
as the main move was all you needed. Hagane is different 
though, these moves are well worth learning as they’ll save 
your skin more than a few times! They’re not easy to 

perform, but practice makes 

V Ever had one of those memory 

perfect and believe me, you’ll have to perfect them if 
you’re to get anywhere in this game. 

As well as five weapons and countless moves, Hagane 
also offers a wide variety of levels, each requiring grit, 
determination, a bit of luck and tons of skill. From 
straight forward side scrolling action, to mastering tricky 
spinning platforms and even learning to ride and fight on 
a futuristic space hopper, you’ll have to do it all if you’re 
to survive. 

Graphically, Hagane looks 
as good as it plays. The 
characters are perhaps a little 
small, but well detailed and 
move about fluidly. Add this 
with excellent scenery, 
parallax scrolling backdrops, 
great explosive effects and 
some smart intro shots and 
you have a rough idea of how 
fantastic it all looks. 

There’s not many bad 
points to the game, but right 
at the start you notice one of 
the more glaringly obvious 
one’s. Unfortunately, Hagane 
is only a one player game. 
This is a crying shame as it’s 
always more fun playing with 
a mate, and besides, you need 
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A Troy Tempest has a few probs after a shrinking beam hits Stingray! 

all the help you can get! Still, once you get going 
you’ll be too engrossed to worry about it. 

One problem that can’t be so easily ignored 
though, is the lack of any password facility. I don’t 
know if the Japanese are so good they can do 
without it, but the game’s so hard it really needs 
one to give it lasting appeal. Hagane is harder than 
rock and even with seven continues, even the best 
gamers will be struggling to finish this one. 

Virgin are nobody’s fools, though and have 
picked up quite a gem in Hagane. In terms of 

variety, action 
and 
entertainment it 
must rank as one 
of the best of it’s 
kind. 
Unfortunately, 
without a 
password it’s also 
one of the 
hardest and as a 
result it’s only for 
those with 
patience, 
perseverance and 
dogged 
determination. ^ 

SPECIAL MOVES SPECIAL MOVES 

Well, well, well, the 
Japs are clever, we 
all know that, but in 
Hagane they’ve excelled 
themselves. It’s fun, playable (even 
if a bit too hard) and has some great 
graphics. There’s a lot of this type of 
game around, but few are as much 
fun and I don’t reckon many look 
better. It’s not for those with no 
patience or tolerance, as the 
chances are you’ll be stuck on level 
two for weeks, but if you want a 
challenge then this is it! 

V Yah, try and swipe my Christmas stockings would you? 

USE WEAPON CHANGE 

SUPER BOMB 



CONTROLS 

RATINGS 

- : 

in the 
way of 
variety 
it’d be a 
much 
better game ail around. In the end it’s ^ 
not quite the ROAR-ing success we’d^ 
expected, but it’s still a pretty smart|f 
platformer that’ll keep you 
amused for quite 
some time. ^ 

ve 
nons 

of Uon King. Their latest offering is the Gameboy version 
^ Disney’s most controversial animated film. 

I have to admRJ’ve never seen the Lion King. Disney 
cartoons have c^er really been my cup of char. That’s 
not to say th^*re not brilliant, I’ve no doubt they are, it’s 

V just they’ri*; not for me. I think it’s something to do with 
" the faol^m’re always so cute and goody-goody, it just 

doesji^ead in. Give me lots of blood and guts and 
my bum glued to the seat for a fortnight. Still 
of people Disney have provided tons of 

ainment and a lorra, iorra laughs, 
t^ute - that’s a word we don’t^ke here in the office, It 

just doesn’t match our male macho image. Unfortunately, 
it’s this very word that best describes the Uon King, and 
especiafly the Gameboy version. 

As you’d expect from Disney and Virgin the graphics 
are absolutely superb. The sprite of the young cub is 
fantastic and although he can be a bit jerky in his 
^fhovement, the animation is still quite stunning. Saying 
that, most of the effort seems to have been put into the 
cqth^as some of the enemies appear quite blocky and 
^^tic. 

The game is basically your standard sort of run and 
jump platformer, with little in the way of originality. It has 

^^.fOfptfiice touches, tike the lion’s roar as a sort of stun 
but on the whole it’s all been seen before. StiR, 

a king"Si2e-Ghailenge in there and lots of fun and 
ion, so if yquTe a Disney fan it’s well worth adding to 

There’s no doubt 
that Virgin are 
the masters when 
it comes to 
converting Disney 
cartoons onto the 
SNES and Gameboy. Over the last 
couple of years they’ve brought us the 
delightful Jungle Book, the 
outstanding Aladdin and most recently 
the unbelievably bnlliant SNES version 

I’m going to have 
to try very hard not 
to be unfeasibly critical 
of this game, but I think that it’s only 
fair to let you know that I really hate 
nice, loveable animated characters, I 
really hate Disney films and I find 
Elton John extremely and totally 
nauseating. 

As for The Lion King, well 
strangely enough I hated it. It’s all 
very cutesy and there was 
absolutely no reason for it to be 
developed except for the fact that 
it’s another piece of merchandise to 
cash in on the success of the film. 
It’s just a dreary old platform thingy 
with no new ideas, very little in the 
way excitement and the most 
infuriating controls imaginable. The 
only thing that it’s high on is hype. 

Sorry kids, but I tell it how it is. 
And I’m sorry if I’ve shattered the 
illusions of thousands of kids 
across Britain, but hey that’s my job! 

Booo, I’m a real meanie aren’t I? 
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Human ||| 
Entertainment’s m 
latest release, ^ 
The Firemen, 
attempts to capture 
these acts of unsung 
heroism as you lead a troop of top fire¬ 
fighters on a desperate rescue mission. 

In true Towering Inferno style, a massive 
skyscraper has gone up in flames on 
Christmas day 2010. As the first guys on 
the scene, it’s up to you to get stuck 
straight in and put the fire out. As you go, 
you’ll have to avoid countless explosions, 
holes in the floor, flying debris, nutty 
robots and above all, every fireman's 
worst nightmare - the dreaded backdraft. 
On top of this there’s injured and trapped 
people to rescue as well. What a great way 

to spend Christmas, eh? 
In this soak-’em-up blasting adventure, you take control of 

Pete Grey, a seasoned pro when It comes to extinguishing fires. 
Armed with his water cannon he’s ready to tackle the biggest 
and fiercest fires around. By his side stands Daniel Mclean, a life 
long friend and workmate. Together, you and them are the 
Metrotech building’s last hope! 

The Firemen is another one of those glorious games that’s so 
simple to get into and play, yet so addictive and challenging. 
Starting at the bottom, you must work your way up the floors, 
putting out as much of the fire as possible. As you’d expect, 
though, there’s plenty of twists and tricks to heat things up a bit! 

For starters, fire spreads damn quick, so the game Is a race 

He’s seriously injured. 
Be careful carrying tiim 

A Thafs right, and before you do anything search his pockets for cash and stuff, cackle! 

against the clock. On each floor, or stage, you get ten minutes to 
extinguish as much of the fire as you can and defeat the end of stage 
boss. The more of the fire you manage to put out, the better your 
final score will be. The number of people you rescue and the speed 
with which you get to the top also adds to your overall score. 

The hose, or water cannon is the main tool of any fire-fighter and 
Pete is fortunate enough to have one of the latest models. It can be 
aimed In any of eight directions and either pointed straight ahead or 
down at the ground. The point of this Is that there’s all sorts of 
different fires and different ways of putting them out. Learning the 
quickest and best way to extinguish a fire Is an important part of the 
game, as speed is of the essence. 

As well as the water cannon, Pete also has several 

HAYDEN 

water bombs. These can be collected, up to a 
maximum of three, as you 
walk around. When these 
are set off, they literally 
nuke anything in its range 
and are brilliant for the end 
of stage bosses, (‘cos 
they’re bleedin’ hard!). 

If you’re good enough 
(and lucky enough) to have 
three of these bombs when 
you collect a fourth, Pete 
gets hyper water power. 
This basically makes his 
hose extra powerful, and 
means you can really lay 
into the fire and drench 
absolutely everything. 
Unfortunately, this is all the 
weaponry you get, though. 
Maybe it’s just me, but I 
like tons of weapons and 
power ups, which the 
F/remen just hasn’t got. If a 
few more had been 
chucked in the game would 
have been a lot better for it. 

This isn’t the only let 
down as well. It comes up 
short in a few areas. First, 
there’s no two player game, 
which has to be one of the 
biggest sins in the world! 
Games are always better if 

If you can’t r 
stand the heat ( 
get out of the 
kitchen, or at least 
that’s how the saying 
goes. I don’t really know why I said 
that, ‘cos it has absolutely no 
bearing on this comment 
whatsoever, except that Firemen is 
all about quelling a raging fire and 
fires are hot and it’s my guess that 
the fire was started in the kitchen, 
with the dagger by Professor Plum. 

But... getting back to the game. 
The Firemen is quite an original 
concept, and that alone should 
acquire it a healthy amount of 
brownie points. It’s really 
compelling and has an addictive 
challenge, making it one of the 
better games I’ve seen this issue. 

My one moan about it - in the 
interests of impartiality - would be 
that when you do eventually get 
your toes toasted, you have to start 
again, and if you’re as poor at the 
game as I was, then you’ll find that 
a lot of your time is taken up with 
going over the same ground in 
order to get to the point where you 
were last fried to a frazzle. 

^SUPBfl GAMER JUNE ’95 



keeps ticking away, 
with flames leaping 
around at your feet, 
really gets the 
adrenalin pumping in 
overdrive. Most 
importantly, though, 
it scores high on the 
fun factor scale and 
has oodles of 

-l 

you can play with a friend and seeing as Daniel playability, which leaves you thinking if only 
follows you around throughout the game, there it was two-player! AHHHHH! 
seems no excuse as to why he couldn’t have 
been another controllable character. 

Secondly, as there’s only one building to 
save and you have to start again each time you 
die, it becomes very repetitive and familiar. Any 
serious gamer could have this finished quickly, 
and you very quickly get the feeling of been 
there, seen it, done it.’ 

Anyway, that’s enough picking, after all. The 
Firemen is still a great game. The awesome 
graphics and terrifying roar of flames give it a 
really thrilling atmos, and the way the clock 

PRODUCE 

^PRIC^^ 

RELEAS^ 

GMAETYn 

CAR^IZE 
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CONTROLS 

SPRAY LEFT SPRAY RIGHT 

nre-fightlng In six easy steps.... 
oe:5?5 I THE LIFE GAUGE 

’This shows 

how much life you 

have ieft. Each 

time you get hit, 

it'll go down. 

SPRAY WATER 
UPWARDS 

EXTINGUISHING 
BOMB 

1 SPRAY WATER ^ « 
1 DOWNWARDS ^ ^ 

CRAWL 

aOOR PLAN 
This shows ail the 

pooms of the floor you're 
on. White rooms are one's 
you've been in; blue 
rooms ones you haven't, 
and red rooms have 
staircases up or down. 

RATINGS 

^ WATBI BOMBS 
These nuke all the 

PETE & DANNY 
The two main heroes. 

^^TIMER 

^ l^This shows you 1 
flames around Pete, and 
are particularly good for 
the end-of-fioor bosses. 

Pete's the one with the 
hose, and is controlled by 
the player, whiist Danny is 
contPoNed by the computer 

how much time you 
have left to complete 
the noor. 

UFE DETECTOR 

^If this starts to 

hieep, then you're 

getting ciose to a 

trapped or injured 

civilian. 

OVERALL 
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I reviewed 
Super BC Kid on 
the SNES a 
couple of issues 
back and if you recall I 
rather liked it. The wacky scenario and 
nonsensical humour gave it a special 
appeal all of its own. Mark, on the other 
hand, thought it was just another 
derivative platform yawn with nothing 
to recommend it above the masses. A 
fair point, so you’ll have to make up 
your own mind on that one. 

Anyway, here’s the little chap making 
his appearance on the Gameboy, but 
quite frankly I’m not quite as chuffed 
with it second time around. 

He’s a pretty versatile fellow it must 
be said. Baddies can be butted, jumped 
on and squashed or belly-cut from 
beneath. All these techniques must be 
perfected to progress 'cos there’s no 
shortage of enemies cropping up, 
especially around spike pits and fatal 
drops just to make the job doubly hard. 

though, you never see 
more than one or two on 
screen at any one time. 

Levels are as varied as 
before, with houses, 
sewers and even atop 
speeding trains, but all 
with the same goal — to 
reach the winning post! 
The problem is that 
whereas in the SNES 
version the visuals gave 
the whole thing such 
appeal simply due to 
their peculiar nature, the 
Gameboy with it’s 
monochrome fails to 
capture the same feel. 
The result? Well, Mark 
just 

Thankfully 
about hit it on the head. There’s really little here to shine. It’s certainly a 
whole lot tougher than the SNES game but this is often due to the 
sometimes-icky controls. It’s not particularly noticeable during normal 
play, but when a pixel-perfect jump is required to reach a narrow 
platform for example, you suddenly become aware of a degree of inertia 

on the main sprite. This makes fine re-adjustments in the 
^ _ ai*" very difficult. Equally annoying is 

you’re bounced back by 
*Wm’ spikes. If you’re careless enough to 

land on a collection of these pointy 
objects you’re knocked backwards. 
Usually you’d be able to use the 
temporary invulnerability after taking 
a hit to clear the hazard, but here you 
just don’t have time. 

The neat power-ups appear once 

BC Kid stops awhile to ponder life's great tapestry. 
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Tm fast gaining a \rjLL^ 
reputation around V 
here for being a real 
misery when it comes to 
commenting on games. And so it 
shall continue as I sink my teeth 
into the bum of BC Kid (Booooo, 
hiss — the rest of the SG crew). 

Why did they bother to produce 
it? Whose idea was it? Did they 
think it was exciting? And finally, do 
they expect others to think it’s 
exciting? 

This really is dull. I mean Lion 
King was poor, but at least it was 
tied in with something, but this is 
utter tedium personified. 

Personally I’d rather have my 
head flushed down the toilet after 
one of Miles’ lengthy and 
momentous ‘paper reading’ 
sessions! But then I hope no-one 
bothers to test that theory. 

The truth is that I found this 
game pointless and wholly 
uninspiring. I mean, the playability 
is severely lacking and then you’ve 
got to put up with dreadful controls. 

Who the hell is BC K/cf anyway? If 
he comes down my street he won’t 
be getting a go on my new 
mountain bike, so there! 

PRODUCER 

GAME TYPE 

CART SIZE 

CONTROLS 

more. Collect the appropriate icon and BC flashes 
rapidly between his four different possible guises. 
A stab of the jump button selects. It’s pot-luck 
really as they flash by too fast for you to have any 
hope of getting the one you want. These give you 
different abilities like more punching power or 
higher jumps. As in Mario, contact with a baddy 
results in the loss of the current special ability so 
it doubles up as an extra energy unit. That proves 
to be jolly handy because the one major difference 
from the SNES game is that this is a tough little 
cookie to beat. It may seem fairly sedate at first 
but the niggles outlined earlier and the general 
lack of inspiration throughout mean you’re rarely 
motivated into taking any real care. You spend 
most of the time dashing through as quickly as 
poss, losing loads of energy in the process, in the 
hope of finding something more exciting than is 
apparently on offer. A fruitless task I’m afraid. 

There are a few good ideas. Collect a flower on 
any level to be transported to a sub-game in which 
you have to fight a stubby Robocop look-alike. 
Win this best of three round contest, and you’re 
awarded an extra life for your troubles. Don’t 
expect a Street Fighter 2 beater - it’s just a case of 
headbutting very quickly - but it’s an effective 
diversion. If you put aside the fact that it’s all so 
much of a formula, there’s some satisfaction to be 
gained from making progress, but isn’t there 
always? If you’re in the mood for ‘platforms by 
numbers’ then BC K/d2 just about does the job, 
however the more discerning gamer will want 
more depth, challenge and originality. ^ 

RATINGS 

A Asa wise man once said, He's a strange butcher, that bloke! 

T And in technicolour with the wondrous Super GB. Yippee! SOUND 

OVERALL 
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BUSTERS 
Think of a tip, any tip, then look it up 
here. You should find every single 
cheat for every single Nintendo game 
right here. If not, write in and tell us 
what it is. You could win a Super Gamer 
T-shirt for your troubles, or even a 
game of your choice. If you cannot get 
any of these tips to work, or you want 
to show us some new ones, send your 
letters to Busters, Super Gamer, 124 
Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth, 
Dorset BH1 INF. 

SUPER NES 
ACniAISER 
Extra life 
Call on the rain over the forest in the Northeast 
and the people will hand you a 1 -Up. 

Another extra life 
in Kasandora, when the pyramid appears, 
cause an earthquake and a 1-Up will 
appear. 

ACTIIAISER2 
Play the demo screen 
Set the difficulty level to ‘Hard’, then enter 
the following password: bjqx yrkc dlsz . 

You can now fight your way through the 
demo screen. 

Password 
Death Heim: mfcl symc msxf 

New boss 
To enter a stage which has a boss from the 
first game enter the following code: 
XxxxYyyyZzzz 

You will then start the game and be faced 
with this familiar monstrosity. 

THEADOAMSFiUlllLY 
191-Ups 
First of all, go to the secret room. When in 
the room, go to the bottom left corner and 
walk up the stairs. At the top of the stairs 
(Up in the top left corner), you will find yet 
another secret room. In this room, there is a 
heli hat power-up. Get this and go back the 
way you came as fast as possible. Up the 
stairs, and go to the Clock room. Now push 
the jump button very fast so you fly. Make 
your way to the upper floor. Behind the door 
here, you will find 19 1-Ups. 

100 Lives 
Enter the code mil, and start the game. 
The life starts at zero, but when you die the 
lives roll over to 99. 

Extra Hearts 
Enter the password blrrr. You’ll start with 
five hearts, 36 lives and only have Morticia 
to find. 

ADVamiRE ISIAIIO 
Level Select 
Press Right button. Right button, X and 
Start on the title screen. 

AERO THE ACRO-BAT 
Level skip 
At the start/options screen, press the 
following buttons: Down, A, Down, Y, Down, 
A, Down, Y. You should then hear a jingle, 
now go to the first level and when Aero 
appears press Start. Then press Up, X, 
Down, B, Left, Y, Right, A, L and R. Press 
Start to pause the game and then Select to 
skip levels. 

ALADDIN 
Passwords 
Level 1: Genie, Abu, Aladdin, Sultan 
Level 2: Jafar, Abu, Jasmine, Genie 
Level 3: Genie, Jafar, Aladdin, Abu 
Level 4: Abu, Aladdin, Genie, Jasmine 
Level 5: Jasmine. Jafar, Sultan, Jasmine 
Level 6: Jafar, Jasmine, Aladdin, Jafar 
Level 7: Aladdin, Jasmine, Abu, Sultan 

AlfRED CHICKEN 
Warp Zone 
On the first level of the game you will see a 
balloon with a sunflower on it. Jump past 
this balloon so you hit the right hand wall, if 
this is done correctly then a block on the 

wall should appear. Use this block to jump 
up on to the top of the screen and then walk 
left. When you can’t walk any further, press 
up on the control pad and you will be taken 
into a room with a door, go through this door 
to enter the warp-matic screen which gives 
you the chance to go to levels 2,3,4 and 5. 

AUEN3 
Cheat mode 
On controller two press A, B, Y and X. On 
controller one, the A, B and X buttons will 
activate different cheats. 

Passwords 
Stage 2 - question 
Stage 3 - mastered 
Stage 4 - motorway 

Stage 5 - cabinets 
Stage 6 - squirrel 

End Squence - overcame 

AUENS vs PREDATOR 
Secret options 
During the intro screens, wait until the girl 
has turned into stone, then press Start. Now 
press and hold L, then Right, then X and 
then press Start. The secret options screen 
will now appear. 

Level select 
Select configurations and enter the options 
menu. Press and hold Left button, Right 
button, X and A on controller two, then 
press Start on controller one. A level select 
will appear. 

ANOTHER WORID 
Passwords 
stage 02 - htdc Stage 03 - clld 

Stage 04 - lbkg Stage 05 - xddj 
Stage 06 - fxlc Stage 07 - krfk 

Stage 08 - klfb Stage 09 - ddrx 

Stage 10 - hrtb Stage 11 - brtd 
Stage 12 - tfbb Stage 13 - txhf 
Stage 14 - ck jl Stage 15 - lfck 

ARCANA 
Level skip 
On the title screen press Down, Select, 
Select, X, Y, Select, Select, Left button. 
Right button. Select, Select, Left, Right, Up. 
Now press the following buttons to select 
any level. 
Chapter 2 - Press A 
Chapter 3 - Press B 
Chapter 4 - Press X 
Chapter 5 - Press Y 

AXEIAY 
Level select 
When the start sign appears, press Up and 
Down repeatedly. 

Infinite lives 
Pause the game, unpause then pause it 
again. Press Select, Up, Down, Left, Right, 
Y, B. A, X. Now unpause the game and if 
the cheat has worked it should say “Mutek” 
where the lives should be. 

DATWIANRETTIRNS 
Lives cheat 
At the title screen, move the bat down to the 
options and press Start. On controller two, 
press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, 
Right, B and A. Music will tell you if the 
cheat has worked. Using controller one, 
move down to the option that says “REST”. 
You can now make your lives go up to nine. 

BATTIEDIAZE 
Special play mode 
When the title screen appears, hold the 
Select button then press Start to access the 
options screen. Hold the R button, then 
press the following buttons: Up, X at the 

same time. Right, A at the same time, 
Down, B at the same time the Left, Y at the 
same time. If you have entered this 
correctly, the screen will change to the 
extra-play mode. 

Infinite credits 
From the title screen, press Start and Select to 
access the options screen. Now press and hold 
the Left button then press Up and X at the same 
time. Then press Left and Y simultaneously, 
followed by Down, B, Right and A. 

IjUJ^TOADS AND DOUBLE 
Warp Zone 
On the character select screen press the 
following buttons on controller two: Up, 
Down, Down, Up, X, B, Y, A then press 
Start. You should see the warp screen and 
have an extra ten lives in the bargain. 

BATTIETOADS IN RATTlEMANiACS 
Five lives and five continues 
On the title screen, hold down A and B, then 
press Start. When the flag blinks red the 
cheat has worked. 

BEST OF THE BEST 
Super fighter 
For a score of 99-99-99, type in the code: 
RHT255SZ7G. 

BIAZING SKIES 
Power-up 
To power-up Marcel LeBlanc to the 
maximum, select the “Continue Game” 
option and then go to “End”. 

THE BLUES BROTHERS 
99 lives 
Collect the 11 extra lives at the Denver 
concert then kill yourself. Repeat the 
process until you’ve achieved the 99 lives 
limit. 

BOB 
Maximum power 
Enter the password as: 196420 to receive a 
full arsenal of totally powered-up weapons. 

Infinite lives/energy 
Change the second number of the password 
code to nine. This will give you 99 of 
everything. When your 99 lives expire, they 
become infinite energy. 

Passwords 
The levels are divided into sections of four 
or five - the following passwords will bring 
you to the start of each group. 
171058 462893 
950745 583172 
472149 743690 

672451 103928 
272578 144895 
652074 775092 

265648 481376 

BDXING LEGENDS DF THE RING 
Level codes reverse order 
Fight 1 
Fight 2 
Fight 3 
Fight 4 
Fight 5 
Fight 6 
Fight 7 
Fight 8 
Fight 9 
Fight 10 

BUBSY 
Level codes 
Level 1 - JSSCTS 
Level 2 - ckbgmm 

Level 3 - sctwmn 

BRBVFHNNBBGLINF 
HCFBVFNKKBBGL1N6 

HDKBSFMKKBBGL1N6 

2FCBQFHLLBBGL1N5 
2 2GVBQFKDNBBGL1NN 
2HQBNFNGGBBGL1NV 

HJNBLFNGGBBGLINF 
WKGBGLNFDCCBDINJ 

BLDBDLNDDBGDWLNl 

No code needed. 

Level 9 - dbkrrb 
Level 10 - msfcts 

Level 11 - kmgrbs 

Level 4 - MKBRLN 
Level 5 - lblnrd 

Level 6 - jmdkrk 

Level 7 - STGRTN 
Level 8 - sbbshc 

Level 12 - sljmbg 
Level 13 - tgrtvn 

Level 14-ccldsl 

Level 15 - btclmb 
Level 16 - stc jdh 

CARLRIPKINJR 
Championship game 
To get to the championship game, enter the 
following code: 
RCCJKJBDSPKDGGGFFRC 

CASTIEVANIAIV 
Invisible stairs 
On the screen, just before the final 
confrontation of Dracula, you will see some 
stairs. Do not climb them, instead walk to 
the end of the ledge and take a large jump 
to the left. You will land on an invisible 
ledge, walk a little to the left and climb down 
the invisible stairs. Move as far left as 
possible and power-ups will start falling from 
the sky. Wait until you have collected 99 
hearts, a triple boomerang and the best 
whip. Now go back the way you came and 
fight Dracula. 

CHAMPIONSHIP PODL 
Special warp 
This nifty little cheat enables you to start the 
game at the Nine Ball World Championship. 
All you need to do is score 140 or less on 
the first game of Speed Pool challenge, 
abandon and start the tournament again to 
go into the new championship. 

CHBPUFTERIII 
Level codes 
Level 2 - dsrtlln 

Level 3 - mrdstgn 
Level 4 - mdctlvn 

COOL SPOT 
Level select 
Hold L and R together and then reset the 
machine, when the Virgin logo appears press 
Select 30 times to enter the debug menu. 

See end sequence 
On the title screen press the following 
buttons on controller one: L, Left, R, Right, 
Up, X, Down and B. 

CYBERNATOR 
Infinite continues 
On the title screen, move the selector to 
‘Option’, then simultaneously press and hold 
Up, Right button. Left button and Start. You 
can now select “Free Play” and continue 
indefinitely. 

Unlimited Napalm Flame 
Play the whole of level one without shooting 
anything, then kill the end of level guardian. 
Now on the next level you can choose a 
Napalm Flame Thrower and hang on to it 
throughout the game. 

D-FORCE 
Different demo 
Grab yourself at least 100,000 points, then 
enter your name in the hall of fame as ztt. 

The demo will run without any enemies. 

DARIUS 
49 lives 
Go to the options screen and plug in 
controller two. Hold down the Left and Right 
buttons and press Select and Start on 
controller one. 

DEATH VAILEYRAUY 
Start with 75 lives 
On the title screen press. Left, Select, Right, 
Y and Start simultaneously. When the 
‘Zippety Splat’ comes up, press X as well. 
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DESERT SfRIKE 
Ten Lives 
On password screen enter: B59JS27. You 
will get ten lives. When you complete a 
level, any lost will be restored. 

Game over code 
Enter this code to see the final screens 
without playing any levels. 
99P55LM. 

Passwords 
Mission 1 - 3ZJMZT7 

Mission 2 - K32L82R 

Mission 3 - Jr8P8M8 
Mission 4 - F9N5CJ8 
Game over - 99P55IiM 

DINOSAURS 
Passwords 
Stage 2: hikhdeomxfq3 

Stage 3: xvbxqmrsnsw6 
Stage 4; vio4kewyxv4n 

Stage 5: vsghjwwgx43n 

DRAGON'S LAIR 
Passwords (easy level) 
Level 1 - 2A, 4B, 6D, 7C 
Level 2 - 3b, 5C, 7d, 8a 

Level 3 - 2C, 3D, 6a, 8b 
Level 4 - 1C, 2D, 3B. 8A 

Extra lives 
Locate the three extra lives available on 
level one. then simply return to collect them 
as many times as you want at any point in 
the game. 

DRAGON DAIIZ 
Control all characters 
Hold down Y, X, A, B, L, R, and rotate the D 
pad until you hear a shout. 

DRAGON DAliZ2 
Select characters 
Thanks to Sebastian Thoo for this cheat. To 
select every character, press Down, X, Up, 
B, L, Y R, and A on the title screen. If the 
cheat has worked you’ll here a short chime. 

DUCKTA1£S 
Save $300,000 
To avoid paying the $300,000 to the statue 
in the Amazon, you have to do this with 
Launch pad. Crawl one screen up, and jump 
up onto the ledge at the right. From there 
you can jump into a hidden passage, it goes 
left and takes you direct to the statue. 

EQUINOX 
Invincibility 
Wait for the title screen to appear and press 
the following buttons in this order on 
controller one: L, L, R, R, L, L, L, R, R, R, L, 
L. R, R, L and R. If the code has worked the 
copyright notice will turn from blue to green. 

FI EXHAUST HEAT 
Music select 
When you come to register your name input 
OTO as the first three letters. A selection of 
different back ground music is yours. 

Turbo boost 
During any part of the game, press Left 
button and Right button simultaneously to 
accelerate immediately to 400kph. 

Loads of cash 
On the password screen, enter your name 
as SETAUSA to earn yourself a handy 
£10,000 

FI EXHAUST HEAT 2 
On the notice screen, press the following: 
Rdnk s@l0ct 
Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, 
Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, 
Right. 

Time configuration mode 
Up, X, Right, Y, Down, B, Left, A, A and 
Start. 

Car select mode 
Up, Down, Left, Right, X, B, Y, A, A, A, A, A, 
A, A and Start. 

F-1 Track Select 
A, A, A, A, B (repeat 14 times) and Start. 

Two player tank game 
Y Y, Y Y, X, X and Start. 

Breakout style sub-game 
X, X, X, X, Y, Y and Start. 

FACEDAU.20Q0 
Cyberscape mode 
Go to the title screen and hold both L and R 
buttons at the same time. Choose one or 
two players while still holding these down 
and press Start. Let go of L and R and a 
new option calied Cyberscape will appear. 
This is a completely new game and features 
loads of new enemies and a split screen 
mode. 

FATAL FURY 
More characters 
Go to the ’Street Fight’ mode. Player one 
chooses one or two players, now press 
Down on controller two. This will reveal 
more characters. 

Boss select 
Pressing down on player two’s joypad will 
allow him to be the guardians. 

FATAL FURY2 
Select bosses 
When the Takara title screen appears and 
the music starts, press B,A,X,Y,Up, Left, 
Down, Right, L, R. You should then be able 
to select the bosses. 

FIFA 
Special cheat mode 
Try the following codes on the option screen 
to get some strange cheats: 
Invisible walls - Y, Y, Y, X, A, A, A and B. 
Super offence - R, R, R, R, R, L and R. 
Super defence - L, L, L, L, L, R and L. 
Crazy ball - X, A, B, Y Y, B, A and X. 
Crazy curve ball - B, A, R, B, Y and L. 
Super kick - B, A. B, B, B. B. B, B, B and B. 
Dream team - A, A, B, B, Y, Y, X and X. 
Super goalie - A, A, A, A, A, Y, Y, Y, Y and Y. 
Super defence - L, L, L, L, L, R and L. 

FINAL FIGHT 
Hidden options menu 
On the title screen, press and hold the Left 
button and Right button and press Start. You 
can now select number of lives as well as 
difficulty level. 

FINAL FIGHT 2 
Same player code on 2 player 
On the title screen enter the following: 
Down, Down, Up, Up, Right, Left, Right, Left 
then the L and R buttons at the same time. 
The screen will turn blue, select a two player 
game. Let player two, choose the character 
you both want and then have player one 
choose the same character. 

HREPOWER200Q(US) 
Level warp 
Level 1 - R, L, R, R, L, L, R, L, R, R, L, L. 
Level 2 - R, L, R, R, L, L, R, R, R, L, R, R. 
Level 3 - L, R, L, L, R, R, L, L, L, L, R, R, R, L. 
Level 4 - R, R, R, L, L, L, R, R, L, L, R, L, R, L. 
Level 5 - R, L, R, L, L, L, R, R, L, L, R, L, R, L, L. 

Control both Jeep and Helicopter 
On the title screen, press Select to get two 
player option. On this screen press Start 
and A simultaneously. Now you can start a 
one player game controlling both vehicles. 

HRST SAMURAI 
Stage select 
On the options screen, hold L,R,X and A 
together, when the doors start shutting, 
press one of the following directions on the 
control pad to go to a new level. 
Right: stage 1-2 
Down: stage 2-1 
Left: stage 2-2 
Up: stage 3-1 

FIASHDACX 
Passwords 
Level 2 - jwlyx 
Level 3 - rsvp 

Level 4 - dxcpt 

Level 5 - slmn 
Level 6 - zthrk 

Level 7 - CRLQXZ 

FLYING HERO 
Level select, Extra continues, Extra lives 
On the title screen, press Select to access 
the option screen. Now, on the second 
controller press Select and Start 
simultaneously to bring up a further secret 

screen allowing you to select any level and 
set the amount of continues and lives you 
want. 

F-ZERD 
Short cut 
When you play on Port Town 2, go round 
one lap and just after the line you will see a 
jump. Activate the power boost and press 
Right just as you hit the jump. You should 
clear the gap and land on the other side of 
the track. 

GDDS 
Passwords 
Temple - sdi 
Labyrinth - mgb 

Underworld - bmh 

GDOFTRDDP 
Passwords 
Level 2 - Bananas, Red Diamond, Cherry, 
Bananas, Cherry. 
Level 3 - Cherry, Red Diamond, Blue 
Diamond, Cherry, Bananas. 
Level 4 - Red Diamond, Cherry, Blue 
Diamond, Blue Diamond, Red Diamond. 
Level 5 - Bananas, Cherry, Blue Diamond. 
Red Diamond, Bananas. 

GRADHIS3 
Extra continues 
On the titie screen, press the X button 
repeatedly to gain extra credits. Each time it 
is pressed ten times you’ll be rewarded one 
continue, so you can keep pressing for up to 
nine credits. Make sure you start the game 
before the title screen disappears or the 
number of credits reverts back to four. 

Extra Arcade level 
This cheat will not only make the game 
harder but also add an entirely new level! 
On the options screen repeatedly press the 
A button as quickly as possible. The word 
ARCADE should appear where the level of 
play is shown. 

Weapon power-up 
Pause the game and press Up, Up, Down, 
Down, L, R, L, R, B, A and then restart the 
game. You will have missiles, options and 
shields - use the cheat wisely as you can 
only use it once per stage. 

Extra lives 
On the title screen hold Left, press A three 
times and then start the game. This will give 
you 30 extra lives to play with. 

HOIEINDNE 
Special clubs 
Enter metalplay as your name and you’ll 
receive a special set of clubs. 

HODK 
99 Peter Pans 
When you are in the caves on level five, fall 
down the first hole on the right. Tinkerbell is 
waiting below, walk or fly to the right and 
you will see a 3-Up and a leaf. You have to 
go underneath the rocks to get both of these 
then kill yourself and they will re-appear! 

HUMANGP 
Change grid position 
On the starting grid, press and hold Select 
and then press B. This will change the 
position. 

THE HUNT FOR RED OCTODER 
Level select 
Pause the game, then press Y eight times. 

Soundless 
Hold A and B down, and at the same time, 
press Up and Down. Now you can make 
yourself soundless 25 times. 

JACK! CRUSH 
Loads of balls 
On the password screen, type in as many 
fives as possible in a row. Now go into the 
game and you’ll find yourself with 840 
miliion points and more balls than you know 
what to do with. 

JAMES DOND JR 
Passwords 
Levels - 9025 
Level 6 - 1813 
Level/ - 3353 

JERRY ROY 
Level Select 
When the game says “Push Start”, press 
Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, 
A, Select and Start for a level select. 

JIMPDWER3-D 
Level skip, life increase, more time 
On the title screen enter the following code 
on controller two: X, A. B, Y, A, B, Y, X, B, Y, 
X, A, Y, X, A and B. 

JOE & MAC 
Return to last continue point 
If you die when taking the last dinosaur, to 
get to the last continue point. Pause, X then 
press Select. You will go back to this point. 

Extra credits 
For up to nine extra credits, rapidly press 
the X button on the title screen. For every 
tenth press of the button you will get an 
extra credit. However, if the title screen 
disappears, the number will revert back to 
four. All you have to do now is enter the 
level again and get the life. Repeat the 
procedure for as many lives as you can 
handle. 

JDHNMADDEN 
Championship finals 
Go straight to the championship finals by 
entering gdrfddmc. 

Super bowl 
To get straight to the Super Bowl type in the 
code BBBB5NZ5C 

JOHN MADDEN '93 
Passwords 
Dallas vs Greenbay - djgpbbkc 

Dallas vs Philadalphia - djlpbbpc 

Dallas vs Cincinnati - dfrncfvc 
Chicago vs Washington - dfgnbbfc 

Chicago vs Greenbay - dflncblc 

Chicago vs Cincinnati - dfrncfvc 
Houston vs Cincinnati - mnglbbvc 

Houston vs Kansas city - mnllbbfd 

Houston vs Greenbay - mnrlbdmd 

KADLODEY 
Passwords 
Level 17 - dbvg 
Level 18 - dpll 

Level 19 - djsk 
Level 20 - gbtf 
Level 21 - jrpn 

Level 22 - gbmf 
Level 23 - pbss 

Level 24 - wprg 

Level 25 - lfbg 

Level 26 - cvff 
Level 27 - lp JC 

Level 28 - dbtg 

Level 29 - wggd 
Level 30 - tjmg 

■(RUSTY’S SUPER FUN HOUSE 
Start at the last level with 50 lives 
Hold down X, then reset four times. You 
should start at the last level with 50 lives. 

Level codes 
Level 2 - skinner Level 4- bartdude 
Level 3 - scratchy Level 5- bouvier 

Open all doors, extra pies 
Enter joshua with a space before the first 
letter and after the last. Now press Start and 
Krusty will laugh insanely to indicate the 
cheat has worked. Now you can enter any 
door in the game and press both L and R 
buttons for a pie refill. 

UUNDORGHINIAC 
Bonuses 
If you complete a race without hitting any 
other cars you get a massive $100,00 
bonus. Collect 70% of the roadside objects 
for $50,000. 

LEGEND OF THE MYSTHML NINJA 
Password 
Level 9 - z+LHd h 

IfMMHiGS 
Level codes 

FUN TRICKY 
Level 20 RNHOGBX XTMWFLP 

Level 21 ZXBLWZK FLMTVPM 

Level 22 HTLDXLB KSGWWK 

Level 23 ZDGHTWD ZBPBXCT 

Level 24 CFHXPSM WHCHBQW 

Level 25 PZBXCXB LHDP6NN 

Level 26 CWLGDBC HVLXXTH 

Level 27 WDNLSMJ STVNDPK 

Level 28 WDZWWCB JFTQVSX 

Level 29 WXBRTMV SKKWSZZ 
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BUSTERS 
Hidden options 
On the title screen, press and hold Select 
and press Start. A hidden options screen 
will appear, allowing you to adjust the 
controls. 

SunSoft passwords 
1 - GNNBJWV 2 - RCQRFPZ 
3 - FBJJKJB 4 - RMQMZDC 
5 - DTCZVMQ 

LOCK-ON 
increase lives and level select 
On the title screen press the following 
buttons: Y, B, A, B, Y Y B, A, B, Y and B. 

THE LOST ViKINOS 
Level select 
Hold X, Y A and B simultaneously. 

Level codes 
2 - GR8T 11 - VLCN 20 - BTRY 29 - 8BLL 
3 - TLPT 12-qcks 21 - JNKR 30 - TRDR 
4 -GRND 13-phro 22 - CELT 31 - FNTM 
5-LLMO 14-GIRO 23 - HOPP 32-WRLR 
6 - FLOT 15-SPKS 24 - SMRT 33 - TRPD 

7 - TRSS 16-JMNN 25 - V8TR 34 - TFFF 
8-PRHS 17-TTRS 26 - NFL8 35 - FRGT 
9-CVRN 18-JLLY 27-WKYY 36 - 4RN4 
10-BBLS 19- PLNG 28 -CMBO 37 - MSTR 

MACROSS 
Level select 
When the Zamuse logo appears press up. 
then rotate the D-pad in an anti-clockwise 
direction twice then press L, R, L, R and 
Start. You should now have access to a 
level select which can be found on the 
option screen. 

MAGIC BOY 
Passwords 
Wet World 1: lklk lklk 
Plastic Place 1: gggg hhhh 
Future Zone 1; ftbc ftbc 
Sand land 2: jlkd jlkd 
Wet World 2: sqth sqth 
Plastic Place 2: rpbc cbpr 
Future Zone 2: jlnm rqdb 

MAGIC SWORD 
Secret warp 
On floor 34, destroy the two blocks and 
watch the pillars closely. Hit the fourth pair 
of pillars on the left to flick a switch and 
open a door straight to Hydra! 

MARIO IS MISSMGI 
Passwords 
First room 
Door 1 - PW23CZ 
Door 2 - FCBSB6W 
Door 3 - YHYAMLZ 
Door 4 - Y4MOPFW 
Door 5-G5F96CX 

Third room 
Door 1 - DWV6P78 
Door2-PCD1384 
Door 3 - DJ49LZ3 
Door 4 - D9FKPTR 
Door 5 - TTMGMQM 

MECHWARRIOR 
Invincibility 
Select ‘Start Game’ from the title screen, 
highlight the third option and press the B 
button. On the next screen, choose what 
you want and then exit. The previous screen 
will appear again, except there will be a new 
option on the left. Choose it and select your 
Mech, then go into the game. At this point, 
press Start to pause the game and press 
the following buttons in this order: A, L, L, Y, 
A, L, L, Y, A, L, L, Y and A. You will see the 
word ‘Invincible’ appear. 

MEGAMANX 
Loads of lives 
When you have completed the first stage, 
go to the Armadillo level and work your way 
to the right. After a while you will find a bat 
hanging down from the roof. If you blast it, it 
should reveal a 1-Up. Now if you keep going 
back to the left and then shooting the bat 
you will get another life. Keep doing this to 
get nine lives. You can return to the 
Armadillo stage at any point in the game to 
stock up on lives. 

Second room 
Door 1 -CX746YF 
Door 2 - NBGR6CF 
Door 4 - X42KLDK 
Door 5 - S4805N4 

Code for last boss 
ZPF*M86 

Passwords for import version 
Strom Eaglead Icy Penguigo Spark Mandrill 
4426 4661 4123 

8712 
7536 

Sting Chameleon 
4423 
1842 
7164 

Burning Noomander 
1467 
2457 
1431 
2 Sub-T 
4141 
6427 
8126 

Ryu’s fireball! 
To gain this you must have first killed all the 
bosses, have all the armour, sub-tanks and 
heart containers. Go back through Armoured 
Armadillo stage and collect the power-up at 
the top of the cliff before entering the boss 
door . Enter and exit the weapon select 
screen five times, and you will see a 
chamber, go in here to get the ultra powerful 
fireball which kills enemies in one shot! 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
Silver Goro trick 
When you reach Endurance three, make 
sure you are using Rayden and perform the 
finishing move to take out your opponent. 
Once you have completed Endurance three, 
a metallic Goro will jump onto the screen, 
he will only stay this way for one round and 
then revert back to his normal form. 

Reptile cheat 
Fight your way to the pit stage. Get a double 
flawless victory and you will have to fight 
Reptile in the pit stage. 

Strange finish using Sub-Zero 
Kill your opponent by any means possible in 
the first round. In the second round you 
must get your opponent’s energy all the way 
down without ‘Finish Him’ appearing. Use 
Sub-Zero’s freeze to make the ’Finish Him’ 
appear, then slaughter him with the finishing 
move. The ice around your opponent will 
shatter leaving the body standing. 

Stun cheat 
This cheat will work with practise. Get close 
enough to the opponent to perform a flying 
kick so that you land just to the other side. 
Quickly perform the same move back again 
before there's any retaliation and once 
more. On landing the third time, instantly 
jump back over the opponent with a normal 
rolling jump. The opponent will now be 
stunned and unable to move. Push them up 
to the edge of the screen and uppercut, 
then follow up with a series of low punches. 
The opponent will be unable to fight back. 

NBA JAM 
Special characters 
Answer “yes” to the initials question and 
then enter the first two letters of the code, 
and highlight the last one. Now press and 
hold L, R, Start and the required button, 
either X or A. 

Character Initials 
Bill Clinton ARK 
Al Gore NET 
Turnell MJT 
Rivett RJR 
Divita SAL 
Air Dog AIR 
Chow-Chow CAR 
Weasil SAX 
P-Funk DIS 
Warren Moon UW 
Kabuki QB 
Scruff RO 

Harder game code 
To play a team which is a lot more difficult 
than all the rest, type in the following code: 
NPNRDYY PM13JKY. 

Juice mode 
To access the ‘juice’ (faster) mode, on the 
“tonight’s match-up” screen press any 
button 13 times, then hold B and X until the 
tip-off. The word “juice” will appear on the 
screen and the players will be much faster. 

Better defence 
Choose your game and then pick the team as 

Button 
X 
A 
A 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
A 
A 
X 
X 

5248 1846 
1287 7128 

Armour Armage Launcher Octopuld 
1561 1426 
8817 2456 
1176 3444 

Boomer All Villains+Sub-T 
6417 1147 
3138 2247 
4551 1451 
3 Sub-T 
5556 
2242 
7580 

normal. When the ‘Tonights match up’ screen 
appears, press any button five times. On the 
fifth time, hold the button down until the tip off 
occurs and you will have a better defence. 

Shot percentage 
At the tonight’s match-up screen, press any 
button once. Then press and hold DOWN, A 
and B together until the tip off occurs. You 
will see the % sign at the bottom left hand 
corner of the screen. 

NHPLA HOCKEY’93 
Codes for the final rounds of the game 
H5J3V79RM4ZVHW2P - Minnesota vs Washington 
H5L19CY59FPZPT22 - Winnipeg vs New Jersey 
BN7Y34ZSP46DIT4R - Buffalo VS Louis 
DHYLKFDGB0B402SP - Washington vs Los Angeles 
C42Z8MN44Y4YLG39 - Qubec VS Vancouver 
HZ2B48N9HY55MK8W - Chicago vs New Jersey 
HFPY7KLT9VXYCFV1 - Calgary vs Hartford 
C4Z358NMFJG3JMK0 - New Jersey vs Toronto 
FZV795XCZ344SNSM - Calgary vs Montreal 
B14 J9L0YLTCP9LDS - Boston VS Chicago 
G75X97V90T0M6MNy - Vancouver vs Qubec 
HFNB55PZ9WLTMZSM - Vancouver vs Boston 
HL61CRJ3NX49PT3K- Edmonton vs Buffalo 
B17F5MF0ZG238V8F - Boston VS Minnesota 
HTPTRGHGWB79VHZP - Winnipeg vs New York 
FFB1LC1K10YZW0V2 - Detroit vs Buffalo 

Final code 
To go straight to the final between Los 
Angeles and Boston, enter the following 
code on the password screen: 
C42BWBG00P37LV9J 

NIGEL MANSELL’S WORLD RACING 
Race passwords 
Mexico - LZ9ZN40LJ2541STCVL 
Brazil - 6CL732YLZ3H07VNBR9 
Spain - PZPP693R91Q7NHQ. . 2 
San Marino - r49rgkfh . jbdsv0T79 
Monaco - l0xj.xvch3L7gdcfor 
Canada - b7jpr46qrb.rg08hnl 
France - lv0zb206FG0K62K2D7 
Britain - tkx.b7G3vtjfsiqskx 
Germany - tqpcltbtb7X21 . jqgt 
Hungary - hll2fwgiy20fl. 1ng5 
Belgium - ymgw4bxm3bv61jr565 
Italy - 4QX4JKWXT50ZQ. .K35 
Portugal - 4F3M0TZ507064KGC5D 
Japan - r48rr9gt7jb.bzvr4d 
Australia - 33DV4B,F1ZZG538GW3 
End screen - pv2jtfbk4Y696H4dxy 

ON THE BALL 
Access codes 
Field 2 - mhwyr 
Field 3 - hccwd 
Field 4 - wrjmh 

OUTIANDER 
Infinite energy 
Press Up, Left button, Right button. Up, B 
and A during the game. 

PAPERBOYS 
Higher level 
Go to the Route Option in the Player Select 
screen, and enter the code 6479. 

Passwords 
Route: 5738 - Week 2 
Route: 6479 - Week 3 

PARODIUS 
Use super bombs three times 
Pause the game press X, X, X, B. B, B, Y, Y 
Y, A, A, A, Left and Right. 

Level select 
On the ship select screen, choose the 
Octopus ship which is below Vic Viper and 
press Up, Left button and X simultaneously. 
Continue to hold the buttons down until the 
level select screen appears. 

Secret level 
Go to the bottom of the water beds on level 
three to access a secret level. 

Full power-up 
Pause the game, press B, B, X, X, A, Y, A, 
Up, Left button and Start. This gives you full 
power and weapons. 

Invinicibility 
Pause the game, press Left button. Right 
button. Up, X, Right button. A, Left button, Y, 
Down, B, A, Y, A, Y, Right button and Start. 

Stage select 
Move the cursor to the Vic Viper on the 
player select screen and press Up, Left 
button and X together. Hold them for 15 
seconds and a stage select screen 
appears. 

THE PEACE KEEPERS 
Play all characters 
When the Jaleco logo appears, hold down 
the following buttons on controller one: L, R 
and A. When the title screen appears 
release them, go to the player select screen 
and choose different characters. 

PILOTWINGS 
Extra difficulty 
If you’re up for a real challenge enter the 
code 882943 on the passcode screen. 
You’ll be treated to some rather different 
aerial antics. 

Passwords 
If you cannot wait to complete the early 
stages of this excellent aerial game then 
enter these passwords. 
985206 - level 2 
394391-level 3 
520771-level 4 
108048 - helicopter 1 
400718 - level 6 
773224 - level 7 
165411 - level 8 
760357 - level 9 
882943 - helicopter 2 

PINK GOES TO H0U.YW00D 
Debug Mode 
Start playing the game and when Pink is 
standing still press B on controller two. 
Once this has been done, press Y on 
controller two to activate the invincibility 
mode. If you want even more after that try 
pressing the R button on controller two to 
get a slow motion mode. 

PIPE DREAM 
Lives code 
Start on round D with maximum lives - 
3P7DS1WSNDFPPP. 

POCKY&ROCKY 
Level select 
On the controller, hold down X and Y. With 
these held, press A. A, A, A, B, B, B, B, A, 
B, A , B, A, B, A and B. 

POPULOUS 
Energy boost 
At any point in the game, press A, B, then 
hold the Left button and press A and B 
again. Next hold Left button. Right button. A, 
B, X and Select. Go to swamp icon and 
press B. 

POWER MOVES 
Fight last boss 
Simply enter the code-N: :XJT& $+7. 

PRINCE OF PERSU 
Level skip 
Enter the code special on the password 
screen. When this has been rejected, start 
the game and enter B. Y, Up, Down, Left, 
Right, Left and Right buttons. If it has worked, 
you will hear a strange noise. Press Start and 
Select to enter a secret level skip screen. 

Passwords 
Level 1 - BRNGBB9 
Level 2 - mrg5L2x 
Level 3 - b6+twnn 
Level 4 - 9Z3nrdx 
Level 5 - lqhwtvr 
Level 6 - cgkdbz2 
Level 7 - TH4Q++B 
Level 8 - vxpnby2 
Level 9 - qlliwhr 
Level 10 - HWB93WX 

PUSH-OVBI 
Passwords 
I -00512 26-11782 
2- 01536 27-11270 
3- 01024 28-09222 
4- 03072 29-09734 
5- 03584 30-08718 
6- 02560 31 -08206 
7- 02048 32-24590 
8- 06144 33-25614 
9- 06656 34-26126 
10- 07680 35-25614 
II -07168 36-27662 

Level 11 - 7F39R1B 
Level 12-H9TZD8N 
Level 13- 7TXF+9V 
Level 14 -H+KX3L7 
Level 15-GZ9MRZJ 
Level 16 - 84CPBC6 
Level 17-QQNL2PV 
Level 18 - 4Q7tmhj 
Level 19 - qh jg ! Q7 
Level 20-H8J12+Y 

51 -21534 76-21631 
52- 23582 77-22143 
53- 24094 78-21247 
54- 23070 79-20735 
55- 22558 80-28927 
56- 18494 81 -34939 
57- 19006 82-30463 
58- 20030 83-29951 
59- 19518 84-31999 
60- 17470 85-32511 
61 -17982 86-31487 
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12- 05122 37-28174 

13- 05634 38-27150 

14- 04610 39-26638 
15- 04098 40-30734 

16- 12290 41 -31246 

17- 12802 42-32270 
18- 13826 43-31758 
19- 13314 44-29726 

20- 15362 45-30238 
21 -15878 46-29214 
22- 14854 47-28702 

23- 14342 48-20510 
24- 10246 49-21022 
25- 10758 50-22046 

62- 16958 87-30975 

63- 16510 88-26879 
64- 16511 89-27647 
65- 17023 90-28671 

66- 18047 91 -28159 

67- 17535 92-26111 
68- 19583 93- 26623 
69- 20095 94-25599 

70- 19071 95-25081 
71 - 18559 96-08703 
72- 22655 97- 09215 

73- 23167 98-70239 
74- 24191 99-09727 
75- 30975 100-44543 

Q^BERTS 
Level warp 
On the title screen, highlight the Game 
Options menu and press Start. As soon as 
you’re in the options mode, press the B 
button eight times. If successful you’ll hear a 
sound. Start a one or two-player game and 
you’ll warp straight to level eleven. 

Alter backgrounds 
Go to the options screen and press the Left 
and Right buttons simultaneously. When you 
release them, a programmer’s screen will 
appear. Press Select to change the 
background (keep pressing it to flick through 
all of the different ones). Press Start to 
return to the options screen. 

RAINBOW BEU. ADVENTURE 
Power-up cheat 
Pause the game and press Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A and then 
unpause it. You should have every power-up 
possible. 

RANiyiA1/2 
Fight with the same characters 
To fight with the same characters, hold Left 
button. Right button and Up then press 
Start. 

Select all characters 
Hold down the Left and Right buttons, then 
select a two-player game. A second menu 
will appear allowing you to select all 
characters as well as the two bonus level 
fighters. Also press Select to alter the 
backgrounds. 

Extra characters 
On a one-player game, hold down the Left 
and Right buttons during the character 
select screen. You’ll now have more 
characters at your disposal. 

THE REN AND STIMPY SHOW 
Level select 
Just as the ‘Veediots’ logo starts to appear 
enter the following code on controller one; 
Left button, Right button. A, Left button. 
Right button. Left button, B, Right button 
and X. Make sure the entire code is in 
before the logo has fully formed. 

R0B0C0P3 
Restore power 
At any point in the game, press Start and 
then Select three times. This will restore 
your energy bar to the maximum and can be 
repeated any time your energy is low, which 
will probably be most of the time! 

RDBDCDPVSTERMINATDR 
Level codes 
Stage 2 dltc 
Stage 4 tpst 

Stage 6 B5hk 

Stage 8 sktr 
Stage 10 drft 
Stage 12 mwfx 

Stage 3 mwsx 
Stage 5 jfdn 
Stage 7 hkfl 

Stage 9 skmd 
Stage 11 sknn 

THERDCKETEER 
Player/round select 
On the title screen, press Left button. Right 
button. Left button. Right button and Down, 
then press Start on the credits screen to 
reach a player select screen. Select the 
number you want and you’ll access a 
strange round select screen! 

RDCXN’RDti RACING 
Special code 
This code will give you access to a special 
level: KHHRSJ. 

Be Olaf the Viking 
On the hero select screen, press and hold 
L,R and Select. Keep them held down and 

scroll through the characters until Olaf 
appears. 

Play on Inferno instantly 
Choose the Vs mode and then go to the 
‘change planet’ option. Press and hold L, R 
and Select, and as you scroll through the 
planets, you can select Inferno. 

Passwords 
Drakonis: ib!R t5C3 x5pt 

Bogmire: 7jm8 QQCB 9SPS 
New Mojave: ifq8 r5CL 9kk2 
Nho:V2L8 14BV 92K! 

Inferno: XWC7 hzb5 5TJ! 

RDCKYRDDENT 
Infinite continues 
On the title screen press Start to make 
Rocky run across the screen and then very 
quickly press the following buttons: Y, A, R, 
A, B, A. An options screen will appear, once 
on this screen, put the cursor on continues 
and change it to *?’ this will give you infinite 
continues. 

StMCITY 
Transport, Police and Fire work for free 
At the end of a tax year, save the game, and 
reload it. Transport, Fire and Police now 
work free for the year. 

More maps 
Select “Start New City” and choose any 
map from 1-999. Go to the map and select 
the “Goto Menu” icon. Instead of saving 
your map, select “Start New City” again. 
You’ll now have access to 1,998 different 
maps. 

Earn a million 
Spend all of your money in one year. When 
the tax screen appears at the end of the 
year, hold the L button and exit the screen. 
While still holding L, go back to the tax 
screen again and increase spending to 
100%. Exit again and release L. When the 
people start spreading the money, your 
funds will raise to $999,999. 

SIMEARIH 
Level select 
On the select screen, choose the first 
scenario. Then press and hold L button, R 
button, Y, X and A. 

SKYBLAZER 
30 lives and password 
Once the title screen appears go to the 
password option and enter the code which 
you can see here. What this will do once 
you have entered it is reward you with 30 
lives and take you very near the end of the 
game. 

99 lives 
On the third screen you will see a 1-Up in an 
alcove high up on the left side of the screen 
near a moving platform. Collect this and 
carry on to the fourth screen and then 
double back to the third screen and repeat 
this until you have 99 lives. 

SMART BALL 
Game skip 
When the title screen appears, press Up, 
Up, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A, Select then 
Start. This will put you on stage 4-A. 

Level select 
Go to the options screen and press Up, Up, 
Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A, 
Select and Start. Now you can choose any 
level you want. 

SMASH TV 
Speed up mode 
On the options screen: press Left, Right, 
Up, R button and R button again. 

Extra lives and continues 
At the options screen, press L button, R 
button. Up and you should hear “Bingo”. 
Now you can bump up lives and continues. 

Extra lives 
On the player number/ difficulty screen, 
press Down, Left button. Right button and 
Up. You can now alter the number of lives 
and credits. 

Kill all enemies 
On the title screen enter Right, Right, Up, 

Down, Right button and Left button. Now 
start the game but before you enter a room, 
press and hold Select. When you go 
through now, all the enemies die and a 
voice will say “Let’s Go!” Simply repeat this 
process to go straight through to the end of 
the game. 

him out. On the player select screen you will 
see a cross over the player you have just 
beaten showing that you have completed 
the stage. When your own player is getting 
low on energy, switch to player two. This 
does use up continues but you can reach 
the last bosses with ease. 

Circuit warp 
On the player/difficulty screen, press Right, 
Right, Up, Down, Right button and Left 
button. Select the number of players and level 
of difficulty and you’ll go onto the warp zone. 

Stage select 
Go to the options screen and press R 
button, R button, Up, Down, Right, L button 
and you will hear “Bingo” from the host. Now 
choose one or two players and you will see 
a stage select. This gives you the chance to 
start on any level including all the bosses. 

SDCCERKID 
Level Codes 
Level 2; dcblrfgnpf 
Level 3; tnlpqcgkpj 

Level 4: mmlpttgkfj 

Level 5: hflpjqhppf 

SDNIC BLAST MAN 
Punch round warp 
On the option screen, go to music select 
and select lo hit. Now hold down Select 
and press Left button. Right button. Right 
button, Left button and Start. You can now 
warp to the bonus punching rounds without 
having to complete the various scrolling 
levels. 

SPARKY’S QUEST 
Passwords 
354 Level 3-1 
116 Level 4-1 
988 Level 5-1 

SPINDGEZYWDRLOS 
Level select 
Enter the password mimichan to access a 
special test mode. You can now select your 
start level. 

STARWING 
Secret fruit machine level 
There’s a secret fruit machine level to be 
found on level 3-2. Go into the level and 
shoot the second large indestructible 
asteroid you come across (they’re a slightly 
darker grey than the others). Attack it until it 
explodes to reveal a Star Bird. Carefully 
guide the your ship into its mouth to access 
the secret level. Play the fruit machine by 
shooting the arm to spin the reels and 
shooting the buttons when flashing to hold. 
Get three sevens and you’ll see the game 
over sequence! 

Secret black hole level 
The secret black hole level is to be found on 
level 1-2 in the asteroid field. Shoot the first 
three spinning columns of asteroids with the 
orange asteroid in the centre. You must take 
them out just before you crash into them for 
the cheat to work. A grey asteroid will 
appear with a smiling face. Crash straight 
into it and you’ll warp to the black hole. This 
cheat is extremely difficult to activate so if at 
first you don’t succeed, try try again! If you 
stay in the black hole long enough you will 
appear on many later levels including 
Venom. 

Sprite change 
On the continue screen, plug in the second 
controller and press Y and B to change your 
spinning Arwing into any sprite within the 
game. Also with the first controller press A 
and X for some funky FX. The Left and 
Right buttons will zoom the image back and 
forth. 

STREET CDMBAT 
Secret options screen 
From the title screen, opt for a two player 
game. After this hold down the L and R 
buttons together and press Start. The secret 
options screen will appear. 

SIHEET FIGHTER il 
Get to iast four bosses easily 
Start the game with both IP and 2P pads 
connected. Then, when the game starts, 
immediately choose any opponent and let 
him join in the fight so that you can knock 

Fight the same character 
Press Start when choosing a character then 
Down, Right, Up, Left, Y, B, X, A in rapid 
succession with the IP pad and you can 
use the same character only in a different 
colour. The computer player will also be in 
different colours. Spooky! 

View endings 
To view the character endings on Street 
Fighter II without having to slog it out on the 
higher difficulty levels, change the game to 
Championship Mode by pressing Down, Left 
button. Up, Right button, Y, B, X, A on the 
Capcom screen. Set the difficulty setting to 
two. After you’ve cruised through the game 
and beaten M Bison, simultaneously press 
Start and the Right button before the screen 
fades away to view the character ending. 

Sound FX 
To hear some new sound effects in Street 
Fighter II, go to the options screen and 
press the R button rapidly on sounds 25, 26 
or 27. You’ll hear new sounds on 1 through 
to 23. 

SIHEET FIGHTER IITURBD 
Prevent special moves 
When the Capcom logo appears, press 
Down, Right button. Up, Left button, Y, B, X 
and A. 

Ten Turbo Stars 
Enter the same code as above using 
controller two when the word ‘Turbo’ scrolls 
across the screen. If the cheat has worked 
you should hear a sound. If you’re having 
trouble getting this cheat to work, try 
entering the code repeatedly when the 
game is turned on. 

STRIKER 
Play as Elite 
Select the world league and enter the 
following password: bcdfghjklmpqrst. 

Ignore the screen message which will then 
say password error and go to the team 
selection. You can now select the Elite 
squad who are probably the best team in 
the game. 

Passwords 
Super cup indoors finals 
N2KJDCHL 
BBBBBBBB 

3BBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 

BBBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 

Super cup outdoors 
ZD? 6FGGB 
BBBBBBBF 

BBBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 

BBBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 
BBBBBBBB 

STREET CDMDAT 
50 Lives 
On the option mode screen, move the 
cursor to the Credit option. Now press the 
Select button ten times. Your credits should 
now be increased to 50. Exit this screen and 
start the game to find 49 credits displayed in 
the bottom right hand corner. 

SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND 
Round select 
Wait for the story screens to appear and 
press Start, so that the second title screen 
comes up. At this point, press diagonal top 
left, Left, X and right on the joypad. While 
holding these three buttons press Start to 
enter the round select screen. 

SUPER BDMBERMAN 
Extreme Firepower 
In one player mode, drop some bombs as 
soon as you start. When they explode, 
press the bomb button repeatedly to keep 
the explosions going - you can clear most 
of the level with this. Watch out though, you 
will die as soon as your invincibility runs out 
so be quick! 

Small bomber 
Enter 5656 as a password at the start of the 
game. Go into the game and find a special 
version containing tiny bomberman sprites. 
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BUSTERS 
SUPER CONFUCT 
Mission select 
On the game map. hold down the L and B 
buttons, then the X and Y buttons. Whilst 
holding all these down, release X and hold it 
again. Now let go of all the buttons and 
move the jeep into the unlit area. Press L 
and B to enter the stage. 

Stage select 
On the map. press B,L,X,Y release X only 
and then press X again. Release all the 
buttons and now every time you press B and 
L together, the next map will appear. 

Change computer’s weapons 
When you engage in a computer battle, you 
can switch his weapon before he fires it by 
repeatedly pressing the B button on 
controller two. 

SUPER DOUBLE DRABON 
Unlimited continues 
Press Start on controller one to access the 
mode select screen. Press Select to choose 
Mode A and then start the two-player game. 
Play until there is only one continue left for 
each player (if one has more than the other 
then deliberately get him killed). When 
asked to continue, press Start 
simultaneously on both controllers and you 
will both be given an amazing seven 
continues. 

SUPER EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 
Unlimited thermal bombs 
Wait until the title screen appears and press 
A, X, B, X, X, A, Y then Start. If it doesn’t 
work turn the machine on and off, then try 
again. 

99 lives 
Wait until the title screen appears and press 
X. Y, B, B, B. X. A. Y, Y. B. A, X. Y then 
Start. If it doesn’t work turn the machine on 
and off, then try again. 

See game over credits 
Wait until the title screen appears and press 
A, B. A, B, A, B, A. B then Start. If it doesn’t 
work turn the machine on and off, then try 
again. 

Nutter mode 
Wait until the title screen appears and press 
A, B. Y, X, A. B, Y, X, A, B, A, B, Y, X, X, Y, 
A. B, Y, X then Start. If it doesn’t work turn 
the machine on and off, then try again. 

7 continues 
Wait until the title screen appears and press 
X, Y. A, B, X, X then Start. If it doesn’t work 
turn the machine on and off, then try again. 

Sound test and eventually 7 credits 
Go into any level, press and hold Y, B, X, A, 
Down. While still holding these down press 
Start. You will go into the sound test where 
you can change the music to what you want. 
Press Start to exit the sound test and then 
keep entering and exiting it until a message 
comes up telling you tb enter Y,Y,Y,Y for title 
fun. Enter this on the title screen to rotate 
the logo. Go into the sound test once more 
and there will be another message telling 
you to enter X,Y.A,B,X,X. Once again enter 
this on the title screen to gain 7 credits. 

Using the Force 
On the title screen press X,B,B,Y,X,A,A,X 
and you will here a sound. Begin the game 
by pressing Start, then when you want to 
use a force power press Select where upon 
some force options will appear which you 
can choose by pressing the L and R 
buttons. 

Skip to the man in black! 
You can go straight to Darth Vader by 
entering the following code on the title 
screen: A.Y,X,B,A,A,X.B.B,Y,X. 

Passwords 
Rebel Base: wljwdn 
Dagobah: pgpnmg 

Cloud City: ncdgrj 

Final battle: nsrscl 

SUPHI FIRE PRO WREmWG 
Watch mode 
Ever wish your wrestler could be secretly 
controlled by the computer when fighting 
someone else? Well, here’s how you do it. 

While you’re selecting your character from 
the Exhibition match screen, hold button X. 
The wrestler will now be under computer 
control. Both players can do this. It’s 
especially useful for tag matches. 

Bleeding referee 
If you run at the ref, using run or hammer 
throw for instance, the wrestler will 
occasionally bump the ref to the canvas. 
Sometimes the ref will even start bleeding. 
This can prove very useful as he is unable 
to take counts while on the deck. 

SUPER eHOULS'NGHDSTB 
Hidden message 
Defeat a boss and hold Up on the control 
pad for a hidden message. 

Stage select 
Select the option mode from the title screen 
and highlight the “Exit” selection. Hold Left 
and Start on the second controller and 
another options screen will appear in which 
you can choose the level and area on which 
you want to start. 

SUPER JAMES POND 
Invulnerability 
Go just to the right of the first small tower 
from the start. Stretch up to the roof just 
above and gather the objects in this order: 
(C)ake, (H)ammer, (E)arth, (A)pple and 
(T)ap, spelling out the word cheat. This will 
give you invulnerability for a short while. 

Infinite lives 
Go through the first door and go to the right 
of the first set of spikes. Collect the objects 
in this order. (L)ips, (l)ce-cream, (V)iolin, 
(E)arth and (S)nowman. 

Open all doors 
First of all, activate the Invulnerability cheat. 
Go through the first door and step to the left 
to find an exit pole. Go into it and this will 
open all the doors in the castle. 

Loadsa1-Ups 
Go into the first Super Mario Bros game and 
make your way to world 3-1. Near the end of 
the stage you will come across a large 
staircase with two Koopas walking down the 
blocks. Stand next to the bottom block and 
once the second Koopa moves down to the 
bottom block, jump up to bounce on it loads 
of times. 

SUPER MARIO BROS 3 
Unlimited Hammer Bros suits 
In world 6, complete levels one and two. You 
should be able to get to a Hammer Brother, 
now defeat him and get the hammer. Go 
right to pipe which is blocked by a rock, 
smash the rock with the hammer and go 
through the pipe to enter the mushroom 
house and pick up the Hammer Bros suit. 
Return to the map screen, save the game. 
Start from the last save, enter the nearest 
pipe, go back into the mushroom house and 
get the suit again. Repeat this process as 
many times as you like. 

THE LOST LEVELS 
Loadsa lost 1-Ups 
Go into the Lost levels game and begin on 
world 1-1. At the beginning of the level go 
right and locate a ‘C’ shaped block with a 
Koopa in it. Nudge the second block from 
the left to produce a red mushroom. Nudge 
the other blocks to launch the mushroom 
over the edge and grab it. 

Be careful not to scroll the screen too 
much so that you can return to the blocks. 
Jump up and smash the left hand block and 
then the one to the right of the mushroom 
block. When you do this make sure the 
Koopa is always to the right so that you trap 
him on the right hand block. 

Now jump up to balance on the 
mushroom block and from there smash the 
top blocks in order from the left. Leave the 
last two blocks at the top before leaping 
over to land on the Koopa. If you do this 
correctly Mario will bounce on and off the 
Koopa, until time runs out, scoring a 1-Up 
with every contact. 

SUPER MARID KART 
End screens 
On the title screen, use controller two and 

press X, Y, B, A, UP, Left, Down, Right, 
Right button and Left button. If the cheat is 
successful you’ll hear a sound. Now press 
start on controller one and begin the game 
by choosing your character. The end 
screens will begin. 

Race computer on time trial 
Select time trial and go to the character 
select screen. Press Y and A on controller 
one and Y on controller two. You can now 
select a computer character to race against 
you. 

Special Cup 
Select match race or time trial and highlight 
Mushroom Cup. Press left on the controller 
to highlight the left hand side selections, 
then press Left button, Right button. Left 
button. Right button. Left button. Left button, 
Right button. Right button and A. The 
Special Cup can now be selected and 
raced. 

Drive in the dark 
During a two player battle mode, when one 
player is down to their last balloon, get them 
to hold down the B button. Keep this 
pressed, then when the last balloon is burst 
that player can still drive in the dark even 
though they’ve lost. 

Change screen 
Plug in two controllers, when the title screen 
appears, start a one-player game and keep 
the Left and Right buttons pressed on the 
second controller. The upper screen will be 
the course map and the lower section will be 
your playing area. 

Shrink characters 
Press and hold Y, then press A on the 
character select screen to shrink all the 
characters in the next race. 

SUPER MARIO WDRLD 
1-up bonanza 
In the secret vanilla fortress, swim to the 
door before Reznor where there are two 
Bony Beetles. Jump on them without 
touching the ground. Keep treading water 
while they regenerate. Repeat. As long as 
you don’t touch the floor (just keep 
swimming), you’ll earn thousands of points 
and consequently 1-ups. 

SUPER METROID 
Restore all your energy 
First of all in order to get this cheat to work 
you must have at least ten missiles, ten 
super missiles, 11 power bombs, 50 points 
or less on your power meter, and your 
reserve tanks must be empty. 

Use the default setting on the controller 
and roll into a ball, then press Select three 
times. Drop a power bomb and keep holding 
the X button while simultaneously holding L, 
R and Down. The bomb will exploding 
causing the screen to turn white and you will 
then see Samus floating in a ball of white 
light while 14 of your energy tanks get 
refilled. This is extremely useful for fighting 
bosses. 

SUPERNOVA 
Fight all bosses in a row 
On the title screen press the following 
buttons on controller two: 
Down, X, Up, B, L, R, Left, A. There will be 
a message which tells you, a ship is 
approaching. Loads of bosses appear! 

SUPER OFF-ROAD 
Unlimited continues 
To continue on your own forever, select two- 
player mode. If you play on your own, just 
leave truck two and you’ll always come third 
or higher. 

SUPER PAN6 
Level select 
Access the game select screen and press 
Left button, Right button. Right button. Left 
button. Up and Down. 

SUPER PROBOTECTOR 
Level select 
When the title screen comes up, press Up, 
Up, Down, Down, Right, Left, Right, Left, B, 
A, B, A. 

Lives cheat 
When the screen is scrolling, press Up, Up, 

Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right for 13 
lives. 

Extra lives 
To start the game with 30 extra lives, on the 
title screen press, Right, Down, Down, 
Right, Right and Start. 

Level select 
Grab yourself a handy level select with this 
cheat. Press Left, Down, Down, Left, Left 
and Start on the title screen. 

SUPER R-TYPE 
Weapon select 
Go to the title screen and press Down, Right 
button, Right, Down, Right, Right, Down, 
Right, Down, Down and Start. As soon as 
the game starts press Pause then press the 
Right button. Right, Down, Y, Down, Right, 
Down, Left, Right, Down, Right and Right. 
Now you can choose your weapons by 
pressing: 
A for air to air laser 
B for air to ground laser 
X for reflective laser 
Y for split laser 
R for shooting gun laser. 
Now press A for a homing missile or 
alternatively X for an air to ground missile. 

Level select 
At the title screen hold down the R button 
and press Up nine times. You’ll here a tone. 
Start the game and then pause it. Hold the 
R button and A together, and press Select. 
Press Up or Down to choose your level. 

SUPER SOCCER 
Special Nintendo team 
Select one player vs two player game then 
on the team select screen then press Start 
and B on the second controller (player two). 
You can now play with the excellent 
Nintendo team. Game on! 

Same teams 
Get player two to select the team he wants 
to be. then press Start and B to select the 
Nintendo team. Now get player one to select 
the previous player two team and press Y 
on player two’s controller. This will cancel 
the Nintendo selection allowing him to select 
the same team as player one. Player two 
will play in the away strip! 

Speed-up mode 
Enter the player skill selection screen and 
press Left, Right, Left, Up, R button, R 
button. You will hear “Bingo” and then you 
will be able to choose your options before 
the speeded-up action starts. 

SUPER STAR WARS 
Debug menus 
Switch the Super NES off and on, then on 
the game start/ options screen press A, A, 
A, A, X, B, B, B. B, Y, X, X, X, X, A, Y, Y, Y, Y 
and B. If successful you’ll hear a Jawa yell. 
Enter the game and press Left and Right 
buttons simultaneously on the second 
controller to access the debug menu screen. 
You can now select lives, stage, character, 
health sword and weapon. At any point in 
the game, if you wish to skip the level you’re 
playing, simply press Start on controller two. 
To re-access the Debug menu press the Left 
and Right buttons on controller two 
simultaneously. 

invincibility 
To become invincible, press and hold A, B, 
Y, X and Select on controller two on any of 
the side-scrolling levels. Let go of the 
buttons to reveal X and Y co-ordinates by 
your character. You’ll now be invincible and 
even be able to walk through walls! 

99 lives 
Get to the Sand People on level five and 
keep moving until you reach the second 
section of platforms where you have to clear 
a gap. Instead of attempting the jumps, drop 
down the face of the cliff and you will reach 
a ledge with a cave and plenty of 1-Ups to 
complete the game with. 

Special codes 
Start on the first level of the game and press 
Y, B, X, A simultaneously. Now press the 
Start button. You will now be shown a sound 
test screen. Press Start to go back. If you 
return to the sound test, the words under 
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the sound test will have changed. If you 
keep doing this, the game will give you the 
codes for various effects. To activate the 
cheats, turn the power off on the Super NES 
(not the reset switch) and input the code on 
the title screen. If you have put it in correctly 
you will hear a Jawa noise. Here are the 
codes. 
Five continues - X, B, B, A, Y 
Light Saber - Y, Y, X, X, A, B, X, A 

SUPBISHUKEEABLE 
Secret mission 
By entering the code G6CH4228, you’ll be 
able to fly a secret mission. 

Mission passwords 
Libya day - 066F87FH 

Libya night - 062H869D 
Gulf war day - CGGG4724 

Gulf war night - 90B68G8C 

Korea day - 057F4902 
Korea night - HF3H09H8 

Cuba day - df25449h 

and R together on the second controller. 
You can now fine tune your car. 

Jump with your car 
By pressing the A button on the second 
controller, you can jump over oncoming 
traffic! 

THUNDER SPRITS 
99 continues 
Press button B rapidly on the title screen 
until you hear a chime (if you have turbo fire, 
then use it), or each tone you hear, one 
credit will be awarded. Wait for the demo to 
finish to get even more continues. 

TRY TOONS 
Passwords for hard option 
Level 1 - Plucky/BaJbs/Bookworm 
Level 2 - Lil' beeper/M. Meuc /Elxnyra 

Level 3 - Gogo/Shirley/Sweetie 
Level 4 - Bookworm/Plucky/Babs 
Level 5 - Gogo/Calamity/Lil 'beeper 

Level 6 - M.Max /BedDs/Sweetie 

SUPER SWIV 
Level skip 
Pause and enter the following to skip a level 
(L and R are both buttons on the top of your 
joypad). 
Level 1 - R, L, R, R, L, L, R, L, R, R, L, L 
Level 2 - R, L, R, R, L, L, R, R, R, L, R. R 
Level 3 - L, R, L, L, R, R, L, L, L, L, R. R, R, L 
Level 4 - R, R, R, L, L, L, R, R, L, L, R, L, R, L 
Level 5 - R, L, R, L, L, L, R, R, L, L, R, L, R, L, L 
Level 6 - L, L, L, L, L, R, L, L, L, L, L, L, L, L, R 

SUPER TENNIS 
Mega strong player 
On select screen, using controller two, press 
L five times, X, R seven times then X. 

Player editing 
Press Select during a game to bring up the 
score. Now press R, R, Left, Down, B. A, L, 
and L on controller two. You will hear a 
round of applause. Press A or B on 
controller one, and four rows of eight 
characters will appear. These are the stats 
of players. From left to right, the eight 
characters stand for (1) Forehand: (2) Lob; 
(3) Left/right speed; (4) Back/forth volley 
speed; (5) Volley: (6) Serve; (7) Jump; (8) 
Backhand. Set each character by pressing 
X. ( The lowest rating is 0, and the highest 
is F ) Use this to change both yours and the 
computer’s stats. 

Passwords 
Level 1 - Babs/Gogo/Montana Max 
Level 2 - Plucky/Bookworm/Elmyra 
Level 3 - Montana Max/Calamity/Shirley 

Level 4 - Bookworm/Plucky/Babs 
Level 5 - Gogo/Calemiity/Lil' Beeper 
Level 6 - Montana Max/Babs/Sweetie 

Sub-game select 
On the password screen enter elmyra, 

Shirley and Calamite Coyote. A secret 
option screen will appear enabling you to 
select and play any of the bonus rounds. 

TMNT TOURNAMBIT FIGHTERS 
Extra speed 
Enter the following code on the title screen; 
using controller two: Up, Up, Down, Down, 
Left, Right, Left, Right, B, and A. Also, to 
use your special attacks in the story mode, 
eneter this code: Up, Left, Down, Right, X, 
Y, B, A, X, Y, B, A and X. 

Be bosses in Vs battle mode 
On the title screen enter the high speed 
code on controller two which is: Up, Up, 
Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A 
and you will here Aska’s voice. Follow that 
with; X, Up, Y, Left, B, Down, A, Right, X, Up 
and you should here the voice again. Go 
into the VS battle mode and to the left of 
Shredder are Rat King and Karai. 

Super player 
For a more skilful player, highlight the one 
that you want and press the following on the 
second controller: L, L, L, L, L, X, R, R. R, 
R, R, R, R and X. 

SUPER TURRICAN 
Level skip 
Pause the game. Now press Right, Left, 
Down. Right, A and Start. 

Fight on Karai and Rat King Stages in VS 
battle mode 
On the title screen using controller two 
press: L. R, L, R, L, R and A. 

TOM AND JERRY 
Extra lives 
On the title screen press Right, Right, Up, 
Left, Up, Right, Down, B, A, Select, Start 
and Start. 

SUPER vAiiis nr 
Level select 
Press Up, Down, Left, Right, Up, Down, 
Left, Right, Up, Down, Left, Right, Select, 
Select, Y, B and then Start when the title 
screen appears. 

SUPER WIDGET 
Level codes 
Level 02: jhkkwr 
Level 03: wkkjww 
Level 04: jkrlwr 

Level 05: rbkkww 

Level 06: jbkhrr 
Level 07: wjrmwh 

Level 08: jjrswh 

Level 09: rsrmwh 
Level 10: jskhhh 

Level 11: rlkbhh 

Level 12: jllsfh 

TAZ-MANIA 
Continues and Level Select 
Go to the options menu and press B, A, Y, A 
and X for ten continues. 
Press Y, X, B, X, A, X, L, R, B, A, Y. A, X 
and A for 20 continues. 
For a stage select, press A, Y, A, Y, X, Y, B, 
A, R and L. 

TEST DRIVES 
Customise your car 
Start the game as normal, then before you 
touch the accelerator and move off, press L 

Infinite continues 
Enter: X. Y, B, A, A, A, A, A, A, X, Y, B, A, A, 
A, A and A 

TDPGEAR 
Passwords 
PRO CHAMP 
FOUR MEG EDUCATED 
LEGEND OILCLOTH 

THEWORLD WRECKAGE 

LETSRACE CARACOLE 
ALCHEMY EPYLLION 

A LOOPER GLUCAGON 

SEASONAL KEELSON 

S. America 
Japan 
Germany 
Scandinavia 
France 
Italy 
UK 

TDP RACER 
Double placement 
To get two positions on the score board, 
simply crash head on at high speed into one 
of the posts as you pass the finish line. You 
must hit it square on. You’ll now have two 
placings on the results chart. 

TUFFENUFF 
Play as the Bosses. 
To play any character (including the bosses) 
against any character, start your game from 
the title screen. When the Select mode 
screen appears push the D-pad in the 
following order: Left, Left, Left, Right, Right, 
Right. Left, Left, Left, Left, Left, Left, Left 
and Start. 

You will hear an explosion and addional 
characters will appear on the screen. For a 

two player game with bosses, do the same 
code and reset the Super NES. When the 
Select mode appears again press the 
following:-Right, Right, Right, Left, Left, Left, 
Right, Right, Right, Right, Right, Right, 
Right and Start. 

Stage codes 
Stage 2 - 427011 
Stage 3 - 537071 
Stage 4 - 430700 

stages - 500760 
Stage 6 - 401637 
Stage 7 - 511617 

stages - 412526 
Stage 9 - 562506 
Final - 463455 

TURN’N’DURN 
Level codes 
Mission 2: gzwbfpt 

Mission 3: rrhczjvm 
Mission 4: bpyxdlnf 

Mission 5: pdtbcznj 

Mission 6: dkvwgsqk 
Mission 7: gkqzblct 

Mission 8: dcmhrpfj 

Mission 9: wzgnjyzx 
Mission 10: jdzfmlfv 

Mission 11: spbctrrg 
Mission 12: spwvjkdh 
Mission 13: lpkqbpfz 

Mission 14: tdljgshx 

Super NES. When the American Sammy 
logo appears, press Up, Down, Up, Down, 
Select then Start on controller two (you have 
to wait for the logo to come in completely 
before you key in the code, and it has to be 
entered before it starts to fade away). When 
the start/continue screen appears, use 
controller one to select the continue option. 
When you enter the saved game, press 
Select on controller one to call up the menu. 
Go to the status screen. When it appears, 
press Start on controller two. The word 
‘debug’ will appear next to Status and now 
you are invincible. 

WARP SPEED 
Campaign codes 
Campaign 2 - 4N3 ljo bdy 

Campaign 3 - 4P? 8yj lvp 
Campaign 4 - 4P? 85? 4b? 

WAYNE’S WORU 
Level select 
On the title screen, hold down X, Y, B, L, R, 
and Down. Then press Up. A level select will 
then appear in the bottom of the screen. 
Press Select to advance through the various 
stages. 

Stage select 
On the title screen, press the following: B, A. 
B, Y, B, Y, L, A, R, A then Start. 

TURTIESIV: TURTIES M TIME 
Ten lives 
On the title screen use the second controller 
and press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right 
B and A. Now use controller one to select 
your lives up to ten. 

Boss select 
On the title screen, use controller two and 
press Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, B, A 
and B. You will hear a chime, now start the 
game, choose your turtle and a menu will 
arrive showing all 11 bosses. You can go to 
any one. You will have 16 hit points and 
three turtles for each fight. 

ULTRAMAR 
Hidden option screen 
On the title screen press Select and Start 
simultaneously to uncover a hidden options 
screen. 

UN SQUADRON 
Gamer levei 
Go to the options mode, highlight the game 
level and plug in controller two. On controller 
two, hold A and X. With these held down, go 
through the difficulty levels until you reach 
“Gamer”. This is incredibly hard. 

UNnaSALSOUNER 
Passwords 
Level 1.2- bzcxd 

Level 1.3- fwgvh 
Level 2.1 -mrksn 

Level 2.2 - prgmr 

Level 2.3 - tcmcb 
Level 3.1 - qwyrw 

Level 3.2 - bcmvg 

Level 3.3 - xvxvx 
Level 4.1 - QWRTY 

Level 4.2 - kbrds 

VHnUAL SOCCER 
Three or four player mode 
Lurking deep within this stunning football 
game is a cheat to access a three or four 
player mode. However, finding it is rather 
complicated. You must enter certain words 
using the following method: for every letter 
of the alphabet entered, tap L once (so if 
your were entering the letter F, you’d press L 
six times). Then once you’ve entered your 
desired letter, you must then press the R 
button to end the command (so for the letter 
F, you’d press L six times and then R. For A 
you’d press L and then R - got it?). 

By entering the word “Four”, you’ll access 
the four player mode. This must be entered 
on the menu screen, with a multi-tap 
plugged into port two. According to Probe, 
this four player mode isn’t perfect and so 
was left out of the original game. However, 
they do say that there are plenty more 
cheats to be found, go get hacking! 

WANDERBB GEY’S 
Invincibility 
Start the game, then press Reset on the 

Secret options 
Go to the option screen that allows you to 
choose the start and continue options. On 
this screen press, B, A, B, Y, B, Y, L. A, R, A 
and Start. A secret options screen will 
appear allowing you to select your series 
and mission, become invincible and make 
use of a sound test! 

i: THE SECRET 

Options menu 
On the title screen, with controller two, press 
L, R. Start, Select at the same time to enter 
a secret menu which gives you the choice of 
many extras including invincibility. 

nimM A 
Passwords 
Bombing run 
Strafe 
Dogfight 
Dogfight 
Bombing run 
Dogfight 
Strafe 
Dogfight 
Bombing run 
Dogfight 
Strafe 
Dogfight 
Bombing run 
Dogfight 
Strafe 
Dogfight 
Dogfight 
Bombing & dogfight 
Final stage 

FGXHMBQlnGlxF 

r5xKNJH2pg!3 
HMdMJ6C!brG!v! 
LVIxvlHLPQBCP 

T!BRLQ!wC7IBF! 
X2TBGnkGClw 
SZG70WW6HBF 

14!FIGCwPQk8Y 

hVY09Gs4BGlZ 
7YW2yn!R7Hzh 

LHxPFCb!4!!!BsG! 

S!!dNpG9BwH96 
6m!CQG!NCGGL8 

DvkbP4T I dXwb 

B!HdPBB!gQLTB! 
zq5gPNL8HqlB 
!c!LIKGsKQFXj 

7dzl2G8MwR!Z 
BBHnwLLlCB!r 

W01FENSTEM3-D 
All the level codes! 
Floor 1 
Level 2 - tutklf 
Level 3 - utklkh 
Floor 2 
Level 1 - utcnlf 
Level 2 - rrklsq 
Level 3 - rnklpt 
Level 4 - sc jqrp 
Floor 3 
Level 1 - snklqn 
Level 2 - pcklrm 
Level 3 - pnklrm 
Level 4 - qcklsq 
Floor 6 
Level 1 - JNKLQN 
Level 2 - dcklrm 
Level 3 - dnklrm 
Level 4 - fchlvn 
Level 5 - fnklsq 
Level 6 - bcfqvs 

Floor 4 
Level 1-mckltp 
Level 2 - mnkltp 

Level 3 - ncklus 
Level 4 - nnklus 
Level 5 - kcklmr 
Floor 5 
Level 1 - KNJFUN 
Level 2 - lcdfnu 

Level 3 - lndlsq 
Level 4 - hcklpt 

Level 5 - hnklpt 
Level 6 - jcklqn 

Cheat codes 
Hold R on controller two until the title 
appears. Pick up controller one and then 
start the game in Normal Mode. Press Start 
to access the map screen. From here you 
may enter any one or all of these codes with 
the first controller: 
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BUSTERS 
R, Up, B and A: Free ammo, weapons etc 
B, Up, B and A; Invincible mode 
A, A, Up and B: Entire level map 
UP, B, R and B: Exit the level 

WORLD GUP 
The final 
Avoid the semi-final by entering the code - 
01633. 

WWFROYM.RURBLE 
Super punch 
When you turn on your Super NES you will 
see a legal screen. As soon as that begins 
to fade, take controller one and press B then 
Y. When you hear a loud growl you will have 
the super punch and be able to finish off any 
opponent with two punches. 

Twin rumble 
On the player select screen, press the top L 
button to stop the WWF logo in the 
background from moving. Hold the L and R 
buttons without making the logo move again 
and then press Select. Move through the 
selection screen to find your twin. You can 
now fight against the same character or 
double up in a tag team. 

Deck the ref and upset your opponent 
Start the game by choosing Tournament 
mode or One Fall mode. Choose your 
character and then the oppponent’s 
character. Start fighting and knock your 
opponent down. Now line yourself up with 
the ref and hold the Y button. With a bit of 
luck, the ref won’t move and your character 
will steam into him and knock him down. 
With the ref down, try attacking your 
opponent with the L and R buttons, this will 
bring into play some nasty cheat moves 
such as eye gouging and choking. Very 
humane, I don’t think. 

X-IULBER2097 
Level select cheat 
All you need to do to access this option is 

go to the title screen and press the following 
buttons on controller one: R, R, L, L, U, D, L, 
D, D and D. If the cheat has worked the 
music will restart. Following this you must 
now press the Y button to move the cursor 
to ‘New Game’, press Y again. The word 
‘Round’ appears and you can now choose 
the stage you want and press Y to begin. 

YOSM’S COOKE 
Play extra levels 
In the option screen set the music to Off, set 
the speed to High and the round to 10. Then 
hold up and press the Select button. The 10 
will change to 11 and now you can change 
any option you like and move the round 
number up to 99. 

Select extra rounds 
Use controller one and opt for the ’Action’ 
option. Put the Round number on ten, the 
speed on high, and the music type off. Now 
on controller two, press and hold L, R, 
Select and Start. You will hear the game say 
“Yoshi!”. You can now play up to round 99. 

Access four new bosses 
Select the VS mode. When you get to the 
VS Options screen, set the mode on COM. 
Now press and hold L , R. and X. Still 
holding them, press Start. The game will 
say “Yoshi!”. Press Start again - a character 
selection screen should appear. 

YOSM’S SAFMU 
Harder game 
Once you have completed the game, enter 
the following code on the title screen: 
Controller 1:Hold X, Y, L, R then press Start. 

ZBOAM 
Secret code 
When the title screen appears, press Right, 
Up, B, A, Down, Up, Down, Up, B. Now you 
can look at the tasks in the game. 

Rupee loop 
In the Light World, go to the Desert of 
Mystery and find two large rocks just down 
from the old man. Pick up the bottom one 
and keep going in to get fifty Rupees. You 
can repeat the process for up to 999 
Rupees and also go back to stock up later. 

Extra lives 
When you come across a fairy, capture her 

in a jar. Now when you lose a life she’ll 
revive you. You can only use a particular 
fairy once, but there are plenty scattered 
throughout the game. 

ZOMOES 
Bonus level 
Enter the password bcdf at the beginning 
of the game as normal. This will take you 
straight to an excellent bonus section. 

Passwords 
Level 05: fhkx 
Level 09: nbgw 

Level 13: rfcr 
Level 17: rkyl 

Level 21: pxbg 
Level 25: xylz 

Level 29: xlzg 
Level 33: wjqk 

Level 37: bzvg 
Level 41: brpk 

Level 45: vlhx 

ZOX 
Level select 
Press Down, Left, Right, Down, Left, Up, 
Down, Up, Right, Up, Right, Up and A and B. 
On the “Get Ready” screen, hold down L and 
R and push Up and Right to select levels. 

NES 
1943 
Codes 
Wave 2 - 7G117 
Wave 3 - EG013 

Wave 5 - E4113 
Wave 6 - zdiix 
Wave 7 - iriid 

AOAOOX 
Invincibility 
On the title screen press A, A, Up, B, B, 
Down, A, B and Start and hey presto! You’re 
invincible. 

ADVENTURE ISLAND 2 
Island select 
To start off on any island, press the following 
on the title screen: Right, Left, Right, Left, A, 
B, A, B. 

ADVENTURES OF LINK 
The Final Guardian 
When fighting your shadow, move to the left- 
hand side of the screen and continuously 
press the b button. Your shadow may hit you 
once or twice, but you should land many 
more strikes during that time. 

Sword skills 
To discover the art of the upward attack, go 
to Darunia and use the jump spell to leap up 
to the house with a chimney. Drop down this 
and go right to find the warrior who will 
teach you the skills. The downward attack is 
found in Mido town. Use the jump spell to 
reach the open door at the top of the 
church, and go through to find the man in 
the know. 

ADVENTURES OF LOLO 2 
Extra levels 
For a greater challenge, enter any of the 
following codes at the password screen: 
PROA, PROB, PROG, PROD. 

AMERICAN GUUIIATORS 
Password 
Level 2 - A, B, A, A, A, A, B, B 
Level 3 - A, B, A, A, B, A, A, A 
Level 4 - A, B, A, B, B, B, B, B 

RACK TO THE FUTURE II & III 
1875 
To start the game in 1875, hold down A and 
B on the title screen to access the password 
screen. Now enter fluxcapacitor 

ISTHEPOWER as the password and press 
Select, then Start. 

DAD DUDES 
Extra lives 
For 64 Bad Dudes, enter the following 
button sequence with the second controller 
on the title screen: B, A, Up, Down, Up, 
Down. Use the first controller to start the 
game. 

DART vs THE SPACE MUTANTS 
Bonus screen 
If you go to the theatre between 2:00 and 
4:00 you’ll find a bonus screen. 

RATMAN 
Get rid of the killer moth 
If you want to get rid of the killer moth. 
Pause the game then press B, A, B and A. It 
should then fly the other way. 

Infinite continues 
On the title screen press. Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right then A and B 
simultaneously. You can now continue the 
game indefinitely. 

Infinite power-ups 
When you come across the falling drop 
claws, crouch next to their landing position 
and punch repeatedly. Each drop claw that 
you destroy will turn into a heart, weapon 
bonus or points bonus. Three normally drop 
one after the other and then there will be a 
slight pause, so rush in and grab the loot 
before returning to the crouching position. 

BATMAN: RETURN OF THE JOKER 
Passwords 
Check out these passwords to later levels: 
Stage 4-2 - khcn 

Stage 5-1 - qgvn 
Stage 5-2 - wbzt 

Stage 6-1 - ffhg 
Stage 6-2 - ckqg 
Stage 7-1 - gpzt 

BATTLE OF OLYMPUS 
Extra items 
To gain extra items try the following code 
with each one: 
BFFXVNXQNLS8K 

CM2FHUX4GW5ZD 

BATTLETOADS 
Level skip 
On level one, there is warp zone at the top of 
the first rock. Just walk on up there and you 
will see a Mega Warp screen. The second 
warp is on the R-Type-like shoot-’em-up bit, 
the third level. It’s on the second half at the 
bottom. Watch out, though, because it’s right 
before the barrier, so you really have to hope 
you get the right one. The last one is on the 
second stage of level six. 

Ride the dragon 
You can get on the dragon that you 
encounter during the latter half of level one. 
Take the stick sword from the tool worker by 
beating him up. Now use the sword to kill 
the dragon. Now lie on the dragon and 
press A, and you’ll be able to ride it. You can 
now control the dragon using B for breathing 
fireballs and continually pressing A to fly. 

Extra lives 
On the title screen push Down on the joypad 
and press A, B, Start. You will hear an 
explosion and when you start you will have 
six hearts instead of three. You can also do 
this on the continue mode. 

^yjTOADS AND DOUBLE 

Extra lives 
After you have chosen your character, press 
up. A, B all at the same time, then press 
Start to begin the game. You should have 
five lives instead of three. 

BIONIC COMMANDO 
Easy way out 
If you enter a section that you don’t wish to 
play or cannot continue in, press the A and 
B buttons simultaneously and you’ll return to 
the map screen. 

Infinite continues 
Press A when the game over appears for 
infinite continues. 

BLACK BASS FISHING 
Password 
Enter the following password to get yourself 
into the wonderful world of class B: 
TSVWDEDODIBPUYGC. 

BLASTER MASTER 
Instant death for guardians 
Kill the bosses with one hand-grenade on 
levels two, four, six and seven. Throw a 
grenade at the Boss. Just as it explodes, 
pause the game. After a couple of seconds, 
start the game again. The boss should be 
dead. 

BLUE SHADOW 
Power shot 
For a devastating lightning attack, hold the B 
button down for a few seconds, and you will 
release a bolt which will subsequently strike 
most of the enemies onscreen. The only 
problem is that it will use up about half of 
your energy, so use it sparingly. 

BOULDER DASH 
Passwords 
Enter the following codes for the required 
world: 
635870- Ice world 
840137 - Sand world 
840967 - Ocean world 
225378 - Relic world 
752053 - Volcano world 

BOXXLE 
Passwords 
Level 1 - BDBD 

Level 2 - dbbd 
Level 3 - gbbg 
Level 4 - HBBH 

Level 5 - jbbj 

Level 6 - kbbk 
Level 7 - lbbl 

Level 8 - mbbm 
Level 9 - nbbn 
Level 10 - pbbp 

Level 11 - qbbq 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 
stage select 
To be able to select any stage, enter ddffi 
on the password selection screen. 

BUCKY O’HARE 
Passwords 
Deadeye Duck 
Willy 
Blinky 
Final Stage 
Final Stage 2 

67KIJ 

M7Lak 
M7KZ3 
MPW2L 

MPL65 

BUGS BUNNY 
Passcodes 
Here’s a selection of codes to get you 
further into the game. 
Level 20 - ztpz 
Level 40 - tx9w 

Level 60 - ytkw 

BURAI FIGHTER 
Passwords 
Stage 2 - ball 
Stage 3 - joke 
Stage 4 - doll 

Stage5 -pail 
Stage 6 - goal 
Stage 7 - game 

Start with full weapons 
To start the game with a full complement of 
weapons, enter ltbb on the password 
screen. 

CAPTAIN PLANET 
Passwords 
Use any of the codes 
stages in the game: 
763754 - level 1-2 
955783 - level 2-1 

637511 - level 2-2 

148574 - level 3-1 

here to get to later 

786565 - level 3-2 
920272 - level 4-1 
799274 - level 4-2 
344551-level 5-1 

CAPTAIN SKYHAWK 
Level skip 
Press A, B and up on the second controller 
to skip levels. 

CASTLEVANIA 
Different endings 
After you’ve finished off Dracula, enter these 
codes for alternative end sequences. 
For the second ending enter: ctmv w26k 
R5KN SIBK. 
For the third ending enter: cidf 026d 

LIKN SWJK. 

Defeating Dracula 
To kill the first incarnation of Dracula, kneel 
on the platform on the right-hand side and 
whip him in the head. When he dies, he will 
change shape - go to the left-hand side and 
use your whip in conjunction with any 
weapon that you may have (the holy water 
and boomerang are best). 

CASTLEVANIA III 
Extra power-ups 
On the first level collect all of the power-up 
pods that you can. Use them to increase 
your speed and missiles. Ensure you collect 
the extra life near the beginning. Let the 
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time run out, and repeat the manoeuvre - 
as long as you keep collecting the 1-Up, you 
won’t lose any lives and you’ll be able to 
build up your powers. 

COBRA TRIANGLE 
Extra lives 
Enter Help Me on the name screen and 
you’ll start with ten extra lives. 

CRACK oirr 
Passwords 
Enter the following to get to later stages; 
NOBCZ2 .CW5103 - Stage 4-10 
NOBCZ3. DWK503 - Stage 4-11 

End of game password 
Enter the password merry Christmas 

into the computer at the end of the game. 

DIRTY HARRY 
infinite lives 
On the password screen, enter Clyde. Dirty 
Harry is now immortal! 

DOUBLE DRAGON 
Defeating Willy 
To defeat the end-of-game guardian, evade 
him until he starts firing. When he starts 
shooting, position yourself just above or 
below him, and move in with a jump-kick. 
Repeat the manoeuvre. 

Mega Warp 
After choosing one or two player game, go 
to the character selection screen and on 
controller one, press; Down, Up, Up, Down, 
A. B. B and A. This will give you ten lives 
and the ability to skip to any level. 

Super Warp 
This code gives you five lives and the ability 
to warp. On the title screen on controller one 
press B, A, Down, B, Up, Down. Once you 
here a tone press Start to access the warp 
screen. 

Five lives 
On the character select screen, hold Up, A, 
B and then press the Start button. 

DDUBLEDRAGDNII 
Extra lives 
If you are playing alone, select the two 
player Game B mode and beat up the other 
character. Each time you kill the other 
character, you will be rewarded with an extra 
life. 

Continue mode 
Press the following combinations to 
continue the game at the end of the relevant 
stage (use the second controller for entering 
the very last cheat): 
Up, Right, Down, Left, A: Stages 1 to 3 
Up, Down, Left, Right, B, A, A: Stages 4 to 6 
A, A, B, B, Down, Up, Right, Left: Stages 7 
to 9 

DRAGDN’SLAIR 
30 Lives 
Enter your highest score as bats. This will 
give you 30 lives. 
The elevator 
Take the following exits from the elevators to 
get to Singe: 
After the hallway - second exit 
After the mines - third exit 
After the reaper - first exit 

DUCK TALES 
Infinite lives 
Go to the African mines and you will be 
instantly transported to Transylvania. Find the 
two extra lives. One is found by going right, up 
the first rope, right to the next rope and up, 
and it is in the chest on the top-right. The 
second is one screen down and to the right of 
the section where you ride in the mine train. 
Return to the mirror near the beginning of the 
stage, jump over the chest (so that you don’t 
collect the key), and then return to the African 
Mines to repeat the procedure. 

Bonus stage 
If the 10,000 digit of your score is 7 (the fifth 
digit from the right) when you accept a lift 
back to Duckberg with Launch pad, you will 
stop off at a bonus stage on the way. 

DYNABLASTER 
Go straight to level 50 with one life 
Level 50 - fecpiannmjggkoidjaba 

Secret Level - bacdihcloafhabdnmol 

THE EMIMRE STRIKES BACK 
Full Force powers 
Press Start while playing to call up your 
force powers, then hold Right on the 
controller, then press Select, Start, A, B, 
together then B, B, Start, A, B, Start, B, B, 
Start. 

FARIA 
Extra options 
Enter your name as gaogao to receive 
invincibility, unlimited gold and other great 
bonuses. 

FAXANADU 
Extra money 
To get an extra 1500 gold pieces at the start 
of the game, visit the King to get the first lot 
of money, spend it all so that your money 
level is zero, then go back to the King and he 
will find an extra 1500 gold pieces for you. 

Password 
For just about every conceivable item you 
could imagine, enter the following code: 
kSfPcv?,TwSYzGZQhMIQhCEA 

GAUNTLET 2 
Exits 
To turn all of the walls into exits simply stand 
completely still for two to three minutes - 
first the doors will disappear, then the walls 
themselves. 

GHDST BUSTERS 
Loads of money 
Fancy starting the game with just under $2 
million. Enter aa on the first stage, then and 
1173468723. Now press A and the dosh is 
yours! 

GHDSTS‘NGDBUNS 
Level select 
To start on any level, hold Right, press B 
three times, release B, press and release 
Up, then B three times, press and release 
Left, press B three times, press and release 
Down, and then B three more times, finally 
press Start. 

GIJDE 
Passwords 
Mission 1 - pson5xgz4 

Mission 2 - nspnsdpz 
Mission 3 - n36hn5xgb 
Mission 4 - 5369N5XGG 

Mission 5 - drbjovdsh 
Mission 6 - znd39N5xf 

GDAL 
Passwords 
Use these codes to play in the various 
matches leading up to the semi finals and 
finals; 
GTXAREZC 

GZHIKUIK - Semi finals, England vs Brazil 
HTXAREZC 
GZHiKUiL - Final, England vs USSR 

GDDZHiA 
Special passwords 
Following are a number of special 
passwords and their effect: 
DESTROY ALL MONSTERS - to fight all the 

monsters 
MONSTER 0 - to fight monster zero 
START TO END - to watch the end 
sequence 

GDDNIES2 
Password 
For all Goonies and necessary equipment, 
enter the following password: Z4G "I41 

40" "KOK 

Extra equipement code 
SugNY4vrr! NUUI ! uF 

GRADHIS 
Full weapons 
Pause the game, and push Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A, Start. 
This will give you missiles, options and 
shield, but you can only use it once per 
game. 

Continue mode 
As soon as your last ship is destroyed, 
press Down, Up, B, A, B, A, B, A, B, A on 
controller one. You’ll need to be on stage 

two or higher, and you’ll also have to enter 
the code quickly. 

GREMUNS2 
Stage codes 
No matter what stage you want to get to, 
there’s a code for it: 
BVKH - level 1 -2 zfp J - level 3-2 
DXNH - level 2-1 shmc - level 4-1 
CGMW - level 2-2 vlbb - level 4-2 
NJDT - level 3-1 NXRD - level 5-1 

GUERBIAWAR 
Level and Difficulty select 
When the title screen appears press A, B 
and Start. A separate menu will reveal itself 
allowing you to choose your start level and 
game difficulty. 

GUN*NAC 
Level Select 
On the title screen, enter the “Config Sys” 
mode and set the sound test to 05. Now 
you can go to any area in the game. 

GUNSMDKE 
Unlimited ammo 
On the title screen, press Right, Right, 
Right, Right, Select, Select, Select, Select, 
Right, Right and then begin the game. You’ll 
be given a machine gun with plenty of 
ammo to help you rid the townships of 
pesky bandits. 

GUNSMDKE 2 
Extra weapon 
For a machine gun and 100 bullets, press A, 
A, A, A, Right and Right. 

HDDPS 
Final match 
Enter luxlrztlr on the password screen 
to play the final match. Win and you’ll be 
treated to the brill end sequence. 

THE HUNT FDR RED DCTDBER 
Submarine power-up 
To power-up your sub during the game, 
pause the game and then press A, B, 
Select, A, B, Select, A, B, Select, A, B, 
Select, A, B, Select, A, B, B, A. You can only 
use this once per game, so use it wisely! 

Jump levels 
Another cheat which you can only employ 
once per game is this level skipping one. 
Pause the game and press A, B, Select, 
Right, Left, Left, Right, Select, B, A, B, B, 
A. 

IKARI3 
Infinite continues 
To continue when you’ve lost all your lives, 
press Up, Right and A when you die. 

IKARIWARRIDRS 
Extra continues 
To continue when you have lost all of your 
lives, press A, B, B, A before Game Over 
comes up. 

Level select 
On the title screen, press Up, Down, A, A, 
B, Left, Right, A, B, Up, A, Down, Right, 
Right, Left, B, Up, Left, A, Right, B, Left, 
Right, A, Left, Up, A, Down, A, Right, Left 
and finally B very quickly. Use A and B. 

IRDNSWDRD 
Boost 
For a power boost, enter this code: 
NTTMMNWLPPBDZ 

Extra lives 
If you have less than two extra lives 
recorded in your password, alter the fifth 
character to an n. 

ISDLATEDWARRIDR 
Level codes 
Use the following codes to progress further 
into this infuriatingly demanding game: 
5963 - level 2 
8920 - level 3 
0705 - level 4 
5826 - level 5 
2687 - level 6 

JACKIE CHAN’S ACTIDN KUNG FU 
Level select and continues 
Allow Jackie to lose all of his energy and 
when the title screen reappears after the 
game is over, press Up, Up, Down, Down, 

Up, Down, B, A and Start, then press the B 
button on the second controller. A number 
will appear which you can alter with the Up 
and Down buttons to select the level you 
wish to attempt. Finally, press B on the 
second controller again and you will get 99 
continues. 

JAMES BOND JR 
Passwords 
Mission 1 - 033481 
Mission 2 - 258600 
Mission 3 - 320370 

JIMMY CDNNDR’S TENNIS 
Passwords 
These codes should get you to later 
tournaments enter the ball sign as % to get 
them to work. 
DM*X T%*W BWB2 *7BQ *VTZ *Q*P 

*P*T *T*M *WMZ 

FZ*V v%*W BWBH B7BV *6*8 *2*% 

*%*5 *%*T *W3T 

%*B1 VRBW B2B3 WKCV *6*C B2*% 

*%*o *%*T *597 
1*B6 VXV9 VDVC X5DV **BC B2*% 

*%*F B%*T * WFC 

2*B6 B6V7 WWW3 DCF% TNBC BBB7 
*7*F B7*3 *M2% 

KABUKI QUANTUM FIGHTER 
Energy increase 
When you are fighting an end-level 
guardian, pause the game then use the Up 
and Down buttons to transfer chip points to 
your energy level or vice versa. 

KBIDDRAGE 
Stage select 
On the title screen, press the following: X, Y, 
A, B, X, Y, A, B then Start. 

KICKLE CUBICLE 
Special game passwords 
1 - HmnM LhBg 

2-HPTZ hNDJ 

3 - JnCn hvcb 
4- JQVP LrCH 

5- KqGT hhCC 
6- KRdv LNDV 

7- LrFs LLCb 

8- LSXq hfDG 

9- Mtld hLCZ 

10-NBqb nQCZ 

11 - NBqh hVCh 

12- NVQK Lrcm 
13- PChg nQCZ 

14- PWMG LICH 

15- QDgf nQCZ 
16- QXJC LfCB 

17 - RZJH nnBg 

KID ICARUS 
Hidden continues 
Quickly before the title screen appears 
press B, A, B. Those elusive continues will 
now be accessible. 

infinite lives 
This passcode will not only grace you with 
infinite lives but also dish out 640 hearts. 
Enter 8uuuuu uuuuuu uuuuuu uuuuuu 

KING DF THE BEACH 
Passwords 
Stage 2 - San Diego Side Out 
Stage 3 - Waikiki Gekko 
Stage 4 - Copacedsana Topf lite 

Stage 5 - Australia Sundevil 

THE LAST NINJA 
Invincibility 
Just go to the password screen and use all 
H’s except for the fourth to last which should 
be 0. 

LEGEND DFZELDA 
Location of levels 
Level 1 - 8E, 4S 
Level2-13E, 4S 
Level 3 - 5E, 8S 
Level 4 - 6E, 5S 
Level5-12E, 0S 
Level 6 - 3E, 3S 
Level 7 - 3E, 5S 
Level8-14E, 7S 
Level 9 - 6E, 0S 

Second quest 
To be able to start on the more challenging 
second quest, enter zelda as your name 
on the initial screen. 

Passwords 

Level 20: 
Level 21: 
Level 22: 
Level 23; 
Level 24: 

Taxing level 
BDRMLN 

JSDASV 
QWRTLR 

QHQLJS 
MRGHFW 

Mayhem level 
LJJDJJ 

KBGVXM 
SSHSJS 
LZTRYD 

VGXNFM 
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BUSTERS 
Level 25: whgxzl ZQQPLM 

steal a life 
To steal a life on a two-player game, press A 
and B simultaneously. 

Extra lives and continues 
On the title screen, press Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A and Start 
for 30 lives and four continues. 

UITLEmO 
stage select 
On the title screen, press the following 
buttons; Up, Select, Left, Right, A, A, B. 
“DREAM SELECT” will appear, so put the 
arrow next to that, and press the A button 
once for each stage that you wish to skip. 
Once you have decided the number, press 
the Start button. 

Level 3.3 - some 

each time that you unpause the game, 
another hit will register. 

Level codes 
Level 1.1 - JPNi 

Level codes 
Airman - Ai, b5, C3, C4, C5, ei, e2, e3, e4. 

Bubbleman - Al, b2. b5, C3, C4. ei, e2, e3, e4. 
Quickman - Al, B2, B5, C3, C4, E2, E3, E4, E5 . 
Heat man - ai, b2, c3, C4, d3, e2, e3, e4, e5 . 

Woodman - Al, B2, C4, D1, D3, E2, E3, E4, E5 . 
Metalman - a2, bi, b3, ci, C4, C5, e3, e4, e5 . 
Flashman - ai, b2, b4, ci, Di, d3, e2, e3, e5 . 
Clashman - ai, b2, b4, ci, di, d3, e2, e3, e5 . 

Dr Willy - Al. B2, B4, Cl, C5, DI, E3, E5. 

No guardians 
To play the game without having to take on 
the end of level guardians, enter the 
following codes: 
Airman ai, C145, D135, E13 
Woodman Al, C34, D235, E12 

Weapon codes 
Enter the following codes for weapon 
selection: 

turn white. Unpause the game,and you will 
have got turbo acceleration. 

Race 10 (Potted Passajge) 
Follow the green pipe down until it 
disappears into the plants. Get your chopper 
into the little gap, and Pause the game. The 
screen will go white, and you will find that 
you have super sticky grip. 

Stronger characters 
Start a game and select Haggar as your 
fighter. Quickly allow yourself to be killed 
and when you continue the game select 
either Cody or Guy and they will have the 
strength of Haggar. 

MKE TYSOrS PlMCH-OUr 
Passwords 
Enter any of the codes below to get to the 
section of your choice (for the last password 
to work you must press Select, A and B 
simultaneously): 
005 737 5423 - WVBA minor champ 

Level 1.2- 386V Level 4.1 - SCRD Flash guns 1C Air guns 3E 777 807 3454 - WVBA major champ 
Level 2.1 -mich Level 4.2 - LV12 No Crash 2E No bubble guns 3C 267 853 7538 - world circuit bout 
Level 2.2 - 3100 Level 5.1 - S0N8 Bubble guns ID Boomerang 4B 007 373 5963 - versus Tyson 
Level 2.3 - M052 Level 5.2 - 5vlb No metal guns IE No wood 5B 135 792 4680 - another world circuit 
Level 3.1 -fllf Level 5.3 - sgjk Heat guns 2B Metal gun 5E 
Level 3.2 - HV10 No air guns 2D No heat guns 5D MKSWH mPOSMHUE 

Wood shield 3D Crash 5C Level passwords 
Start with eight lives No boomerang 4C No flash guns 4E Here are the codes for later levels: 
Code - L0BB. 

Increased weapons 
Code - SHOT. 

Stage passwords 
Get to later levels in this massive, tough 
game by using the following codes; 
MICH - level 2 
FLLF - level 3 
SCRD - level 4 
MP4 5 - level 5 

Secret Stages 
Enter the following for two new stages: 
Train - aman 
Hovercraft - naka 

Password 
To get to Dr Wily enter the following code: 
Al B2 B4 Cl C5 DI D3 E3 E5 

UBSkWUUZ 
Password 
To get to the last boss, enter the following 
on the password screen (you may not 
automatically appear at the desired location; 
if so, let yourself be killed and then continue 
as normal to reach the last of the areas): 
Tim 11611 mil mil mi6 

Get past nurse Edna 
Thanks to Michale Ellis for providing us with 
this little cheat. To freeze Nurse Edna in her 
room, wait until she says “Oh, an 
unwelcome intruder” and then select “New 
Kid”. Leave the room for about 15 seconds 
and then return to her room, by which time 
she should be frozen; allowing you to get 
across the room. Note that there is a safe 
behind the picture with some scrawled 
letters inside. 

Calling the police 
To call the Meteor Police, use Bernhard to 
get the tube from the radio in the living 
room, and then put it into the socket of the 
radio in Dr Fred’s room. Call the frequency 
written on the wanted poster with the Radio. 

Destroying the mansion 
Go up the stairs and through the security 
door and go to the fifth strip of wallpaper 
hanging down. Look for a keypad and select 
“Use Keypad”, a number comes up and 
shortly after the mansion explodes. 

Passwords 
Top man 
Hardman 
Snakeman 
Geminiman 
Magnetman 
Needleman 
4 special 
Dr Wiley 

A3, C5 
A3, C5, E6 

A3, Cl, C4 
A3, B5, C7 
A3, B5. C5, D6, F5 

D3. A3, B5, D6, F2 

A3. B5, D3, F4, F2 
Al, A3, D3, F4 

Extra weapons 
Enter your name as justin bailey to 
become a woman with extra weapons. 

Super jump 
To jump really high without the Rushcoil, 
hold Right on the second controller, then 
jump as usual with the A button, making 
Mega Man fly into the air! 

Extra time 
Select a two-player game when playing solo, 
then finish the level and you will be granted 
extra time in the next stage. 

Extra heart energy 
On the club house level 1-2, kill the first 
squirrel with the top block and move on. 
Pick up one block from the pile of six and 
then stand under the spider. When the 
spider climbs to its highest point, press the 
the B button while pushing Up. This will 
send the block up to kill the spider, bounce 
off the stump and then off the screen. Do 
this as often as you like; gaining an extra 
heart of energy every time. 

HMPR - level 2 
KMVW - level 3 
XDGJ - level 4 
TVJL - level 5 
QBYZ - level 6 

HQKIBI PARTY 
Passcodes 
Level 2 
Level 3 
Level 4 
Level 5 
Level 6 
Level 7 
Level 8 
Final - 

CnDo403sH 
RvX"HSin4 

tvLG-B6ine 
lyF84077D 

UtBDGC,OJ 
sfhsQVF9B 

a!BBOLThxNARC 
DTvgs.iNT 

Lightning trick 
To increase the damage caused by a 
lightning shot, repeatedly press the pause 
button as soon as the beam connects - 

Qualifying race 
It doesn’t matter what position you come, as 
long as when the race is over, you press Up, 
Select and B, holding them until the screen 
goes the colour of the water. Now press 
Start. The game should now read, “Qualify - 
6 Lives.” 

Race 2 (Desktop Dropoff) 
When you jump off the folder, pause the 
game. The screen should now go white. 
Unpause the game, and you should have 
got yourself an extra life, but this will not 
show until you finish Tuff Trax or lose a race. 

Race 4 (Sandy Straights) 
Go backwards until you get to the first bend, 
quite near to the water and pause the game. 
The lap counter will go down. Now go back, 
cross the line and you’ve won. 

Race 7 (Handman’s Curve) 
Go to the bottom left of the track, leaving the 
other warriors and you will come to a big oil 
can. Go to the spout, and drive in as far as 
you can and pause the game a couple of 
times. The screen will go white, and you will 
have won. 

Race 9 (Sahara Straights) 
Follow the track around until you come to a 
footprint in the sand. Go to the bottom of it 
and Pauses the game. The screen should 

Fuli Power 
Press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Left, 
Right, Right, A, B, A and B. 

Extra iives 
Qn the title screen press A, B, B, Up, Up, 
Down, Left and Start for extra lastibility. 

Passwords 
Get to the stage of your choice with these 
codes: 
B2712209 - stage 2 

G3784JD2 - Stage 3 
6843D12F - Stage 4 
IBJ39FK4 - Stage 5 

J23KGBBK - Stage 6 

77KDIOGJ - stage 7 

PBOBorarroB 
Level codes 
Level 2- 1227 

Level 3 - 0501 
Level 4-0948 
Level 5- 2168 

Level 6-0666 
Level 7 -1192 

30 Lives 
At the title screen, type in the following before 
the music stops. Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, 
Right, Left, Right, B , A then Start. 

Extra iives 
To get 30 extra lives, press Up, Up, Down, 
Down, B, A, Start on the title screen. 

Extra continues 
To start the game with two continues in the 
bank press A, B, Select and Up, then press 
Start on the title screen. 

THE HEirZEAlAID STORY 
Warp to an extra life 
Just as in the arcade version, there are two 
warps in this game. The first can be found 
on level 1-2. Jump up to the second platform 
from the start, face left and fire until the 
warp appears. Jump into it, take the warp on 
the right, continue right on the new screen 
and grab the extra life. The second is found 
on 1 -3. After you’ve been through the water 
near the end, jump to the top platform and 
shoot to the right. After you’ve entered the 
warp, press Left to land on the middle 
platform, shoot right to reveal the warp and 
you will reach a room with two more extra 
lives. 

■HTBBOWQRUTCUP 
Passwords 
Codes for every possible match follow: 
10307 - second match 
30707 - third match 
01507 - fourth match 
22007 - fifth match 
72107 - sixth match 
11507 - seventh match 
42407 - eighth match 
62607 - ninth match 
60207 - tenth match 
22307 - semi finals 
12807 - finals 

25 Bazookas 
At the start of the game on the wanted 
poster screen, enter the following code 
using the cursor pad of the second 
controller and the A and B buttons on the 
other one. Press as follows; A, B, B, Up, Up, 
Left, Down, A, then press A to start the 
game. If you enter it correctly a noise will 
sound and you will be given 25 bazookas, 
each with 25 rounds. 

RAORACBI 
Continue 
To continue on the same track you were 
previously racing on, press A and Start 
simultaneously. 

Stage select 
To choose any level, select your car and 
then on the demo screen press the B button 
to increase the tachometer by two lights. 
Each time you press the button the level 
selected increases by one. Once you’ve 
decided on your course, hold Up and Right 
and press A and Start. 

Get back lost lives 
As soon as you lose a life and are off the 
screen, go to the inventory screen and push 
A and B simultaneously. It should say “Start 
Again”. Now click on your player again, you 
will not have lost a life. 

ROBMHOOD 
Passwords 
On the title screen, press A eight times and 
B eight times to get a password screen. 
Now enter any of the following to reach 
various parts of the game. 
CATACOMB, WALL, LOCKSLEY, DUBOIS, 

chone, cathedral, boar, well, chapel, 
MASTER, TAX, POND, VILLAGE, TOWN, 
TOWNHANG, CASTLEIN. 

ROBOCOP 
Infinite continues 
When your continues have been used up, you 
can still carry on by pressing A, B, Select and 
Start on the title screen. 

ROGOPCMS 
Recharge energy 
Pause the game, hold Down, A, B, then 
press Start to recharge your energy. You 
can use this cheat as often as you like 
throughout the game. 

Channel select 
Pause the game, then press A three times 
to allow you to return to the channel select 
screen at any time during the game. 

Passwords 
Story 1, area 3 - 
Story 1, area 5 - 
Story 2, area 7 - 
Story 2, area 9 - 
Story 3, area 1 - 
Story 3, area 2 - 
Story 3, area 3 - 
Story 3, area 4 - 
Story 3, area 5 - 
Story 3, area 6 - 

6426099 
1450064 

6609809 
3495242 

6692956 
4516110 

6396857 

4249741 
6916079 
7236972 
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SILVER SURFER 
Passwords 
To access the cheat screen, press Up on 
both control pads and enter these codes. 
Extra continues - J8SCL9 
Invincibility - kjttjk 
Infinite continues - SJM333 
Full power - ckwjt4 

SKATE OR DIE 2 
Stage select 
Start the game with two controllers and 
press Start, A, Select and B on controller 
two. Now push Right to go to the Mall, left 
for the Beach or Up for the Planet level. 

SMASH TV 
Secret warp 
Go to the title screen, on controller two, hold 
Down and the B button. With these held, 
press Start on controller one and then 
choose all of the normal options for a circuit 
select. 

SNAKE RATTLE NROLi 
Warp 
To warp to level 3 go to the first island and 
press B and A. 

Warp to world eight 
Try to reach the end of the first level within 
four seconds. If you make it, you’ll come 
across a rocket which will allow you to warp 
to level eight. 

Extra continue 
Make sure you are hit by the last yellow anvil 
on level four. You must be standing on the 
square in front of the scales when it hits you. 

SOLAR JETMAN 
More money 
DDDDDDDDDDDD -$111,111 

GGGGGGGGGGGG - $222,222 
LLiLLlliLIililjLLLi — $555,555 
PPPPPPPPPPPP - $888,888 

QQQQQQQQQQQQ - $999,999 

Secret level 
Enter the following code to enter a secret 
level; bkkbkkhmbhmb 

Extra lives 
On the password screen, enter every letter 
as Q. You will start off in a bonus cyberzone 
with ten extra lives. 

SOLSTICE 
Infinite lives and magic 
During the game, get the sub-screen up 
with the Select button. Press B, Start, 
Start, B, B, Start, Start, B, B, Start, Start, 
Start, B, Start, B, B, B, Start, Start, Start, 
B, Start, B, Start, Start, B, Start, Start, B, 
B, Start, B and Start. If you’ve done it 
correctly the screen will flash and, the 
next time you look at the sub-screen, your 
lives will be at maximum and all of the 
potions will be full. 

STAR TREK 
Passwords 
Masaba - R6XW MLFT ?6XD 

Lekythos - P?RV !RZH LAQD 
Romulan — KA55 R?XC LA4D 

Shroud - J!3L RZX7 M?BD 

Lotia - JHIL 1XX3 K?DD 

STAR WARS 
Unlimited lives 
In Obi-Wan Kenobi’s cave you will find two 
extra lives hidden behind a secret wall. To find 
them, go right from the start of the cave 
section, drop down to a long platform near the 
end of the level, go left to the wall, fall to the 
platform on the right, and then fall down to the 
long platform directly below. On the left you 
will see a small platform; jump from this into 
the wall, and you’ll find that you can walk 
through the wall to two extra lives. Leave the 
cavern and repeat the manoeuvre until you 
have nine extra lives. It’s really that easy. 

SUPER MARIU BRCS 
Warp to world 8 
In level 4-2, find the invisible blocks just after 
the first lift by jumping up and down. Use 
these invisible blocks to punch the otherwise 
unreachable block. The punched block will 
reveal a most useful vine which, upon 
climbing, leads to a bonus level and the 
wonderful warp. 

SUPER MARIO BROS 2 
Warp from world 1-3 
At the end of the first section of world 1-3, 
drop a potion next to the large plant pot, go 
in the door and down the pot to warp to 
world four. 

Warp from world 3-1 
When you reach the waterfall, fall into it and 
land on the platform at the bottom. Go 
through the door, head right, pick up the 
potion from under one of the plants, drop it 
by the pot, go in the door and down the pot 
to world five. 

Warp from world 4-2 
On the whale section, run to the right, pick 
up the potion, and continue until you reach 
the flower pot. Work your way around to it, 
drop the potion, do what’s required and 
head off to world six. 

Warp from world 5-3 
You’ll need Luigi to be able to make it to this 
warp. After climbing th'e ladder into the level, 
super leap to the top platform, and use the 
potion to go in the warp door and down the 
pot. This leads to world seven. 

Warp whistles 
The first warp whistle is on world 1-3. Go to 
the white block surrounded by four other 
coloured blocks, then crouch down for five 
seconds on top of it. You will fall through 
behind the background - run to the right 
and you’ll eventually reach a house. Toad 
will give you the first whistle. The second is 
in the first world’s fortress. At the end of the 
first section, fly up to the roof, get on top 
and run to the right. When you stop, press 
Up - you will then enter a door leading to 
the second whistle. To get to world 8, blow 
one whistle to get to the warp section, then 
blow it again once there to get to the final 
stage. 

SUPER MARIU BRUS 3 
Extra lives. 
At the end of a stage, do a super run into 
the black area, when the whistle blows hit 
the card and you will get a star. Keep 
repeating this to get extra lives and points. 

27 “P” Wings 
Complete the game and press Up, Up, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, A, B, Start. 
This will give you 27 “P” Wings to use at will. 

SWURB MASTER 
Infinite continues 
On the title screen, hold Down and press 
Select. Now press Start for infinite 
continues. 

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES 2 
Level select 
At the title screen, press Down five times. 
Right seven times, B, A then Start. 

Extra lives and level select 
To begin with ten lives and have the option 
to choose the start level, press the following 
when on the title screen: B, A, B, A, Up, 
Down, B, A, Left, Right, B, A and Start. 

TMNT(US) 
Energy replenish 
When low on energy, pause the game and 
press Up, Down, Left, Right, A then B. 

Stage select 
On the title screen press, Down, Down, 
Down, Down, Down, Right, Right, Right, 
Right, Right, Right, Right, B, A and Start. A 
stage select screen will present itself. 

Ten lives player one 
Press Up, Right, Right, Down, Down, Down, 
Left, Left, Left, Left, B, A and Start on the 
title screen. You can now play with ten lives. 

TCRMINAT0R2 
High score cheat 
Earn a high score on the Cyberdyne level by 
emptying Arnie’s big gun and standing him 
on one of the desks. He may then crouch 
down and punch people repeatedly for 
stacks of points. 

TETRIS 
Instant completion 
Hold down A, B and Select in B Mode 

Games as one of the shapes falls. When the 
shape stops, you will have magically 
completed the game. 

Faster game 
To add ten levels to the one you’ve selected, 
press A and Start simultaneously when the 
cursor is in the right place. 

THUNDERBIRDS 
Level select 
To select any level, on the title screen press 
and hold Up Left diagonal and press Reset. 
Now when the title screen reappears, press 
A, B and Select to choose any stage. 

TIGER HELI 
Extra continue 
When you have lost all your lives and the black 
game over screen comes up press the 
following: B and A together and then Start. 
Now you can restart the game where you died. 

TINY TOUN ADVENTURES 
3-Up Duck Vader 
Complete any level with multiples of 11 
carrots such as 33, 55, 66 etc, and then 
return to the main map (see Super XS#1) 
and you will warp to Duck Vader’s ship. Hit 
Vader three times to get three extra lives. 

TOM AND JERRY 
99 mice 
When the screen with the drawing of Tom 
and Jerry on (the second title screen) 
appears, press the following to start the 
game with 99 mice; Right, Right, Up, Left, 
Up, Right, Down, B, A, Select, then press 
Start twice. 

TOTAL RECAU. 
Extra life 
Simply sit through the cinema credits to 
earn yourself and extra life. 

TOTALLY RAD 
Extra lives 
Get to the first green soldier and position 
yourself so that a massive number of troops 
come onscreen. Now hold the fire button and 
get slaying. You will receive an extra life - up 
to a maximum of 13 - for every 100 men. 

TRACK AND FIELD 
Last day codes 
US - 54HLPHJNI 
GB - YAWWWHJ45 

France - 5ZHDPZJ2S 
USSR - 2M15PZJWS 

VIGILANTE 
Level select 
On the title screen, press, Up, Left, A and B 
to enter a secret level select menu. 

WCWWRESTUNG 
Championship code 
Here’s a handy code to get you to the 
championship as animal with only two 
bouts to go. Enter hsytiyqvohnz on the 
passcode screen. 

WWF WRESTUNG CHALiENGE 
Tag team cheat 
Press Select and B in the Tag Team and 
Survivor series mode. Now your partner will 
run around the outside of the ring and beat 
up your opponent’s partner who is also 
outside the ring. 

GAME BOY 
THE AODAMS FAMILY 
Restore All Energy 
On losing a life, immediately hold down A, B 
and Select simultaneously, then press Start 
to restore all your energy. 

ADVamiRE BLAND 
Level select 
On the title screen press Right, Left, Right, 
Left, A, B, A and B. The level select is yours 
for the taking. 

ADVDfTURESDFLDLDB 
Final Level 
Last level code - vqtd 

ALLEYWAY 
Bat speed-up 
To speed your bat up, hold down A. 

BART vs THE JUGGERNAUTS 
More Money 
When you play ‘Captain Lance Murdock’s 
skateboard crash and bash’, jump two times 
higher than the Juggernaut’s head and get 
your skateboard. Now lose two times. Now 
smack the waiting Juggernaut off its 
platform. This will give you between $7,500 
and $8,500. 

BATTLE BUU. 
Final level code 
To get to the last level enter 4f** on the 
passcode screen. 

BATTLE DFDLYMPUS 
For every item code 
Enter: bffxvnxqnls8k,cm2fhux4gw5ZD 

BATTLE UNIT ZEDTH 
Level select 
When the title music ends, press Down, 
A, B all together five times. You should 
now hear musical tones. After the first 
pressing of Start, you will start on level one, 
after the second, you will start on level two 
and so on. 

BATTLETDADS 
Extra lives 
Hold down A, B, Down and Start on the title 
screen to start with five extra lives. 

uiyyM 
Passwords 
Level 2 555 4239 

Level 3 555 6767 

Level 4 555 8942 

Level 5 - 555 4118 

Level 6 555 8471 

Level 7 555 2989 

Level 8 - 555 6737 

Level 9 - 555 6429 

Level 10 - 555 1881 

BiDNICCDMMANDD 
Level skip 
Whilst playing any level, press and hold 
Start then press A and B simultaneously. 
You’ll return to the DX-Turbochopper and be 
able to select a different level. 

BLADES DF STEEL 
No goalies 
Hold A and B on both controllers, then start 
on controller one. 

BLAST MASTER BUY 
Level select 
On the title screen, highlight the continue 
option and hold A and press Start. 

BDMBERMAN 
Codes 
IHOLBKMIHL 

HKEFPHIDJC 

BDXXLE2 
Level Codes 
Level 2 - byns 
Level 3 - ybzb 

Level 4 - bypz 
Level 5 - bdyn 

Level 6 - yzns 

Level 12 - dbpz 

Level 7 - bdzb 

Level 8 - yzpz 

Level 9 - zyyn 
Level 10 - dbns 
Level 11 - ZYZB 

Harder game 
Enter vlti on the password screen to get a 
much harder game. 

Codes 
Here are the codes for the last five levels to 
this classic platform action adventure: 
BGL3 
VLLD 
VGLD 

KLLD 

KGLD 

level 96 
level 97 
level 98 
level 99 
level 100 

BUGS BUNNY 
Passwords 
Level 40 - tx9w 

Level 50 - 2TWX 

Level 60 - ytkx 
Level 70 - she2 

Level 80 - xh02 
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BUSTERS 
BURAIFKIIIBIDEUIXE 
Passwords 
Following are all the level codes you’ll 
need to complete this massive game: 

Eagle 
HGKM - level 2 
CPFG - level 3 
JJCM - level 4 
DKLF - level 5 

Ace 
GBHC - level 2 
MHCB - level 3 
CDMN - level 4 
KDPG - level 5 

Albatross 
HGNC - level 2 
BMHB - level 3 
DGBF - level 4 
JGJH - level 5 

Ultimate 
GDCP - level 1 
LMC J - level 2 
CCHL - level 3 
HFKP - level 4 
BNGN - level 5 

EUVATOR ACTION 
Items 
The items given to you from the ? doors are 
selected by the third digit from the right of 
your score. The chart below shows the item 
you will receive. 
0. 1 
2, 3 
4, 5 
6, 7 
8, 9 

Shotgun 
Machine Gun 
Pistol 
Grenade 
Heart 

Up, Left, Left, Up, Right, Up, Left, Up, Right 
and Start to become invincible. 

GOLF 
Reset shot 
If you play a bad shot, press A, B, Select 
and Start before the ball comes to a stop. 
This will reset the game, yet - thanks to the 
Game Pak’s battery - when you restart, 
you’ll begin on the shot that you just played. 

Password 
Enter this password for 100 lives: hgdm 

BURGER TIME DELUXE 

FACOALIEOOO 
Level Warp 
At the end of level one, turn and face the 
opposite wall. Shoot it to reveal a secret 
door with an orb behind it. Activate the orb 
to find yourself warped to level ten. 

FERARRIGP CHALLENGE 
Passwords 
Level 2 - bpdfgmjlbkdhgjkt 

Passwords 
1:xxxx 10: 
2: CVBM 
3:qwsd 
4: PLKP 
5: MNBV 
6: VBCD 

7: zxvz 
8: KJKR 

LKLQ 
HDZW 

NBGF 

SWQR 

TYTL 
XRTD 

CDSR 
JHYD 
MJHN 

KLAX 
Duplicate block 
Wait until you get a block you’re happy with 
and press Select if you want to duplicate it. 

KRUSTTS FUN HOUSE 
Passwords 
Level 2 - mcbain 
Level 3 - milhouse 

LAMBORGHINI AC 
More money 
When entering a level code, stop the 
second to last letter on F, and press Select, 
B and Up. When the letter X appears you 
will get loads more money! 

LfMMINGS 
PoociAID tHq 

FUN TRICKY TAXING MAYHEM 
20PLSTFL PSDHWJ DRMLND LJDJWR 
21 JXFCBS CHTLNX JSDHSW KBCVXM 

Level codes 
2-1 EEHB 

Level 3 - chdjgtjlbkdjgklz 
Level 4 - cpdngt jlccdlglnp THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 

22 SDFGLD 
23 QGHSDF 

GFTTYQ RRHRNS 
bswhtw QHQJSD 

SHSJSG 
LZTRYW 

3-1 — HBBP Level 5 - csdpgtjxchdlgmps 25 Extra lives 24 OKZDTS KSSLSNF RGHFWX GXNFPL 

4-1 - PEEP Level 6 - dldpgtklcmdpgnq2 On the Map screen, hold down Select. At 25 LZDGQH JTYRDN WHGXZL ZQPLMG 

5- 1 
6- 1 

— TTPB 
PTTH 

Level 7 - dsfhgtklcmdsgpsn 
Level 8 - flflgtklcpdsgqtn 

the same time press Up, then Down. 
LINK’S AWAKENING 

CAPTAIN PLANET 
Level code 
Game end - 506210 

CAPTAIN SKYHAWK 
Level skip 
When playing, press Up and B together. 

To become Indestructible 
Push pad Up, Right, Down, Left, then Up 
four times. 

CASTIEVANIA 
Extra lives 
Don’t destroy the first candle in stage one, 
but do whip all subsequent ones and the 
11th will reward you with an extra life. 

Bonus stage 
On stage one, keep climbing one of the last 
ropes despite the fact that there’s a ceiling 
in your way - you’ll come to a bonus room. 

CASTLEVANIAII 
Extra lives 
Enter two candles then two hearts as your 
password and you will have nine extra lives. 

Passwords 
Crystal Castle - blank, candle, heart, 

HEART 
Rock Castle - candle, heart, heart, 
CRYSTAL BALL 

Plant Castle - candle, heart, crystal 

BALL, CRYSTAL BALL 
Cloud Castle - heart, heart, crystal 

BALL, BLANK 
Final Showdown - ball, heart, candle, 
HEART 

CAT TRAP 
Level skip 
Press Start, Select, A and B at any point in 
any level to activate the cheat. 

CHOPUFTERII 
Passwords 
SKYHPPR - Stage 1-2 
CHPLFTR - stage 2-1 
RGHTHND - Stage 2-3 
tryhrdr - stage 3-2 
CMPTRWZ - stage 4-1 
VRYHPPY - stage 4-3 

lkybyss - stage 1-3 
bymsfwr - stage 2-2 

GDOiPLY - stage 3-1 
SPRYSKS - stage 3-3 
chpybys - stage 4-2 
QiBYQZD - stage 5-1 

Level 9 - flflgvkqcrdsgrtx 
Level 10 - gpflhkrdcdsgswl 
Level 11 - GJFXHQKVDCSGTXV 

Level 12 - gjfxhslndcfggvyy 
Level 13 - gjghhvlsdkfhgwzz 
Level 14 - GJGHZLSDKFKGXIP 

Level 15 - g jgkjslsdkflgyjm 

THEFUtSH 
Passwords 
Level 2-23 delivery 
Level 3 - denim blud 

Level 4 - TRACK 29 
Level 5-99 picasso 
Level 6 - ingot lane 
Level 7 - 7th MARKET 
Level 8 - track 12 
Level 9 - rue ie day 
Level 10-TIN alley 

Level 11 - GORBY war 
Level 12 - TRACK 66 
Level 13 - fun house 

FORTRESS OF FEAR 
Extra lives 
You will first need to score enough points to 
get on the title screen. Then enter your 
name as WVW. In the next game that you 
start, you’ll have six extra lives! 

GARFIELO 
Passwords 
1:LFDB 
2: VCSB 
3; TRFF 
4: ZFRG 
5: NGSF 
6: QDCZ 
7: KCNG 
8: TRBD 
9: LGCK 
10: WGRD 

TCMF 
RBCN 

NBNF 

GPBL 
RBCT 

RCNG 
FCRF 
YBRB 

SGNG 

GGLD 

DAEBAUNOPUS 
Level select 
Type in zeal on the password screen for a 
level select. 

Final level 
Type in fine on the password screen to 
access the last level. 

DEAD HEAT SCRAMBLE 
Level skip 
To play any level, on the title screen, press 
B eight times, A eight times and B for as 
many levels as you would like to skip. 

BYNABLASTER 
Passwords 
Enter the following code to go to Faria: 
35NPSDJD 

GARGOYIFS QUEST 
Passwords 
Level 1 - K8ED HWA7 

Level 2 - jxah vr6y 

Level 3 - wpxd 4bgo 
Level 4 - d57a gtuo 

Level 5 - 9fja tlja 

Last area password 
Go straight to the very last area by entering 
KKKK KKKK as your password. 

GAUNTICT 
Open doors 
To open all the doors, stand in a safe place 
for 100 seconds and all the doors will open. 

GH0STBUSTERS2 
Guardian strategies 
When fighting the end-of-level guardians, try 
to position the trap buster in front of you 
since it is invincible and can stop their 
attacks; leaving you to concentrate on 
shooting them. 

GREMUNS2 
Level code 
Code for level 4-2 - vlbb. 

GO! GO! TANN 
Invincibility 
On the title screen, press Left, Up, Right, 

Extra missiles 
On the screen showing you the map, press 
A and B simultaneously then Up and Down. 
You’ll start the game with 25 missiles. 

Stage select 
On the title screen, press Left, Right, B, 
Select, Left, Right, B, Select and Start. Use 
Left and Right to select the level and Start 
to begin. 

HYPER LODE RUNNER 
Stage select 
When you start the game and the initial 
score screen appears, press A or B to raise 
or lower the stage number. You can only go 
up to stage 16 in this way; for anything else 
you need a password. 

JURASSIC PARK GB 
Stage skip 
When the T-Rex appears and opens his 
mouth press Up, Down, Left, Up, Down, 
Right and Select. Do this twice, then press 
Start to enter the game. During the game 
press and hold down Start, then press 
Select to skip the levels. 

KiCKLE CUBICLE 
Level code 
Level 30 - tjby egce 

KID DRACULA 
Passwords 
Level 2: 5613 
Level 3: 3272 
Level 4: 7283 

Level 5: 5346 

Level 6: 7225 
Level 7: 5539 

Level 8: 7158 

KING OF THE ZOO 
Stage select 
When choosing your character, move the 
cursor to the desired animal, hold Left and 
B, and then press A to make the round 
number appear. Use Up and Down to alter it 
and then use the Start button to begin. 

KIRBY’S DREAM lAND 
Configuration Mode 
On the title scren press Down, B and Select 
all at the same time and a configuration 
mode appears. Using this you can give 
yourself more lives, listen to a sound test 
and change the amount of energy you have. 

Extra energy 
On the title screen, press Down, Select and 
B simultaneously. 

Change difficulty 
Also press the following buttons on the title 
screen to access the more difficult extra 
game: Up, Select and A simultaneously. 

KIRBY’S PHBALL 
Play bonus games 
On the title screen press Left, B and Select 
simultaneously, when the high score table 
appears, a cat will walk across the screen. 
Begin the game and select any of the stages, 
but what will happen is that you will start 
playing immediately on the bonus games. 

Go through walls 
While very useful this cheat is also very 
dangerous as you can end up stuck in a wall 
or in the middle of some bushes, so it’s 
adviseable to save the game before you try 
it. Anyway what you must do is just as 
you’re walking onto the next screen hit 
select and you will reappear on the next 
screen in exactly the same place as what 
you left the previous one. This is extremely 
useful for passing places where you need 
objects like the power glove to pick up rocks. 

New tune 
Enter your name as zelda and a slightly 
different, funkier tune will begin. 

Stealing bow 
When you have enough money for the bow, 
go into the shop, buy it and as the money is 
being deducted, save the game. When you 
return to the game you will have the bow at 
no cost! 

Stealing bow (method b) 
Pick up the bow, run around the shopkeeper 
a few times to confuse him. When he is not 
looking at you, run out the door and the 
bow’s yours. The shopkeeper’s not to happy 
about it though and will kill you if you try and 
go back in! 

UICK’N CHASE 
Stage select 
Press A, A, B, B, A, B, B on the title 
screen to reach all new stages. 

MARIO TENNIS 
Super service 
Press A and B together for a huge 
rollercoaster of a serve. 

MEGA MAN 
Battling Dr Wily 
To go to Wily’s fortress enter the following 
code: 
A2 A3 B4 C2 C3 

Codes 
Elecman: a2. 4, b3, di, 2 

Iceman: ai, b4, ci, d2, 3 
Fireman: a2, 3, ci, d2, 3 

Cutma: A2, 3, B4, C2, 3 

MEGAMAN2 
Passwords 
Air-A2, Bl, B3, B4, C3, D2, D4 
+ Needle - ai, a3, a4, b3, ci, c4, di, d2, d4 

+ Clash -A2. Bl, B3, B4, C3, Dl, D2, D4 

+ Metal -A2, A3, Bl, C3, Dl, D2, D4 
+ W00d-A2, A3, Bl. B4. C3, Dl, D2, D4 

+ Hard - Al, B3, Cl, C2, Dl, D4 

+ Magnet - A3, a4, bi, b3, ci, c2, c4, di, d3 
+ Top - Al, A3, A4, B3, Cl, C2, C4, Dl, D3 

METAL GEAR 
End of game code 
Enter: T111111611111111111111116 

MERCENARY FORCE 
Level select and extra money 
On the title screen, press Up, Select, A and 
B simultaneously, then press the Start 
button. You will then have 50,000 yen to 
spend. Once you have chosen the 
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characters that you want to take on the 
adventure, the stage number will appear - 
quickly alter it to the level that you want and 
get ready for a far easier fight! 

HICKEY MOUSE 
Level skip cheats 
Up, Select, A, B and Start: Pirate Ship. 
Down, Select, A, B and Start:Castle. 
Right, Select, A, B and Start:Ocean. 
Left, Select, A. B and Start:Woods. 

MONSTER MAX 
Level codes 
Level 2: -lnrx*49 
Level 3: v?259jqx 
Level 4; -8bhmt#i 

Level 5; *Z! ?49KV 

MORTAL KOMOAT 
Finishing moves 
Liu Kang; Right, Right, Left, B 
Rayden; Left, Right, Down, A and B. 
Kano; Down, Right, Right, A. 
Sub Zero: Right, Down, Right, B. 
Sonya; Left, Left, Right, A and B. 

Play as Goro 
Complete the game and then watch the end 
credits. When The End’ appears hold 
diagonal Up/Left, A, Select. Keep holding 
these until you have to enter your initials. 
Enter them and then press the A button. 
When the high score table appears press 
Start and you will see a screen informing 
you-that Goro lives. You can now play as 
Goro and all the other characters have 
strange new names! 

MYSTERIUM 
Super power 
When the map appears press A, B, Start 
and Left to grab a pass key. Drop it into the 
pool to get the down level then drop that to 
get the up level. Now drop that to get the 
super power. 

NARC 
Extra continues 
Before you start your game on the title 
screen, press and hold Up, Select, A, B, 
then press Start. When you die, you will be 
given two continues. 

Extra power>ups 
For additional speed and a force field, 
pause the game and press the buttons B, B, 
B, B, B, A, A, A, A, A. When you unpause to 
continue the game you will be equipped with 
the extra power-ups. 

Extra weapons 
For complete weapons, pause the game 
and press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, 
Left, Right, B, A, Start. 

NRUAROY 
Extra Continue 
On losing your last life, press A, B and Start. 
You can now continue from where you left 
off. 

NINTENDO WORLD CUP 
Passwords 
Following are all the codes for the various 
matches you can play: 
08645 - semi, England vs Argentina 
01645 - final, England vs Germany 

Supershots 
When playing as England, try running with 
the ball for five steps and then shooting. If 
you time it just right you will let loose a 
supershot which is unstoppable. 

0PERAI10NC 
Ten Lives 
On the title screen press Up four times, 
Down four times. Left four times and also 
Right four times. Follow that with A, B and 
finally Start to begin the game with ten lives. 

PARODRIS 
Extra weapons 
Pause the game, then press Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B and A. This 
will give you a whole set of extra weapons! 

Max power-ups 
While you’re flying through space press 
Pause, then Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, 
Right, Left, Right, B and then A to obtain all 

of the power-ups. 

PENGUMWARS 
Stage select 
On the title screen hold down Left, then 
press B then A. A number will appear in the 
corner of the screen. Push Up or Down to 
select your starting level. 

piT-FieirrER 
Continues 
When defeated, press Down and A. 

PIT-MAN 
Level codes 
Here’s a selection of codes to get further 
into the game: 
Level 50 - C75x 
Level 80 - lghq 
Level 95 - Q2ZH 

Level 100 - rgih 

PIPE DREAM 
Passwords 
Enter the following codes to get yourself 
further into this frustrating puzzle game: 
HAHA - level 2 GROW - level 6 
GRIN - level 3 TALL - level 7 
REAP - level 4 YALi - level 8 
SEED - level 5 

PRINCE OF PERSIA 
Passwords 
Level 2-51798075 Level 9 - 21498085 
Level 3-41698065 Level 10 - 81498054 

Level 4-71198015 Level 11 - 51798074 

Level 5 - 61098005 Level 12(a) - 41698064 
Level 6 - 11398035 Level 12(b) - 71198064 

Level 7 - 47769332 Level 12(c) - 61098014 

Level 8-31998095 Level 13 - 770 27514 

PRODOTECTOR 
Level select 
On the title screen press Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A, B, A 
then Start. You will now get a music tone, 
use the arrows to select the level, then 
press Start. 

Extra lives 
On the title screen, press Up four times, 
Down four times. Left four times and Right 
four times. Now press Start. 

indicator is perfectly straight then shoot at 
full speed. 
Trick shot 3 - Aim directly at ball number 2, 
draw back three times and hit the cue ball at 
full strength. 

THE SIMPSONS 
Bully-boy tactics 
To defeat the three tree-house bullies, fire 
the boomerang left, then jump over to the 
bully on the right. He will turn around to face 
you, and the boomerang will hit him in the 
back sending him to the ground below. 

SNOOPY’S MADIC SHOW 
Passwords 
Codes for various later stages in the game: 
XQIA - stage 20 

TTOT - stage 35 
BTND - stage 40 

V5K2 - stage 50 

SNOWOROSJR 
Level skip 
At the title screen, hold down Up, Select and 
B. Then press Start and press Up or Down 
to select your starting stage. 

Level codes 
Use these codes to get further into the 
game. All the full stops and spaces are to 
be entered for some of the codes to work. 
Level 5 - don. doko Level 10 - taka mine 

Level 15 - yuva nisi Level 20 - hori moto 
Level25-SEXY itom Level30-sant o.ob 
Level 35-GAME boy. Level 40-hatt ori. 

Level45-tent suki 

Q*0ERT 

Invincible 
To become invincible, on the title screen 
press and hold Left, Down, A and B 
simultaneously, then press Start. 

Map select 
Hold Up, Select, B and then press Start. 

SOCCERMANIA 
Transparency! 
Make your opponents invisible by pressing 
Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, 
Right, B and A on the title screen. 

SOIARSIRIKER 
By-passing guardians 
When you reach a guardian, go to the top 
left corner and stay there. After a few 
seconds, the guardian will disappear. This 
works well on almost all bosses. 

SOUNHAN’SGUM 
Passwords 
1 -5 - RQJSJJJJ 1-10- RYSY? JJ? 
2- 5 - JZ4 JSJJJ 2-10 - 6ZYSYJJ? 

3- 10-XZZ7SY88 4-10-K3ZZY5Y8 

SPARKY’S QUOT 
Stage select 
Enter 0199 as your password and you’ll find 
a rather handy stage select screen. 

STARTHBC 
Codes 
Stage 1 - 0523-4 Stage 2 - 4262-0 
Stage 3- 6841-2 Stage 4 - 3310-7 
Stage 5 - 7057-3 Stage 6 - 6046-2 

Special movie 
On the title screen press. Right, Up, B, A. 
Down, Up and B. Now sit back and watch a 
special 0*Serf movie! 

QOUUION 
Passwords 
Level 1 - WALL 
Level 2 - idea 

Level 3 - noon 

RAGMOFIGHIER 
Player vs same player 
At the title screen, press Up, Up, Down, 
Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, A then B. If it 
has worked, it will say “command on.” 

ROOOCOP 
See the ending 
When the title screen appears, 
simultaneously press A, B, Select and Start. 
Now to see the ending without playing the 
game press Left on the control pad. 

ROCKETEBI 
Level codes 
Level 2 - 492629312 

Levels - 435765818 
Level 4 - 775545421 

SIDE POCKET 
Trick shots 
Trick shot 1 - Tap Up four times so that the 
indicator is just touching the first ball, then 
have one ‘follow’, and hit the ball at full 
strength. 
Trick shot 2 - Simply hold Right so that the 

Enterprise warp 
Press Down Left and Select to warp the 
ship when you are in space. You can only 
do this once per game. 

SUPER MARIO lAND 
Bypassing guardians 
If you are Super Mario when fighting a 
guardian, simply run into the guardian - this 
will cause you to turn small, but as you are 
invincible for a few seconds you can jump to 
the lever and escape. 

Level select 
To be able to select any level, you need to 
first complete the game twice (no mean 
feat). You are then able to select the level 
from the title screen. 

TKHMOOOWL 
Final level 
Enter the code 94Bffdai on the password 
screen to reach the last level. 

TEERASE MUTANT HERO TURTIES 
Energy replenish 
If your turtle is low on energy, pause the 
game and press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, 
Right, Left, Right, B, A and Start to join the 
action again. You can only use this once per 
game. 

Bonus game select 
On the stage select screen, press A, B and 
Select together, and a question mark will 
appear on the right-hand side. Choose this 

and you can practise on the bonus games. 

TENNM 
Super serve 
Press A and B together on a serve to smash 
the ball at an incredible rate. 

Winning serves 
When serving, throw the ball into the air, 
purposely miss it, and move under it so that it 
goes through your head; you’ll win the point. 

TB1MMAT0R2 
Cheat the clocks 
As you play a level press and hold Select to 
slow down the circuit clocks. 

TEIWS 
Speed 
At the title screen, press and hold Down. 
Now press Start. When the game starts, you 
will see a heart next to the level number, this 
means that the speed has increased. 

Finish Quickly 
To finish the game quickly, as the blocks fall 
press Select A and B simultaneously. 

THY TOONS 
Passwords 
Level 2 - Space, Carrot, Space, Carrot 
Level 3 - Melon, Space, Melon, Space 

Level 4 - Pineapple, Pineapple, Melon, 

Melon 
Level 5 - Melon, Melon, Melon, Space 

Level 6 - carrot. Carrot, Space, Space 

Level 7 - space, Melon, Space, Space 
Level 8 - Space, Melon, Space, Space 

Running Bonus Game - Carrot, Carrot, 

Carrot, Carrot 
Mallet bonus game - Melon, Melon, 

Melon, Melon 

TRACK MEET 
Passwords 
S Pastrami 
K Ninja 
I B Cheatin’ 
Jack Strop 

TURRKAN 
Invincibility 
Press the following buttons on the title 
screen and the word “Start” will change to 
the word “Cheat”. If you select it, you will 
become invincible. The buttons are A, B, B, 
A, B, A, A, B, A, A, B, A, A. 

TURTIES2 
Level select 
On the title screen press Up, Down, B, A, 
Left, Right, B, A, then Start. 

WMF SUPERSTARS 
Extra energy 
Dropkick at the ring, then go back in again 
and climb up to the top rope. Wait there and 
your energy bar will be topped up. 

WHO FRAMED ROGER RAOOrr? 
Passwords 
Stage 2 - dlt3Qyby Stage 5 - bgqtvkjp 
Stage 3 - gpldmsrc Stage 6 - rtjbwn34 
Stage 4 - mmcfgwxj 

WIZARDS AND WARRIORS 
Extra lives 
When you get on to the high score screen, 
enter heart as your name and you will start 
the next game with six extra lives. 

Extra power-ups 
At the start, go left rather than right to find 
some useful items. 

WOROZAP 
Tour of the levels 
To see all of the level screens, and go on a 
world tour press Select, A, Left, A, Down, B, 
A, Right. 

WORLD CUP SOCGBI 
Passwords 
Level 3 - 03313 
Level 5 - 36313 
Level 6 - 17123 
Level 7 - 42913 
Level 8 - 56113 
Level 9 - 51313 
Level 10 - 97113 
SEMI - 08613 
FINAL - 01613 

BHCBTWVB 
GXMBGWNC 
TBRBNNQM 

HHTBSRLR 
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THE WHITE STUFF 

the 

Another month, another issue of 
the world's finest Nintendo- 
dedicated tome, and another 
mountainous selection of your 
thoughts and queries. The poor 
old postie is getting a hernia from 
lugging his bulging sack (oo-er) up 
to the SB offices day hi day out. 
Still, that's his prohlem, innit? 

As the summer months begin to 
dawn, the tone of letters seems 
to he taking a seasonal up-turn, 
so let's dive in, shall we? Just 
remember that the new address 
is: Super Bamer, 14a Union 
Street, Newton Abbot, Devon, 
TQ12 2JS. Bot that? Bond. 

Dear SG, 
In a desperate attempt to finish 
DKC, I bought your mag for the 
free DKC cheat book. I thought, 
(as you do) that now I’d bought 
the mag I might as well read the 
thing, so I did. Congrats! it is 
easily the best mag for Sega or 
Nintendo that I’ve ever read, 
and I shall certainly be buying 
the next issue. The only thing 
which smells, is whoever puts 
the mag together can’t string 
together a proper sentence, nor 
connect the right picture with 
the right game. For instance, in 
between Mr Nutz and Mortal 
Kombat II on the A-Z of reviews, 
why is there a picture of Smash 
Tennis? Otherwise this mag is 
indeed most topper. 

Want to know a righteous 
level warp in DKC? Of course 
you do. Finish Jungle Hijinx 
with only one monkey, but 
instead of starting Ropey 
Rampage, press UP to bring 
him back to Jungle Hijinx. 
Quickly press buttons L and R, 
and then hit B exactly on the 
crook in the trail. You will be 
transported to slap bang in the 
middle of Orang-Utan Gang on 
level 3. Ain’t that great? 
Dominic Tait 

P.S. I have a copy of Metal 
Jacket on the SNES. If I gave 
you £5 would you take it from 
me? Didn’t think you would. 

It matters not how you arrive at 
perfection, but whether you get 
there at all. We’re glad to 
welcome a new face into the 
fold, as that means one less 
lamer gamer wandering the 
streets! Now then, whaddya 
mean we can’t string a sentence 
... erm, never mind. Thanks for 
the DKC tip. Unfortunately we 
couldn’t test it because the 
office SNES has gone on strike 
in protest at John’s new haircut; 
tsk — some consoles, eh! Still, 
I’d be happy to take your copy 
of Metal Jacket off your hands. 
It’s a milestone in programming 
and a veritable fiesta of fun and 
frolics, eek, chaff, wibble 
bleurgh ... oh no, I’m going 
peculiar again! 

Dear SG, 
First of all, I would like to 
mention a couple of things 
about the magazine since you 
took over. I have noticed that 
the magazine binding is 
different, in the way that you 
have gone back to the folds and 
staples. This is a step down as 
the magazine will now fall apart 
after a while. May I suggest that 
you go back to the way the 
magazine was previously being 
produced. The second thing I 
noticed was that in the 

Gameboy reviews you didn’t 
mention anything about what 
the game is like on the Super 
Gameboy (for example - the 
special borders). 

Now I would like to quote 
something from Issue 5, page 
11, paragraph 3, (entitled 
*Jammy Gits’) quote: ‘A copy 
of JVC’s Super Empire Strikes 
Back is on the way to Jonny 
Ratchford from Fleet.’ 

Now I’m sure you can 
imagine my excitement when I 
read this, yet eight months 
later and I still haven’t 

received anything. Why? Am I 
supposed to send you a SAE? 
And just to prove that I’m not 
lying, my answer was ‘Luke 
Skywalker’s sister is Princess 
Leia Organa.’ 

I do apologise to you if this 
seems rude or out of line, but I 
just felt that I ought to mention 
it. 

Finally, I would like to ask if 
you could possibly continue 
the Monster Max guide from 
level seven? 
Jonny Ratchford 

I must admit there’s been a bit 
of unrest over the mag’s new 
binding. I don’t mean to sound 
callous but it really is out of 
our hands. In a perfect world 
we’d have 300 pages of solid 
reviews, all leather-bound 
hardback with gold inlay, but it 
simply isn’t going to happen. 
To keep your mags in pristine 
condition I suggest you buy 
yourself a decent binder. As 
for Super Empire Strikes Back, 
well that sounds like a bit of a 
screw-up at our end. 
Unfortunately I wasn’t 
connected with the mag at the 
point. Nevertheless, if you 
could write in with your 
address (our friendly 
secretarial type who does all 
the Inputting has gone an’ lost 
it). I’ll do my best to get it 
sorted out. Sorry about that. 
Check out the new address in 
the intro. 

Dear SG 
I’m the proud owner of a Super 
Nintendo and enjoy reading 
your mag. 

I think your magazine is a 
ray of sunshine in the 
overcrowded mag market. I 
know some readers think your 
mag is sinking a bit lower 
because it has less pages 
now, but as I see it, it’s quality 
that counts, not quantity. As 
far as I’m concerned your mag 
oozes quality. 

I also think that the NES 
should be trashed as it has 
passed its sell by date. I just 
have a few points to make and 
some requests. 
Your mag is brill, but it still 
lacks some cheats and 
solutions to top games. As I 
am hoping to buy Syndicate in 
the near future I would be 
delighted to see some 
solutions for it. 
Andrew Shepherd 
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To compensate for the reduction 
in pages we’re packing even 
more quality into those that 
remain. You’re right about the 
poor old NES. There were a lot 
of good titles out there once, 
but the machine really has had 
it’s day. Still, I’m sure all those 
who have one gathering dust at 
the back of the wardrobe will 
take it out every now and again 
to relive those classic moments. 

And if it’s a Syndicate 
solution you want, then it’s a 
Syndicate solution you shall 
have - maybe! In fact why don’t 
you send us one yourself, after 
you’ve bought the game of 
course. You might just get your 
name in the mag. In the 
meantime check out Issue 10’s 
player’s guide. 

Dear SG, 
You recently asked, through your 
letters page, for any suggestions 
regarding buying games on the 

cheap. 
As a father of two, I usually have to watch 

the pennies, and my first thought is how to get 
cheap games without breaking the bank. First, 
set yourself a price limit and stick to it! Mine’s 

ring the contact number and 
the game’s already sold, or 
you get a look at the game 
and its box and it looks a bit 

tatty, suggesting that it hasn’t been looked 
after. Still, I found a decent Jurassic Park cart 
for a tenner. 

Or you can try swapping your games — 
there are one or two very good ones advertised 

£25. in magazines. These work pretty well; you pay 
Dear SG 
I think your mag is great; more 
on this issue later. Please could 
you answer some questions of 

Then you must be prepared to shop around 
and keep looking at the prices. Let’s face it, 
shops like WH Smith have quite a range of 
titles, and they’ve got to shift them somehow. If 

a small fee, after first phoning the company to 
check the title you want is available, fill in the 
forms provided and send the game you want to 
swap through the post. It may be an idea to 

you’re lucky you can find a few bargains this 
way (I found Tiny Toons for £19.99 and Mario 
Kart tor £19.00 this way). 

Try to avoid the second hand games stores if 
you can help it. These dealers know what to 
buy and what to sell, and you’re unlikely to find 
any real bargains here. I’ve seen Jungle Book 
on sale at these places for £54, second hand! 

On the other hand, have a look around the 
second hand shops - you know the ones that 
sell second hand cameras, furniture etc, or 
even pawn shops. These kind of places aren’t 
fussy about how popular some games are, 
they buy cheaply and sell cheaply, unlike the 
second hand games shops, who buy cheaply 
and sell depending on the popularity of the 
game. Through the second hand shops I found 
a mint copy of Zelda III tor £15. 

Have a look at the local papers now and then 
for any bargains in the classified ads. The 
problem with this idea is that sometimes you 

send your game registered post - just to be on 
the safe side. I swapped Lawnmower Man for 
Alien 3 this way. 

As long as you stick to your price limit and 
keep looking, you can find some real bargains. 
Nothing’s better than finding a classic game 
rated up in the eighties, snapping it up and 
telling your mates about the find, watching 
them go greener and greener and greener! 
G L Chapman 

Very wise words. Plenty of people are quite 
happy to whine about the cost of cartridges yet 
pitiful few seem bothered enough to actually 
get up and do something about it. Obviously 
there’s always a certain risk involved when 
going for second hand stuff so make sure you 
keep your receipts but as you say, there are 
plenty of bargains out there if you prepared to 
put in the leg work. Congrats — you’re letter of 
the month! 

mine : 
1 Is Sensible World of Soccer 

going to come out on the SNES, 
as people have said yes and no! 
My friend has it on the Amiga 
and I love it to death, but I 
haven’t seen it in your previews 
yet! 

2 Are there any other manager 
games on the SNES except 
Kevin Keegan’s? I already own 
this and know it inside out. I 
could write a guide; in fact, I will 
if you want! I am fed up with it 
because all the players are 
computer generated. Are any 
other manager games planned? 

3 Why have you underrated 
Utopia and Metal Marines? Both 
I regard as classics, and both I 
would give Gamer Golds too. 

4 When I had an NES my fave 
games were Defender of the 
Crown and Nintendo World Cup] 
do any of these have a future on 
the SNES? 

I think your mag is great and I 
don’t care if prices rise. Keep up 

the good work lads. Keep us 
informed with lots of previews, 
reviews, tips, news and features. 
Hwyl (goodbye in Welsh) 
Alyn Davies, Mid Glamorgan 

1 Yes, yes and yes! Deals are at 
this very moment being 
negotiated, so expect to see it 
towards the end of the summer. 
More news as it breaks. 

2 No other soccer 
management games can we 
think of. Again, SWOS could be 
the answer to you problems, 
with a full management side as 
well as the perfect action sim. 

3 It sounds like you’re a bit of 
a strategist. As everyone knows, 
the SNES is geared more 
towards the action side of video¬ 

gaming, so our reviews are 
based upon how we believe the 
game will be perceived by the 
general readership. If it’s only 
likely to appeal to fans of a 
certain genre then that will be 
reflected in the text and overall 
mark. 

4 No future at all I’m afraid. 
I’d watch what you say about 

the price, matey — you never 
know who might be listening! 

Dear SG 
I am a twelve year-old girl and a 
regular reader of Super Gamer. 
This year for Christmas I got a 
Super Nintendo and Street 
Fighter 2 Turbo, plus Mario Is 
Missing and Super Adventure 
island. I also got the 10th edition 

of Super Gamer in my stocking, 
which came with the free cheat 
and tips book. 

I could get some of the cheats 
to work on my Gameboy, but I 
couldn’t get any to work on my 
SNES. 

For Mario is Missing it gave a 
list of passwords, but every time 
you complete a city then the 
passwords change. I couldn’t 
get the codes on eitherSfreef 
Fighter 2 Turbo or Super 
Adventure island to work, and 
I’m quite sure that I’m doing it 
right! 

Could you tell Big Ron to 
check these cheats again! 
Jessy ^Dragon Puncher’ Hopper 
Ah, what better present to find 
in your stocking of a Chrimbo 
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THE WRITE STUFF 
morn than this enlightening 
volume? I’m sorry you’re 
having trouble with the cheats, 
but I can assure you they were 
all thoroughly checked by BR 
(he likes to be called that) 
before being included. The 
Street Fighter // Turbo codes 
are all down to precise timing. 
Basically you’ve just got to try 
them over and over until they 
work — and they will, 
eventually. As for Mario is 
Missing, the passwords vary 
depending on your status, so 
you can restart with the number 
of lives and points you had 
when when you were given the 
password. Therefore even if you 
start with one of our 
passwords, the next one you 
earn for yourself is likely to be 
different. 

Dear SG 
I have been a dedicated 
subscriber for over a year to 
your magazine. Living where I 
do in Australia means that we 
don’t have a newsagent for over 

for issue number 11. 
Could you please send me a 

copy, as I have still not yet 
received any copy and have 
since received the following 
two. 

I have renewed my 
subscription to your magazine 
and I look forward to receiving 
my future issues of your fine 
magazine. 
Bruce MacDonald 

Blimey! 375 miles to the nearest 
newsies, eh? in that case I can 
quite understand your despair, 
and have forwarded your letter 
on to our subscription people. I 
honestly don’t know what can 
have happened, but as we 
speak a brand spanking new 
copy should be winging its way 
across the ocean packed 
chock-full of all the usual guff. 
Right, how about a bit of inside 
info on Home and Away then, 
eh? 
Dear SG 
I just wanted to say thank-you 
and congratulations on your 

375 miles, and therefore I rely 
heavily on subscription 
magazines. 

For some unknown reason, I 
was not sent issue number 11 
of your magazine. I have made 
inquiries with the post office, 
and due to the small number of 
people who live in my area, and 
the fact that I pick up my own 
mail from the Post Office, my 
magazine does not seem to 
have reached here. 

We only travel into town 
twice a year. Last year, when I 
was in town, I purchased a copy 
of DKC, Great game, but I 
needed a hand and awaited 
your Super Gamer solution. 

Shortly after, I received 
issues 12 and 13 of your 
magazine, but I seemed to have 
been missed off the mailing list 

excellent complete guide to 
DKC. I now have 101%, with a * 
to boot! I do have a confession 
to make though. I was duped by 
a magazine that will remain 
nameless. It offered a complete 
guide, but they had obviously 
not completed it! I found it a 
total waste of time! It was 
obviously stuck for good tips 
and was offering a prize for the 
most original tips -1 could’ve 
cleaned up! But who wants a 
year’s subscription to a total 
waste of time? 

Thanks for continuing to be 
the number one in games 
magazines and especially tips. I 
will never stray again, no matter 
how despairing I become. I’d 
killed the end boss with about 
50% done, I had 70% done 
before seeking tips, my main 

problem being that I could not 
work out where the missing 
uncompleted levels were. I am 
still not sure I found all the 
Kong letters; one of the water 
levels had me looking 
everywhere. 

Anyway, now what do I do 
with my ‘spare’ time? A friend 
has borrowed DKC, and in 
exchange I have borrowed his 
Lion King, also on the SNES. 
As he handed it to me, he 
explained that he was stuck on 
the last part of the game, which 
I realise is nicely laid out in the 
current issue too! I will let him 
know.... later! 

So it is off to Lion King I go! I 
am renowned for being able to 
complete games fairly quickly, 
although I do have some 
distractions. But I win the 
admiration of the kids around 
here. You see, I am a thirty¬ 
something mother of two (the 
distractions I mentioned being 
Annika, 8 and Ben, 4). 

Thanks again for a great 
magazine, and keep up the 
good work. 
Sue McDonald and Family 
Crikey, it sounds like we could 
use your help with the tips 
section! We have people 

around the office - dark 
shadowy figures with 
bloodshot eyes and grey skin, 
who live on a staple diet of 
coffee and Hob-Nobs. They 
have matches wedged under 
their eyelids to keep them open, 
and usually a chain running 
from one ankle to a hot and 
smoking Super NES. These are 
the people responsible for 
compiling some of the world’s 
top tips. Mind you, they really 
wouldn’t have it any other way. 

My mum can’t cope with 
anything more complicated 
than left/right - maybe fire at a 
push. And it’s good to hear of 
yet another reader who has 
found the DKC book useful, as 
it sure was a heckuva thing to 
put together. Keep your eyes 
open for more cover-mounted 
freebies in the future. 
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A-Z OF GAMES 

V 

SUPER NES 
ACROBAT MISSION 
A dated and simplistic shoot-'em-up with just five 
levels providing minimal challenge. 
Overall 36% 

ACTRAISER 
A brilliant mix of a strategic gods game and a 
great looking platforming slash-’em-up. 
Overall 84% 

ACTRAISER 2 
Not as innovative as the original, this sequel has 
no Popu/ous-style God sections, instead 
favouring a horizontal platform format. Quite 
good, though. 
Overall 82% 

ADDAMS FAMILY, THE 
A huge platformer in the cutesy Super Mario 
World mould with loads of levels to explore and 
master. 
Overall 84% 

ADDAMS FAMILY VALUES 
An overhead adventure which could have been a 
classic but the slow, repetitive gameplay lets it 
down. 
Overall 75% 

ADVENTURES OF BATMAN & ROBIN 
More than capable version of the animated 
series. Highly atmospheric graphics and some 
great super villains to fight. Best Batman game 
to date. 
Overall 85% 

AEROBIZ 
This puts you in charge of an airline, buying 
aircraft, routes, hotels, advertising, and even 
choosing whether to skimp on repairs! 
Overall 81% 

AERO THE ACRO-BAT 
One of the most imaginative and varied 
platformers about, but not enough in-game 
action to sustain interest. 
Overall 76% 

AIR CAVALRY 
Mode 7 dogfights in helicopters. Plays well, 
looks good and has a nifty two player option, 
overall 85% 

ALADDIN 
A beautifully presented 12Mbit cart with great 
graphics and sonics. However, there’s not much 
gameplay variety and a password save makes it 
a bit easy. 
Overall 88% 

ALFRED CHICKEN 
A cute and very playable platformer with lots of 
challenge, but not much originality. 
Overall 69% 

AH the movM’e etunnlno atmoaphera, with 
a^arai hundred mora aHana 
Ovarefl 02% QAMER QOLOt 

ALIENS VS PREDATOR 
Great graphics, but the scrolling beat- em-up 
action is repetitive and unimaginative. 
Overall 57% 

ALL-AMERICAN FOOTBALL 
Competent gridiron simulation with plenty of 
plays and options, but not as comprehensive or 
graphically pleasing as John Maddens. 
Overall 81% 

AMAZING TENNIS 
This game looks absolutely fantastic and sounds 
pretty good too. It’s good for one player, but in 
two-player the novel display is a pain. 
Overall 78% 

AMERICAN GLADIATORS 
Whatever you think of the game show, it didn’t 
deserve this dire lot of sub-games. No horny 
pics of Jet either! 
Overall 35% 

AMERICAN TAIL: FIEVEL GOES WEST 
Standard fare for a platform game - great 
cartoon graphics, simple gameplay and 
repetitive beyond belief. 
Overall 74% 

ANDRE AGASSI TENNIS 
Barely adequate tennis sim with decent enough 
graphics, but not as much playability as Smash 
or Super Tennis. The practice mode is good, 
though. 
Overall 62% 

ANIMANIACS 
Not a very nice game to play, but it’s sure good 
to look at (like all cartoon licences). Some stylish 
parodies of famous films, but overall too hard 
and frustrating to play. 
Overall 80% 

ANDTHER WORLD 
Highly addictive with plenty of puzzles to solve 
although it’s no Zelda for longevity, being more 
of a verv clever, but still limited platformer. AKA: 
Out Of This World. 
Overall 81% 

ARDY UGHTFOOT 
Strange Japanesy platform game where you 
control the eponymous Ardy throughout his most 
excellent adventure. 
Overall 74% 

ART OF FIGHTING 
Another Takara effort to beat Street Fighter - 
guess what? It fails! Tediously slow animation 
and uninteresting moves make this one to avoid 
when there are so many that are better. 
Overall 68% 

ASTERIX 
A simplistic platformer, but the sprites at least 
perfectly capture the look of the comic strip. 
Overall 79% 

ASTRO GO! GO! 
Remember F-Zero7 Remember how good it 
was? Now imagine the same game with its good 

bits taken out and a stupid new perspective 
bolted on and you’ve got Astro Go! Go!. 
Overall 55% 

An absokiMy stunning shoot-snHjp. Sbt long 
Is¥sM ailsmsis between good looking slds- 
scroMm action and unbeOsMble, into the ac 
Mode 7 trictaMy 
Overel 91% QAMER QOLDI 

BART’S NIGHTMARE 
Bart is plunged Into a nightmare wherein he 
must recover his school essay from eight sub¬ 
games. It looks as good as the cartoon, but 
sadly playability is irritatingly tough and not as 
imaginative as the graphics. 
Overall 73% 

finest scroling beat-’srn- 

The soundtrack Is awesome, the reaphice 
bfHlare and pis^lfy SKceUsnL This is 
undoubtedly one of the fli 

Slerel 90% QAMER QOLDI 

BATTLECLASH 
SUPERSCOPE only 
A ’50s B-movie is turned into a nice-looking if 
shallow shoot-’em-up. 
Overall 57% 

BAHLETOADS & DOUBLE DRAGON 
Barely interesting horizontal beat-’em-up with 
tiny sprites and a lack of real enthusiasm. 
Adding two great games just demeans them 
both. 
Overall 68% 

BATTLETOADS IN BAHLEMANIACS 
No fewer than seven games are packed into this 
cart. The first few are brilliant, but later levels are 
too simplistic to justify the mega-hard difficulty 
level. 
Overall 82% 

BCKID 
Real platform junky stuff. If you can’t tire of more 
of the Mario-style stuff, with cutesy graphics and 
the odd inspired bit, then you won’t go wrong 
with this. 
Overall 85% 

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 
Pathetic attempt to convert the Disney film (far 
too many of these licences all ready!), featuring 
dark badly drawn levels and minimum playability. 
Overall 60% 

BEST OF THE BEST 
A huge number of moves, a big championship 
and a good practise mode make this a serious 
Karate sim. 
Overall 81% 

A plnabto and flDccMIng iaomatric recing gam* hi 
the Rbok’n RON Rachig vain. Qraat graphics--a 
fine oonvareion of the cartoon. 
Overel 90% QAMER QOLD 

BIOMETAL 
Slick fast shoot-’em-up in the old fashioned 
sense, plenty of bullets explosions and cries of 
“what killed me?”. Also featuring a 2-Unlimited 
soundtrack which could be a plus or a minus. 
Overall 84% 

BLACKHAWK 
Dark Flashback style adventure game which 
lacks originality and a vital spark of playability. 
Some nice touches, but ultimately boring. 
Overall 78% 

BLAZEON 
Terrible scrolling backgrounds and poor 
gameplay ensure unhappiness. 
Overall 31% 

BLAZING SKIES 
This WWI sim utilises Mode 7 for some good 
flying sequences, particularly dog-fighting. 
Unfortunately gameplay is lacking with a 
frustrating control system. 
Overall 67% 

BLUES BROTHERS 
An extremely funny film becomes an extremely 
irritating platform game. 
Overall 71% 

BOB 
The eponymous star is a bug-like critter whose 
head can sprout rotorblades to fly around. 
Overall 60% 

BOXING LEGENDS OF THE RING 
All the blood, missing from Riddick Bowe, with 
huge boxers and plenty of realistic effects like 
the girls in bikinis and the training feature. 
Overall 84% 

BRAINIES 
Despite the stupid name, this is actually a fairly 
decent and enjoyable puzzle game with 100 
levels of brain-teesing action. 
Overall 84% 

BREATH OF FIRE 
Massively complex RPG in the Zelda mould, 
with great graphics, but an even better storyline, 
which even had the Super Gamer team gasping 
at its twisty turny bits. 
Overall 85% 

BREn HULL ICE HOCKEY 
A 16Mbit sim with an impressive running 
commentary by Al Michaels. Fast, slick and with 
a substantial challenge 
Overall 84% 

BUBSY 
The first 16Mbit platformer is a real treat, 
Bubsy’s animation is brilliant, the sonics are 
fantastic and the speed is tremendous. 
Overall 89% 

BUBSY II 
He’s crap, he’s irritating and he likes people who 
wear bandanas (nuff said). Bubsy II is more of 
the same, but it doesn’t have the magic of the 
original. A dog. 
Overall 70% 

Oocgooui graphict makB ttiM a vwy •pedal 
cartoon gaine Indeed. PleyabWty ie much more 
frlergHytf>MiBubey and ir« damned otH^ to 

Overel 90% QAMER QOLDI 

BULLS VS BLAZERS 
A comprehensive basketball sim with great FX 
and music. Unfortunately, it runs too slowly to 
rival NBA Jam. 
Overall 79% 

C2: JUDGEMENT CLAY 
Not as good as the original and far too annoying 
to play. The speech and characters are quite 
good, but the graphics are sludgy and you’re 
better off with MKII. 
Overall 79% 

CALIFORNIA GAMES II 
Windsurfing, JetSurfing, SnowBoarding, 
BodyBoarding, Hang-gliding and Skate-Boarding 
are on offer. Sadly none are particularly well 
done. 
Overall 69% 

CAL RIPKEN JNR BASEBALL 
A standard baseball sim with a few too many 
irritating pauses to appeal beyond fans. 
Overall 71% 

A pboBHMffect convsralon of the Amiga d 
QuUing your little troopa around, bianno aiiwiy 
the enemy, is superb fun. An original oonoept 
that vrorka wonderfuly. 
Ovwal 93% QAMER QOLDI 

CARRIER ACES 
Lots of mode-7 blasting action, with dog fights 
galore and plenty of missions to keep you happy. 
Hardly a fully fledged flighty sim, but what it 
lacks in depth it makes up for in sheer 
enjoyment. 
Overall-83% 

CAPTAIN AMERICA & THE AVENGERS 
Great characters, shame about the game. Pure 
drivel from start to premature finish. 
Overall 31% 

CHAMPIONSHIP POOL 
A dodgy control system, the inability to see the 
computer opponent make its moves and a 
distinct lack of perspectives to view the table 
make this a very disappointing game. 
Overall 60% 

CHAMPION WORLD CLASS SOCCER 
A competent football game endorsed by Ryan 
Giggs, but shallow in both gameplay and long 
term challenge. The player selection is 
especially a\^ul 
Overall 65% 

CHAOS ENGINE, THE 
Playable Amiga conversion of the popular shoot- 
’em-up set in Victorian times. Great Bitmap-style 
metallic graphics, but gets frustrating because of 
repetition. 
Overall 80% 

CHESTER CHEETAH 
Colourful, humorous cartoon-style graphics 
make this one instantly appealing, especially to 
younger players who won’t mind easiness. 
Overall 75% 

CHOPLIFTER III 
Incredibly addictive chopper and rescue-’em-up 
with detailed graphics and simple playability, but 
a bit too short. 
Overall 85% 

CHUCK ROCK 
This hilarious prehistoric platformer features big- 
bellied Chuck, gorgeous backdrops and plenty of 
challenge, but not many continues! 
Overall 85% 

CLAYFIGHTERS 
Using revolutionary ‘claymation’ techniques, real 
clay is used in this morphing beat-'em-up that 
has some of the most bizarre characters on the 
Super NES! 
Overall 86% 

CLAYMATES 
More claymation action from the people who 
brought you Clay Fighter. This horizontal 
platformer is cheeky, colourful and fun. Nuff said. 
Overall 84% 

COMBATRIBE 
A pixel-perfect, 12MBit conversion of a very 
repetitive and small coin-op. 
Overall 60% 

COOL SPOT 
An extremely slick and playable game with great 
graphics and sound. 
Overall 89% 

COOL WORLD 
The graphics are gorgeous, gameplay is original 
and varied, but there’s not enough of it and the 
difficulty level is set excessively high. 
Overall 69% 

CRAZY CHASE 
Another Nintendo goodie. Crazy Chase is an 
isometric feast of action. More than a platform 
game, it’s a throw back to the days when arcade 
games were playable, funny and full of 
surprises. 
Overall 86% 

CYBERNATDR 
You’re in a giant armoured suit stompin’ and 
shootin’ and flyin’ through seven tough levels. 
Great graphics, good gameplay and brilliant 
atmosphere. 
Overall 86% 

DAFFY DUCK: MARVIN MISSIONS 
Great toon-like graphics and sound, plenty of 
levels and variety... but the control system is too 
irksome. 
Overall 70% 

DEMON’S CREST 
A magnificent arcade adventure, although there 
are many ideas nicked from the likes of Ghosts 
and Goblins and other aged games. 
Overall 83% 
DENNIS 

An extremely pretty and challenging game, 
although gameplay is rather fiddly and slow. 
Overall 74% 

DESERT FIGHTER 
Fast and frantic desert shoot-’em-up in the 
Desert Striker mould. Realism and close to the 
knuckle action are the name of the day. 
Excellent. 
Overall 89% 

• ■■MB 
In this suck Meoa Drlire oonvwsion you pilot a 
gunship through fhre very tough campaigns. A 
wealth cl an IrraaMtoly aulhw^ 
fsel and moat miHta^ buffs will be delighM. 
OveraH 90% QAMER QOLDI 

DING CITY 
A platformer packed with slick graphics and 
plenty of gameplay but too easy. 
Overall 78% 

DINO DINI’S SOCCER 
Programmer Andy says this is the best football 
game ever, but Keith wasn’t impressed. A great 
looking, but ultimately frustrating game that 
didn’t get our juices flowing. 
Overall 72% 

Mr Man 
Easily beats stunt Race FX for speed, 
ar^oyment and playabiHty. Thera may not be as 
many options, but the racing’s smoo^, more 
chamiglng and, well, dirtier reollyl 
Overell96% 

The beet game to oome out of Nintendo since 
Mark) Kut DKG Is THE platform game to 

Mario World playability, 
almoet 
Overall 96% QAMER QOLDI 

DRACULA 
A few nice mega-monsters, but overall this is a 
very tired, frustratingly difficult platformer ported 
over from the Mega Drive. 
Overall 68% 

Stunning, Incredfcle, fabulous, pant-wettlng> all 
theee words describe the Jim experience. The 
firet game from US Shiny Entertainment ie one 
of the beet platform gamee ever made. Original 
and shining hi every department - It belongs in 
the slot of every Si^ NES owner. 
Overall 96% 

EQUINOX 
Isometric 3-D exploration game similar to 
Solstice on the NES. An excellent adventure 
with atmospheric graphics. 
Overall 89% 

ESPN BASEBAU TONIGHT 
The review said “I feel like baseball tonight” and 
indeed this polished sports game does actually 
convert many anti-baseball leagues. It’s easy to 
play, looks good, features digitised players, and 
you can even hit the ball properly - amazing! 
Overall 87% 

EXHAUST HEAT li 
A brand new custom chip ensures this is the 
fastest racing game ever, but sadly handling is a 
bit off, leading to a repetitive feel. 
Overall 74% 

EYE DF THE BEHOLDER 

Semi sequel to Dungeon Master, this game 
features more puzzles, a larger maze, but most 
of the same game mechanics. Strictly for D&D 
fans only. 
Overall 82% 

F1 EXHAUST HEAT 
A cart-saved grand prix to compete in and plenty 
of tracks make for an engrossing game. 
Unfortunately it’s a bit easy, while both graphics 
and sonics are bland. Okay-ish. 
Overall 69% 

FI GRAND PRIX 
An overhead view FI race game with plenty of 
realistic detail, but for just one player. 
Overall 62% 

FI POLE POSITION 
The PAL version of Human Racing gets 
significantly improved due to a superior control 
system. 
Overall 78% 

FI SUZUKI 
This very playable FI racer has masses of 
tracks and loads of options, including a great 
simultaneous two player mode. 
Overall 80% 

FACEBALL 2000 
Ultra successful on the little Game Boy, this 3-D 
maze shoot-’em-up has been totally up-rated for 
the Super NES. 
Overall 82% 

FAMILY DOG 
An okayish platformer with graphics which 
capture TV series quite well. Not much variety 
though. 
Overall 70% 

FATAL FURY 
A graphically impressive 12Mbit clone of SFII 
which sadly falls short in playability with few 
combat moves. 
Overall 70% 

FATAL FURY SPECIAL 
How many more of these damn crap beat-’em- 
ups are there? Just because the official 
Nintendo mag gives them all 90% and devote 
entire columns to them, it doesn’t mean they’re 
any good. In fact FFS, like all the other FF 
clones, is absolute hospice! Avoid. 
Overall 37% 

Apart from Virtual Soccer, this is the bast footy 
goma on the Super NES. Producod by EA 
Sports, RFA looks and sounds the port, with 

player movement and animation, ^us a 
oomprehwislve list of optiono. Superb. 
Overall 92% QAMER QOLD 

One of the best beat-'em-ups on the Super NES. 
This excellent game of the film features a unique 
three player simultaneous karate option which is 
worth the price of the cart alone! 
Overall 86% 

DRAGON BALL Z 
The manga comic characters appear in a SFII- 
style beat-’em-up. There’s some interesting 
effects like a vertical splitscreen with Mode 7, 
but playability is low. 
Overall 51% 

DRAGON’S LAIR 
One of the best looking and worst playing coin¬ 
ops emerges still looking good, but playing like a 
pretty darn good platformer. 
Overall 78% 

DRAKKHEN 
The perspective is unusual for an RPG; a fast¬ 
scrolling 3-D landscape heavily populated with 
well-drawn monsters. Imaginative and unusual 
this is a decent introduction to RPGs. 
Overall 84% 

DR FRANKER 
A banal platformer distinguished only by a 
particularly irritating control system. 
Overall 53% 

DUNGEON MASTER 
Playing this slow moving dirge of a game is 
Indeed and ordeal in itself, but it’s a good 
conversion of the Atari ST classic with very few 
frills. 
Overall 79% 

FINAL FANTASY II 
The first Super NES Final Fantasy RPG is a 
ponderous epic. The world is huge, 
encompassing dozens of villages, castles and 
so forth, plus many different spells, weapons 
and characters. 
Overall 82% 

A Qomor QoM for this top RF>Q whicfi mingloa 
gorgeous backdrops and • compHcoted and 
fMfadcW ideal for tans of Zsfok///. 

^ QAMER QOLD 

FINAL FANTASY: MYSTIC QUEST 
An FF variant designed as an introduction to 
RPGs. Good as such, but still rather dated. 
Overall 72% 

FINAL FIGHT 
Final Fight was the first real beat-’em-up to 
emerge on the Super NES, impressive for its 
huge sprites, less so for the loss of the coin-op’s 
two player mode. 
Overall 77% 

FINAL FIGHT 2 
12MBits, simultaneous two-player and great 
sprite graphics. Unfortunately, gameplay is dated 
with just one attack move. 
Overall 79% 

FINAL FIGHT GUY 
Weird! You’d have thought an upgrade of Final 
Fight would contain useful additions like two 
player gameplay, but no, this just gives you 
another character to choose and makes the 
game easier. 
Overall 70% 

FIRST SAMURAI 
A novel and pretty platformer, but later levels are 
disappointing. 
Overall 79% 

FLASHBACK 
An extremely stylish semi-sequel to Another 
World. Rotoscoped animation, slick backdrops 
and tough puzzles. 
Overall 88% 

FLINTSTONES, THE 
Another poor film license - shallow gameplay 
and slow response times don’t help the game at 
all. 
Overall 72% 

FULL THROTTLE RACING 
Oh god, do I have to mention this game again? 
FTR is quite the most infantile. Ineptly written, 
badly playable, puke-making pile of dross we’ve 
ever had the misfortune to review. Don’t buy it, 
shoot it! 
Overall 21% 

One of the first Super NES gornos and stin 
arguably the beet single racer. The 
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GEORGE FORMAN’S KO BOXING 
George looks the business in this ring-restrained 
beat-’em-up, but not enough moves. 
Overall 46% 

GHOUL PATROL 
Given the class of Zombies, many thought this 
semi-sequel by the same people would be a 
sure thing. Shame there’s no such thing - Ghoul 
Patrol is distinctly dodgy. 
Overall 67% 

GODS 
An old Amiga classic with no Jap cutesy sprites, 
just lots of lever pulling puzzles, masses of 
enemy sprites and a tough challenge 
Overall 82% 

GOEMAN 2 
Incredibly playable Japanese platformer, that is 
in fact the sequel to Mystical Ninja. 
Unfortunately, due to a high price tag, Mystical 
Ninja 2 will never be available over here. Shame. 
Overall 89% 

GOOF TROOP 
An enjoyable, overhead-view arcade puzzler 
with a good simultaneous two-player mode. A bit 
too easy though. 
Overall 76% 

GRADIUS III 
Based on Konami’s classic blast-'em-ups, 
Gradius III incorporates all of the features that 
make for a great arcade game! 
Overall 78% 

GUNFORCE 
This is much along the lines of Xardian yet it’s all 
a bit jerky. There are more features, but the 
playability suffers from poor controls. 
Overall 48% 

HARLEY’S HUMONGOUS ADVENTURE 
An imaginative twist on the platformer format 
with some intriguing claymation graphical fx. 
Overall 79% 

HEBEREKE’WS POPOON 
A Tetris/Dr Mario style game which, as is the 
norm, will thrill fans of the genre but prove an 
absolute turn off to those who loathe this kinda 
palp. You pays yer money, takes yer choice... 
Overall 88% 

HIT THE ICE 
A nice looking conversion of a hilarious coin-op 
with huge sprites engaged in much fisticuffs. But 
gameplay is shallow and repetitive, animation 
slow and unconvincing. 
Overall 67% 

HOME ALONE 
Simplistic arcade adventure which makes little 
use of the Super NES and soon gets irritatingly 
repetitive. 
Overall 49% 

HOME ALONE 2: LOST IN NEW YORK 
Simplistic arcade adventure which makes very little 
use of the Super NES and soon gets irritatingly 
repetitive. If only it were lost in New York! 
Overall 51% 

HOOK 
Very big, very pretty but lacks depth and the 
controls are awkward. A solid arcade romp,. 
Overall 79% 

HUMANS 
Dull Lemmings clone with none of the intricacy of 
King Arthur’s World and none of the fun. Avoid. 
Overall 45% 

HURRICANES 
Slated by the team of old, the game is devoid of 
any real entertainment being a far inferior clone 
of the rather average Soccer Kid. 
Overall 32% 

HYPER V BAU 
A neat idea, but not such a hot game, 
unfortunately. You control a team of men, 
women or fanatical droids in this horizontally 
viewed futuristic volleyball sim. 
Overall 69% 
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IMPERIUM 
This vertically scrolling shooter has a novel 
power-up system and plenty of challenge, but 
graphics are banal and gameplay is more 
frustrating than enjoyable. 
Overall 60% 

INCREDIBLE CRASH DUMMIES 
Fun for a short while, but soon becomes tedious 
due to irksome gameplay and a distinct lack of 
variety. 
Overall 63% 

INCREDIBLE HULK 
US Gold didn’t want you to see a review of this 
before the game was out. Reason? It’s yet 
another low budget, low effort platform beat-’em- 
up with no surprises and oh-so-simple graphics. 
Overall 79% 

INDIANA JONES’ GREATEST ADVENTURES 
Half-decent adaptation of all three Indy films 
programmed by the same team who produced 
the Star Wars series. Looks and sounds perfect, 
but many key scenes were left out. 
Overall 82% 

INT SENSI SOCCER 
It’s back - and this time it’s international. That’s 
right, now you can play the superb Sensible 
Soccer with all your favourite players and teams 
and still pay an extra £50. Wow. 
Overall 85% 

They Mid R oouktol b« done, but Konami cam 

, la outotandtog, not to manllon 
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INTERNATIONAL TENNIS TOUR 
This has a wide range of tournaments and fun, 
cartoony sprites. Unfortunately, the split-screen 
two-player mode is a neat idea which doesn’t 
work that well. 
Overall 61 % 

IREM SKINS GAME 
An extremely slick golf game. Graphics are 
good, the control system realistic and complex. 
Overall 70% 

JAKI CRUSH 
Looks great, sounds okay and plays well - 
although as with real pinball it does get rather 
repetitive and there could’ve more than one 
table. 
Overall 76% 

JAMES BOND JNR 
A cartoon series inspired mix of platforming 
action and air/sea shoot-’em-up is ruined by 
dreadful graphics, awful gameplay and weak 
sound. 
Overall 36% 

JAMES POND’S CRAZY SPORTS 
Eight wild and wacky sports, plus bonus games, 
sounds like a lot of fun. Unfortunately they’re all 
a bit simplistic. Young children will probably like 
it. 
Overall 63% 

JELLY BOY 
Stupid concept for a game. Lightning strikes vat 
of jelly and a small jelly boy is created (as yer 
do). The result is a platformer with a remarkable 
eye for detail, but fairly boring to play. 
Overall 79% 

JERRY BOY 
Wobbly blobs a-plenty in this odd game. 
Extremely frustrating. 
Overall 43% 

JIMMY CONNORS PRO TENNIS TOUR 
The most realistic tennis sim yet with masses of 
shots, a huge tournament mode (and 
passwords), lots of options and five tennis 
coaches! 
Overall 86% 

J LEAGUE EXCITE STAGE ’94 
One of the best football games comes from 
deep in Japan, but was actually programmed by 
Probe in England. Intense playability and 
realism make this the next best thing after FIFA. 
Overall 89% 

JOE & MAC 
This accurate coin-op conversion offers a 
simultaneous two-player mode with a pair of 
cavemen jumpin’ and boppin’ their way across 
various platforms. 
Overall 69% 

JOE & MAC 2 
Standard fare platform game with smart 
graphics and sound, but a bit low in the 
‘interesting’ department. This does prove that 
not all sequels are absolutely terrible. 
Overall 71% 

JOHN MADDEN FOOTBAU '93 
A massively improved version of the original 
featuring an easily grasped control system, 
plenty of plays, teams and options. 
Overall 83% 
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JURASSIC PARK II 
A well programmed game which follows on 
nicely from the Ocean original, but loses all 
originality because it’s a platform game. T-Rex is 
especially impressive, but there are many 
missed chances here. 
Overall 88% 

KAWASAKI CARIBBEAN CHAUENGE 
Simplistic, repetitive overhead race game; 
alternating between motorbikes and jetskis. 
Overall 43% 

KEVIN KEEGAN PLAYER MANAGER 
On pitch action is disappointing, while control 
icons are obscure. However if you concentrate 
on the management side this has plenty of 
intriguing challenge. 
Overall 80% 

KICK OFF 3 
At first we thought this was going to be the 
biggest turkey of the year, however, hours of 
play soon showed that it had more depth than 
any other football game. Perfect for enthusiasts. 
Overall 87% 

KING ARTHUR’S WORLD 
Another Lemmings variant, this time set in 
medieval England with you in charge of troops 
whose various skills you must exploit to 
complete 30 levels. 
Overall 88% 

KING OF DRAGONS 
Dire import scrolling beat-’em-up, this reeks of 
Golden Axe, but isn’t as playable - we’ve seen it 
all before. Yawn. 
Overall 53% 

KING OF MONSTERS 
The beat-’em-up action takes place on a 3-D 
battlefield, but it’s all very dull. 
Overall 46% 
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KING OF THE RALLY 
An overhead view makes great use of Mode 7 
as you follow the arrows to whiz about maze-like 
tracks. Fun for a while, but soon becomes dull. 
Overall 59% 

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND 
Huurghh! Umph, excuse me I was just rem¬ 
embering this awful platform slash-’em-up which 
we consequently hacked to pieces in the review. 
Overall 26% 

KONAMI GOLF 
Excellent golf game, which almost beats 
Nintendo’s Golf to the top of the showbiz golfing 
tree. Highly playable and graphically perfect, 
what more could anyone ask? 
Overall 87% 

KRUSTY’S SUPER FUN HOUSE 
A Lemmings variant where you lead rats into a 
mincing machine! Fun, but graphics and sonics 
are poor while gameplay fails to equal the game 
which inspired it. 
Overall 68% 

LAGOON 
Lagoon is similar to the Zelda games, being an 
adventure full of searching, finding, fighting and, 
inevitably, dying! It’s pretty good, but a little on 
the slow side. 
Overall 83% 

LAMBORGHINI AMERICAN CHALLENGE 
The solo-mode is distinguished by a big 
challenge and the option to gamble with your 
racing competitors. Two-player mode isn’t bad 
either. 
Overall 80% 

LAWNMOWER MAN 
An ambitious and imaginative conversion of the 
movie. Nicely detailed platform shoot-’em-up 
and stunning Mode 7 cyberspace levels. 
Overall 85% 

LEGEND OF THE MYSTICAL NINJA 
An enjoyable mix of varied arcade action and 
RPG adventuring. 
Overall 89% 

LEMMINGS 
One of the best games of the Eighties has you 
saving lemmings from their own stupidity. 
There’s 125 levels to complete! 
Overall 90% 

LEMMINGS 2 
Glorious sequel to one of the most original and 
best selling games ever. Lemmings 2 is tougher, 
bigger and even more inventive, with hundreds 
of different lemmings to control. Excellent. 
Overall 86% 

LETHAL ENFORCERS 
Stunning conversion of the popular gun-toting 
coin-op. This features real plastic guns, but the 
game is a hefy £75! 
Overall 87% 

LETHAL WEAPON 
All three movies rolled into one five level 
platformer with plenty of gunplay, but very small 
sprites and very ordinary backdrops. 
Overall 68% 

Lore R or loathe it. Lion lOng to a great game, 
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LORD OF THE RINGS 
Well, we waited for two years for this Tolkein 
inspired RPG and was it worth it? Was it B******! 
A dire overhead scrolling RPG with terrible 
graphics (the character have no faces!). JRR will 
be spinning in his grave. 
Overall 68% 

A huge variety of puzziae to this Lemmlnge 
game. Funny, fun and oompietely addicthre. 
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MADDEN ’95 
After two years the Madden series has finally 
gone sour. Madden ’95 is much worse than the 
original, despite having more plays and tactics. 
The graphics seem to have gone downhill as 
well. 
Overall 79% 

MAGIC BOY 
A surprise release from JVC, but luckily, a happy 
one. Magic Boy may not be original by any 
means, but it’s damned good fun! 
Overall 88% 

MARIO’S TIME MACHINE 
Educational history lesson with Mario in the hot 
seat. Find the clues, answer the problems and 
return famous characters’ artifacts. 
Overall 78% 

MAXIMUM CARNAGE 
One of the better beat-’em-ups to hit the market, 
this one is based on the limited Spider-Man 
series and is extremely faithful to the Marvel 
originals. 
Overall 89% 
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MAGIC SWORD 
Involves much hackin’ and slashin’, but not too 
much of the old grey matter. You are basically 
required to storm a fortress. 
Overall 67% 

MARIO PAINT 
A fairly serious art package with a great intro to 
composing music thrown in as well. 
Unfortunately you can only save one picture and 
the art package lacks tools vital for serious work 
Overall 80% 

missions into the forbidden zone. A must for 
strategy fans who like to pick up the pace a bit. 
Overall 85% 

MEGA MAN X 
Disappointing Super NES update of the long- 
running Mega Man series. Tough gameplay is let 
down by sluggish control response and massive 
slow-down when the enemies come on screen.. 
Overall 75% 

MEGA MAN X2 
With all the features you’d come to expect from 
Mega Man games, this is just as polished as 
past attempts although a little too close to the 
other games for comfort. Still one of the best 
platform blast-em-ups around though. 
Overall 85% 

MEGA MAN SOCCER 
Capcom soil their pants with this bad attempt at 
a footy sim starring the characters from their 
most successful series after Street Fighter. The 
main faults are a poor control method and dodgy 
collision detection. 
Overall 54% 

MEGALOMANIA 
This takes you from Stone Age conflict to the 
Nuclear age, with masses of challenge and 
humour. Reasonable gameplay, but it’s more 
about factory production runs than anything 
else. 
Overall 69% 

METAL JACKET 
There aren’t that many truly dreadful platform 
games on the Super NES, but this is certainly 
one. 
Overall 5% 

METAL MARINES 
Futuristic strategy war game with you attacking 
the enemy on various islands. Plenty of hard 
thinking and energy management, but repetitive 
and slightly biased towards the computer player. 
Overall 74% 

MICHAEL JORDAN: CHAOS IN THE WINDY CITY 
A stupid idea if ever there was one, this has 
Michael ‘basketball player’ Jordan in a platform 
adventure game where he uses balls as 
missiles. Yeeeeeesss. 
Overall 70% 

MICKEY MANIA 
Out of all the Mickey Mouse games, this one 
stands head and shoulders above the rest due 
to the incredibly life-like graphics that recreate all 
of Mickey’s most famous cartoons. A top game 
for mousey fans. 
Overall 85% 

MICKEY’S ULTIMATE CHALLENGE 
Strictly for kids only, this incredibly easy 
collection of brain-teesing problems is 
nonetheless well executed and fun. Well placed 
difficulty levels extend the challenge. 
Overall 81 % 

MICRO MACHINES 
Colourful and highly playable two, three and four 
player overhead racing game that relies on base 
playability to justify the high price tag. Good for a 
while, but not as slick as the Sega version. 
Overall 80% 

MIGHT & MAGIC II 
An efficient conversion of a huge, if somewhat 
dated PC RPG. 
Overall 77% 

MIGHTY MORPHIN’ POWER RANGERS 
They’re tacky, they’re stupid and we only fancy 
Trinni, but Bandai are releasing this waste of 
space anyway. A torrid platform game with some 
unconvincing beat-’em-up sections at the end. 
Don’t watch the programme, avoid the game - 
both will make you blow chunks! 
Overall 71% 

MONOPLOY 
The classic boardgame makes a surprisingly ?ood Super NES game, 

iverall 78% 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
The coin-op’s digitised graphics have been 
brilliantly recreated - but it doesn’t play as well. 
All the blood and gore has been censored. Ya 
boo sucks Nintendo! 
Overall 71% 
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surroundings, with poor animation. 
Overall 45% 

NBA ALL-STAR CHALLENGE 
The four sub-games here only use half the 
basketball court, most being simple variants of 
one-on-one. 
Overall 55% 

Complex and moody exoskeleton robot romp 
with great Mode 7 graphics and intriguing 

MR TUFF 
A fairly original platform game, although there’s 
still too many tired formulas involved. Still, 
platform fans will definitely take a shine to it. 
Overall 86% 

MUSCLE BOMBER 
A huge 24Mbit wrestlino game which even gives 
you tne chance to play four characters at once. 
Good to look at and definitely the best wrestling 
sim on the market. Will it be released officially? 
Overall 86% 
MUSYA 
A great build up is let down by a distinct lack of 
gameplay as you plod through simple 
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NBA JAM TOURNAMENT EDITION 
Yes, it’s fun, yes, it’s got plenty of stunning 
action, yet if you’ve got the original, it’s a Tot of 
money to fork out on what amounts to a fivers 
worth of extras. 
Overall 89% 

NBA LIVE ’95 
Isometric F/FA-looking basketball game with 
great graphics and some amazing special 
moves, but it’s a little too haphazard to beat NBA 
Jam. 
Overall 88% 

NFL FOOTBAU 
The use of Mode 7 for in-game scaling and 
rotation is stunning... gameplay isn’t. 
Overall 62% 

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB 
An okay attempt at that funny game of American 
Footie, but still not up to the quality of Madden 
95. 
Overall 75% 

NHL ’95 
Much improved upon ice hockey action sim. 
Now the players race around the rink much 
faster and it plays like a dream. Two player mode 
is excellent. 
Overall 88% 

NHLPA HOCKEY 
Another comprehensive EA sim with masses of 
stats, rules and atmosphere. It’s very playable, 
but the scrolling is a little sluggish. 
Overall 78% 

NIGEL MANSELL’S INDYCAR 
Billed as the ultimate indycar experience, this is 
in fact a flat and unrealistic racing game with 
badly defined graphics and no realism. Avoid. 
Overall 61% 

NIGEL MANSELL’S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 
Looks good with plenty of speed, tracks, 
password save championship and car 
modification options. 
Overall 74% 

NINJA WARRIORS 
Possibly a little on the easy side, but the smooth, 
detailed graphics and plethora of moves make 
up for that. A nice little beat em up in the Final 
Fight mode. 
Overall 86% 

ON THE BALL 
You must guide a marble through various mazes 
by revolving the maze around the ball and letting 
gravity pull it down. Great fun, but too easy. 
Overall 69% 

OPERATION LOGIC BOMB 
Overhead-perspective walking, exploring and 
blasting everything type game. Presentation is 
slick but the game is too easy, too small and 
repetitive. 
Overall 60% 

OUTLANDER 
This Mad Max-style blaster is two games in one. 
There’s a behind-the-car driving/blasting game 
and a walking along and blasting game. 
Overall 57% 

OUT TO LUNCH 
The sprites may be small, but the detail is 
stunning - as is the overly hard difficulty level. 
Overall 76% 

PAC-ATTACK 
Intriguing puzzle game which crosses Tetris with 
Pac-man and just about pulls it off. The main 
difference is that you must eliminate ghosts by 
sending Paccy in to eat them. 
Overall 80% 

PAC IN TIME 
This began life as Fury of the Furies on the 
Amiga, but now they’ve changed the sprite into 
Pac-Man. An enjoyable platform puzzler, but 
more suited to younger players. 
Overall 84% 

PAGEMASTER, THE 
A poor conversion of a poor concept - very few 
original ideas which are poorly strung together 
at that. 
Overall 68% 

PAPERBOY 2 
Gameplay is simplistic and repetitive, graphics 
which were once impressive have become 
terribly banal. Dire. 
Overall 34% 

PARODIUS 
A brilliant shoot-’em-up which just happens to 
have some of the funniest graphics ever seen. 
Overall 88% 

PEACE KEEPERS, THE 
Average scrolling beat-’em-up with morose 
graphics, poor sound and a general lack of 
enthusiasm in the programming. Also called 
Rushing Beat 3. 
Overall 50% 

PGA TOUR GOLF 
By far the best golf game, PGA Tour Golf has 
lots of courses, options and computer players. 
Graphics are poor, but still great fun. 
Overall 84% 

SUPER GAMER JUNE’95 



k-Z OF OAMES 
PILOTWINGS 
Parachuting and flying light planes, jetpacks, 
hang-gliders and helicopters may sound 
‘interesting’ but less than compulsive. But Mode 
7 is used brilliantly, and gameplay is totally 
addictive. 
Overall 83% 

PINBALL DREAMS 
Entertaining pinball game with eight-way 
scrolling and some good tables, but it is 
somehow very dull and you don’t want to keep 
playing 
Overall 73% 

TTm (MlnWv* pinball gama on any ayalam. Four 
tablaa of franallc action. Suparb. 
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PINK GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 
Great idea - bad game. Pink Panther is bright 
colourful and funny, and so’s the game, but it 
plays so badly that I doubt you’ll ever want to get 
past the title screen. 
Overall 56% 
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PIT-FIGHTER 
One of the greatest beat-’em-ups around is 
murdered on the Super NES. 
Overall 13% 

POCKY & ROCKY 
Cute, but rock-hard mega-blaster in the 
Commando mould. 
Overall 89% 

POCKY a ROCKY 2 
Suffers from being too similar to its predecessor. 
Still, if it’s blasting you want then you won’t go far 
wrong here. 
Overall 83% 

POP N' TWIN BEE 
A ton of cuteness, a simultaneous two-player 
mode and Konami programming should’ve made 
this a huge hit. Sadly gameplay is boring and 
repetitive. 
Overall 61% 

POPULOUS 
A massive game with a thousand levels, ten 
different worlds and a tough computer opponent. 
Overall 77% 

POPULOUS II 
Bigger and much, much better than the original. 
Pop //takes you into ancient Greece. Sheer 
class and perfect for Populous fans. At last a 
sequel that’s better than the original. 
Overall 90% 

POWERDRIVE 
A fairly strong rally driving game with good 
atmosphere but some horrendous slow down 
problems at times. Not Mario Kart, but a good 
alternative. 
Overall 79% 

POWERMONGER 
Graphically this is one of the Super NES’s best 
wargamer, with some brilliant 3-D landscapes. 
Overall 71% 

PRINCE OF PERSIA 
A classic, boasting superlative animation. 20 big 
levels need to be completed, with a tight overall 
time limit and plenty of puzzles to test both your 
arcade reflexes and your brain cells. Brilliant. 
Overall 88% 

PUGGSY 
Non-descript platform game where you must use 
various objects to open the exit. An unlikable 
central sprite (Pie man?) and slow pad response 
are guaranteed to annoy. 
Overall 42% 

PUGSLEY’S SCAVENGER HUNT 
A superb development of Addams Family which 
looks and sounds good. 
Overall 88% 

Q*BERT III 
A classic coin-op is expanded into a massive 
challenge, but playability is severely lacking. 
Overall 65% 
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RANMA 1/2 
The official version has English text, but 
otherwise this very Japanese, anime-style SFII 
clone is unchanged. Very weird, very funny and 
very easy. 
Overall 68% 

REN & STIMPY: TIME WARP 
If you like the surreal cartoon show then you’ll 
love this accurate Ren & Stimpy game. Full of 
annoying samples and colourful graphics, this is 
better than Veediots. 
Overall 80% 

REN AND STIMPY: VEEDIOTS 
Ultra-weird American cartoon retains much of its 
style in this imaginative and varied platformer. If 
only there were more of it... 
Overall 77% 

RIDDICK BOWE 
Thumping boxing simulation, but lacking in gritty 
realism. No blood and bruises makes for a very 
boring beat-’em-up. Shame on you, Nintendo! 
Overall 83% 

RIVAL TURF 
Too few combat moves, jerky graphics and not 
enough challenge. The only good point is the 
simultaneous two-player mode. 
Overall 51% 

ROBOCOP 3 
Levels are too short and the difficulty setting 
ridiculously high. New elements such as the 
overhead view flying sequences are dire to play 
and the whole project is thorougly misconceived. 
Overall 36% 

ROBOTREK 
One of those RPG’S you’ll either love or loathe. 
The combat is a series of decisions rather than 
actions, and there’s plenty of searching to be 
done. Zelda it ain’t, but still a very absorbing 
game. 
Overall 82% 
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ROCKY RODENT 
A particularly irksome and mundane entry in the 
cutesy platformer stakes. 
Overall 41% 

RUN SABRE 
Similar to Capcom’s excellent Strider, this 
boasts imaginative levels, lots of action and a 
good simultaneous two-player mode. 
Unfortunately, it’s too small and far too easy. 
Overall 50% 
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SECRET OF MANA 
Got an appetite for humungous RPGs'? Secret of 
Mana, a game many praised as better than 
Zelda, is finally out on official release and it’s not 
bad at all. Check it out if you fancy losing all your 
nights. 
Overall 85% 
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SHAQ-FU 
Miserable attempt to turn Shaq into a Kung-Fu 
legend to rival Bruce Lee. A turgid game with 
minimal playability and too many Pepsi cans. 
Overall 57% 

SIDE POCKET 
What worked well on the Gameboy doesn’t 
come off on the SNES. The ball movement is too 
unconvincing and makes a mockery of the 
game. 
Overall 68% 

SIM CITY 
City planning must be one of the most boring 
subjects on Earth, in fact very compulsive, the 
underlying principles are complex, but initially it 
all seems very simple. Brilliant. 
Overall 85% 

SIM EARTH 
More of an educational experience than a game, 
this is a very sophisticated program dealing with 
geology, ecology and evolution. 
Overall 80% 

SINK OR SWIM 
Looks and sounds appalling but there’s a game 
in there screaming to get out. Puzzle cum 
platform action which doesn’t quite make a 
classic yet is a solid, playable game. 
Overall 78% 

SKYBLAZER 
Sony’s latest platform adventure is similar to 
Hook (perhaps too similar?), but it plays very 
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SMURFS 
I hate them, I hate them, I hate them, I hate 
them, I hate them, I hate them, I hate them, I 
hate them, I hate them, I hate them. Not a bad 
game, but far too cute and formulaic. 
Overall 79% 

SOCCER KID 
I don’t care what Ocean says, this is a very 
average game. Nothing special, no frills, just a 
kid kicking a ball through various worldly levels. 
Overall 56% 

SOS 
Surprisingly good Super NES remake of the 
Posiedon Adventure film, where you play one of 
four characters in this platformer, who must 
rescue as many people from a capsized ocean 
liner before it sinks. Great atmospherel 
Overall 88% 

SOUL BLAZER 
A slick Zelda clone and, while it hasn’t got the 
same depth, it is significantly more 
straightforward and very enjoyable. 
Overall 85% 

SPACE ACE 
Futuristic Dragon’s Lair clone with absolutely 
stunning graphics and a huge verity of levels and 
tasks. A classic from little known company 
Empire software. 
Overall 86% 

SPARKSTER 
Racy, speedy, unpredictable, all these words 
could describe Jason Johnson, but also 
Sparkster, Konami’s latest attempt to create a 
company mascot who thinks he’s cool. A great 
game which encompasses all that’s good about 
arcade platformers. 
Overall 83% 

SPECTRE 
Not as good as it could have been - Spectre is a 
conversion of the Apple Mac smash hit, but in 
the end it’s just too repetitive and gets boring 
after only a few goes. 
Overall 64% 

SPEED RACER 
REALLY BAD racing sim with a platform game 
bolted on to further turn the stomach. Looks like 
it was programmed by a five year old on an 
Acorn Atom and is quite simply the worst Super 
NES we’ve ever seen! 
Overall 15% 

SPIDERMAN AND THE X-MEN 
A whole host of superheroes make this attractive 
for any comics fan. Gameplay is varied and 
tough, graphics impressive and sound brilliant. 
Overall 75% 

SPIKE MCFANG 
Pretender to the Zelda throne, this RPG lacks 
both power and conviction. Spike’s weapons are 
annoyingly slow, and the whole game runs at a 
slow pace. Buy Breath of Fire instead. 
Overall 68% 

SPINDIZZY WORLDS 
Guide a spinning top through 3-D mazes 
avoiding the villains, collecting the gems and 
pressing switches. A massive and very tough 
test of joypad reactions and brains which you’ll 
either love or hate. 
Overall 89% 
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STAR TREK: STAR FLEET ACADEMY 
Yet another medium Star Trek game which fails 
to capture the true essence of the show and 
films. The graphics are fine, but it is too easy to 
complete and is weighed down unnecessary 
Trekkie trivia. 
Overall 78% 

STAR TREK: TNG 
Glorious looking Trekkie game, with l6Mbits of 
power, but sadly this has all been used with 
pretty pictures rather than lasting gameplay. 
Excellent while it lasts, but we completed it in a 
day! 
Overall 70% 
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RAINBOW BELL ADVENTURES 
Haven’t we all seen something like this before? 
A standard platform adventure with great 
graphics, but a bit flat to play. 
Overall 72% 
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through huge wvIms to confront vartous and- 
guanlana. 

II90% QAMER QOLDI 

VVhat owi «w ai^ EkM dtiterant flghtara to 
chooaa from, aach vMto briilant animation and 
an Incradfote wsalto of moiraa fuliy utiUng awsry 
button on the Joypad > and than aomal ITb an 
axoaflant and vary tough on»i)ieyar gama, an 
utterly brtBtenttwp-ipjayarjjama. 
OvaraR 98% QAM^QOLDI 

SUPER JAMES POND 
A bright and cheerful platformer with some 
tongue-in-cheek humour. 
Overall 70% 

SUPER KICK OFF 
Kick Off provided Amiga enthusiasts with 
endless hours of football fun, now it’s got with 
the same overhead perspective, a whole host of 
options, leagues, cups and some slick scrolling. 
Overall 71% 

tVB Mill Jill tlAM 
Thia Incradbla, 16MBIt cart boasts Super Mario 
Broe, Super iMutoBroe: The SMpar 
MerioUSAeniSup^MerioBroeS-lheerflim 
NES Mario saga. In tact Prsaantation Is 
sptcaHant with brilllanMy rsworksd graphica and 
sonics. One of the bast games SMsrI 
Ovarail 91% QAMER QOIJDI 

This suparb spHt-acraan raoar taatursa all your 
tavourlte Mario characters as go-karting fiends 
who you and a friend can control. Qood In ona- 
playar mode, unmisoobla In twoi)layar mode. 
Oi^l 94% QAMER QOLDI 

c wlthplanty of detail, cutanaaa and 
imagination. The beat thing is how you con 
choose your own path thrcxigh the gama. A too 
frieridly save gama option means It woni taka 
too lor^ to oomplato, but Ifs an axoallent 
Introduction to video gaming, and finding aN 96 
_teat any prol 
Ovarail 92% QAMER QOLDI 

Blindingly test hugely piayabla and wtth roai 
playar namaa, maaaae of iaaguea, a stunning 
Indoor mode and lots more, mis la a tantastic 
game. In one playar mode radhar easy, but two- 
playar mode Is unbaatabia. 
Ovarail 90% QAMER QOLDI 

flMTMCin 
Again, Nintando surpriaaa ail wtth mis first daaa 
Super FX racing gama. Unparailaiad graphics, 

d IHte youVa never seen, and oodles of 
A must for aH Super NES owners. 

SUNSET RIDERS 
A typically slick Konami conversion of their Wild 
West coin-op. Imaginative, funny and great fun 
to play it’s marred only by being slightly easy. 
Overall 82% 

SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND 
This sounds great and doesn’t look too bad. but 
gameplay is irksome with your large sprite 
coming a cropper all too often. Ugh! 
Overall 42% 

SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND 2 
An impressive start for Hudsonsoft UK, this 
improves on the first game and includes bags of 
challenge and special items to find. 
Recommended if you want to rediscover 
platform games. 
Overall 80% 

SUPER AIR DIVER 
An Afterburner-style blast-’em-up. A little 
simplistic, but a variety of weapons, air-to-air and 
air-to-ground missions provide both variety and 
a surprisingly realistic feel. 
Overall 82% 

SUPER BATTLETANK 
Great graphics, but the sim-style looks are 
misleading while gameplay is extremely 
repetitive. 
Overall 54% 

Fteiteodc to muitMapped four^itaywr fix>d«, Ihte 
hM you apMdlng around mazM; dropping 
bombato Dtow up (ax-Urlanda. In one or twD- 
pi»ar mod# ITa ot^onm. 
Ovarail 94% QAMER QC5lDI 

SUPER BOMBERMAN 2 
Disappointing sequel to one of the most classic 
games for the Super NES. They shouldn’t have 
messed with the killer two player mode... but 
they did. 
Overall 83% 

Simon 

A oontendar for baat Supar NES gama avar. 
Super MetroUW maaalva, full of originality, 
cremmad wtth groat graphica and aounda - quite 
ahnply an aaaantial purohaaa. r- 
Ovarail 95% QAMER QOLDI 

Each of tha thrilling lavala hold dlfterant 
aurpriaaa; platfonn akJa-on ahoot-upa, a Return 
of me JedTtn^ biking advanture, and an 
ovarhaad vlaw Moda 7 zapptog aanaation al 
feature to maka this a truly daaaic gama. 
Ovarail 90% QAMER QOLDI 

SUPER PUNCH-OUT! 
One of the better boxing sims on the Super 
NES. This is an update of the terrific NES game, 
but it fails on not having rounds or using 
strategy. Large and stylish graphics are great, 
though. 
Overall 82% 

SUPER PUTTY 
An imaginative platformer with some great 
puzzle elements and impressive claymation 
graphics. 
Overall 84% 

WPWIWW 
Batter than any othar puzzia gama axoept tha 

gamal 
OVMBlI 

SUPER CONFLICT 
This contemporary war game has 55 scenarios, 
46 different types of military hardware and 
battery back-up. 
Overall 70% 

Aichar Mactean^ daaeic ptayabllty wtoa through 
again with this gama piogrammad by Eurooom. 
Upd^ graphK, biAv^ carea - If• still a 
supar tairshoot-'anHto to tha old taahlonad 

oUnk 91% QAMER QOLDI 

SUPER EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 
Super Star Wars is reworked with new graphics. 
A bigger, harder and, marginally, better game. 
The Mode 7 AT-AT attack is absolutely stunning. 
Overall 85% 

SUPER GHOULS N GHOSTS 
There’s a multitude of power-ups, hideously 
imaginative monsters and fantastic settings, 
including a beautifully drawn sunken ship. 
Overall 85% 

SUPER HOCKEY 
Competent Ice Hockey game featuring a Mode 7 
perspective and four different views. Good feel, 
but overshadowed by the superior NHL '94. 
Overall 77% 

SUPER ICE HOCKEY 
A highly competent ice hockey game, but 
overshadowed somewhat by NHL '95. It does 
have a good multi-player mode and four different 

93% QAMER QOLDI 

SUPER R-TYPE 
It looks brilliant and plays well, but while 
graphical slowdown isn’t that bad, going back to 
the start of a level whenever you die soon gets 
tedious. 
Overall 74% 

SUPER RETURN OF THE JEDI 
A polished and playable end to the trilogy from 
JVC. Not as good as Star Wars, but much better 
than Empire. Some terrific graphics and mega 
sound. 
Overall 86% 

SUPER SMASH TV 
The game that was originally a super-smash 
coin-op with unbelievable numbers of on-screen 
sprites and ear-damaging sound-effects, is now 
available on the Super NES. Can get repetitive. 
Overall 75% 

SUPER SOCCER 
Once one of the best footie sims, competition 
from more recent releases has made this seem 
painfully slow and unsophisticated. 
Overall 63% 

A greto aouncttreck and the graphic attention to 
(tanil ganaraHy ia aatoundtog. itench aoana la 
britit^ 
Ovarail 90% QAMER QOLDI 

more 
charectera, more movaa and aoma great aound, 
. “ ■ -rmu5i.Shc ■ but It Juat haani changad THAT n_ 
Ita aga a bit now - wa oouU aH do wtth SIraaf 

Ovarail 93% 

SUPER STRIKE EAGLE 
Air-to-air combat is presented sim-style, but 
soon gets repetitive. More impressive is some 
stunning Mode 7, scaling the ground around in 
fun dive-bombing sections. Not bad, but lacking 
in variety. 
Overall 69% 

SUPER SWIV 
Another vertical scroller with the welcome 
addition of simultaneous two-player action. 
Sadly graphics and gameplay are rather dull and 
unoriginal. 
Overall 70% 

Agraattennteaama, 
Super FmKy'fSnnlB. 
0^191% QAMER 

SUPER TURRICAN 
You’ve got masses of firepower, but while 
enemies are numerous, there aren’t as many 
mega-monsters as there could be. 
Overall 89% 

Tough I 
QOLDI 
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VVNhoutadoubt,on»orttM«trongMtahoot-'«iT>' 
ups on th« mwktL PItnty of WMipont to UM 
and a host of bsddiso to mH, malm and dssbroy. 
OvaraN 92% QAMER QC)u5l 

SYNDICATE 
Excellent conversion of the Amiga cyberpunk 
strategy game featuring replicants who can blow 
the crap out of innocent civilians while enforcing 
their police state. 
Overall 89% 

T2: JUDGMENT DAY 
The graphics are awful, but this is still 
surprisingly playable. 
Overall 74% 

T2: THE ARCADE GAME 
A near-perfect coin-op conversion which may 
lack variety for home use. Very tough and you 
obviously you need a SuperScope to get the 
most from it. 
Overall 84% 

TAZ-MANIA 
Hilarious toon-like graphics and fun, if limited 
gameplay. 
Overall 88°/i 

TEST DRIVE II: THE DUEL 
In truth not all that stunning to look at. but the 
realistic setting - four American highways with 
police, tunnels and on-coming traffic! 
Overall 85% 

TIME SLIP 
A sadly underpowered clone of Super 
Probotector. 
Overall 54% 

TIME TRAX 
What a surprise - a platform game that is 
actually quite good as well! Time Trax borrows 
heavily from Super Probotector, but still remains 
original. Definitely worth a look. 
Overall 81% 

rpl«oe wRh cutaty wfltM and gra«t 
gameplay whkii baaUaa Dilnantiy varied 
piatfom Mvele packa In a fun American Football 

96% QAMER QOLDI 

TINY TODNS: WILD & WACKY SPORTS 
Another cutesy effort from Konami. You play the 
Tiny Toons and you you must take part in some, 
er wild and wacky sports, amazingly. 
Overall 75% 

TOP GEAR 
Superb, fast single or split screen racer. 
Overall 89% 

TOP GEAR 2 
A slick development of the original game with 

. better graphics and more depth. 
Overall 82% 

TOTAL CARNAGE 
One of the fiercest, fastest and most challenging 
shoot-’em-ups around. 
Overall 83% 

TOYS 
A duff movie and a worse game. 
Overall 52% 

TRODDLERS 
Neither as cute nor addictive as Lemmings, this 
game is still tun, scoring particularly well with 
the two-player modes. 
Overall 71% 

TROUS 
Yes. it’s cute, but does that make it a good 
oame? The answer is undeniably... yes! Trolls is 
last and fun, but older players may find it is 
appealing to a much younger age group. 
Overall 85% 

TURN & BURN 
Beautifully presented and realistic Top Gun 
fantasy, but marred by the old Absolute Bugbear 
- a lack of challenge and originality. Good for a 
while though... 
Overall 75% 

Htohiy Impr—elve cartoon pMtorm baat*'am-up. 
OvafBH 96% QAMER QOLDI 

An SF7/donawtthfijnr)iarohaiBcl8Ci,aalory 
moda arto graet ptawabNIty. Not quNa aa 
aophMtoatad aa sAl, but doaa. 
OvaraH 92% QAMER QOLDI 

ULTIMATE PARODIUS 
A weird and very wacky shoot-’em-up based on 
the Nemesis/Salamander games. Featuring 11 
ships and a host of levels, it’ll keep any blasting 
fan happy. 
Overall 88% 

ULTRAMAN 
A below average one-on-one beat-’em-up. 
Graphics are mediocre and the enemies hold no 
surprises. 
Ov^all 31% 

ULNIRALLY 
Looks good, and there’s some original ideas in 
this unicycling racino game, but it does tend to 
get very repetitive after some play. Try before 
you buy. 
Overall' 79% 

• wNh niosly varied tovMs, 
a ertoloa o> aircraft, plyity of powar-upa and 
aimoapharic aoiaid. KNgnly laoommandad for 
ihoot-am-up font. 
OvaraH 93% QAMER QOLDI 

UTOPIA 
Play God in this futuristic version of Populous. 
Space ports, energy stations and sports centres 
are all you need to keep the people happy. 
Enjoyable only to Sim City freaks. 
Overall 85% 

VAL O’ISERE 
A great idea on paper, however the superb 
Mode 7 skiing sim suffers from repetition and 

loss of interest. Graphics are great and speed is 
never a problem, but after a tew goes this turns 
out to be nothing more than OutHun on skis. 
Overall 77% 

VEGAS STAKES 
Poker, Craps. Roulette. Blackjack and Slot 
Machines are well implemented with slick 
presentation allowing you take your winnings 
from one game to another on your quest to 
break each casino’s bank. 
Overall 60% 

VIRTUAL BART 
Like Bart’s Nightmare only with more sub games 
and some even more hilarious samples. Bart 
must escape from the VR machine by 
completing every special game. A laugh from 
beginning to end. 
Overall 84% 

OvMtiMd, angfod and alda-on parepacUvaa ara 
on offor along wNh surprisingly in-dap(h 
jjjunaplay. Battary back-up savsa customlsad 

OvaraH 93% QAMER QOLDI 

Stunning Supar FX gams ast on various 3-D 
pisnats. Ybu control a Morphing BatUa Syslam 
(MBS) which aHows you to ba a plana, hard 
shaH, oar and mighty robot Ahnoat as good as 

QAMER QOLD OvaraH 

YDGIBEAR 
He’s smarter than the average bear - it’s Yogi! In 
another samey samey platform romp using great 
cartoon graphics and very little else. A dud! 
Overall 69% 

YOSHI’S COOKIE 
A rather simplistic and easy puzzle game which 
will appeal mostly to young kids. Two-player 
game is good though. 
Overall 76% 

YOSHI’S SAFARI 
A pretty and playable light gun blast-’em-up 
aimed at youngsters - with a difficulty level to 
match. 
Overall 80% 

aMKAUHIilBPMT 

Ovsrsfl 96% QAMER 

ZOMBIES 
A hilarious overhead shoot-’em-up cum maze 
game, with splendid graphics inspired by wacky 
1950s B-movies. Great fun, especially in two- 
player mode. 
Overall 87% 

A BOY AND HIS BLOB 

WARPSPEED 
A banal remix of Star Raiders. Mode 7 produces 
some stunning graphics, but the gameplay is 
strictly antique. 
Overall 69% 

WAYNE’S WORLD 
Plenty of humour and some good if ultimately 
irritating samples fail to save this mediocre 
platformer. 
Overall 51% 

WORLD CUP STRIKER 
Technically brilliant, but strangely similar to the 
original Striker, the World Cup version has 
battery back-up and more options. Only worth a 
look if you haven’t got Striker. 
Overall 82% 

WE RE BACK 
An overly easy, but still quite playable platformer 
based on a SfDielberg-produced cartoon about 
cutesy dinosaurs. 
Overall 58% 

Op WoltIjalhaJEnk)fD9f9tM - Vrm 
toemupand afwot them downi Irajwatty 
bnprsailw to look at too and daaplta balng 
aimplladc aa a oonoapt, H baa many hidden 
aurpriaaa. Cool. 
OvaraH 91% QAMER QOLD 

WING COMMANDER 
Classic space opera with 30 plus missions, 
asteroids, enemy fighters, freighters and huge 
battleships. 
Overall 80% 

WING COMMANDER: THE SECRET MISSIONS 
Virtually identical to the original, but with a better 
scenario, more ships on screen and an easier 
(too easy!) skill setting on offer. 
Overall 85% 

WINTER OLYMPICS 
Dire sport game based on the events in 
Lillehammer. Sad graphics, sound and dodgy 
collision detection on the events mean you won’t 
ever want to play this again. 
Overall 46% 

WOLFENSTEIN 3D 
A truly stunning, first-person perspective puts 
you in a stormtrooper-packed Nazi fortress. 
Action is fast and furious, albeit somewhat 
repetitive. 
Overall 80% 

WOLVERINE 
Fairly playable game based on the Marvel 
comics beserker with razor sharp claws. It all 
looks fine, but Acclaim have done an injustice to 
the character by making the game slow and 
boring. 
Overall 74% 

WORLD CUP USA ’94 
Well designed and extremely playable footy sim 
from the licence masters. Not as good as F/FA 
or Virtual Soccer, but a close third, and more 
suited to those who love loads of options. 
Overall 85% 

WORLD HERDES 
A good SFII challenger with an imaginative set 
of characters, but not enough moves or 
challenge. 
Overall 72% 

WORLD HEROES 2 
Gosh, another boring beat-’em-up that has been 
converted from the Neo Geo. This is just like all 
the others and is therefore donkey doo! Avoid. 
Overall 55% 

WWF RAW 
Don’t bother to even try this crap wrestling game 
at the shop in case you go into a spasm. 
Average graphics complement a seriously 
unplayable and hap-hazard game. 
Overall 36% 

WWF: ROYAL RUMBLE 
A big (16MBit) improvement over the original; 
more characters, more moves and a tournament 
mode. 
Overall 79% 

XANDRA’S BIG ADVENTURE 
An incredibly weird platformer with lots of levels 
and variety. 
Overall 82% 

X-KAUBUR2097 
Above average platform fighting game using 
bizarre robots. A good two player mode, but a bit 
too samey, samey for my liking. 
Overall 77% 

NES 
Tedious, boring platform adventure from veteran 
programmer David Crane. 
Overall 25% 

ACTION IN NEW YORK 
Dire shoot-’em-up with nothing to redeem itself. 
Yuck. 
Overall 51% 

ADDAMS FAMILY 
Standard platform action in this conversion of 
the Super NES game. Good challenge, but 
boring to play. 
Overall 74% 

ADVENTURE ISLAND 2 
A slightly playable platform game, but generally 
unremarkable. 
Overall 64% 

ADVENTURES IN MAGIC KINGDOM 
Kiddish Disney fun that’s far too easyto be worth 
buying. 
Overall 47% 

TbrwfoM whwituring mMtMpfooc thst should 
bs a vahjsd poasaslon of any advanhira kMar. 
OvaraH 93% QAMER G 

OnaoTthabaat 
onIhaNEa 

taat platform gamaa 
brilRantgrapnlcatol 
and foal oflha Sato 

totaHy capture the 
atmoaphare and foal of tha Bmtmn lagwid. 
Ovl^91% QAMER QOLDI 

as the original though. 
Overall 78% 

BATMAN RETURNS 
Better than average beat-’em-up which follows 
the film closely. 
Overall 76% 

BATTLE OF OLYMPUS 
Good brain-bending adventure, watch out for the 
collision detection though. 
Overall 75% 

BATTLETOADS 
Good varied arcade action, colourful graphics 
and very playable. 
Overall 81% 

BATTLETOADS & DOUBLE DRAGON 
More beat-’em-up action from the two groups. A 
good game, but very similar gameplay to 
originial Battletoads game. 
Overall 79% 

BAYOU BILLY 
Terrible beat-'em-up which flickers so badly, the 
characters disappear! 
Overall 35% 

Mighty sfosds oonvsralon which looks good, 
pli^ SMsn bstlsr and offore one of ths Dost 
chttfongas on tha NES. 
OrereHm QAMB) QOLDI 

BLACK MANTA 
Average beat-’em-up which boasts a huge 
amount of special moves, unfortunately it plays 
very badly indeed. 
Overall 48% 

BLADES OF STEEL 
Best Ice hockey game on the NES, very fast, 
very playable, loads of difficulty levels and a two- 
player mode. Excellent. 
Overall 85% 

BLASTER MASTER 
A mixture of platforms and top-down views 
encorperated into gameplay comprising of 
arcade and strategy elements make this a 
curious game, worth a go. 
Overall 66% 

BLUES BROTHERS 
Dire platformer with no appeal, no singing and 
dancing, and no John Belushi! 
Overall 39% 

BLUE SHADOW 
All out platform blast, good graphics but 
gameplay is a bit bland, a bit more variation on 
what you can do and it could have been a 
winner. 
Overall 74% 

BOULDER DASH 
A brilliant puzzler which is addictive, incredibly 
playable and has loads of levels. If you like 
puzzlers you will worship this! 
Overall 83% 

ADVENTURES OF LOLO 2 
A fiendish puzzle game that will keep you 
engrossed for hours, providing you get past level 
three, which seems to be the hardest one. 
Overall 77% 

AIRWORF 
Boring flight sim type game, you will not want to 
find this in your stocking. 
Overall 39% 

ALFRED CHICKEN 
Enjoyable, if occasionally frustrating platform 
game, which boasts some amusing graphics 
and humorous touches. 
Overall 80% 

ALIEN 3 
Badly defined graphics make this an eyesore, 
but quite playable if you stick with it. 
Overall 75% 

BAD DUDES VERSUS DRAGON NINJAS 
Laughable beat-’em-up which can be completed 
by repeatedly performing the same move over 
and over again. Far too easy. 
Overall 21% 

BAUOON FIGHT 
Two player coin-op conversion where you must 
pop each other’s balloons whilst avoiding the 
opponent. Great fun, says Keith. 
Overall 70% 

BARBIE 
This game is so bad I’d rather play with the doll. 
Overall 15% 

BART VS THE WORLD 
Not as good as Space Mutants and highly 
Americanised. Complete various little puzzles 
and travel across the globe. 
Overall 60% 

CfoMfo ptatform ooln-op where you pfoy a 
dragon who uaaa bubblea to trap tha anamfoa 
and than pop than for nfMMiva pokifo. IJnM^ 
oompufofoa two ptayar action. 
OvaraH 91% G(^^ QOLDI 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 2 
More of the same from the bubble-blowing 
dragons from the planet cute. More levels, more 
fun? 
Overall 82% 

BUCKY O’HARE 
Slick, colourful platformer which plays well, but 
not quite a classic. 
Overall 79% 

BUGS BUNNY’S BIRTHDAY BLOW-OUT 
Well drawn characters and playable. Great fun 
for a four year old, but so very, very easy. 
Overall 45% 

BURAI FIGHTER 
Forgettable shoot-’em-up. Very colourful lots of 
interesting bosses, but too ordinary. 
Overall 65% 

CAPTAIN PLANET 
Very colourful platform blast that is a bit too 
difficult and fiddly. 
Overall 38% 

CAPTAIN SKYHAWK 
Interesting shoot-’em-up viewed from a 3-D 
angle which works quite well, fairly easy so not 
much challenge though. 
Overall 70% 

CASTLEVANIA III 
A step back in time to the original Castlevania, 
an average platform game which is similar to the 
Super NES version, but without the frills! 
Overall 71% 

CRACKDUT 
Pretty sad Breakout clone, it’s a shame this type 
of game cart still rear its ugly head. 
Overall 38% 

DARKWING DUCK 
Good graphics, fine sound and the playability is 
right there too. Let down by a lack of originality. 
Overall 82% 

DAYS OF THUNDER 
This has to be the worst racing game ever to 
grace the NES. Awful graphics and sound, 
coupled with no playability, combine to create a 
most horrifying experience. 
Overall 9% 

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 
A great strategy game with loads of different sub 
games. Everything slots into place to create a 
very worthwhile game. 
Overall 80% 

DIGGER T ROCK 
One of the all-time great NES games with plenty 
here for everyone. Worth a look at a lower price. 
Overall 84% 

DONKEY KONG 
Sad and wasted effort at reviving a long 
forgotten coin-op that nobody cares about, 
except that it had Mario in one of his first 
appearances. 
Overall 31% 

DOUBLE ORAGON 
Good graphics, wide range of moves and some 
really challenging gameplay make this a beat- 
’em-up with attitude. 
Overall 79% 

DOUBLE ORAGON II 
Even more moves and even more levels, but it’s 
slightly easier than the first game. Two player 
option is a worthy addition. 
Overall 75% 

DOUBLE ORAGON III 
This is one helluva tough game. A lot of moves, 
but some are difficult to pull off. Definately not as 
playable as Double Dragon or Double Dragon 2. 
Overall 60% 

DOUBLE ORIBBLE 
The closest thing to NBA Jam on the NES. Two 
player game is great fun and it’s even worth 
playing on your own, get this if you want the best 
Basketball game for your NES. 
Overall 88% 

DRAGONS LAIR 
The old arcade classic converted into a platform 
game. Appalling control method drags it down, 
but fun for a while. 
Overall 63% 

DR MARIO 
A good puzzle game which obviously draws it’s 
inspiration from Tetris. Stunning in two player 
mode. 
Overall 76% 

OROPZONE 
Brilliantly converted from the arcade archives. 
This is immensly playable and totally addictive. 
A golden oldie. 
Overall 89% 

DUCK HUNT 
Shoot the ducks with the zapper gun. It really is 
as boring as it sounds. This cart is best used to 
put hot cups on and avoid rings on the furniture. 
Overall 49% 

DUCK TALES 
It’s got all the characters from the cartoon. The 
graphics are excellent, but it suits a younger 
audience. 
Overall 81% 

DUCK TALES 2 
Similar to the original, lots of secret rooms, lots 
of cute characters and just as easy. 
Overall 75% 

ELIMINATOR BOAT OUEL 
There aren’t many speedboat games around 
and if this is anything to go by, there should be 
more. It’s full of action, playability and jolly good 
fun too! 
Overall 83% 

On* Of the aD-Unw ctaMic 

and orer 8,000 pfon*fo to •olorel 
OvwaH 96% QAMER QOLDI 
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BATMAN II: RETURN OF THE JOKHI 
Another good Batman tie-in, not quite as good 

Similar to Home Alone on the Super NES and 
just as annoying. 
Overall 44% 

EMPIRE STRIKES BACK, THE 
Good all round game featuring some original 
flying sections but very difficult platform 
sections. 
Overall 78% 

EXCITEBIKE 
Totally awful racing game. It really does show its 
age, with jerky graphics, gurgling sound effects 
and minimal playability. Blergh! 
Overall 28% 

FANTASTIC ADVENTURES DF DIQY 
Early Codemasters game which features an egg 
with arms and legs as a hero. 
Overall 88% 

FAXANADU 
Adventure which is well worth playing. Good 
taxing puzzles, loads of weapons massive play- 
area and a password save system. 
Overall 77% 

FELIX THE CAT 
Good platform romp with Felix rescuing his 
girlfriend Kitty from the clutches of the professor. 
Not as good as the Game Boy version. 
Overall 70% 

FESTER’S QUEST 
Totally crap overhead adventure shoot-’em-up 
based loosely on the Addams Family. Avoid! 
Overall 34% 

FLINTSTONES 
Standard platform game, but Fred, Barney and 
Co are well drawn and convey a lot of the 
cartoon’s atmosphere. It plays well to and is full 
of Stone Age mayhem. 
Overall 81% 

FOUR PLAYER TENNIS 
Sluggish tennis game which boasts few options 
apart from the four player game, obvously. 
Overall 68% 
GALAXY 5000 
Original space racing game, which boasts some 
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k-Z OF GAMES 
fast-paced, seat of the pants excitement. 
Overall 74% 

GARGOYLES QUEST il 
Fiddly platform adventure, good graphics and 
large play area, but grossly unplayable and 
hugely dull. 
Overall 59% 

GAUNTLET II 
Accurate conversion of the cult arcade game, 
loads of levels and loads of ores, pixies and 
demonic things. 
Overall 80% 

GOAL! 
Oh dear, a sad piece of soccer software, enough 
to reduce Vinny Jones to tears. 
Overall 35% 

GODZILLA 
Monster cock-up of a game, the whole game is a 
mess. The joke is that this may be the 
forerunner of Ultraman on the Super NES. 
Overall 19% 

GRADIUS 
An extremely competent blasting game in the R- 
type mould, fast, playable and damn good fun! 
Overall 80% 

Overal 02% QAMER QOLD 

Supwtiy playabto ptatfonn ranp wflh 
Dwnay owloon oriiphica and antmalion. 
DaflnMy ona or^ beat gamaa on tha NES. 
Ovani 90% QAMER QOLDI 

This may be old, but as shoot-'em-ups go, this is 
original, playable, colourful and a fine piece of 
software. 
Overall 85% 

GUMSHOE 
Dust off the zapper gun and have a go on this - 
you won’t want another. 
Overall 41% 

Sparky little pinball game which probably the 
best of it’s kind on the NES. 
Overall 73% 

HOGAN’S ALLEY 
The best zapper gun game out. Shoot the 
baddies, but don’t shoot the civilians. A kind of 
primitive Lethal Enorcers. 
Overall 70% 

HOOK 
Follows the film quite well, but lacks the style 
required to make it a classic. 
Overall 71% 

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 
Apalling game of the film, which has to be one of 
the worst shoot-’em-ups ever. 
Overall 24% 

HYPER SOCCER 
Miserable soccer game, with no lasting appeal. 
Overall 51% 

IKARI WARRIORS 
Commado-style game with enough challenge to 
keep most players happy, but doesn’t look that 
good. 
Overall 68% 

IRONSWORD 
Good platform adventure, with loads of levels, 
spells and other goodies. Worth playing. 
Overall 83% ,, 

ISOLATED WARRIOR 
Weird 3-D shoot-'em-up, which is as boring as 
Newsnight. 
Overall 37% 

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 
Bad golf game, avoid if possible, playing this has 
a similar feeling to being stuck in a bunker all 
night. 
Overall 55% 

JACKIE CHAN’S KUNG-FU 
Good action packed beat-’em-up which is full of 
moves, has great playability and clear well 
drawn graphics. 
Overall 83% 

JIMMY CONNORS 
One of the best, if not THE best tennis game on 
the NES. Fast, playable and the two player is 
damned addictive. Get it today if you want to win 
at Wimbledon. 
Overall 87% 

JURASSIC PARK 
Above average film conversion, which offers 
plenty of playabilty. The T-Rex is best! 
Overall 74% 

KABUKI QUANTUM FIGHTER 
Possibly the only game character ever to use his 
hair as a weapon. Good game though, well 
worth checking out. 
Overall 79% 

KICK OFF 
Playable, but very easy football game. Not the 
classic it was on other consoles. 
Overall 59% 

KID ICARUS 
Boring and repetitive platform game. Not as 
good as Darkwing Duck. 
Overall 61% 

The uMrnoto ptaUtonn gaiM tor your NE& LxMdi 
Oi MCm ivOfMi WMm Of OpOONH CDIffllW, lilIV m 
hot. this li very hot 

LEGEND OF ZELDA 
The original adventure for the NES is very 
challenging and features a huge play area. It 
has stood the test of time. 
Overall 85% 

LEMMINGS 
Not quite as good as on other formats, let down 
by inaccurate cursor control. 
Overall 65% 

LIFE FORCE 
Excellent shoot-’em-up, better than Gradius and 
with a stonking two player mode. 
Overall 81% 

LITTLE NEMO: DREAM MASTER 
Great platform game which gives the player the 
chance to become a bee, gorilla and a frog. 
There’s not many games that give you that 
opportunity! 
Overall 86% 

LOW G MAN 
Another average platform game, doesn’t really 
hold anything new or appealing, but it is 
playable. 
Overall 72% 

LUNAR POOL 
Abstract pool game which gives the player the 
chance to play on a frictionless table?! 
Overall 71% 

MANIAC MANSION 
Wacky adventure game that needs a chain saw 
to gain full marks. 
Overall 80% 

MARBLE MADNESS 
You must guide the marble through six short 
levels. A conversion of the coin-op. Good fun, 
but tar too short. 
Overall 80% 

MARIO & YOSHI 
Puzzle game which wili appeal to kids. 
Overall 70% 

MARIO IS MISSING 
Educational game, which is still great fun If your 
not too hot on geography and are willing to bury 
your pride. 
Overall 75% 

MEGA MAN 
Excellent platform game with loads of weapons 
and plenty of variety. 
Overall 85% 

MEGA MAN II 
Good platform game with loads of weapons and 
plenty of variety. 
Overall 82% 

MEGA MAN III 
Challenging platform game with loads of 
weapons, a bit unoriginal though. 
Overall 78% 

MEGA MAN IV 
Average platform game with loads of weapons 
and... Oh, it’s the same as all the others. Well, 
whaddya know? 
Overall 70% 

METAL GEAR 
Good stategic adventure, you need to think and 
you need to shoot. 
Overall 87% 

METROID 
Massive arcade adventure, that will keep you 
enthralled. Definately one tor committed 
gamesplayers. 
Overall 68% 

MIG 29 
Playable shoot-'em-up from the Cody’s. Nice 
graphics and a neat refueling section makes this 
a reasonable purchase. 
Overall 80% 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
Gauntlet style action with a few puzzles and 
twists thrown in for good measure. 
Overall 60% 

MONSTER IN MY POCKET 
Platform game where you run around and kill 
things. Good fun though, pretty easy too. 
Overall 75% 

NEW GHOSTBUSTERS 2 
The second game of the film, but really not 
worthy of purchase. 
Overall 51% 

NEW ZEALAND STORY 
This old peach has been around for a while on 
most formats and it’s just as good on the NES. 
Overal 74% 

NOAH’S ARK 
Biblical blockbuster that stars Noah. Whatever 
next. The story of Moses or The adventures of 
Adam and Eve in Jelly World? 
Overall 40% 

NORTH & SOUTH 
Part strategy, part beat-'em-up, this has you 
fighting Confederates and Yankees in the 
America Civil War. Good fun, but only for a 
while... 
Overall 59% . 

Ovwall 91% QAMER QCXJ)I 

OPERATION WOLF 
Average shooting game, converted from the 
arcade. It never really worked with the zapper 
gun and the graphics come from the house of 
sad. 
Overall 61% 

PAC-MAN 
What a good idea, convert an ancient ’classic’ 
onto the NES and charge £25 for a 14 year old 
game. You could practically buy the coin-op for 
that price. 
Overall 60% 

PAPERBOY 
Lamentable arcade conversion that will appeal 
only to paperboys, and then only if they’re 
workaholics. 
Overall 30% 

PAPERBOY 2 
Twice the game the original was, more streets, 
more obstacles, but still quite sad. 
Overall 60% 

PARODIUS 
Playable shooter that is quite similar to the 
Super NES version, well worth a few quid. 
Overall 81% 

A pinball game which is bouncy and playable, 
but not quite in the same league table as High 
Speed. 
Overall 71% 

BrNliafit awashbuckNng Caribbean a(^eritu^ 
(xiiTibinhxj Btrategy arid arcade cK:tlon and a 
muMtude of other alemanta to make Me an 
abeokitamuaL 
OveraU 93% QAMER QOLDI 

iges. 
Overall 69% 

RESCUE RANGERS 
This platform game is far too easy. The current 
record for completing it is about 40 minutes. 
Strictly for the gamelings. 
Overall 64% 

ROAD FIGHTER 
If you buy this you are either certifiable, or your 
hobby involves collecting horrendously bad 
games. Hueyuuughhhhhhhhhh! 

II 5% 

been made in making this playable and visually 
pleasing. 
Overall 80% 

ROBOCOP 2 
A bad control method lets this down, 
unfortunately Robocop tends to slide around like 
he is on ice scates. 
Overall 65% 

ROBOCOP VS TERMINATOR 
Appaling platform game, bad collision detection 
and extreme difficulty make this a definate no 
no. 
Overall 32% 

RODLAND 
An extremely playable arcade game, great with 
two players. 
Overall 85% 

ROLLER GAMES 
This is fairly original I guess. Well it’s the only 
beat-’em-up on roller scates and quite playable 
too. 
Overall 72% 

SHADOWGATE 
An icon driven adventure, which is more like the 
old graphical adventures originally found on the 
Spectrum, still it’s worth solving. 
Overall 63% 

SHADOW WARRIORS 
Platform based action which is enjoyable, but 
difficult. 
Overall 78% 

SILENT SERVICE 
If you play this you will get a sinking feeling. 
Hopefully the only submarine simulation that will 
ever be released on the NES. 
Overall 33% 

SIMON’S QUEST 
Fine adventure set in Transylvania, you play the 
part of Simon Belmont, your quest is to kill 
Dracula. Enthralling game which will appeal to 
adventure buffs. 
Overall 87% 

What a aurpriae, the game la aa good aa the 
cartoon. Featurac all me characteri and aome 
very challenging gameptaw. 
OveraU 91% oiMER dOLDI 

POPEYE 
A waste of a cartoon licence and one of the 
NES’ worst platform games. Needs to eat a lot 
more spinach! 
Overall 35% 

POWERBLADE 
In this platform waltz, you have to kill things, 
then run along a bit more and kill something else 
- it’s unoriginal, but it has got style. 
Overall 77% 

PROBOTECTOR 
One of the better platform games around, it’s 
difficult, but it boasts some meaty bosses and 
addictive gameplay. 
Overall 87% 

PROBOTECTOR 2 
Much the same as the original Probotector, but 
then if you’ve got great gameplay, why change 
it? 
Overall 85% 

Boodng at Ha baaL Thia la a atormlng game, 
loade of boocara with aoma incradtola special 
moves - a steal at Ha new bargain prtos. 
Overall 90% QAMER QOLDI 

SKI OR DIE 
Strange game featuring a host of snow-related 
activities. Including snowball fights and leaping 
over log cabins. 
Overall 67% 

p converaion, great graphica, no alow- 
brdlhefMiiily. 

RAD GRAVITY 
Moody space-age adventure, with some great 
humour and taxing puzzles. It’s a big one too - 
you won’t complete this in a hurry. 
Overall 85% 

RAINBOW ISLAND 
Simple arcade game that just keeps you playing 
and playing. The only game ever to use 
rainbows as weapons! 
Overall 88% 

RC PRO AM 
Excellent conversion of the Game Boy isometric 
racer. Very fast and great realistic handling of 
the cars. 
Overall 82% 

RC PRO AM 2 
Even better than the real thing! This sequel 
features a four player mode and even more 
challenge than before. 
Overall 88% 

RESCUE 
Original strategy game; giving you the chance to 
take on a SAS kind of role and rescue some 

SNAKE’S REVENGE 
Sequel to Metal Gear which is more platform 
based and not as good as the original. 
Overall 78% 

PB(N a vary oonboKabla apaoecraft itirough 
banan planet cavama. in the aaarch for via 
gddan spacaaNp. Original, playable and only 
S.99! Bargain of the monthl 
OvaraN 94%^MMER QOLDI 

One of the better film licenses, a good job has 

3-0 ieometrtc advantura wtth over 2S0 rooma, 
perapecOva can be mMaadlng but ifN a fina 
game, great tMa muaic alaa 
O^niir^ QAMER GOLD 

SPIDER-MAN AND THE X-MEN: RETURN OF THE 
SINISTER SIX 
A worthy Marvel conversion, standard 
platformaction with few frills. 
Overall 71% 

SPY VS SPY 
You play Black or White, and the idea is to kill 
each other off with bizarre booby traps. Based 
on the MAD magazines. 
Overall 87% 
STAR TREK 
Faithful adaptation of the classic Sixties Sci-Fi 

series. Good plots, but too short. Needs a bigger 
sequel. Ask Andy McDermott for ideas, Konami! 
Overall 88% 

One of the beat platform advanturaa around. 
FoHowa the film plot scans for acana almost and 
*-me great flying aacUona as wall. 

i oAriER gkIdi 
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The oomptaK chaliengea In this laomalric Inaact- 
'am-up are oornpeHing eno«^, add graat 
graphM, aound and aorne fleridMi probiarna 
and you^ got a winnar. 
Overal 92%^ER QOLDI 

STEALTH ATF 
An abysmal attempt at a flying game, a real 
bogey. 
Overall 29% 

STREET GANGS 
Average beat-'em-up with interesting weapons 
and secret routes to the bosses. Not well known. 
Overall 69% 

SUPER JAMES POND 
Very cutesy game which is colourful, playable 
and good fun. 
Overall 80% 

SUPER MARIO BROS 
The game which launched Nintendo to stardom, 
plays like Bryan Cant, graphics are a bit dated 
though. 
Overall 85% 

SUPER MARIO BROS II 
A good game, but doesn’t really live up to 
previous standards, weakest of the Mario series. 
Overall 80% 

The beat platform game ewer on the NES, 
superb playabilty, secret rooms galore and 
loads of levels - the uMmate In entertalnmenL 
Overall 96% QAMER QOLDI 

SUPER OFF ROAD 
Good top down racing game, fast, but slightly 
uncontrollable. 
Overall 77% 

SUPER SPIKE VOLLEYBALL 
Good volleyball game, featuring lots of moves, 
quite easy though. 
Overall 83% 

SWORD MASTER 
Fairly standard platfrom adventure, tends to 
become very tedious after a short while. 
Overall 68% 

SWORDS AND SERPANTS 
Different angle on the adventure game, which 
some people find entertaining, but others detest. 
Overall 45% 

T2: JUDGEMENT DAY 
One of the best NES film conversions. Arnie is 
mean, and there are plenty of explosions and 
levels to satisfy even the most ardent war freak. 
Overall 85% 

TALESPIN 
Very hard platform shooter, good graphics but 
unplayable really. 
Overall 62% 

TECMO WORLD WRESTLING 
Awful wrestling game, that looks a mess and 
plays even worse. 
Overall 51% 

TETRIS 
Overwhelmingly addictive puzzle game that 
grabs you and won’t ever let go. 
Overall 86% 

TETRIS 2 
Not enough variation on the original Tetris to put 
this in the same boat, but the two player game is 
worth a go. 
Overall 75% 

TINY TOON ADVENTURES 
Cute platform larks, very repetitive though, but 
pleasant enough to play. 
Overall 80% 

TMHT 
The turtles made their NES debut in this 
platform game. Features all the characters and 
IS very, very hard. 
Overall 73% 

TMHT 2 
Much more of a beat-’em-up in the Final Fight 
mould, an improvement on the first game. 
Overall 79% 

TOM & JERRY 
Cartoon capers abound in this average cartoon 
tie-in. 
Overall 69% 

TOP GUN 2 
Oh dear, another miserable flying game. 
Overall 40% 

TOTALLY RAD 
Outer space is the playground for this cosmic 
platformer, quite difficult and dull. 
Overall 65% 

TRAGK AND FIELD II 
Superlative sports action with lots of events and 
plenty button abuse. 
Overall 89% 

TROG 
Easy to get into Pac-Man clone with Stone-Age 
graphics. Still fun, though. 
Overall 72% 

TURBO RACING 
Good racing game that is worth perserving with. 
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Go through a whole season and then the 
challenge of improvement will grab you. 
Overall 82% 

ULTIMATE COMBAT 
This is the nearest you’ll get to a good flying 
Mme on the NES. 
Overall 79% 

ULTIMATE STUNTMAN 
Playing - yes! - a stuntman, you battle your way 
through tough and varied stages to defeat 
Doctor Evil. Good, satisfying fun. 
Overall: 82% 

WILD GUNMAN 
Another zapper gun game. Good fun with a few 
friends, but will soon lose its appeal. 
Overall 60% 

WIZARDS & WARRIORS III 
Long-winded RPG with loads of battles, spells 
and dungeons to pillage. A great time was had 
by all. 
Overall 79% 

WORLD CUP 
The pileof bad football games on the NES is 
bolstered by this lame product. The humour may 
appeal though and there are some curious 
special kicks. 
Overall 38% 

WWF 
Wrestling games will never work on an 8 Bit 
machine, this proves it. 
Overall 40% 

YOSHI’S COOKIE 
Neat puzzle game very much in the Tetris niche. 
Two player game is it’s strong point. 
Overall 84% 

Easily one of the beat RPQe of all time, 
deacm the simple gravies, Zeida II la a 
wor^ addMon anyone’s collection. GM It, H 
you hamtlgotK. 
Ch^l 95% QAMER QOLOl 

that wants to play the part of a doll is strange... 
Overall 23% 

BART SIMPSON - ESCAPE FROM CAMP DEADLY 
Platformer which is fairly difficult and pretty 
boring too. Good graphics, lots of characters 
from the cartoons, but very average. 
Overall 67% 

BART VS THE JUGGERNAUTS 
Weird title and veiy weird collection of mini 
games. Quite original and worth trying. 
Overall 82% 

BASEBAU 
Excellent sport simulation, which includes link¬ 
up option. Lots of playability and a must for any 
mobile baseball fan. 
Overall 81% 

BATMAN 
A mix of platform and shoot-‘em-up action which 
ties together very nicely for an all-round 
entertaining product. 
Overall 80% 

BATMAN - RETURN OF THE JOKER 
Platformer which creates some very 
atmospheric gameplay and graphics. Big sprites 
and good animation make it a worthwhile 
purchase. 
Overall79% 

BATMAN - ANIMATED SERIES 
Another Batman romp which is fairly playable, 
but ultimately too repetitive to hold any lasting 
appeal. 
Overall66% 

BATTLESHIPS 
A pen and paper is a lot cheaper... 
Overall 29% 

piayabie aiaments. Qreat 
hold the game togelh0r. 
0% GAMER QOLDI 

ADVENTURE ISLAND 
Standard platformer which fails to shine, dull 

mam 
graphics and duller gameplay make this one to 
avoid 
Overall 67% 

ALADDIN 
Pixel perfect conversion of the Mega Drive 
version, surprisingly. Great graphics and sound, 
but a bit too similar in playability to Jungle Book. 
Only buy one Virgin platform game and you 
should be fine. 
Overall 81% 

ALFRED CHICKEN 
Wacky platform/puzzle game involving the only 
video game character ever to run for Parliament. 
Addictive gameplay, but it soon becomes 
annoying. 
Overall 78% 

ALIEN DLYMPICS 
Curious-looking ET version of the old 
Hypersports and Track 'n F/e/d coin-ops. Many 
different events such as shooting, long jump, 
javelin and shot putt, but some events are tricky 
to control. 
Overall 84% 

ALIENS VS PREDATDR 
Sad film licence with some of the worst graphics 
we’ve ever seen. The predator looks like 
Bernard Breslaw and moves with all the ancient 
grace of Bella EmbergI Don’t “stick around ” 
Overall 54% 

ALLEYWAY 
Breakout clone which is so basic it makes 
bangers and mash look sophisticated. It was a 
launch title and really does show its age. 
Overall 38% 

ASTERIX 
Very average all round. Nothing there to keep 
you playing more than a couple of hours. 
Overall 65% 

Brillant game which oonvays the creepy, acery 
almoaphwa of the film. Top view of-ttia oonidore 
and ioade of eHens make It a muet for any Game 
Boy owner. 
Overall 92% QAMER QOLDI 

BALLDDN KID 
An old platform game where you fly along with a 
couple of balloons avoiding spikes and other 
obstacles. Very good considering its age. 
Overall 83% 

BARBIE 
Awful, grotesque platform game. The graphics 
are a mess, the gameplay shocking, and anyone 

tew more ideas though, just as difficult however 
and great fun. 
Overall 79% 

CAESAR’S PALACE 
Just like being in Vegas, you can just smell the 
money and expect to see cash pouring out the 
microphone every time you win. Not! 
Overall 54% 

CHASE HQ 
Handles like a horse and cart in the Indy 500. 
Horrible graphics - a real disaster unfortunately. 
Overall 23% 

ITw uMmato cheM gam*. TTm oomputM’ 
opponent often vwgee on genlue. Ire en 
ONoeHent leeming tool eito 
Ovwel 91% QAMER QOLDI 
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BEST OF THE BEST 
Unplayable, blocky graphics and very few 
characters. Only buy this if you are desperate. 
Overall 45% 

Cteeeic ptatfonn game, which IvM up to the 
qually of the NES veralon and bidudae all new 

Overall 91% QAMER QOLDI 

BLADES OF STEEL 
A really fast ice skating game, including many 
options and difficulty levels. A must tor ice 
skating fans. 
Overall 88% 

BLUES BROTHERS 
Awful platformer which does little justice to the 
legend of the Blues Brothers. 
Overall 32% 

BLUES BROS JUKEBOX ADVENTURE 
Playable, if incredibly fast (yep, you’ve guessed 
it) platform game (arrrghh!) where you play Jake 
or Elwood, in a quest to get records and escape 
from a strange world. 
Overall 82% 

Intriguing puzzla gama which la both taxing and 
vary addloliva Highly raoommendad for thoaa 
wholRethInIdiw. 
Ovaral 90% QAMER QOLDI 

BOMBJACK 
Classic arcade game, which suffers a little bit on 
the Game Boy due to its high speed nature 
which is not really suited to the screen. 
Overall 71% 

BOXXLE 
Mind-bending puzzle antics will keep you glued 
to your Game Boy. This is very difficult, but 
worth playing on a rainy day. 
Overall 80% 

BUBBLE BUBBLE 
Very faithful to the arcade original. Sublime 
gameplay and cheery cute graphics make this 
stand out as a worthwhile purchase. 
Overall 78% 

BUBBLE GHDST 
Strange puzzle game requiring the player to 
guide a bubble through some perilous courses. 
Overall 65% 
BUGS BUNNY 
Monotonous puzzle game with bland graphics 
and dull gameplay. 
Overall 34% 

BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE 
Was pretty stylish when it was released a couple 
of years ago, but as shoot-’em-ups go, it’s 
looking a bit dated and the gameplay suffers 
from repetitiveness. 
Overall 70% 

BURGERTIME DELUXE 
Simple, yet playable. The graphics look like 
something that’s been knocked up on an etch-a- 
sketch, but it’s a real dream to play. 
Overall 75% 

CASTLEVANIA 
Tricky platformer that you won’t complete in a 
hurry. Good graphics and challenging gameplay 
make this one to consider. 
Overall 71% 

CASTLEVANIA II 
Much the same as the first one. This includes a 

CHDPLIFTER II 
Quality arcade action. Rescue the soldiers on 
various different landscapes. The graphics are 
dull, but the gameplay makes up for it. It takes 
addictiveness to new boundaries. 
Overall 85% 

CDDL SPDT 
Incredibly proficient platform game from virgin - 
a conversion of the hit Mega Drive and Super 
NES games. Animation is fantastic but it does 
suffer from speed blur. 
Overall 86% 

CRASH DUMMIES 
Original collection of sub-games cobbled 
together to produce a very enjoyable off-the-wall 
product. 
Overall 88% 

DAFFY DUCK 
Fast moving and challenging platform licence 
which manages to convey the frenetic action of 
Daffy’s cartoons and is full of surprises. Good for 
kids. 
Overall 83% 

DARKWING DUCK 
Great cartoon platformer. Excellent graphics and 
animation coupled with the challenging 
gameplay produce a game which is hard to 
ignore. 
Overall 82% 

DESERT STRIKE 
Ocean make good with a classic conversion of 
the chopper sensation. Rescue POWs, destroy 
camps and SAM sites and get home for tea and 
crumpets. Just look what the Game Boy can do! 
Overall 84% 

DIG-DUG 
The graphics are nothing special, but the 
gameplay makes it worth buying if you fancy a 
classic arcade title. 
Overall 81% 

NIntando hit the Q-epotaoBlnwnh another 
superb character aral a dmvfafo game from 
good oM Maifo ciwator Sh^geru Miyamoto, 
metantly addfoUve and one of the beet gamee for 
the Game Boy. 
Overay93% 

DDUBLE DRAGDN 2 
More levels than the original but the gameplay 
suffers slightly, still a great action product. 
Overall 87% 

Swartkyi inoody platformer wNh lorely graphica, 
great humour and involving gameplay. 
Overafl 90% QAMER 000)1 

DR FRANKEN 2 
Could have been as good as the first one if it 
wasn’t for the completely awful control method. 
Overall 80% 

DR MARID 
A Tetris-Wke puzzle game which is very playable 
and includes a good link-up option. 
Overall 86% 

DUCK TALES 
Cartoony platform game with great graphics, but 
the gameplay is a bit too easy for any lasting 
challenge. 
Overall 84% 

DUCK TALES 2 
Another competent platformer from Nintendo. 
This time Uncle Scrooge has to travel around 
the world searching for five ancient treasures. 
Yippee! 
Overall 81% 

Supwb pusdateoMon aroads gams. Ths four 
plii^ Ink-up pute it up amongst tha bast Qama 
Boygamassvar. 
Ovaral 90% QAMER QOLDI 

EDD THE DUCK 
Really shocking platformer. Awful controls, basic 
graphics and dull gameplay. Avoid. 
Overall 32% 

FI RACE 
Four player link-up is amazing fun and the one 
player game is very challenging. Loads of tracks 
and choice of cars make it a must for racing 
fans. 
Overall 87% 

F-15 STRIKE EAGLE 
The best flight simulation for the Game boy. 
Requires a bit of thought and planning to enjoy 
this to its full potential. 
Overall 79% 

FELIX THE CAT 
It’s fun for a while but too easy. Totally repetitive 
as well. 
Overall 64% 

FERRARI 
Uncontrollable racer which is nowhere near the 
standard of Fl-Race in terms of playability and 
presentation. 
Overall 50% 

FIFA SDCCER 
Another brave attempt by Malibu games, yet this 
one comes off reasonably well. It’s a bit slow on 
the Super Gameboy, but in usual monochrome 
mode, this has plenty to offer soccer-starved 
fans. 
Overall 85% 

FIRE FIGHTER 
Very basic game, which soon becomes so dull 
you’ll want to throw yourself out the window for a 
bit of excitement. 
Overall 68% 

FLINTSTDNES, THE 
Based on the latest film, this isn’t the strongest 
Flintstones game out there, but it’s still an 
enjoyable romp through Bedrock. Tends to get 
repetitive though. 
Overall 82% 

FDDTBALLINTERNATIDNAL 
Very limited footy game. Sprites are tiny and the 
playability factor is even smaller. 
Overall 35% 

FDRTIFIED ZDNE 
Original shoot-’em-up which is a bit too short to 
hold anybody in its grasp for long. 
Overall 70% 

FDRTRESS DF FEAR 
Fine attempt at a playable, challenging platform 
game. Loads of levels ensure this will keep you 
going for a while. 
Overall 83% 

GAME BDY GALLERY 
Awful looking, but actually a highly playable 
collection of five Game & Watch mini games. 
The perfect Game Boy game for a quick 
distraction. Try it, you might like it. 
Overall 85% 

GARFIELD 
Very cute, nice graphics, but you’ll find your 
attention wandering due to severely dull 
gameplay. 
Overall 62% 

h •rery ptatfomwr 
f% QAiyl^ QOLDI 

WMikBthte. 

addictive when persevered with. 
Overall 80% 

THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 
Perfectly playable shoot-’em-up, which 
completely avoids the film’s story line, still it’s a 
fine underwater blast. 
Overall 82% 

They MMMT headel They eat grenadeal Tliey rip 
out nteMinal trecte--Ire the & Scralchy 
•howl Thfo novel ooir aim uaee eH the eick 
humour of the oenoon and le oonaequentfy quite 
quItobrintenL 
CNerMi90% 

JELLY BOY 
Dull platform game which lacks the Super NES 
version’s attractive graphics. What more can I 
say, apart from the fact that you walk to the right 
a bit and collect the power-ups. 
Overall 58% 

JOE AND MAC: CAVEMAN NINJA 
Difficult stone age platform game which features 
some fine graphics. Unfortunately, it is let down 
by it’s boring gameplay. 
Overall 65% 

JOHN MADDEN ‘95 
A brave attempt to bring American Footie to the 
Game Boy which doesn’t quite com off. Still, if 
this is your thing then there’s definitely a few 
hours of entertainment lurking in here. 
Overall 72% 

JUNGLE BOOK, THE 
Very much the same as the great NES version, 
this is one of the Game Boy’s best platform 
games, with one of the funj<iest tunes around! 
Overall 83% 

tiuly daaaic game, 
a waa weA worthy or tha Qamer Qold 

Ovwal 90% QAMER QOLDI 

JURASSIC PARK 
A massive arcade/adventure that is worth 
playing if your after a time consuming challenge. 
Overall 83% 

KID DRACULA 
Easy, kiddies platform game, nice graphics but it 
won’t take long to complete. 
Overall 69% 

KID ICARUS 
Conversion of the old NES classic. This 
platformer works better on the Game Boy than it 
ever did on the NES. Well worth a look. 
Overall 71% 

KIRBY’S DREAM LAND 
Supremely playable platform game which is very 
cute and graphically stunning. It’s very easy 
though, which is a shame as it could have been 
a classic. 
Overall 85% 

Brtllant aroade advwiture faaturlrio tola of 
movea, loada of playabity and a maaalva play 
area. AbaokJteiy ainert), oani ba miaaad. 
Ovarell 92% QAM^QOLDI 

GAUNTLET 2 
Conversion of the arcade game which goes 
down pretty well really. 
Overall 84% 

GB KID 
Nutty prehistoric adventure, which suffers from 
being far too easy. 
Overall 74% 

GHOSTBUSTERS 2 
Original gameplay and hectic busting action 
ensure this is one to be remembered. 
Overall 80% 

Ona Of the beat gotf gamaa awar, M alona on tha 
Qama Boy. Bunl^ water, bog^ tha loL a 
muet for goNere oaarywhare. 
OvareH ^ QAMER QOLDI 

Mqjaatic ptetformar, behold tha haavanly 
gameplay and wonder at tha cute mia Qizmo aa 
ha alaugntere tha aubllmaly drawn gramlna. Oh, 
how I wiah aver- - 
Overall 91% G 

_ .. . _ h loada of lavela 
and bonuaaa. Screen bfure alighlly, but thia 
doanal make It any laaa fun. 
Ovaral 90% 

HAMMERING HARRY 
Smashing platformer that doesn’t hold back in 
terms of sheer playability. The graphics round off 
one hell of a decent game. 
Overall 81% 

Standard platform affair which sort of follows the 
film, but doesn’t really hold much lasting appeal 
or excitement. 
Overall 78% 

HOME ALONE 
Quite literally one of the saddest, most 
demented games ever to be seen in this 
universe. 
Overall 18% 

Boring, slow, irritating Lemmings rip-off. 
Unoriginal uninspiring but may appeal to some 
puzzle freaks. 
Overall 67% 
HYPER LOAD RUNNER 
Good platform/puzzle game which is surprisingly 

KUNG-FU MASTER 
Basic beat em-up with very few moves. It’s far to 
easy though to keep you playing for longer than 
an hour. 
Overall 38% 

KWIRK 
A good puzzle game which is very similar to 
Boxxle. 
Overall 80% 

LAMBORGHINI AC 
Below par racing game which is uncontrollable 
and very boring to play. Steer around it. 
Overall 45% 

Claaalc puzzle game which la humoroua, 
aaeWry and very playable, a fine addWon to any 

CXeral 90% QAMER QOLDI 

LETHAL WEAPON 
Hardly lives up to the film’s all-action reputation 
The game is unplayable and generally 
uninteresting. 
Overall 38% 

LOONEY TOONS 
Good selection of sub games and platform 
action make this a playable and fun experience 
Overall 82% 

LUCLE 
Original puzzler. You control two spinning 
centrifugal pods who must reach the chequered 
flag to complete each level. Trickier than it looks, 
but ultimately compulsive. 
Overall 80% 
MARBLE MADNESS 
Arcade conversion which is not bad. but suffers 
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A-Z OF GAMES 
from slowness and bad control. 
Overall 67% 

MAX 
Very dull and averaoe platform game, nothing 
new really, seen it all before. 
Overall 81 % 

MCDONALD LAND 
Another standard platformer with some nice 
graphics but would have been better with a free 
burger voucher. 
Overall 70% 

MEGA MAN 
Playable platformer with loads of bosses and 
weapons which isn’t quite original enough to be 
considered a classic. 
Overall 86% 

MEGA MAN 2 
More platform action which is so similar to the 
first game, there’s hardly any difference between 
the two. Good graphics and fine playability. 
Overall 83% 

MEGA MAN III 
Mega Man is the longest running series of any 
video game character (on the NES anyway), but 
this latest Game Boy incarnation is sadly far too 
formulaic to be worth a look. 
Overall 81% 

METROID 2 
Enormous arcade adventure which has dull 
graphics but absorbing gameplay. Well worth 
playing for a lasting challenge. 
Overall 61% 

MICKEY'S DANGEROUS CHASE 
Average platform games run riot on the Game 
Boy and here is another one. Everything about it 
is dull. May appeal to younger players though. 
Overall 68% 

Qaim Boy ganwt doni oonw bettar than this, 
flltman^ la a triumph. wNh maivsloua 
grapMoa, a funlw rocMn’aoundinck - and aoma 
of ma moat flanoah puzzlaa a\«r anoountaiBd in 
any gama. Simply tha baat 
Ovaral 06% Q>^ER QOLOl 

W 

Stunning naw gama oonoapt, ftom Tllua,whara 
you guioa Mornraaux (a ahaap) through a fMd 
aadng graaa and flow^ ana avoiding Harcula, 
anaMlgooL 
Overan 90% GAMER QCXJ)I 

• Boyt 
III ^ GAMER QCXJDI 

l-’em-up on tha 

MOTDCROSS MANIACS 
Really weird bike game with good ideas. No 
lasting appeal, but fun for a short while. 
Overall 72% 

MR DO! 
Arcade classic brought to the Game Boy in 
considerable style. Terrible graphics, but 
playability goes off the scale. 
Overall 88% 

MR Nun 
The classic Super NES platform game featuring 
a Sonic-style squirrel is back on the Game Boy 
and it’s a damned fine game, if you like that sort 
of thing. 
Overall 89% 

MYSTIC QUEST - FINAL FANTASY ADVENTURE 
Large adventure, but the control method takes 
some getting used to. Fine graphics create a 
good atmosphere. Worth shelling out for, and 
one of the best adventures around. 
Overall 79% 

NAVY SEALS 
Film license platformer which just manages to 
raise its head above the crowd of mediocre 
releases. 
Overall 74% 

NBA JAM 
A fair conversion of the Super NES classic 
basketball game. The graphics are great, with 
the “on fire!” mode still included, but it blurs 
excessively when you run, and the collision 
detection is way off. 
Overall 76% 

NEMESIS 
Dated shoot-’em-up which has dull graphics, 
boring gameplay and absolutely no outstanding 
features to make it worth purchasing. 
Overall 63% 

NEMESIS 2 
Why release a game which is so similar to its 

Almoot Itw aome as the Super NES, but In black 
and white, oh, and theyVs also remoMsd a tow of 
the doday charactara to make room. High 
ptayabilty leveto and loads of OCHY moves (but 
no DiocKj) moke thtolhe best beca-'e- 
GameB 
OveiallO 

predecessor it’s hard to tell one lame duck from 
another? 
Overall 60% 

NEW CHESSMASTER 
Chessmaster was the definitive chess game on 
the Game Boy and it even featured sampled 
speech. This is more of the same, but this time 
the in-game tutor is even better. 
Overall 80% 

NEWGHDSTBUSTERS 
Half decent ghostly caper which is adequate is 
very department, but not especially brilliant in 
any of them. If you like these guys then you 
might want to play them for real! 
Overall 80% 

NIGEL MANSELL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 
Second only to Fl-Race in terms of playability 
and options. There’s a whole season to get 
through so it certainly lasts. 
Overall 78% 

NINTENDO WORLD CUP 
The guys wandering around the pitch look more 
like tubs of lard rather than footballers. Appalling 
graphics and playability. 
Overall 40% 

OTHELLD 
If you’re into othello in general, then you’ll love 
this. Holds no lasting appeal for the uninitiated. 
Overall 57% 

PAC-MAN 
Brings back the old arcade game and presents it 
with style and panach6. Very playable and very 
addictive, great fun. 
Overall 81% 

PAPERBOY 
As much fun as getting up at Six O’clock on a 
Sunday morning and dragging a sack load of 
supplements around town. 
Overall 47% 

PAPERBOY 2 
With playability, graphics and sound this bad it’s 
hard to see why this was released at all. Another 
sequel which doesn’t improve on the original. 
Overall 36% 

PAROOlUS 
Good to see that Konami have improved their 
shooters, this is very playable and very silly. 
Overall 85% 

POPEYE 2 
Nothing original about this one, but it is playable. 
All the characters are recognisable, so I guess 
that means the graphics are good. 
Overall 77% 

POPULOUS 
Excellent strategy game, brilliantly detailed 
graphics and massive longevity means you’ll be 
playing this well into the year 2000. 
Overall 82% 

POWER PAWS 
Boring puzzle game. Don’t buy this if you want a 
brain bender, there’s better available. 
Overall 56% 

PREHiSTORIK MAN 
Three years in the making, this French designed 
Jurassic platformer is highly addictive and plays 
just like the old Wonderboy coin-op. Saucy tunes 
as well! 
Overall 80% 

Superb advanbjiwtouzzto gama wWi 
bnpraaaive onimalbn and chaNoni^ gameptay. 
OvwaN 00% GAMER GOLD! 

PRINCESS BLOBETTE 
Why on earth is shoddy, rubbish like this ever 
churned out? Do yourself a favour and burn 
every copy you see. 
Overall 20% 

PRINCE VALIANT 
Curiously playable beat-’em-up which has nice 
graphics and plays very well too. 
Overall 75% 

PROBOTECTOR 
Good platform blaster with non-stop action, great 
sound and graphics and lovely playability. 
Overall 82% 

Q-BERT 
Really old puzzle game, which is going through 
a bit of a revival. 
Overall 78% 

QIX 
Strange puzzle game which is excellent fun on 
two player link-up. Don’t be put off by the 
graphics it is worth a go. 
Overall 60% 

QUARTH 
A bit like Tetris, but then a bit like nothing ever 
seen before. Very original and very playable, 
great game. 
Overall 84% 

RACE DAYS 
The world’s first bi-cart, this has 4 Wheel Drive 
(Jeep Jamboree) and Dirty Racing on one cart 
for only £24.99. Both games are way above 
average and this is worth serious consideration. 
Overall 86% 

RADAR MISSION 
Just like Battleships. It’s only fun on the two 
player option, but not for long. 
Overall 59% 

RAGING FIGHTER 
Big bolshy beat-’em-up, but is unplayable and 
soon loses it’s limited appeal. 
Overall 48% 

RAMPARTS 
Odd strategy game which becomes very difficult, 
if you want a good strategy game stick with 
Populous. 
Overall 59% 

REVENGE DF GATOR 
Good pinball game which has the added 
attraction of a two player link-up. Good graphics, 
mighty playable. An all-round good egg. 
Overall 87% 

Original adventure game with lots of puzzle 
solving and wandering about. Atmospheric 
graphics create a good romp around Sherwood. 
Overall 85% 

ROBOCOP 
Large platform game, that oozes playability and 
conveys the atmosphere of the film superbly. 
Worth buying for a lasting challenge. 
Overall 89% 

RODLAND 
Cute arcade game which draws inspiration from 
Bubble Bobble and many other games of this 
type. Very good though and well worth the 
money. 
Overall 86% 

■-TTPE 
Boot Mioot-’am-up for tha Gama Boy. Dtfflculty 
laval to aat Juat right to creota a pto^fwto and 
looting gonw. 

GAMER GOLDI 

STAR TREK: TNG 
Technically accurate, but intensely boring and 
lacking in any kind of ‘zing’ whatsoever. Trekkie 
fans will abhor this sad attempt at a conversion. 
Overall 62% 

Abaokitaty wonctorful piotkxm gama, hrwDMng, 
pioyabla, obnoapharia In fact avarythlng you 
want in a platfoiTnar. 
OvaraN 93%^ER GOLDI 

SUPER HUNCHBACK 
Luscious graphics and humorously playable, no 
humps here, just a solid well programmed 
platformer. 
Overall 87% 

SUPER KICK OFF 
Superb soccer game, with masses of playability. 
Small sprites, but they move well and don’t hold 
back the general wholesome quality of the 
game. 
Overall 85% 

SEAQUEST DSV 
Completely crap DSV game with gameplay so 
boring you’ll want to dunk your Game Boy down 
the toilet! Not a patch on the Super NES game. 
Overall 53% 

SENSIBLE SOCCER 
Utterly crap conversion of the Amiga classic, 
well, that’s what I think anyway. Keith begged to 
differ and gave it... 
Overall 80% 

SHADOW WARRiORS 
Standard beat-’em-up effort, which doesn’t stand 
out at all. 
Overall 76% 

SIDE POCKET 
Great fun if you’re into Pool, but you will get 
bored quickly. 
Overall 76% 

SKATE OR DIE 
Uncontrollable skating game, which boasts 
some detailed graphics, but is sadly let down by 
the playability. 
Overall 63% 

SKATE OR DIE 2 
Interesting skating platform game, which is 
playable and quite original. 
Overall 78% 

SNEAKY SNAKES 
Excellent 3-D arcade game from RARE. Brilliant 
graphics and great gameplay make it a very 
original and exciting product. 
Overall 88% 

SOLAR STRIKER 
Dull vertical shoot-’em-up that looks the same all 
the way through. 
Overall 40% 

SOLOMON’S CLUB 
Inspiring puzzle game that owes a lot to the NES 
original. 
Overall 82% 

SPACE INVADERS 
More Invaders than you can possible imagine 
in this first rate conversion of a sadly dated 
game. SGB owners get the full Super NES 
game too! 
Overall 70% 

SPEEDBALL2 
Amiga conversion of the classic futuristic football 
type game which is very slow, the graphics are 
badly drawn and sadly misses the mark. 
Overall 63% 

SPEEDY GONZALES 
Sonic-style platform whizz; containing a fair 
amount of challenge, but hardly any variation. 
Dull is the only word left to describe it. 
Overall 77% 

SPIDER-MAN 
The best of the series. Tricky bosses, lots of 
moves and well thought-out gameplay. buy this if 
you’re a fan of the comic. 
Overall 80% 

SPIDER-MAN 2 
More Marvel mayhem which is too similar to the 
original to get many people excited. More 
original gameplay required. 
Overall 75% 

SPIDER-MAN & THE X-MEN 
Dire, rubbish comic adventure with no fun 
involved whatsoever. Yuk. 
Overall 49% 

SPY VS SPY 
Original puzzle/strategy game which first 
appeared years ago on the C64. Works well on 
the Game Boy and well worth a look. 
Overall 78% 

STARGATE 
A fairly strong puzzle game which owes little to 
the film, more the overall concept. Still, it’s quite 

fresh and original and worth checking out. 
Overall 89% 

SUPER RC PRO-AM 
One of the best tour player link-up games 
around, but a bit easy if you’re playing it on your 
own. 
Overall 84% 

TALESPIN 
Quite a tricky shoot-'em-up this. Features 
characters from the cartoon, but certainly won’t 
appeal to younger players when it’s this difficult. 
Overall 65% 

TARZAN 
Boring to play and not particularly stimulating to 
look at, Tarzan is a wasted opportunity, as it is 
just a platform game where you must collect 
things. Wow. 
Overall 56% 

TAZ-MANIA 
Looks good, but then looks aren’t everything. A 
bit of playability would have gone down well. 
Overall 54% 

Buy Ihto and you naod not buy anolhar tannto 
gama The two pioyar Hnk-iB worte aupaibiy 
0^02% GAMER GOLDI 

What alBe can you aay about thto aimple. yet 
poaaMy moat addtoUve game to be 
made? 
OveraH 06% GAMER GOLDI 

mmm 
TETRIS 2 
Good, but not as compelling as Tetris, the 
general feeling is that they are trying to be too 
clever and adding far too much to what should 
be a simple, but addictive game. 
Overall 87% 

Supafb pMbrm gameJhM tootoree 
Ihplivabillty. F 
IBRQOLDI Oveial 00% GAMI 

TITUS THE FOX 
A rare thing to have a platform game with a link 
option. Good on two player, but not on your own. 
Overall 65% 

TOP RANKING TENNIS 
Offers a few more options than Tennis, but isn’t 
as playable. Buy it if you can’t get hold of Tennis. 
Overall 87% 

THE AODAMS FAMILY 
A considerably large platform adventure, that 
has nice graphics and plays pretty well to. Once 
you’re into it, you won’t be able to put it down. 
Overall 81% 

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 
Plays very well and the graphics are very good. 

oam BBMBa uw s 
Amazing |ra)hk», giBot oridnallty for a ptotto^ 

buttor too aaay, ahould hova boon biggar 

OvwaH 90% GAMER GCXDI 

Not quite as polished as Star Wars though. 
Overall 80% 

TMHT 
The Turtles make their GB debut in this slick 
all action platform beat-’em-up. Fine graphics 
and playable, not bad for a bunch of green 
misfits! 
Overall 80% 

TMHT 2 
More of the same, but even better. One of the 
rare sequels which has learnt from the original 
and used that knowledge to produce a better 
game. 
Overall 83% 

TOM & JERRY 
More perilous adventures with the famous cat 
and mouse duo, but this time the two have 
become friends (yeuch!) to escape the people 
smashing up their house. 
Overall 71% 

TRACK AND FIELD 
Button bashing sport simulation which is good 
fun if you want to destroy your Game Boy in ten 
minutes flat. 
Overall 70% 

TRAX 
Strange multi-directional shooter which is far too 
repetitive. What ever happened to variety and 
playability? 
Overall 37% 

UNIVERSAL SOLDIER 
This platform game is an average, standard, 
dull, boring, pile of bolts. Just like Dolph 
Lungren. 
Overall 57% 

NIntando doaa It again, now WOfto plays ttw 
haro and Marioto nowtwre to ba aaon, but It to 
aun ona of tha baat gamaa for lha Gama Boy. 
Ovaren 91% GAMERGOLDI 

WARIO BLAST 
Bomberman meets Wario and, as would be 
expected, it’s superb. The big let down, though, 
is that there’s no two player mode. 
Overall 88% 

WC STRIKER 
Could have been great - sadly it isn’t! Fiddly 
control system, badly shaded graphics and not 
much fun to play. A duffer. 
Overall 54% 

WINTER OLYMPICS 
Even worse than the Super NES version (a feat 
indeed!), this is atrocious, nightmare stuff - 
Huuuuuuurrrghhhhhh! 
Overall 35% 

WWF SUPERSTARS 
Why wrestling games were ever deemed viable 
is a mystery to me. This uncontrollable mess of 
a game looks as appealing as Hulk Hogan’s T- 
shirts. 
Overall 33% 

YOGI BEAR 
Here’s Yogi! Arrrgh, shut up you furry moron! 
Yogi Sear ion the Game Boy is in fact quite 
good, despite the fact that he needs a good 
kicking, but it could have done without being yet 
another platformer. 
Overall 80% 

YOSHI’S COOKIE 
Great fun on two player link-up. Very playable on 
your own too. A really good Tetris clone. 
Overall 78% 

iBMiv-iflnflniBHi 
Unonlmoualy aodalmed aa the beat Game 
Boy game of all Ume. Thto vaat adventure 
takae ptaMObNIty to the IlmR and tha graphica 
are quite ixeatritaklng. Buy now, off you go, go 
onl 
Overal 06% GAMER GOLDI 

ZEN - INTERGALATIC NINJA 
Pretty good nothing new, but you’ll like it until 
numbness sets in during the later levels. 
Overall 71% 

ZOOL 
If you’ve seen one Zool- you’ve seen them 
all! Zany platform game which loses 
something now that it’s in black and white. Still 
good, though. 
Overall 85% 
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FIFA 
MALIBU 
c; A M B s FIFA 

INTERNATIONAL 

SOCCER 

LICENSED BY 

SPORTS 
ELECTRONIC ARTS 

C&VG - "FIFA on Game Boy is a graphical 
triumph. If you're a footy fan, this is probably 
the best one on the market." 

GB Action 90% Super Gamer 85% 
"FIFA equals its counterparts on the other 
formats in every department. No mean 
feat at all!" 
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